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CLPA at the 2006 AMA Nationals

H

ow often in recent years have you
heard the lament: “Control Line
Stunt is dead!”? How frequently have
we bemoaned the lack of new and
young flyers necessary to carry the
event forward into the next century?
How recently did you hear that the
AMA wishes we’d just go away and
leave the field to park flyers and Ready
to Fly, near full scale, multi thousand
dollar, haul‘em in a trailer RC (vice
model) airplanes?
Well, once again, the AMA
Nationals, held at AMA in Muncie,
Indiana, provided evidence that
maybe, just maybe, that obituary is a bit
premature. Over 100 entries competed
in the official events supported
primarily by AMA; Junior, Senior,
Advanced and Open categories. Over
100 entries which kept the four hard
surface circles on the “L-Pad” busy
from early morning until sunset for six
full days -- plus lots of practice flights
on the four speed and racing circles
until the contestants for those events
showed up.
Another hundred plus entries
competed in the unofficial stunt events:
Beginner, Intermediate, Old Time and
Classic. All four events were held on
the 600 by 600 foot AMA grass site
(not an entirely perfect situation, as
we’ll discuss later). The AMA site
was practically overrun by PAMPA
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members and international stunt
flyers, coming together to participate
in the biggest CLPA extravaganza on
the globe. If Stunt is dead, this was one
heck of a memorial service!
In this special edition of STUNT
NEWS, you’ll find lots of coverage and
pictures of the event and the people
who competed, administered, judged
and enjoyed themselves doing what
they love to do; flying aerobatics on
wires, up close and personal with their
creations, feeling the thrill of flight from
their fingers down to their toes. What
a week it was! Because the results and
the pictures will tell you pretty much
everything about who did what with
what, this report will deal more with
the administration and the atmosphere
of the week itself.
This year’s CLPA NATs was a bit
different from previous years. Mostly,
because AMA needed to refine the
facility use to allow all the disciplines
to utilize the site and complete their
competitions in a safe manner. The
fundamental difference was to move
up our flying a full day from years
past. Beginner and Intermediate were
flown (ably ED’d by Bob Brookins
and Allen Brickhaus) on the grass site
Sunday morning. The calendar got
crowded that day because the annual
“pilot party cum polish” known
formally as appearance judging, took
place that afternoon. This required
a bit of creativity on the part of the
administrators and the flyers to get the
flying done quickly so as to allow those
planning to fly in the official events
to “get to the church on time!” for
the pretty plane show and the pilots’
meeting.
Not just a play on words there by
the way. The “180 Building” at which
the appearance judging, Concours
D’elagance voting and pilot’s meeting
has been held for the last three years
or so, is the property of a local church.
It is primarily used for youth activities
and rehabilitative programs. PAMPA
and the stunt flyers owe church and
PAMPA member Alan Goff a big
thank you for their efforts to obtain
the use of this great facility. It is air
conditioned, spacious (necessary for
a hundred plus stunt ships on the
floor), and has wonderful facilities for
socializing during the judging in the
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form of refreshments served by real
people (real friendly too), including
fancy coffee and deserts as well as soft
drinks, hot dogs, pizza etc. While the
armory was “adequate”, this facility
made the entire afternoon a delightful
and much anticipated affair.
The Concours balloting resulted
in a first time winner. Kenny Stevens
won convincingly with his magnificent
SV-22 with dyed see through yellow
tissue, trimmed in blue, orange,
and black pigmented paint. His SV22 is a spectacular combination of
the “modeler’s art” displaying the
architecture of the craftsmanship and
the artistic use of color to embellish the
same. Kenny’s airplane easily ranks
as among the favorite three or four
airplanes of the writer’s experience.
The SV-22 shared an event high 19
appearance points with yet another
of Windy’s amazing, one of a kind,
creations. This year the well publicized
Ferrari red Testarrosa garnered large
admiring crowds of photographers
all trying to figure out how to take a
picture without getting too much glare
from the paint reflection.
A particularly important placing
was Brett Buck’s new Infinity in the
third row with 17 points. In years past,
lesser numbers of appearance points
had proven an obstacle for top placing.
As you’ve probably noted from the
cover photos, that was not the case this
year. Almost a clone of the prototype
he wrecked last year, this version had
a significantly improved finish and
flew every bit as well as the old one
(according to Brett) with less than
thirty total flights on it by the end of
the week’s competition. Amazing!
This is a good time to mentions
the Brazilians! This year, Thomas Case
brought along some 28 of his closest
friends on an all expense paid trip to
the US NATs. The only requirement
being that each of them had to build
and fly a Bene Rodriguez designed P51 Mustang. Sunday morning at the LPad, it looked like a scene from a WWII
fighter base. Twenty-six plus Mustangs
in full dihedral, appropriate regalia
including stars and bars and invasion
stripes, big props and four stroke .72c.
i. Rolls Royce Merlins in the nose were
lined up in front of the Pagoda. It was
an awesome sight. Your author didn’t



make a precise accounting, but some
part of this fleet flew in all three skill
class events, and several, including
Bene, flew very well in the Open event
with at least two making it to the top
twenty. Check the results to see who
finished where.
The only sour note from the
invasion was a serious level of attrition.
A number of the Mustangs flew in
pretty bad conditions in Beginner
and Intermediate, several suffering
significant damage. Another folded a
wing during top twenty day. In total,
about a third of the Mustangs met with
some level of misfortune. Although
there was a lot of busted P-51 balsa,
there didn’t seem to be any loss of
enthusiasm. At the banquet, following
the presentation of a nice award from
“his” flyers to Thomas, he commented
that plans were already underway for
yet another invasion next year. This
time with Billy Werwage designed
P-47s all painted to emulate those
employed by the Brazilian Air Force
during and after the war.
There were a couple of Stukas
in town; Matt Neumann’s and Rich
“hourglass” Giacabone’s (ask him about
the hourglass). With all the Mustangs
present, the Stukas seemed to keep a
pretty low profile. Can’t imagine why?
(Just kidding, Matt flew his to the top
place in one of four qualifying circles
during Open. Rich might have done
better had it not been for…) Idaho’s
Pat Johnston and Matt both had dandy
Mustangs of their own which, in
ordinary circumstances, would have
drawn a lot of attention. Alas…
The one negative aspect to the
week’s events was the condition of
the grass site on which so many flights
had to be flown. Due to an unfortunate
situation with ground keeping
personnel, AMA was forced to lay
off the crew experienced in preparing
the site and the replacement crew,
although eager to do the best job they
could, simply were not up to the task.
The grass site was not mown closely
and had not been rolled as in years
past. The result was an abundance of
aborted take offs and nose over landings
which had an effect on the outcome
of some events. Many of the more
experienced flyers were able to adapt
to the conditions, but others were not.



NATs Control Line Category Director
Brenda Schuette was kind and brave
enough to attend our pilot’s meeting
and address the issue. She apologized
for the lapse, answered questions and
promised next year the problems will
be resolved. PAMPA’s experience with
Brenda over the years gives us every
reason to be optimistic that this year’s
problems won’t be revisited.
The official flying plan was to
fly Advanced and Open competitors
together on the same four circles;
Advanced flyers flying first on
Tuesday’s rounds one and two and the
Open flyers doing so on Wednesday’s
rounds three and four. The best flight
from rounds one and two were to be
added to the best of three and four to
determine the top five Advanced and
Open flyers from each group who would
proceed to Thursdays Advanced Finals
and the Open Top Twenty. Mother
Nature threw a monkey wrench into
those plans and ED Warren Tiahrt was
forced to make adjustments. Tuesday’s
wind and rain resulted in the loss of
an entire round with only round one
being completed. Lots of horror stories
about flying in that weather, (the best
or worst, depending on whether you
were flying or watching) was Bob
McDonald’s flight in just about the
worst of the wind and the rain. He
completed a very competitive flight
despite being blown about fiercely and
using his – um, er – backside instead
of his feet to interface with the tarmac
while doing his tricks! Quite a sight.
The bad news was that the airplane
got soaked to the point that something
swelled up in the control system
making flying the following day out of
the question.
The weather on Wednesday looked
to be a repeat of Tuesday’s. A possibility
of wind and rain with a few forecast
breaks that would allow time for at
least the twenty five flights per circle
needed to get every entrant a flight.
Warren made a well reasoned decision
to alter the format to insure in a worse
case scenario that a complete set of two
flights in front of the same set of judges
for each of the four flight groups would
be completed. This allowed a shortened
and fair qualifying competition in the
event the weather would not cooperate.
It was decided that we would attempt

to fly round three, weather permitting.
Round four would be eliminated due
to administrative concerns and the
limitations of the judges to physically
maintain their objectivity throughout a
long wet and windy day and a potential
for at least 75 flights per circle. Thus,
when round three was flown, it was a
must perform situation if you wanted
to qualify since it was the one and only
flight to be added to the best of rounds
one and two. Round three was flown
in the same competitive groups, but in
front of different judges.
The weather cooperated for
Thursday’s flying and both the
Advanced Finals and the Open Top
Twenty went off smoothly. The flying
was excellent from top to bottom with
light to calm winds; making the judges’
job even harder. Once again, check the
results for who placed where. Mike
McHenry prevailed in the Advanced
finals, followed closely by a continually
improving Mike Palko with his very
competitive electric set-up. There
were some anomalous scores in the
Advanced Finals due to a group of very
high scoring judges on one of the circles.
Nothing should be read into those very
high scores, however. This is simply
another example of how subjective
scoring is subject to the inclination of
the judges making the assessments. A
very good example of why a national
ranking system based on local scores
has never become a viable mechanism
for comparison of flyers from different
parts of the country.
The Top Twenty battle for Final
Five in Open was especially heated
as expected. With several of the
“usual suspects” off to Spain for the
World Champs there had been a lot
of speculation about which of the
remaining excellent pilots would put
it together and ultimately come out
on top. As expected, the results were
close with only twenty seven out of a
thousand plus points separating the
leader and tenth place.
Friday dawned a beautiful day and
the prospect was for good flying both
by the Final Five and the Junior and
Senior Competitions. The Junior group
was especially fun to follow. There
were three excellent young pilots, each
with a pedigree worthy of note. Young
Thomas Case Jr. was flying very well
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and had performed admirably earlier
in the week’s competitions. With the
support of his father and Bene he knew
what the tricks were supposed to look
like and did a good job of showing
off that knowledge. That resulted in a
second place finish.
Another kid, short in stature but
long in appetite, drove all the way out
from Tucson, Arizona with his adopted
mentors from the Cholla Choppers; Bob
Whitely and Bill Heyworth. The class
of that act was apparent from the start.
Again, a tough, bright, enthusiastic
young flyer who pretty much begged
the guys in Tucson to help him learn
this stuff. Help him they did, as the
results will show. Very good flying and
excellent scores placed him in third.
The third young guy (actually
“Ryan Young” guy) came from Texas
with his gnarled old granddaddy, Bill
Rutherford, who just might have flown
a pattern or two in his time. Ryan
had only flown his first full patterns
a couple months before the NATs,
but was quickly hooked and dragged
grandpappy out to the field several
times a week between the first pattern
at home and his first in Muncie on
the way to becoming Junior National
Champion. They learn fast when
they’re young, guys!
These three kids all fly well
enough to embarrass a lot of us
“more seasoned” competitors and all
three enthusiastically drive their own
progress with assistance from their
“families”. A very cool thing to see.
The only disappointment of the
week was the lack of a competitor to
fly against young Paul Ferrell from
Mill Valley, CA. in the Senior Event.
Attending with his very supportive
father, Kevin, Paul is a very talented
flyer who improved consistently
throughout the week. His flights in the
Walker Flyoff against Junior Champ
Ryan Young and Open Champ Brett
Buck were extremely competitive.
His enthusiasm is clear and infectious
and Paul and his dad fully intend
to be back again next year to defend
the championship against all comers.
Here’s hoping there will be others his
age against which to test his mettle.
The Open Top Five flyoff went off as
you would expect. Five excellent flyers
flying accurate and aggressive patterns
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made for a keen competition. While all
flew well, it was obvious from the first
round that Brett was the guy to beat if
you wanted the big cup. Although the
scores fell in a very narrow range, and
Brett was clearly on top every round
except the last when Derek Berry edged
him by a fraction of a point. That wasn’t
nearly enough to overcome the lead
Brett had established in the first two
rounds and thus the deal was sealed.
Brett’s victory was a popular one and
he, along with young Derek Berry and
Orestes Hernandez in the top five and
a sprinkling of “more seasoned” types
in Windy and Ted Fancher, gave strong
evidence that stunt is, indeed, healthy
and vigorous. Matt Neumann’s strong
performance in the qualifying and
the excellent flying of Kenny Stevens,
Frank McMillan, Bill Rich, Rich Oliver,
Bill Rich, Randy Smith and many others
are further indications that any funeral
planned for the stunt event is seriously
premature.
This year’s CLPA events were
possibly the best attended in decades.
When you consider the fact that six
more of our very best flyers were
unable to attend due to competing in
the World Championships in Spain,
one can only imagine what next year
will bring.
The final activity of this year’s
CLPA Nats was the PAMPA Banquet
held in downtown Muncie at the
Horizon Center. It is a terrific facility
which along with a delicious meal,
good air conditioning and a fine sound
system, provided a fitting finish to a
great week. Lots of trophies, limited
speeches, a few adult beverages and
great comraderie prevailed.
Let’s hear a great big thank you
from all who participated to the
administrators, judges, tabulators,
runners, pit bosses and assorted other
hard workers. A special thank you must
go to Event Director Warren Tiahrt for
his eleventh straight year of doing the
job, his head judge, Mark Overmeier,
and Head Tabulator Shareen Fancher,
who’s done that job every year but one
since 1975. It takes a lot of hard working
volunteers to make an event this large
run smoothly. Warren’s team filled
that bill to a “T”.
Elsewhere in this issue you will see
the minutes from the PAMPA Executive
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Council and annual Membership
meetings held Tuesday night after the
first round of qualifying. Vice President
Ted Fancher chaired the meeting in
President Paul Walker’s absence to
compete in the World Champs. While
several District Directors were unable to
attend, proxy attendees from each such
District were recruited to participate
and provide firsthand input to members
of their districts. John Lindberg sat in
for Dave Midgely for District I; Mike
Palko was asked to attend by District
Three Director Phil Spillman but was
unable to attend; STUNT NEWS Editor
Tom McClain filled the post for Bill
Little from District Four; Jim Lee sat
in for Carl Shoup from District Nine;
and Brett Buck attended in place of
US Team Member and District Ten
Director David Fitzgerald. All other
directors were in attendance, including
Windy Urtnowski from District Two;
Dale Barry from District Five; Allen
Brickhaus from District Six, Crist Rigotti
from District Seven; Steve Moon from
District Eight, and Bruce Hunt from
District Eleven. If you’ve any questions
regarding the conduct and content of
the meeting beyond the minutes, please
contact your representative.
Finally, for all you stunt set-up
junkies, Noel Drindak was there again
this year, collecting technical data on
all the entries. With luck, that data
will be tabulated among the rest of the
pictures and results. Thanks Noel. If
you weren’t in Muncie this July you
missed a good one. Don’t let it happen
again next year. See you at the L-Pad.
Fly stunt!
-Ted Fancher
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Place

Tuesday Wednesday
Thursday
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
Total
Round 1
Round 2
Total
1 Michael
McHenry
477.00
510.00
495.00
1005.00
514.00
562.33
1076.33
2 Michael
Palko
502.00
519.00
501.50
1020.50
514.67
552.67
1067.33
3 Germanico Bercerril
479.00
491.50
486.67
978.17
510.67
553.67
1064.33
4 Rich
Giacobone
487.00
480.50
967.50
509.33
540.00
1049.33
5 Phillip
Nickles
484.25
472.50
484.25
968.50
548.00
498.67
1046.67
6 Paul
Lagan
474.00
479.25
479.50
958.75
500.67
544.00
1044.67
7 Alberto
Haber
486.25
510.00
507.50
1017.50
536.33
507.00
1043.33
8 Eric
Taylor
486.67
465.67
494.75
981.42
493.33
537.00
1030.33
9 Roger
Wildman
472.25
479.50
486.00
947.50
519.33
507.33
1026.67
10 Roy
Trantham
481.50
456.50
483.00
964.50
482.33
541.33
1023.67
11 Mike
Greb
465.00
490.75
491.00
981.75
527.33
486.67
1014.00
12 Scott
Reynolds
441.25
465.25
460.25
925.50
482.33
528.67
1011.00
13 Louis
Rankin
468.00
498.67
483.00
981.67
510.67
497.67
1008.33
14 Carl
Lovins
437.00
464.75
461.50
926.25
469.00
518.33
987.33
15 Adrian
Dominguez
471.00
495.00
480.25
975.25
458.00
514.33
972.33
16 Wesley
Eakin
452.33
472.00
477.25
949.25
482.00
485.67
967.67
17 Dale
Gleason
482.00
506.00
500.00
1006.00
459.67
500.67
960.33
18 Noel
Drindak
413.25
442.75
456.67
899.42
494.33
460.00
954.33
19 Dennis
Vander Kuur
454.25
473.25
461.67
934.92
465.67
414.00
879.67
20 Mark
Hughes
499.00
475.00
974.00
425.00
425.00
21 Larry
Draughn
471.25
468.00
474.25
945.50
22 Donald
Ogren
432.25
471.75
458.00
929.75
23 Josias
Delgado
494.00
509.00
416.00
925.00
24 James
DeYoung
418.00
469.50
455.50
925.00
25 John
Lindberg
413.00
448.00
359.25
907.25
26 Curtis
Nixon
429.00
464.33
435.75
900.08
27 Jose
Turo
426.67
439.00
453.50
892.50
28 Crist
Rigotti
432.50
439.25
452.00
891.25
29 Thomas
Case
447.00
434.00
401.25
848.25
30 Mike
Schmitt
450.75
450.00
391.75
842.50
31 John
Weston
384.75
414.75
426.00
840.75
32 Rafael
Irizarry
417.25
408.50
411.33
828.58
33 James
Sumner
351.75
464.00
815.75
34 Thomas
Case, Jr
432.00
387.75
377.00
809.00
35 Linheart
Smith
429.50
467.75
275.33
743.08
36 Luiz
Dutra
372.00
347.00
719.00
37 Marshall
Busby
462.75
501.50
151.67
653.17
38 Ryan
Young
426.50
467.00
467.00
39 Thomas
Polk
450.50
450.50
40 Paul
Ferrell
369.33
442.00
442.00
41 Michael
Duffy
349.33
437.33
437.33
42 Robert
Brookins
424.00
422.25
424.00
43 Will
Hinton
408.25
408.25
44 Russell
Gifford
381.75
381.75
45 Thiago
Leume
237.67
237.67
46 Reinaldo
Rodrigues
201.75
189.00
201.75
47 Fernando Carmargo
159.00
159.00
48 Giovanni
Sarti
104.33
104.33
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Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Tuesday Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
Total
Round 1
Round 2
Total
Round 1 Round 2
Round 3
Total
Brett
Buck
539.33
552.67
559.00
1111.67
562.00
561.67
1123.67
558.25
555.50
563.25
1121.50
Terry
Fancher
512.50
543.00
550.00
1093.00
557.33
566.67
1124.00
489.25
555.50
561.00
1116.50
Derek
Barry
520.67
559.33
530.75
1090.08
553.67
560.33
1114.00
551.50
551.50
563.75
1115.25
Orestes
Hernandez
518.33
541.67
543.25
1084.92
557.67
547.00
1104.67
552.50
541.00
559.75
1112.25
Windy (Winfred) Urtnowski
498.25
529.75
541.25
1071.00
555.67
552.00
1107.67
546.25
551.00
558.50
1109.50
Frank
McMillan
536.25
542.00
1078.25
549.00
554.67
1103.67
Rich
Oliver
519.67
553.33
530.25
1083.58
542.00
560.00
1102.00
William (Bill)
Rich
492.25
532.75
554.33
1087.08
551.00
551.00
1102.00
James (Randy) Smith
468.25
521.25
514.50
1035.75
547.00
554.00
1101.00
Matthew
Neumann
547.25
520.00
1067.25
545.33
552.33
1097.67
Kenny
Stevens, Jr
507.25
524.50
540.75
1065.25
539.00
556.67
1095.67
Bene
Rodrigues
510.00
514.25
509.00
1023.25
544.33
549.00
1093.33
Howard
Rush
517.75
541.00
519.33
1060.33
537.33
548.67
1086.00
Frank
Wiliams
508.25
509.25
519.50
1028.75
537.00
539.67
1076.67
Daniel
Banjock
527.33
539.33
518.00
1057.33
537.33
537.67
1075.00
William
Suarez
514.50
518.00
1032.50
524.00
545.67
1069.67
R. J. (Bob)
Whitely
499.00
526.25
531.75
1058.00
526.33
543.33
1069.67
R. Steven
Moon
464.50
526.75
521.25
1048.00
521.33
537.67
1059.00
Dee
Rice
493.25
497.50
523.67
1021.17
505.33
531.00
1036.33
Jim
Lee
512.75
520.50
505.50
1026.00
508.33
503.67
1012.00
Bill
Rutherford
515.33
517.33
515.25
1032.58
Allen
Goff
493.00
515.67
508.50
1024.17
John
Hill
525.75
489.00
1014.75
David
Gresens
496.50
502.75
503.75
1006.50
Michael
Scott
404.25
505.25
495.25
1000.50
Orestes
Perdomo
497.00
510.00
471.75
981.75
David
Eyskens
236.00
488.25
487.50
975.75
Francisco
Fontenelle
462.25
470.50
491.00
961.50
Mauro
Rodrigues
358.50
453.25
492.00
945.25
Juan
Kempen
456.50
468.25
924.75
Celso M.
De Cillo
418.25
455.25
458.33
913.58
Clovis
Chiodi
411.67
409.00
471.50
883.17
Robert
Lampione
78.67
437.67
424.25
855.92
Andre E.
Tozim
480.67
417.67
273.00
753.67
Antonio
Mazzoviho
445.50
220.00
665.00
Allen
Brickhaus
453.25
459.00
81.75
540.75
Dave
Hemstrought
507.50
507.50
Robert
McDonald
491.50
491.25
491.50
Patrick
Johnston
437.75
486.50
486.50
Kenton
Tysor
444.25
444.25
Renato
Brossi
231.25
247.75
139.75
387.50

2006 NATS - Junior Event - Class 322J
Place

Round 1 Round 2

Total

1 Ryan

Young

500.67

494.37

500.67

2 Thomas

Case, Jr

482.33

461.00

482.33

3 Michael

Duffy

466.67

450.00

466.67

2006 NATS - Senior Event - Class 322S
Place

Round 1 Round 2
1 Paul

Ferrell

477.33

478.00

Total
478.00

2006 NATS - WALKER CUP
Round 1 Round 2
1 Brett
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Round 3

Total

Buck

535.25

537.25

Pass

2 Ryan

Young

462.25

461.25

168.25

923.50

3 Paul

Ferrell

440.50

394.25

440.25

880.75
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Beginner NATs by Allen Brickhaus

F

air Trade Winds and only a drizzle of
mist opened the 2006 C.L.P.A.
Beginner Stunt Championship. The
moisture went away and sixteen Beginner
Stunt Flyers enjoyed the day and
competed for their slots on the roster.
Seven Jr/Sr pilots and nine Open flyers
vied for the top spot in this annual
unofficial event. We were pleased to note
that eleven of the pilots were from the
contingency of 28 Brazilian team
members. They were true Beginners and
fought it out like all the others on Sunday,
July 9.
Joe Peters of Montpelier, Ohio has
flown the event for four years. His health
has prevented him from any further
extended flight other than the length
of the Beginner pattern. His model for
three years was 35-year-old Flite Streak
with Fox .35 for power. This year he flew
a Brodak ARF Cardinal, powered by an
OS Max 40la and won Open Beginner.
We were happy to see him accomplish
a goal he has been working for so many
years despite his health.
Second through Eighth Open
Beginner winners were: Second-Martin
Quartim, Third-Ricardo Hogari, Fourth
tie-Rodrigo Mansano and Giovanni Sarti,
Fifth-Marcose Alleoni, Sixth-Fernando
Camargo, Seventh-Mauro Tribulato and
Eighth-Wilde Eno Juares.
Ryan Young, grandson of Bill
Rutherford gathered his focus for his
second year of competition in the Jr/Sr
event and was crowned the winner.
Ryan flew a Buccaneer 740, which he
won last year in Jr/Sr Beginner and just
closely outscored Chris Stevens who
placed second.
The rest of the Jr/Sr Beginner
winners were in order of finish: ThirdThiago Leume, Fourth-Thiago Case,
Fifth-Grace Paris, Sixth-Michael Paris,
Seventh-Joao Luiz Hogari and EighthAlex Royal.
Club members of the Peoria Area
Wyreflyers and the New Albany
Skyliners helped as always this year.
JoAnn Lynch, Byron Barker and Jane
Barker worked the tabulation table.
Louis Rankin helped with pull testing.
Judges and critique personnel included
Mark Overmier, Wes Eakin, Eric Taylor
and Dick Kirk.
So many companies and people



gave donations that I cannot begin to
name the individuals and corporations
involved. I add to each box or item, a
sheet of paper, which has a statement that
these donators have taken their time and
money to give so the winners can choose
their prizes. I also ask that each winner
send a letter or card to each person who
gave a prize. I hope that all the thank
you cards/letters made it to the proper
person/businesses.
Beginner will be flown next year at
the 2007 Nats. I might remind everyone
that not all the flyers could do the entire
pattern and I encourage all that might
want to attend, please come next year.
Watch PAMPA Stunt News and AMA
information for dates and times for 2007.
If anyone has any kits or engines that
they would like to donate to Beginner
next year, please contact Allen Brickhaus
as to how those items can reach the event
in 2007.

Louis Rankin of Memphis helped us with pull
testing.

Framed certificates and multiple prizes are
assembled for display near the end of Beginner.

Eric Taylor, Mark Overmier, Wes Eakin and
Dick Kirk spent time as judges and critique
personnel during the day at Beginner.

Joe Peters of Ohio takes first in Open Beginner.

JoAnn Lynch and Jane Barker twisted their
fingers to tabulate the scores in Beginner. Not
pictured is Byron Barker.

John Paris of the Detroit area verbally assists his
son Michael in Beginner.

Ryan Young of Texas places in the top of Jr/Sn
Beginner.
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Nationals Results
Old Time Stunt
July 10, 2006
Sponsored by: Aero Products (Randy Smith)
Things got underway after the 0800 judges’ training session, and we finished up by 3:00 PM.
Weather was warm humid and a bit breezy.
Name
1) Dale Barry
2) Charles Reeves
3) Bob Gieseke
4) Allen Brickhaus
5) Larry Draughn
6) Paul Lagan (N.Z.)
7) John Paris
8) Bob Whitely
9) David Gresens
10) Jim Lee
11) Wesley Dick
12) Tom Farmer
13) Roy Trantham
14) Dee Rice
15) Scott Condon
16) Mike Schmitt
17) Wes Eakin
18) Bob Brookins
19) Jim Jorgensen

Rd. 1

Rd. 2

Model

Engine

307.75
300.50
268.25
295.50
295.25
264.00
290.00
266.50
289.00
281.25
260.00
283.00
262.00
274.50
240.50
266.00
254.00
229.25
112.00

315.75
313.50
300.00
296.00
295.50
294.25
275.25
289.75
276.25
288.50
287.00
258.75
274.75
(Pass)
266.75
252.25
251.50
234.75
94.50

Humongous
Big Job
Humongous
Adams Special
Jamison Special
Ringmaster
Viking
Veco Mustang
Ringmaster
Humongous
Still Stuka
Madman Sr.
Jamison Special
Ringmaster
Stuntwagon 58
Jamison Special
Feno CF
Humongous
Ringmaster

PA .40
Fox .59 long shaft
Double Star .54
Fox .35 (Randy)
Double Star .40 Light
OS .20 FP
Fox .36 Mark V
OS .40
OS .25
Madewell .49
PA Webra .32
OS .35-S
Double Star .40 Light
OS .25 FP
Como .51
OS .40 FP
OS .25
Silver Foxx .40 (tall case)
Thunder Tiger .25

Best Appearing: Charles Reeves, Big Job, Fox .59 long shaft
Spirit of ’52: Jim Lee, Humongous, Madewell .49
Pachyderm Award: None!
Special Thanks to:
Judges: Gene Mills and Bob Parker
Pit Boss: Russ Gifford
Tabulators: Elaine Brookins and Edie Oliver
Runner: Larry Lindburg
Congratulations to all. You were magnificent!
Mike Keville, ED
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Nationals Results
Classic Stunt
July 10, 2006
Sponsored by: Aero Products (Randy Smith)
Two circles, two sets of judges, thus scores were added. This allowed us to finish before the
wind became too strong. A tip-o’-the-hat to Steve Moon for the idea.
Name

Score

1) Bob Whitely
572.0+536.0 = 1108.0
2) Steve Moon
557.5+549.5 = 1107.0
3) Bill Rutherford
554.5+550.5 = 1105.0
4) Don McClave
542.5+538.0 = 1080.5
5) Pat Johnston
522.5+535.0 = 1057.5
6) Dee Rice
516.0+527.0 = 1043.0
7) Allen Goff
522.5+519.5 = 1042.0
8) David Gresens
515.0+522.0 = 1037.0
9) Larry Draughn
500.5+529.5 = 1030.0
10) Paul Lagan (N.Z.)
501.5+505.0 = 1006.5
11) Mike Schmitt
480.0+517.0 = 997.0
12) Jim DeYoung
475.5+506.0 = 981.5
13) Roger Wildman
532.5+441.0 = 973.5
14) Michael Duffy (JR)
464.5+501.0 = 965.5
15) Wes Eakin
481.5+457.0 = 938.5
16) Roy Trantham
516.5+414.0 = 930.5
17) Jim Lynch
485.0+438.5 = 923.5
18) Doc Holliday
457.0+458.5 = 915.5
19) Bill Heyworth
487.0+421.5 = 908.5
20) John Lindberg
442.0+450.5 = 892.5
21) John Gladfelter
440.5+419.0 = 859.5
22) Thomas Case (BRA) 461.5+391.0 = 852.5
23) Scott Condon
417.0+413.5 = 830.5
24) Bob Brookins
352.5+447.0 = 799.5
25) Don Sopka
382.0+395.5 = 777.5
26) Wesley Dick
Att’s + Pass =
-027) Darrell Harvin (withdrew to do pull test, etc.)

Model

Engine

Green Box Nobler
UHP Gieseke Nobler
Caprice
Tucker Special
Rabe Bearcat
Ringmaster
Mackey Lark
Ringmaster
Jamison Special
Ringmaster
Jamison Special
USA-1
Caprice
’57 Nobler
’61 Magician
Jamison Special
Sheeks FW-190
Falcon 35
Cavalier
Excalibur
Smoothie
Shark 45
Cobra
Oriental
Nobler
’62 Ares
Nakke

Aero Tiger .36
Thunder Tiger .36
RO-Jett .40
OS LA .40
Magnum .53
OS .25 FP
OS .40
OS .25
Double Star .40 Light
OS .20
OS .40 FP
PA .40 Ultra-Lite
“36”
OS Max .35-S
Barker Magnum .32
Double Star .40 Light
OS Max .35-S
OS .35
OS .40
OS LA .46
OS .35 FP
OS .52 4-stroke
Brodak .40
Brodak .40
Fox .40
Aero Tiger .36
OS LA .46

Concours Award: Jim DeYoung, USA-1, PA .40 Ultra Lite
Pachyderm Award: None!
Special Thanks to:
Judges: Dick Kirk, Mike Scott, Randi Gifford, Derek Barry
Appearance Judge: Warren Tiahrt
Pit Boss: “Linda-Bob” Gleason
Tabulators: Elaine Brookins and Edie Oliver
Pull Test / Runner: Darrell Harvin
Congratulations to all. You were magnificent!
Mike Keville, ED
10
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F2B AEROBATICS RESULTS 24/07/2006 19:01:08
Pos. Number License Competitor

Cat.

Country Flight 1 Flight 2 Flight 3 Total

1

659

FRA1080 BERINGER, Remi

SEN

FRA

1067,98 1071,25 1076,62 1073,94

2

622

USA68520

FITZGERALD, David

SEN

USA

1064,12 1076,62 1068,02 1072,32

3

624

USA30702

WALKER, Paul

SEN

USA

1045,4 1069,45 1069,12 1069,29

4

665

CHNB92620

XIN PING, Han

SEN

CHN

1062,9 1032,3

1057,35 1060,13

5

671

UKR-125 YATSENKO, Andrey SEN

UKR

1039,73 1058,1

1061,15 1059,63

6

666

CHNB9288

AN LIN, Niu

SEN

CHN

1041,12 1054,35 1062,85 1058,6

7

657

FRA607

DELABARDE, Serge SEN

FRA

1048,05 1062,98 1047,93 1055,52

8

667

CHNWEI, Zhang
A370005

CHN

1055,8 1054,93 1054,73 1055,37

9

626

USA17280

WC

1030,15 1055,42 1052,62 1054,02

10

662

CZE-461VEJMOLA, Jiri
66

SEN

CZE

1031,77 1049,18 1049,4 1049,29

11

658

FRA0597 BERINGER, Gilbert

SEN

FRA

1038,83 1043,5

12

676

SVK-114SCHREK, Alexander SEN
14

SVK

1019,82 1027,35 1044,53 1035,94

13

606

JAP-F0148

JPN

1002,18 1027,78 1042,25 1035,02

14

673

UKR-327

SEN

UKR

995,93 1000,55 1034,57 1017,56

15

613

NED49363

DE JONG, Henk

SEN

NED

993,58 1002,67

16

627

USA551759

GRUBER, Rob

SEN

WC

20

623

USA1114

HUNT, Robin

SEN

USA

1

681

ITA15315

MILANI, Maurizio

JUNIOR ITA

1059,6 1075,23 1058,28 1067,42

2

625

USA726353

RUD, Christopher

JUNIOR USA

1031,6 987,58

3

685

RUS0567

KORSOV, Maxim

JUNIOR RUS

992,3

SEN

WERWAGE, William SEN

YOKOYAMA, Mitsuru SEN
SOLOMYANIKOV,
Sergey

1048,13 1045,82

998,13

JUN
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1022,43 1027,02

1010,12 988,25 1001,21
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2006 F2B World Championships
by David Fitzgerald
This is a brief summary of a group of
E-mails I sent while in Spain and some
postings on Stuka Stunt. Some of this is
new, and some not. I believe there
should be an additional report in the
next issue of SN from another
participant.
We didn’t have any problems other
than a 1 hour flow control ATC delay
getting into and out of Newark. All the
luggage and model boxes arrived just
fine. The van was a bit smaller than in
past years so it was a jig saw puzzle
getting all the model boxes in one van.
We had to take out the last row of seats
and turn them over the middle seats to
get enough room for the boxes. Fairly
normal.
The fun started when we were
driving just outside the airport. You
see, in Spain, there are no road signs.
You have to guess what road you are
on and estimate when to turn based on
a map that doesn’t have any highway
numbers on it. Well, I saw a sign for the
highway to take, but Keith was in the
lead. I moved over to take the exit, but
he didn’t, so I followed him anyway.
One exit later he figures out his mistake,
turns off, cuts off and nearly hits a truck,
and turns off, making an exit from the
left lane. We have a few new names for
him, sporty, Mario, Magellan....so we
got to Valladolid on our own. Finding
the hotel in a town with no street signs
was a real trick. If you went to on the
old part of town, on the other side of the
river, all the streets are one way streets
and very difficult to turn around. A few
wrong turns and we were there.
Well, it’s hot. It’s been about 100F in
the afternoons. The flying facilities are
not adequate, puzzling since they will
be using the 2 circle format. Sunday we
had 2 flights over a period of 14 hours.
Only one circle for everyone. Today,
they opened the second official circle
on a very nice grass field. We set up 2
circles on this grass field in the morning,
and they told us to get off, then took
all the space and put one circle in the
middle. Billy was not happy with the
new arrangement, but the Spanish
follow the rules to the letter, no room
for exceptions.
Flying. So far, so good, everyone’s
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equipment is working well. I’ve made
no changes to my plane, same for
Billy. Paul is being Paul and changing
everything. Both Rob Gruber and Chris
Rud are flying very well. Everyone has
a new pastime, bugging Bob about his
electric stuff. While Bob is begging and
borrowing everyone’s car battery...
a charge for a window wash??? Billy
is really making hay out of this. Four
electrics entered. Bob’s stuff is working
ok, but not commanding. Yesterday we
completely re-trimmed Bob’s plane and
it’s working much better.(straightened
out the controls) It still isn’t right, and
needs more time to work it out; we just
don’t have the practice facilities to get it
done in time.
The usual pilots are in contention;
the French and Chinese. Fuel has been
interesting. Our stuff from PowerMaster
is fine. We have extra nitro which we
are using a lot. I’m up to 20% as is Paul.
Billy and Rob are at 17.5%. Nitro is your
friend. Paul has been tracking density
altitude. The lowest morning we saw
was about 3200 ft, afternoons at about
100F and the density altitude was up
over 5,000 ft., everything is still working
well. I can’t tell you how much I am
tickled about the 75. It’s a powerhouse
and running extremely well. Exactly
what I was aiming for. I’m flying 5.4 to
5.3 laps, most everyone else is 5.0 to 5.1
and running hard. The Japanese don’t
have the right fuel, so we will be giving
Kaz some fuel as well as the Brazilians.
Competition Starts, Wednesday
The first day we were on the grass
field, very nice field, but the wind over
the bleachers and trees was nasty.
Billy and I both had a late-in-the-day
draw and were in survival mode to get
through. Rob Gruber flipped over on
landing so lost his landing points. That
morning started out with wind, and rain.
The start was delayed 1.5 hrs. Then in
the early afternoon we had a drenching
downpour, thunderstorm right over
the field, hail, and 50 mph gusts--with
someone flying. When the weather
calmed down, Bob was first up and was
getting shocks through his handle. He
bailed out of the reverse wingover. He
started yelling, “Electricity!!!!!!!” Yeah
Bob, we know you have electricity, but
then he started yelling shocks...we got
the idea. The jokes haven’t stopped
since. So the first day was not great, but

we got through.
Thursday
Second day, we were on the cement
circle. Still a windy afternoon, but the
turbulence was not as bad, much cleaner
air. We all did fairly well, especially
Paul, he posted a very nice score. I got
the benefit of some ballooning at the
end of the day, so I’m at least doing
well for the cut, as is Billy.
Friday
We stayed on the cement circle.
By the way, the cement circle was
very small for full length lines. It was
surrounded by a 3 foot hedge about
only 3 feet outside the wing tip during
flight. As an added bonus, the hedge
was at 3 different heights depending
on the part of the circle you were at,
mostly at 3 feet, which is where many
people ended up flying their bottoms.
A portion of the circle was so tight to
the edge that the judges could not stand
on the circle; they stood at about 8-9 feet
high, outside the circle behind a fence
on a road. Great stuff, right??
So, pick a time in the day for the
highest wind, and that’s my flying
time. I’ve had 5:00 PM draws for all 4
days now. I decided today that I’ve had
it. I went for broke in the wind, and it
went well.
Things are starting to heat up
around here, in more than one way.
Three days of qualifying are done.
The Spanish are mixing up the flyers
between the 2 circles, and they are not
posting scores until the end of each
round, which takes 2 days. So, there
is no way to compare scores and see
how you are doing. Keith did some
preliminary ranking and so far Paul is
doing very well and seems to be on top.
Next is Remi Berenger, then me.
Tomorrow is the last day of
qualifying, and I’m at 5:00 PM again.
Bob is at the start of the day, again.
Saturday
One potential disaster was narrowly
averted. Bob Hunt crashed his plane the
morning of the last qualifying flights.
Bob was searching for bottoms on a
practice flight, dead air. He hit his own
wake on the second inside loop and
crashed. He pancaked hard, did not get
the prop, and scraped up the bottom of
the model. Very lucky. He was doing
inside loops, flat footed and hit his
own wake, no air, and pan caked into
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the ground. Not much damage other
than Bob’s psyche. His electric stuff is
working pretty well. The motor and
batteries work well, but the conditions
change by the minute and he does not
have the ability to change programs
easily. Something we would do with the
needle valve, he can’t really do without
changing the chip. His plane, however
was not in good trim, and wouldn’t give
him a flat bottom anywhere. We did
extensive re-work with some success,
but it’s still not right. He literally didn’t
have all the programming in place till
the last week and a half before leaving.
There was a huge balloon in the
scoring on the cement circle. It really
skewed the final results for qualifying.
There was also a bit of balloon at the
end of round 2 for finals. The grass field
judges held fairly strict.
Sunday
Wow, can the Spanish party. Most
of the locals were up all night Friday and
Saturday partying. When we got up to
load the van, there were many people
still in the streets, and most bars had
not closed yet. So, Sunday mornings
are a bit of a bear. The finals were not
scheduled to start till 10:00 AM. Yeah,
rather late. You see, this way you don’t
have to get up early, and the first round
can be completed in time for siesta at
1:30 pm- 3:30 pm. Then everything
starts up again for the second round.
Makes for an extremely long day for
the judges, and we didn’t finish until
nearly 7:00 PM that night.
The juniors were flying with us for
finals, but are in their own fly off. No
junior qualified for the top 15. Chris
crashed his plane the morning of round
4 for quals. The push rod broke in
outside rounds, and hit inverted flat.
We had to build a new rudder and
other cosmetic damage in addition to
fixing the push rod. He got it in the air
for round 4. Again the tabulation was
late, we weren’t sure what position
Chris had finished in. We thought 2nd,
but weren’t sure. The only way we
knew that Remi had won was we went
off into a corner and compared scores
and figured he just had me by a point
and a half. We were guessing on Paul’s
finish.
Big afternoon winds for qualifying,
but for finals, relatively good days, with
very light and variable air. My second
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round finals, I flew with a stiff breeze
in my face. My best score. The 75 is
working incredibly well. Huge excess
power, deep 4-cycle, and 5.3 laps. Most
everyone else was hard 4 to 2 cycle,
and 4.9 to 5.0 laps. One Japanese flyer
also had a 75, but had it very restricted
running about 6 oz. fuel. Only just a bit
more power than the 61--but ran well.
At the end of day 1 finals, I was
ahead of Remi by .6 points. I had a
really good 1st flight, but early in the
round, so the scoring numbers were not
in the upper range yet. I thought my
second flight was terrible; the one with
the wind in my face, but it was my high
score. The judging was inconsistent at
best. I really benefited from the balloon
in the second round and had my high
score. Paul was flying really well, but
running in a hard 2-cycle with a very
harsh sound, Billy too. I think this may
have hurt. My sound was very mellow.
I worked very hard to get it that way.
And of course, the French and Chinese
4-cycles sounded much slower than
they flew.
Monday
Last day had very light winds and
I had an early draw. Remi flew really
well, so did I on the last round. He had
the better draw, which was a later flight.
He ended up beating me by only 1.6 pts;
Paul was 3rd behind me by 3 points, Pig
Pong about 10 pts behind that then a
gap in points. We still did not have the
results until the banquet that evening.
The tabulation and organization was
not good. They made a mistake that
initially had Rob qualifying at spot
15. They made a mistake on one of the
Japanese, that put him into position 15,
and Rob was out. It was a mess, on top
of the Spanish showing the judges all
the scores and rankings after qualifying.
Strictly against the rules. Then there
was the ballooning.....
Observations
Yes there were many varied power
trains. However, one thing that you
could not know unless you were there
to watch was how the altitude and
wind affected the different airframes/
engines.
It started out cool in the morning,
then was very hot in the afternoon.
Qualifying days had the wind come
up, sometimes to extreme levels in
the afternoons. The density altitudes
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varied from 3,200 ft. in the mornings, to
around 5,000 ft. later in the day. Rapidly
changing conditions to say the least.
I think Bruno said something about
the maneuver speeds of Americans vs.
the 4 strokes. My observations only....
the 4-strokes were searching for power.
Most were flying from the 4.7 to 4.8s
lap times. Ping Pong had one flight I
clocked at 4.6. When they entered the
maneuvers, the planes slowed down
so much they almost didn’t make some
of the power maneuvers. There was no
drive or available power to keep going,
particularly in the afternoon winds.
The American setups were a bit
slower. Billy typically flew 5.1 laps,
Paul 5.1-5.2, Chris Rud, 5.0--he just likes
fast, Rob Gruber was 5.1. I was 5.4 to 5.3
depending on temperature and wind.
Pretty much our planes did not slow
when going into the maneuvers. That
to me means that there was adequate
power available to fly the maneuvers.
Many of the 4-strokes were having a
lot of difficulty with the wind and hot
afternoons.
All three final rounds had good
air. Rounds 1 and 3 were flown in the
mornings with cool temperatures, so
there was help for the other powertrains. Please note that the power output
for the electrics does not vary upon
temperature--however the airframes
still had to compensate for prop
efficiency and higher density altitudes
for lift. They typically had to speed up
to maintain flying performance. Bob
Hunt was flying 5.0-5.1. He had to go
up quite a bit in prop pitch and up the
power output of the controller program
depending on temperature.
So, in the wind and hot
temperatures, the 4-strokes seemed to
suffer more than the pipe ships. Even
Remi was having difficulty in the wind
and heat. The Chinese almost could not
complete a pattern with wind. Their
airplanes were falling out of the sky to
the point that some were having trouble
if they flew a wind flight.
Paul, Billy, and I, well we were
looking for wind in the finals. As
happens at the NATs, wind is what
separates the players.
-Dave Fitzgerald
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VP Campaign Statement
Brett Buck
buckbw@pacbell.net
(408)246-8173

I

am pleased to have been nominated
for the PAMPA VP position currently
held by my good friend Ted Fancher.
Even though I am running unopposed,
I think I owe everyone a statement of
my qualifications and determination to
do the best job possible for all PAMPA
members.
I have been a member of PAMPA
since 1981 (with a brief period out when
other interests intervened). Over that
time I have seen some ups and downs
but mostly, a steady growth from a
few hundred die-hard members and
a mimeographed 6-page newsletter
to the current ~1600 members with
a fantastic, slick color magazine that
other SIGs could only dream of. I was
also honored to have served as District
10 director for 6 years with what I hope
was distinction. As representative of
the largest district in PAMPA I was
able to get a good feel for how to deal
with the many diverse opinions of
those around the district, and how to
translate that into a position to take to
the EC. I have also worked well with
many of the current PAMPA trustees.
Over my time as a nationallyknown competitor I have also met and
made friends with fliers all across the
country. I think I understand the points
of view of many different regions and
individuals involved in PAMPA. This
interaction has been greatly enhanced
by my avid participation in the various
internet forums where I try to pass
along my approaches and technical
knowledge to those who care to utilize
it. I am gratified to think that I am
generally well respected as a competitor
and modeler.
I am of course completely up to
speed on the various controversies over
the years, and I know the players well.
I have very short tolerance for some
of the disgraceful antics I have seen
directed at various PAMPA officials
and volunteers behind the scenes.
Fortunately these incidents are rare but
unfortunately they can be very ugly. I
agree fully with president Paul that the
best way to put a stop to these types
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of occurrences is to bring them into the humbly ask for your vote for PAMPA
light. I think that we have to approach VP.
problems *rationally*, not with “us VS
them” “warring camp” tactics.
-Brent Buck
Professionally, I am an aerospace
engineer in the defense industry. In that
role I have been responsible for leading
medium-sized groups of highly-skilled
and opinionated engineers in very
stressful situations where significant
national assets were at risk. I think
these experiences will serve me well in
the much less critical but still important
business of representing PAMPA
members.
Like most stunt fliers, I do tend
to hold very strong personal opinions
on a variety of matters, and I am quite
willing and able to express them.
Nonetheless, I
believe firmly
in addressing
*issues*,
not
*personalities*
I wish to thank all my customers for their support
in
trying
over the last fifteen years. Due to shoulder injuries
to
resolve
I am unable to hand finish my propellers. I continue
the
various
conflicts
we
to mould propellers and will supply all those on my
have. I can’t say
list at reduced prices. The purchaser will need to reI haven’t lost
move any remaining flash and adjust the pitch and
my temper on
balance.
The finishing takes about 5 to 20 minutes.
rare occasions
With your order I will supply a set of steps to follow.
in recent years,
but I try at
I continue to make pipes which are finished and
all times to
ready for use. The high performance level of my new
deal with the
5/0 pipe is pleasing.
substance
of
PROP PRICES :- 4 Blade - US$40
the issues we
3 Blade - US$30
may face. I
2 Blade - US$20
will listen to
and evaluate
PIPE PRICE :- US$0
objectively the
I am pleased to offer my new range of “Phelps Style”
merits of any
Props and large diameter 2 and 3 blade props for the
proposal
to
5/0
size engines.
the best of my
CONTACT :- brianea@optusnet.com.au
ability.
Finally, I
CATALOGUE :- www.vicstunt.com.au

EATHER - PROPS & PIPES
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President’s Report

Paul Walker

25900 127TH Ave SE
Ken, WA 90831-7933
(253) 639-0448
pwimpact@earthlink.net

A

s I write this column, I am just a
few days from leaving for the
World Championships. Also, exactly at
this time, appearance judging is happening at the NATs. The results of the
NATs and World Championships
should be in this issue as well. I will be
unable to submit an article prior to the
publication deadline, and after the
competition.
My last practice session prior
to the World Championships was
spent in Spokane Washington. Why
did I go there? Valladolid Spain is at
approximately 2500 feet altitude, and
expected to be quite warm. As such,
flying at sea level in cool air “may”
not be the best for setting the trim for
Spain. In Spokane, I got what I wanted.
Spokane is at 2000 feet altitude, it
was 100 degrees F and there was a
significant low pressure at the time.
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This translated to a density altitude
of 5000 feet. Not quite Reno density
altitude levels, but what I expect in
Spain. Also as expected, my plane
didn’t perform to sea level capabilities.
I had to remove a massive amount of
tip weight, and increase the nitro from
10% to 20%, and increase the prop pitch
to get any where near the “feel” of sea
level performance. The temperature
was a factor that did wear on me. I
was only able to put in about ten flights
before I was doing “dumb” things. At
this time, it was time to retire and come
back the next day.
The next day was spent making
further
small
adjustments
and
practicing the pattern in similar
conditions. This second session was
at “only” 4000 feet density altitude! I
finished up with another eight flights
that day, and headed home (five hour
drive) to pack for Spain.
In Spokane, I was assisted by Joe
Dill. I used to fly with Joe when he
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lived a few miles from me in western
Washington. Now he is in eastern
Washington which is a five hour drive
from Seattle. Joe doesn’t do much
flying anymore, as he doesn’t have any
one to fly with there, and five hours is
too much just for a flying session. That
got me to thinking. Once upon a time,
I “wanted” to fly alone. It allowed me
to maximize my flying time, and thus
practice time. I was really into the
competition aspect of flying. Now, as I
get older, I don’t feel the same way. I
look for someone to go flying with these
days, as I enjoy the company of my
friends at the flying field. My session
with Joe made this very obvious to me
for reasons I am unaware of.
I bet that most stunt fliers are the
same way. I suspect that most would
prefer to fly with someone as opposed
to by themselves. That is just human
nature. The reason I bring this up is a
subtle reminder for all to reflect on their
time in this hobby, and to remember to
appreciate their flying partners. I know
I certainly do!
-Paul Walker
PAMPA President
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Vice President’s
Report

Ted Fancher

158 Flying Cloud Isle
Foster City, CA 94404
(650) 345-0130
TED911@aol.com

I

’ve just returned from Muncie and
the AMA Nats. What a great event
for CLPA!
Organized
again
by
ED
extraordinaire Warren Tiahart and his
staff of Administrators, Tabulators, Pit
Bosses, Runners and assorted do what
they can to helpers; judged by a fine
group of sixteen judges, at least six of
whom were judging their first Nats and
overseen by AMA staff and volunteers,
the event (all the stunt events, Official
and Unofficial) came off almost without
a hitch.
A great job by all involved and a
hearty “Thank You” from this perennial
“player” versus “worker”.
Some
105 official event flyers and a nearly
equal number of unofficial flyers flew
numerous hundreds of judged flights
and had a wonderful time. The PAMPA
meetings, both the EC and membership
versions, came off smoothly and the
PAMPA Awards Banquet downtown
was tasty and convivial, especially if
you could speak Portuguese … there
were 26 diners/flyers from Brazil, all of
whom flew Bene Rodriguez designed
semi-scale P-51s.
There were a few stories at this
year’s Nats that were special to me
personally. First and foremost was the
Open and Walker Cup Championships
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won by my good friend and long time
flying buddy, Brett Buck. Yeah, I would
like to have won again but, frankly,
the smile on Brett’s face at the end of
Friday’s flying was worth a lot more
than my name on the trophy again.
This is an extremely talented flyer who
has worked very hard for many years
to prevail at this level. While doing
so he has developed a well deserved
reputation for his willingness to share
his expertise (which is substantial)
and to inform other stunt flyers of
things about objects in motion that
most of us have never considered - let alone understood. When your
regular job involves steering satellites
around outer space, you gain a pretty
presentable database of knowledge
about “things” in motion. Brett has
shared that information generously
over the years to all of our benefit.
The bottom line is, I was thrilled
by Brett’s victory. I take great pride in
thinking that at the beginning of our
association he may have learned a bit
about the trade from me. For the last
dozen years or so, however, the roles
of “mentoror” and “mentoree” have
pretty much changed personas. I’ve
said it before; when Brett talks I listen;
and now he’s got a pretty trophy to
show the wisdom of that decision.
Cool!
There was another trophy won by
a young man who hasn’t received quite
as much attention as that deservedly
shown the three talented young Junior
Class flyers, Ryan Young, Mike Duffy
and Thomas Case, Jr. This young
man’s name is Paul Ferrell. Paul and
his family live north of San Francisco;
across the Golden Gate Bridge in the
city of Mill Valley.
Paul won the Senior National
Championship … unfortunately in an
uncontested event. There is more to

Paul’s story, however. Here’s some of
the rest of it.
Paul has been flying in beginner
and intermediate events in Northern
California for a couple of years. His
primary assistance comes from his Dad,
Kevin, who flew a little control line as a
youngster. The two work wonderfully
together and made a pretty good team
getting Paul started.
Although I had judged a few of
his flights at local meets in which he
showed some promise, he wasn’t
making much progress. Paul showed
wonderful awareness of shapes and
relationships of segments of maneuvers
and, when the opportunity arose, was
anxious to listen and learn and showed
a special ability to absorb suggestions
and attempt to implement them. This
is a kid who clearly wanted not only to
learn but to excel at flying stunt. I later
learned that isn’t the only field in which
his talent and tenacity was exhibited.
The ultimate lack of progress in
terms of good scores and trophies,
however, seemed to be more the
result of poor airplane trim and a lack
of resources to help him correct the
problems. Seeing Paul and Kevin only a
couple of times a year at contests where
everyone was either flying or working
made it difficult if not impossible to
assist him in a meaningful way in these
important aspects of competitive stunt
flying.
Well, a month or so before the Nats
I got a call from Kevin. He said Paul
and he had decided they wanted to go
to the Nats but knew they weren’t really
prepared to make a good showing.
Could we help them out? Well, we
(Brett and I) were just starting to make
a serious effort to prepare ourselves
and said we’d be more than happy to
include Paul in our preparation and to
assist in any way we could. We had
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about a month or so to go before leaving
and we thought we could get together
three or four times before leaving.
Unfortunately, other priorities
arose and Paul and Kevin were only
able to join us for two Sunday flying
sessions at our flying site at Mission
College, over a hundred miles round
trip from their home. Any help would
have to be a crash course … oops, poor
choice of words!
Their fleet of NATs airplanes
included a profile Brodak ARF Cardinal
“for practice” and -- understanding
completely the requirements of the
BOM for the Senior event -- a recently
completed kit profile Cardinal for
“official flying”. The first weekend
they brought only the “practice”
airplane and we clued them in to the
fact that wasn’t a good plan because
the two airplanes, although the same
design, wouldn’t necessarily trim out
identically and Paul really needed to
practice with the ship he was going to
compete with. Ooop’s again. Too late
that first weekend.
As a result we mostly watched Paul
fly and attempted to make constructive
criticisms and to encourage good
pattern practices, i.e. shapes, sizes, and
controlled cornering. We did a few
trim adjustments based on external
evaluation; removing tip weight,
tweaking flaps, adjusting leadout rake,
etc. We made some progress in every
area except the controlled cornering
aspect. Although we talked at length
about “flying” the airplane both “into”
and “out of” the corners, Paul tended
to hit corners “very” hard. Although
he was amazingly good at exiting well
much of the time, the airplane flailed
a lot in corners and would have given
any judges lots of reasons to zap him
pretty hard.
Shortly before the end of that first
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day I got a little frustrated. Paul was
so good at doing the things we asked
him to do in rounds and takeoffs and
inverted, etc., yet he seemed to look
strangely at us when I talked to him
about the skill of flying “into” and
“out of” corners to produce a more
controlled appearance. This caught my
attention and I suggested that he let me
take a flight on his airplane.
Ohhh, boy! No wonder his eyes
glazed over when the subject of finessing
corners came up. This airplane was so
hard to turn that I pretty much didn’t
do any cornered maneuvers with it
for fear of not completing one in time.
In the space of those seven or eight
minutes I became more impressed than
ever at Paul’s native skill for this stuff.
Much fiddling with flap/elevator
ratios and handle line spacing ensued,
with Paul and I alternating in search
of something that would allow him to
“feel” the ability to finesse the corners.
Ultimately, Brett and I came to the
conclusion that the only way we were
going to be able to achieve such a state
of trim quickly was to remove a whole
lot of the flap area. Even with the
flap movement restricted as much as
possible by adjustment of the external
horns, the airplane was still way too
heavy on the controls and required
aggressive effort to turn – especially
as tightly as Paul was attempting to
do them. The airplane was reasonably
light and simply didn’t need all the lift
the big flaps were producing. More
importantly, the large, broad chord
flaps produced large air loads on the
control system which made the airplane
feel heavy on the handle.
We sent Paul and Kevin back to
Mill Valley with instructions to trim
¾” off the trailing edge of each flap.
This would reduce the air load on the
surface both by reducing its area and
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increasing its (the flap’s) aspect ratio.
Both would reduce handle loads. In
addition, they were told to re-adjust
the now much smaller flaps back to
a one to one relationship with the
elevators. Finally, we told them to take
some coarse sandpaper to the leading
edge and blunt it up a bit. The hard
corners Paul was flying resulted in
stalls in some places in spite of the light
wing loading. This was caused by the
too sharp leading edge which stalled
at a much smaller angle of attack than
the wing loading alone would have
produced.
Fortunately,
both
airplanes
were covered with Ultra Kote and
the changes wouldn’t be difficult to
perform and repair.
They came back the next Sunday
loaded for bear. They brought the
“real” airplane which had had the
same changes made as we suggested
for the “practice” version.
The
changes proved to be successful and
dramatic improvements in the flight
characteristics of the plane itself were
immediate. With the airplane flying
so much better we started making a lot
more progress in the quality of Paul’s
patterns.
Like many young/inexperienced
flyers, Paul had a tendency to fly very
big maneuvers. We impressed on him
the fact that Intermediate judges (his
planned first class of competition) get
so used to big ones that one way to
make an immediate good impression
would be to concentrate on making
maneuvers as close to correct size as
he could do comfortably. We asked
him to be more aggressive entering the
round maneuvers to set the loop radius
quickly. This automatically brought
the bottoms (which had been typically
too high, especially on outsides) down
to where they belonged as well. To
facilitate this fix we increased the
handle line spacing to get a quicker
response on entries.
Worked great, but …
Paul still had a tendency to hit
corners too hard and the increased
line spacing was making that tendency
worse rather than better. Over a short
period of time, including practice at the
NATs itself, we gradually weaned the
line spacing back to a setting where the
corners were more presentable and Paul
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simply made the adjustment necessary
to keep the rounds at a respectable size.
This was probably the single biggest
breakthrough in Paul’s actual handle
manipulation. Combined with the
trim changes he was now flying several
levels higher than when we started two
weeks before the NATs.
At the NATs, probably the only
guy prouder of Paul than Brett and me
was his Dad, Kevin. Yeah, he had a few
foibles throughout his official flights
that made the results not reflective of
his performance. In the Intermediate
competition Paul was in second (as I
recall) place following the addition of
qualifying scores from each of the two
circles. The single round flyoff was a
do or die situation. Unfortunately,
the LA .46 burped in the first loop of
the clover and, having experienced
a crash following a shutdown in that
position in the past, Paul flew out of
the maneuver and got only ten points
for an attempt and lost pattern points;
an insurmountable deficit.
He then proceeded to fly in
Advanced.
In the two qualifying
rounds he experienced one overrun,
costing him landing and pattern points
and then, in the midst of a very good
flight in the second round, flew four
outside loops costing him pattern
points once again. Had he not lost
those points that flight would have
been a 467 or so and he would have
been in position to possibly qualify for
the Advanced finals! Because he failed
to have a complete flight in the first
two rounds, he chose not to risk the
airplane in the windy weather in which
the single third round was flown. He
would have needed a high 500 point
flight to qualify and that wasn’t a
reasonable expectation.
After winning the uncontested
Senior event, Paul flew very well in
the Walker Cup Flyoff against Brett,
the Open Champ and Ryan Young,
who won a closely contest Junior event
against Thomas Case, Jr. of Brazil and
Mike Duffy, from Family Tucson.
I was most particularly proud of
Paul’s third and last flight when the
winds were up and he was concerned
yet again about flying the cloverleaf.
In the second flight he had entered the
maneuver well before downwind and
gotten blown out of it badly, barely
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saving the airplane. We talked at some
length about the need to place the
maneuver correctly in such conditions
and to “never” start it too soon relative
to the wind.
Well, I think I said this kid takes
coaching well; this proved it. He not
only completed the clover successfully
in winds even worse than the second
round, it was probably the best clover
he flew all week. Gotta admit, I did a
little (maybe a big) Tiger Woods fist
pump when he pulled over the top of
the circle … with the always present
big grin on his face. Very, very cool.
Very, very professional.
By the way, I earlier mentioned
that stunt isn’t the only field in which
Paul Ferrell’s talent and tenacity could
be observed. I learned later in our
experience that this 6’3” tall 15 year old
has been taking classical piano since
the age of five or six. His development
to date is such that he has performed
publicly as a solo pianist and in concert
with high level symphony orchestras.
This is a special kid.
Paul’s natural modesty is a
pleasure to behold. It was only through
questioning and general conversation
that I learned the above from Kevin.
Paul’s comfort at performing the

stunt pattern in front of critical judges
was clearly nurtured by the similar
pressures of such performances.
I’ve got Paul right where I want
him, now. I brought his airplanes
home and they are hermetically sealed
in a very large mayonnaise jar buried
under our baby grand piano. He gets
them back only after he performs for
Shareen, Brett, his mom, dad and me
this weekend.
A fitting end to a great few weeks.
Most fun I’ve had at a NATs in
a long, long time. Thanks Brett and
Paul.
-Ted Fancher
PAMPA Vice President
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Editor’s Report

Tom McClain

6801 N. 28th Street
Arlington, VA 22213
(703) 241-8642
george.mcclain@verizon.net

Robert Storick
(Sparky)

(314) 724-2422
deskeditor@stuntnews.org

H

ello from Arlington Virginia.
The NATs is over and
Brett Buck is the new Walker Cup
Champion. The Senior Champ is Paul
Ferrell and the Junior Champ is Ryan
Young, grandson of Bill Rutherford.
Bill, you can relax now. Kenny Stevens
won Concours. Open Top Five in order
were; Brett Buck, Ted Fancher, Derek
Barry, Orestes Hernandez, and Windy
Urtnowski. Ted came in second with
an antique; his original Trivial Pursuit.
Brett built a new Infinity, which is
an improvement over his original.
Advanced Top Five in order were; Mike
McHenry, Mike Palko, Germanico,
Bercerril, Rich Giacobone, and Phil
Nickles. Mike Palko earned second
with an electric. Electrics are coming
on. Congratulations to the Champions
and to the entire group of competitors.
Sheryl and I made our second trip
to the AMA CLPA Nationals. I wish I
could have competed for the first time
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in Open, but I had to get back to my
real job at the Missile Defense Agency
in Arlington, Virginia. We arrived on
Sunday afternoon (9 July 2006) at 3:30
PM, checked in at PAMPA Central
(Signature Inn) and then went to the
AMA. We arrived at the L-pad, but
hardly anyone was there. Most were
at the Concours event. I did meet with
Don McClave and we pitted for each
other and put in a few flights on circle
4. Don was checking out his engine
on his Tucker 4 and I had my 116%
Fancher Mustang. I have never flown
at the AMA site and I got a taste of the
interesting air on the L-Pad. After one
flight and pitting for Don twice, we
called it a day before a thunderstorm
came in. Sheryl and I went back to
the Signature and met up with Ted
and Shareen Fancher, Randi and Russ
Gifford and some of the PAMPA crowd
and went to dinner.
On Monday we went back to
AMA and I pitted for John Lindberg,
my fellow NVCL mate from Virginia,
in Classic. John flew his Excalibur and
did quite well for his first NATs. I saw
young Michael Duffy fly his 57 Nobler
and noticed how he made his mentors,
Bill Heyworth and Mike Keville,
proud. Others that caught my eye were
Jim DeYoung with his beautiful USA-1
and Bob Whitely flying on the grass in
his bare feet. I believe had Bob flown
bare foot with his Hawker Hunter
in Open, he would have repeated his
Classic win. One tragedy I wish had
not happened was Gene Martine’s sad
end to his beautiful Excel. He was up
in the Cloverleaf when the wind took
it. Sorry Gene, wish you had been
able to compete in Open. But Gene’s
excellent photography is here for all to
appreciate.
I saw the huge presence of the
Brazilians with their 28 plus Bene
Rodriguez Mustangs. What a group.
They were all there because of the
generosity and passion of Dr. Thomas
Case. He is doing a great job of getting
CLPA going in Brazil. There are several
photos of the Brazilian Team included
in this issue. That reminds me; Stunt
News needs more input from our other
international members. You are an
integral part of the organization and
what is happening in the rest of the
CLPA community is of great interest
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to all.
Tuesday began for Open and
Advanced with gray skies and drizzle.
I pitted again for John Lindberg in
Advanced with his donated Scott
Richlen “Fixed Fazer” profile. John
again did very well for his first NATs.
Way to go John. I watched young Paul
Ferrell fly his profile Cardinal and with
him, Michael Duffy, and Ryan Young.
Control line precision aerobatics has
no lack of talent coming up for the
future. Tuesday was tough for many.
Advanced finished its first round and
Open had just started when the heavens
opened up and the deluge started. The
rain continued for over an hour and
half and then Open continued. The
wind came up, but the round finished
with no crashes. There were a few
close calls, especially Bob McDonald’s
two times spill on circle one. But he
kept his MOPAR P-47 flying and got a
respectable score.
The PAMPA EC and membership
meetings on Tuesday night, July
11, 2006, went smoothly and the
membership nominated a full slate
of candidates for the Fall elections.
The candidates for the open PAMPA
elected officer positions are:
Vice President – Brett Buck
Membership Secretary – Russ
Gifford
District 2 – Windy Urtnowski
District 4 – Bill Little
District 6 – Allen Brickhaus
District 8 – John Hill
District 10 – David Fitzgerald
Floyd Layton, Stunt News
Advertising Director, has informed me
that he will resign from his position at
year’s end. Thanks for the hard work
Floyd. Your exemplary service in
restoring the advertising side of Stunt
News is greatly appreciated. PAMPA
therefore needs a volunteer to fill
Floyd’s rather large shoes. How about
it membership, do we have anyone
who would like to contribute?
Things to look forward to in the
Nov/Dec 2006 issues are full coverage
of the F2B World CLPA Championships
in Spain. Final results are included
in this issue, but feature articles and
pictures will be in Nov/Dec 2006.
Speaking of the F2B team, you can
still help them by purchasing hats and
t-shirts from Keith Trostle to defray
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the large travel expenses incurred by
the individual members. AMA and
PAMPA have helped with funds, but
those contributions are still not enough
to cover the large expense of the trip.
The attempt to prevent the USPS
from implementing their magazine
flow control policies has been partially
successful. First Class and International
Airmail
are
being
delivered
expeditiously, but Periodical or Book
Rate is still taking 30 to 45 days. I have
no fix for this. The only thing that can
expedite your delivery of Stunt News
is to pay the extra $15/year for First
Class service.
Bob Kruger is working on
converting 1998 through 2002 of Stunt
News to PDF. As soon as he finishes
those, he will start on 2003 through
2005. Once completed, Bob will send
the PDFs to Curt Nixon (PAMPA
Products) for sale at the same price as
the printed newsletter. 2006 issues will
not be released in PDF to Curt until
after Dec 31, 2006. The overall plan is
to digitize all years of Stunt News.
We have started on the Nov/Dec
2006 issue and I remind everyone that
the deadline is September 20, 2006 for
submission of text and pictures. There
will be no slips on this deadline as
Sheryl and I are moving to Phoenix,
Arizona, which will become our
permanent home. So, please use the
www.stuntnews.net site for text and
picture submissions if possible and

don’t delay. Please don’t forget to put
your name with your article. Remember
when submitting your feature articles
and pictures, please mail me a signed
and dated License Agreement.
If you need to reach me after
September 26, 2006, please call Shareen
Fancher as I will be in constant
communication with her. In October,
Sheryl and I will have new cell and
home phone numbers and mailing
address. I will publish these in the
Nov/Dec 2006 issue of Stunt News.
One final item of interest for all
of those interested in control-line
history. On September 16, 2006 in
Lorton, Virginia, Northern Virginia
Control Line Association (NVCL)
is hosting the 10th Annual Walter
Musciano Commemorative. CD is
Frank Dobrydney (703) 451-0143. The
central reason for the contest is to honor
Walter Musciano for his outstanding
contributions to control-line aviation.
Walt will be attending as he has almost
every time since this unique niche
contest’s inauguration in 1997. This is a
fun event and good time for all. Walt is
the author and designer of over 70 plus
1/2a Scientific control-line models, 50
plus books on model aviation, boats
and cars, numerous biographies, and
200 plus model aircraft designs in total.
Don’t miss this singular event. I won’t
as I will be there with my Scientific
1/2a.
Thank you,
Tom McClain
Managing Editor
PAMPA Stunt News
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Guidance for
submissions

‘Stunt

News’

T

hank you for making Stunt News
one of the best magazines on the
market. The Officers, Directors,
Associate Editors and other contributors
work hard at keeping Stunt News
informative and entertaining. We try to
publish everything submitted with
minimum editing, but please try to
keep submissions brief. If someone
submits something you disagree with,
it is your responsibility to respectfully
respond. You don’t have to be a big
name competitive flyer to contribute.
So, don’t be bashful about sending in
your ideas or photos of yourself just
because you’re not a top twenty
national competitor. We have over 1250
US members and 253 members from
other nations. Stunt News is truly an
international forum. We covet and
appreciate your contributions.
1. Deadlines.
Meeting the
deadlines is the single most important
issue in submitting items for publication
to Stunt News. For all issues the
deadline is the 20th of the month
preceding the issue date. Deadlines
are printed on the last page of each
issue. Late submissions are difficult
to accommodate! Mark your calendar
and be on time!
2. File Names. Each text article
must have a unique file name. Use
your last name or if your last name
is long, the first couple of syllables of
your last name. For example: BRICK.
rtf, RUTHER.rtf, and SUNDER.rtf. If
you are submitting multiple stories
add 01 to the first file name and 02
to the second, etc. Each photo must
also have a unique file name. Using a
ballpoint pen, write the file name on
the back of each photo. Let the ink dry
before you stack the photos. Again,
use your last name or part of your
last name as a file name, for example,
BRICK0l.tif, BRICK02.tif. If you have
more than 10 photos be sure to use 01,
02, 03, etc. instead of just 1, 2, 3, etc. for
the first nine photos. This keeps them
in order in the computer.
3. Text. Send text to the Desk/
Text Editor, Robert Storick by website;
www.stuntnews.net/ and follow the
instructions. The best way is to submit
text on a CD in Rich Text Format
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(.rtf). Avoid using tabs. Do not have
a bunch of old files on the CD. Body
text should use Times New Roman
font, size 10 point, fully justified. Photo
captions should be included right in
the text where you want the photos to
appear. Photo captions should be in
Arial, bold, italicized font, size 8 point,
fully justified. Make it very clear where
you want each photo to be placed in
the text. Leave a couple of blank lines
before and after each photo location.
Type in the file name of the photo. For
example: Photo BRICK0l.tif here. Text
can also be submitted as an attachment
to an e-mail.
4. Photos. Send photos to the
Photo Editor, Ken Budensiek, c/o Star
Photo, 2522 E Milwaukee St, Janesville,
WI 53545, or e-mail to kennyb@tds.
net. The best way to submit photos is
to send the negatives or put them on a
compact disk. Most photo services will
now put photos on a CD. The printer
can handle 1 to 4 Meg photos up to
11x17 inches in size. If you send photos,
you must put a piece of masking tape
on the edge of each negative with the
filename, or relate each negative to a
file name by the negative’s number. If
you send photos by e-mail, send them
in a compressed .tif or .jpg format.
Strive for quality and not quantity in
your photos. Treat tables, sketches and
drawings as if they were photos. Better
yet, take digital pictures of your tables,
sketches, and drawings and put them
on a CD with individual file names
just like photos. Don’t imbed tables,
sketches and drawings in text. It makes
it very difficult during page layout.
Next best is to send hard copy of tables,
sketches and drawings so they can be
scanned just like photos. If you send
a batch of photos with no article, such
as a bunch of photos taken at a contest,
give each photo a file name and type
the captions as a single separate text
file. Use your name as a file name for
the photos and the captions. Hand
written captions on post it notes, stuck
to the back of the photos, won’t cut it.
Please don’t send entire rolls of film.
You should do the culling before you
send it to us.
5. Personal photos. If we do not
have it, send us a good photo of you to
use at the beginning of your article. If
you have a new one or you are unhappy
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with the one we are using, send us the
photo of you that you wish to use at the
beginning of your article.
6. Stunt New Staff

• Desk/Text Editor - Robert
Storick
• Photo Editor - Ken Budensiek
• Advertising - Floyd Layton
• PAMPA Products - Curt Nixon
• Contest Calendar - Howard Rush
and
Jim Snelson
• Contest Reports - James Mills
• PAMPA Rules - Alice CottonRoyer
• Competition/Judging - Gary
McClellan
• Historian - Wynn Paul
• OTS/Classic Stunt - Mike Keville
• Designing/Finishing - Brett Buck
and
Randy Powell
• Building - Robert Storick
• Crash Repairs - Windy Urtnowski
• Safety - Ron King
• Clubs - Scott Richlen
• Beginning - Doug Dahlke
• Power Train - Randy Smith
• Ball Diamond Flyer - Jim Harris
• Personalities - Louis Rankin
• Flying - Owen Richards
• Sport Flying - John Ashford
• We Have the Technology - Noel
Drindak
• “Fly on the Wall” - Hoyt
Hawkins
• Bad Boy Stunt - Dan Rutherford
• Classic Plans - Tom McClain

send your input to either the managing editor or the desk editor.
• Deadlines are important. They
give the staff adequate time to do
their job and provide a quality
product to the membership. Please
make every attempt to provide your
input on time.
criticism
is
• Constructive
allowed, but it has to address an
obvious problem, be positive in
nature, and must offer a reasonable
solution.
• No profanity and personal
attacks are allowed. If the editorial staff deems a submission to be
a violation of this policy, the author
will be contacted to amend his/her
submission to make it acceptable.
• Finally, the mission of Stunt
News is to promote and facilitate
the flow of information that will
benefit all Control Line Precision
Aerobatics enthusiasts, regardless
of skill level or their interest and
participation in competition. This
will be adhered to so that Stunt
News will serve all of you in the
furtherance of the PAMPA charter,
which is to “Improve the Control
Line Precision Aerobatics event.”
- Tom McClain
Managing Editor
Stunt News

7. Finally, in order that Stunt
News provides you with the best
information and entertainment possible
suitable for all ages and audiences, we
have a few rules of the road to inform
all of you about. Here they are:

• Input from the membership is
what makes Stunt News great. You
are the source and the reason for
Stunt News’ success. Without your
input, Stunt News will wither and
die.

• Suggestions on how to improve
the content and appearance of the
newsletter are welcome.
• Anything control line aerobatics related is welcome.
• Please work through the assistant editors. If you have a doubt of
which assistant editor to contact,
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NONEXCLUSIVE PUBLICATION LICENSE AGREEMENT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------I, _____________________________, am submitting herewith an article and/or other material
entitled ___________________________, (the "Work") to PAMPA Stunt News, a newsletter
owned exclusively by the Precision Aerobatic Model Pilot’s Association, PAMPA, Inc., a
nonprofit organization at 5 Flying Cloud Isle, Foster City, CA 4404, for consideration of
publication in PAMPA Stunt News.
1) I retain all right, title, and interest to the Work, including (a) its title and theme; and (b) all
copyright, including renewals and extensions, in the Work, and any adaptation or version of it in
the United States or anywhere throughout the world. I am limited only as to the future
dissemination of the work until publication of the same in Stunt News, refusal of the same, or the
passage of 2 months from the date of submission. After the happening of any one of these
events, I understand that I am free to disseminate the work as I see fit. Both parties to this
agreement understand that the work may have been displayed publicly either before or after the
date hereof, and that this Agreement does not limit the rights of others to publish photographs or
other descriptions of the work made while the work was on public display notwithstanding this
agreement.
2) I enclose with this signed and dated Agreement and a copy of the Work.
3) I respect and warrant that: (a) I am the sole author or one of the coauthors (if applicable each
coauthor must provide a signed copy of this Agreement and Assignment) of the Work and have
made no present commitments with anyone else with respect to the Work or its use; (b) the Work
is an original and to the best of my knowledge, information and belief does not infringe upon
statutory or common law copyright, proprietary right, or any other right of any other person; (c)
the statements in the Work are true (unless the Work is described as a fiction).
4) I shall indemnify and hold PAMPA Stunt News harmless from any and all loss, damage, and/or
author expense (including reasonable attorney's fees) that PAMPA Stunt News may suffer or incur
by reason of any claim, arising from the breach or alleged breach of any of the representations or
warranties that I have made.
5) PAMPA Stunt News will contact the author to coordinate and gain approval of any edits or
changes of the Work. PAMPA Stunt News is under obligation to publish the Work or otherwise
apply the Work within 2 months of receipt or return the Work to the contributor with waiver of
this signed agreement. I hereby agree that I surrender all moral rights in the Work and PAMPA
Stunt News may use my name, photograph, or other likeness in connection with the advertisement
and promotion of the Work or any adaptation of versions thereof or the newsletter in which it
appears.
6) I agree to take such actions and execute such documents, at PAMPA Stunt News's expense, as
may reasonably be required by PAMPA Stunt News to secure and/or protect the rights obtained by
PAMPA Stunt News according to this Agreement.
I acknowledge reading, accepting, and agreeing to the terms of this Agreement and Assignment
by my signature.

_____________________________________________________
Date
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Signature
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District 2 Report
New York, New Jersey

Windy Urtnowski
93 Eliiott Place
Rutherford, NJ 07070
(201) 896-8740
WindyU@aol.com

A

bout this time each year I think of
all the wonderful adventures
we’ve shared in District II over the
years. Some of us go way back to
another time that may be gone now...
but is never forgotten. Many of the
people and places in those cherished
memories are gone, and I feel very
lucky to have shared some of my life
with them years ago.
Legends like the late Harold Price
flying his Valkyries and Defiant, his
retracts, and his unselfish sharing of his
shop and time when I was a teenager.
He even gave me his oldest Valkyrie,
taught me much about finishing,
and gave me a real appreciation of
sharing the world of modeling. Many
of our flying sessions ended with him
suggesting ways I could improve my
building or flying. His shop was always
open, and he was always ready to help.
Harold’s influence lives on.
Nobody in District II will ever
forget the late George Gaydos Jr. and
his fabulous models, his shop, and his
collection of kits. George flew many
events and was always giving demos
at club meets. I remember his giant 84
in. Ringmaster—what a show stopper!
Dan Banjock’s giant Flite Streak and
George’s Ringmaster would have
made a great “mock combat” flying in
the same circle at the same time.
The late Joe Ortiz left behind so
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many good memories it’s hard to select
only one or two. He ran contests, was
always helping some youngster gets
started, making sure the Flushing field
was in great shape, making all the
behind the scenes calls to get things
done, and of course, doing volunteer
work with “Pro Stunt News.”
The late Augie Buffalano was one
of the oldest members of the G.S.C.B.
club, and his air force included ships for
every event. When I was developing the
Ztron, he let me fly his scale ship with
throttle control and really motivated
me to make it work. When I finally got
to fly the Ztron in a Walker Cup fly-off,
in the back of my mind I was thinking
of Augie.
The late Ron Connors left behind
a legacy of contributions to stunt,
judging, and running meets, and he
even had a flying field on his property
next to his house. He never let anyone
come to a contest or his house and not
have a great time. His best tip at one
NATs was to use floor wax just before
Appearance judging, earning him the
nickname “Mop and Glow Ron.”
The late Ray Moore built some very
cool ships in his long career. He also
had a 1950 Merc with many custom
car features—it was a special part of
his life, and he was very proud of it.
My best memory of Ray was when he
visited my old shop with his son. I was
in the middle of installing paneling in
the shop and went out for a few pizzas.
When I got back, Ray and his son had
installed almost all of the paneling
without me even asking for help.
Many other District II flyers have
passed on, but their memories live. I
think of how short and fragile our lives
can be and how special the times we
share can become.
The late Father Regis Rodda was
a special friend for many years. He
said Mass in my house, and I tried to
help his building and flying skills. He
was helping several younger pilots at
our local contests and even at several
Brodak Fly-Ins. Big Art Adamisin gave
him some flying lessons, and, of course,
he built a Brodak Cardinal to upgrade
his pattern skills. Fr. Regis came down
many times just to hang out with us in
the shop. As a joke on me, I remember
him calling me from the Vatican and
saying that the Pope wanted to talk with
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me. He really had me—I was thinking
it was for real until I heard him break
out in laughter. A very special priest,
pilot, builder, friend, and confidant.
Thank you, Father Regis.
Other friends move away.
When Tom Niebur moved to Texas,
he’d call and say how warm and sunny
it was on his private flying field. John
D’Ottavio went down to his house
and said he’d gotten rid of almost all
the rattlesnakes on his private field.
We have memories of Tom going way
back: the G.S.C.B. “Snowbird” meet,
his O.T.S. ships, and more. His kit of
the legendary Jay-Dee Falcon is a jewel
in every way. We shared Bradlee’s,
G.S.C.B., Middlesex, and even trimming
out his .60-powered Falcon—what
adventures! What rattle-snakes? But
our best memory was at Texarkana. I’ll
let him tell you that story—or better
yet, let Rich Oliver tell it.
Lou Wolgast moved to Arizona.
Lou was a G.S.C.B. icon and had so
many trophies he could have gone into
the trophy business. He was recently
honored at a party thrown for him
by Mike Ostella, and his scrapbook
brought tears to the eyes of everyone
who attended. My best memory was
the time I took Lou up in my Ercoupe to
see the New York City skyline at night.
Lou acted like he was a P-51 pilot over
Berlin.
Stunt legend Billy Simons moved to
Florida when he retired but left behind
a legacy of helping and inspiring
everyone he came in contact with. His
designs and quality finishes are part
of Stunt history. Billy and I flew at the
now gone but not forgotten Bradlee’s
site. We went together to the 1991
Team Trials, and I’ll never forget his
beautiful Shoestring. He helped many
in District II learn modeling, painting,
and flying skills, and he’s still legend
in District II.
As people pass on and move away,
we’ve acquired new members. The
roster in District II is an ever-changing
collage of people, and we still enjoy
the local contest scene, swap meets,
meetings, and visits to each other’s
shops—great memories and a future
that’s sure to become more memories
as we all age. There was a time I didn’t
realize how good it would be to grow
older and still be involved with the
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modelers I grew up with. Now that
many more are retired and visit my
shop, we often rehash good memories.
It’s only now I really appreciate
District II in a special way I couldn’t
when I was younger. We were and still
are lucky to have each other...and even
luckier to have a lifetime of such a good
memories of our adventures.
Just about everyone from District
II was at the Brodak Fly-In this year.
Fabulous weather (seven days in a
row!) was only the beginning. Dan
Banjock’s Vista 1930s air racer stole the
show and flew absolutely great. It was
the year of twin engines for stunt: two
P-38s were there, both with Saito .40s
for power. A twin Cardinal with two
.15s was entered by Neal Beekman.
Bob Lampione’s gorgeous Big Jim
.60-powered Patternmaster flew great
and was probably his best ship yet.
Bob Zambelli flew his Beechcraft with
retracts, full take-apart features, lights,
Ztron, and, of course, Saito .56 power.
There were over 50 individual Brodak
Cardinals entered—many won their
events. Electrics by Mike Palko have
always been a real crowd pleaser, and
this year Mike flew three electrics in
several events. Linn Smith flew his
Rabe Bearcat with electric power, and
lots of other electrics are coming this
summer, including Walt Brownell’s
electric twin!
The USA FAI scale team was in
attendance, judging scale events and
practicing for the World Championships—their ships blew me away with
the details and operating features.
Good luck to all our FAI teams this
summer.
The banquet put on by Buzz
and John was great as always. Alan
Brickhaus and Tom Hampshire ran
the event like a Rolex watch, as they
always do, and all the volunteers made
this event the best ever.
New ships worth mentioning: Ron
Keith’s P-51 and Voodoo from Miss
Ashley plans both had superb finishes
and detailing—among the best I’ve
ever seen. Ron makes museum quality
plastic models and is a stickler for
inkwork and the tiniest detail in the
cockpit.
Joe Adamusko flew his latest
Seafire, which has a tiny copy of Stunt
News in the cockpit—I hope he wasn’t
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reading the magazine during the
overhead 8! If you get to see this ship in
person, look closely—it’s a true work of
art. Carl Lovins flew a beautiful Tucker
Special, and John Simpson flew the
legendary Cavalier. Mike Ostella had a
Smoothie with paintwork that matched
his Jameson—a very cool pair.
Christina Saunders rented a Cessna
152 and flew over the field to see what
six circles of stunt look like to a bird
flying over. We also had flyovers by
John’s neighbor, who has a Stearman
in his back yard.
As it always is, John’s workshop
located right on the field was a beehive
of activity, even after dark. Several
ships were fitted with lights and were
seen flying well after dark.
Pete Klepsik demonstrated his
new retract system—it drew a crowd
every time he demoed it. Several of the
scale entries had very unique options,
including ailerons to wag the wings.
Scott Richlen still is flying the same
beautiful ship he had many moons ago,
and he’s still flying it well. It’s based on
a fantasy ship, the Silver Lancer.
Will Hubin not only won a trophy
this year, he took a thousand of his
famous in-flight shots, and we did
several photo shoots for him to capture
the spirit of this unique event...now in
its 10th anniversary and still growing
every year in popularity.
Randy Smith’s Vectors were in full
force. Eliott Scott from San Francisco
had one with a RO-Jett .40 that flew
great. Dave Midgley’s all carbon fiber
Carnivore flew right off the bench and
impressed the audience every time it
flew. It features a RO-Jett .65 with a
custom muffler made by Sergey Belko,
who attended the Fly-In in 2005 and
flew my Miss Ashley with one of his
hollow carbon fiber props. Sergey is
developing a .77 in Ukraine and should
have it at the World Champs.
Warren Walker was scheduled to
attend, but business deals postponed it
until 2007. Raimo Barak from Sweden
will be coming next year as well. He’s
building a new Strega with RO-Jett
power and also has an SV-11 with a PA
.61.
Tom Dixon showed off his newest
Double Stars and even had one in a
Brodak Cardinal. Reuben and Stevie
MacBride had matching Stregas with

custom lettering and trimwork—very
nice set, indeed.
Dan Banjock flew his MiG jet with
pulse jet power. It flew great, but on the
last flight caught fire! Luckily, Midgley
was finished cooking his hotdogs when
the fire was put out.
For the second year in a row we
barbecued in the giant pit John has
right on the field—boy, is that ever
convenient. Kent Tysor made North
Carolina ribs to die for, and I think we
all over-ate because the food was so
good. Thanks, Kent and Shelly!
John Cafaro came all the way from
Michigan but didn’t win the traveling
award, which went to Eliott Scott from
San Francisco.
Tom Morris was given a plaque,
a T-shirt signed by everyone, and a
six-foot card of thanks for his years of
service to everyone in Stunt through
Stunt News, his products, and his work
to grow PAMPA. Nobody in the event
deserves these awards more. Well
earned, Tom—enjoy your retirement.
The only thing left is to get him into the
Hall of Fame.
District II was represented in the
other racing and combat events, even
carrier. I think it’s safe to say everyone
is already looking forward to 2007. See
you there!
-Windy Urtnowski
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District 3 Report
Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia

Phil Spillman

350 Butterfly Lane
Hermitage, PA 16148
(724) 983-1677
p.g.spillman@att.net

O

nce again time has flown by in a
flash with my deadline fast
approaching! Sure do wish I had heard
from more of you since the last time! In
my immediately past article there was
a picture of Joe Peters from western
Ohio. Joe is an enthusiastic Stunt
convert from Combat who is climbing
the skill ladder up from Beginner. Joe
hopes to do well at the Nationals this
year
before
moving
up
to
Intermediate.
In mid-May I traveled to Wooster,
Ohio to enjoy an impromptu Fun Fly
with great friends. Sumner Forrest and
I made the trip and had a delightful
lunch prepared by Clyde Ritchie
and his lovely wife Mary. We three
adjourned to Pat Giles house where I
finally got to see his shop and planes.
Pat, like Clyde, is a superb builder who
works quite fast as well as accurately!
Pat brought out his new Score ARF,
which he is powering with a ST .51.
This is a really sharp looking plane,
which I predict will fly quite well.
We four went out to the field and
proceeded to enjoy a great day! Jim
Harris, that Ball Diamond Flyer Writer,
joined us later on in the afternoon. Pat
flew his Score, which for a first flight
performed very well. Pat experienced
some tank problems, which he’ll fix
soon. Jim flew his venerable yellow
Chief with a fine running Fox .35 for
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power and Clyde exercised his fourcycle powered Exceeder design. It too
flew very well.
Sumner brought along his Tanager
with LA .46 power. This plane is getting
better and better as Sumner flies it more
often.
The field in Wooster, just like the
one Sumner and I fly off, is primarily
an RC unit. The four of us have figured
out how to peacefully co-exist with our
RC brothers. In Wooster the Club has
established a corner of the complex
dedicated 100% to UC! In my case,
our area, plus or minus 3 acres, is too
small to permit dedicated space. So I
have installed a policy, when needed,
of dedicated half hour segments for
each persuasion: UC gets the field for
30 minutes and then RC gets the field
for 30 minutes. If one or the other of us
“runs over the time limit” that much
time is added to the next bunch’s time
share! So far this has worked out fairly
well for all concerned.
While out in Wooster I tried once
again to get my Brodak .40 powered
Nobler ARF to fly better and more
consistently for me. On that day I didn’t
have the right formula. On the ride
home I pondered this dilemma. I really
felt that my tank set up was not the
problem. Upon calling Pat Rowan he
suggested that I buy a carbon fiber Bolly
Prop or some similar configuration. I
am cheap and opted not to do this. Pat
then suggested that I might try a MAS
11X4! I opted to give this a shot. To my
dismay, my extensive prop stash didn’t
contain a single MAS 11 X 4 prop! So
I ordered several from my supplier.
In addition I thought that I’d measure
the ID of the venturi insert of my #4 B.40…almost .300! I then started to look
through my brass tubing stash to see
what I had if anything close to this size
OD. I found a length with an ID of .270
but it wouldn’t fit into my venturi. I
chucked a length into my drill press and
shaved it down with a metal file. Once
it would just fit inside my venturi, I cut
a short length, deburred it and drilled
an appropriate hole through it for the
spray bar to fit through.
I was able to try out this assembly
just prior to the Brodak FlyIn and
was most pleasantly surprised! The
MAS Series 3 glass filled prop and my
venturi insert shim provide the best
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run and flying set I have ever had with
this plane! In my later quest at Brodak
I just missed third place in Classic
Advanced by one (1) point! That’s
not the important thing. What really
counts is that I have been able to get
consistent runs from a setup which was
a real pain in the past! The additional
bonus from my perspective is that I get
seven minutes out of a four (4) ounce
tank wherein I used to not get enough
to finish the pattern! My friend John
Ashford tells me that after I have more
time on this engine my miles per ounce
will increase! I am sure he’s correct but
until I start to experience overruns I’ll
run it as it now is!
This year marked the 10th
anniversary of the Brodak FlyIn. In my
previous column I tried to get a picture
of Jack Weston from the Philly Flyers
showing the man at age 14 holding a
Barnstormer and again 50 years later
doing the same. Immediately following
is that picture!

Jack Weston as a lad of 14 on the right and as he
was 50 years later on the left! Weston photo

Harry Freeland of the Philly Flyers
has sent me a set of photos and a note
describing a really fine public relations
idea, which the Club has invented.
The Club received an inquiry
about the club and its activities from
Ms. Mamie N. Sherman, the Assistant
Director of The Edison Prep School of
Trenton, NJ. It seemed that she had a
group of students who were interested
in airplanes and wondered if she might
bring her charges to the Club field to
observe. The Club responded with an
invitation to the group to come over to
PA and then have a learn to fly session
with support of flying demonstrations
by members! A group of 12 students
and their Proctor came to the Club field
and every one of them, including Ms.
Sherman, flew, received a Philly Flyer
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My next pictorial for this issue comes
from Pat Rowan who has completed a
new PA stunter for competition. This
one is powered by a PA .65 and will be

Group picture of the students from Edison Prep School who were treated to a learn to fly day as
sponsored by the Philly Flyers Club. Pictured from L to R are Club members Jack Weston, skip, Gail
Finlayson, skip, John Hocking, Harry Freeland, skip to second from right end, Dan Banjock. Skip
denotes person, not known to the Author.

Pat Rowan’s new stunter, the Destroyer, power
by PA .65 Brodak paint, RG Graphix graphics.
Another beauty! Rowan picture

fine flying and fine looking airplanes.
His latest, known as Vista, is pictured
below in a series of photos supplied by

in evidence by the end of this season
after proper trimming. Pat has been a
great help to me as I begin to learn how
to use my compressor and HVLP spray
guns!
In the second weekend of June
the Bean Hill UC Club was invited to
participate in a full seize FlyIn which
was held at the Meadville, PA Airport.
The airport has been user friendly to
this club in the past since they are totally
UC oriented! What the management
wanted was an activity to entertain
the crowd in addition to the full scale
planes and other exhibits. I was invited
to come along and participate with the
Bean Hill members! We flew all day
long and the crowd stayed all along
to watch whatever we were doing!
To make a long story short the airport
management has invited the club to
return again next summer and they
may well allow Meadville flyers to fly
on airport grounds in the near future!
Talk about good PR and Win Win
results this surely shows what a bunch
of go getters can accomplish!
Thanks to Harry Freeland, Jack
Weston, and Pat Rowan for this months
column pictures! I am very grateful for
these contributions!

Here left view of Banjock’s Vista pilot and
cockpit.
Here right side view of Dan Banjock’s Vista
pilot and windscreen

Harry Freeland of the Filly Flyers. Dan
powers this beauty by a Saito .72. Later
in the flying season Dan placed second
to Windy Urtnowski in Expert PA at
the Brodak FlyIn.

Here Center view of Banjock’s Vista pilot and
cockpit detail.

hat, and a certificate of accomplishment
to commemorate the day! What a fine
community effort from the Philadelphia
Club!
Dan Banjock has produced many
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Full view of Dan’s new stunt plane, Vista with
OS .72 4 Cycle for power.
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Aerobatic full scale Yak airplane

Restored Stinson Voyager belonging to Paul
Lutz of the North Coast Controline club of
Cleveland, OH. Paul flew his father Ron, also a
Stunt and full size pilot, and another friend over
to Meadville for the morning!

Full size Beech Stagger Wing which gave rides to the public all day!

Nose view of Beech Stagger Wing

Another view of Paul Lutz’s Stinson.

Until next time
please keep in touch!
-Phil Spillman

Side view of Pal Lutz’s Stinson Voyager
Model pitting area at the site in Meadville
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District 4 Report

Delaware, Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, N. Carolina, Virginia

Bill Little

406 Sun Road
Aberdeen, NC 28315-2538
(910) 944-7864
wlittleiii@nc.rr.com

W

ell, time for another edition of
Stunt News and my district
column. This one has given me fits!
My computer has not been cooperative
at all. But I have been kindly granted a
reprieve by Tom McClain so that I
could get this in! My first writing of
this
column
disappeared
into
cyberspace and I submitted it early.
On a personal note, as many of you
know, I fell back in June right after the
Huntersville meet and tore up both
my knees. I lost the medial collateral
ligament in my right knee along with
tearing the ACL, and gashed my left
knee. The left knee got infected and I
am diabetic. Needless to say, I have not
been able to do very much for over a
month. An NFL knee brace is making
life a lot easier since the knee joint is
too bad for ligament reconstruction. I
will have a replacement knee in the not
too distant future.
On to CLPA! We had a great time
at Huntersville seeing all the friends
and competing. Several District IV
flyers were very successful at Brodak’s
including Larry Draughn, Willis
Swindell and John Tate, among others.
This year’s NATs were well represented
by flyers from our District.
I completely apologize for the
brevity of this column and I promise to
include a ton of pictures and content of
the important summer contests in my
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Kent Tysor

next writing.
Thanks to Tom McClain for
allowing me the time to get this in.
-Bill Little

Larry Draughn
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District 5 Report

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennesse

Cavalier. My son Derek finished third,
but not before smashing my last
Oriental. I guess now I’ll finally have to
put a flight on the Nakke I finished last
year, the paints probably cured by now.
I don’t think we had any members in
Old Time, but Marshall Busby took
first in Profile and Dave Courtney was
third.

throws something different at you,
and this year was no different .We
had a compressed schedule, OTS and
Classic had to move to the grass circles,
which normally would have been OK,
but the ground crew had been let go,
so it wasn’t much fun. I’m sorry to say
that I didn’t get much information on
Beginner or Intermediate, which are
flown on Sunday. I don’t think we had
any Beginners, but if we did I’m sorry
I missed you. I do know that Rafael
Irrizany of Puerto Rico was seventh
and I think Toby Acierno was also in
the top ten.

Dale Barry

5995 Tipton Ct.
Harlem, GA 30814-9377
(706) 556-1177
dalebarry@hotmail.com

W

John Simpson’s Cavalier

ell, it’s time for another District 5
report, so we’ll start with the
spring contest in Huntersville, NC. Yes,
I know that’s District 4, but it’s right on
our border so a lot of us attend.
Saturday had the Basic, Classic, Profile
and OTS events. Number one grandson
Gavin was second in Basic, once again
borrowing a plane from Watt Moore. It
was my fault this time that he couldn’t
use his own plane, so maybe I should
go back to be-prepared-for contest 101.
Thanks again Watt. John Simpson took
first in Classic with, you guessed it, his
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Sunday brought the Pampa classes.
John Rewis won Beginner and Dave
Courtney was third in Intermediate.
Adrian Dominguez, all the way from
Miami, won Advanced, Marshall
Busby and Adrian’s driving partner,
Jose Turo, also flew. Five of the seven
flyers in Expert were from District 5,
Derek Barry placing second and John
Simpson third. Also flying were Stan
Powell, Dave Hemstrought and Tom
Dixon.
Now on to the BIG show, the
AMA Nationals. Every year Muncie
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Robbie Gruber’s World’s plane, a Randy Smith
Starfire.

Monday opened up with very nice
weather for Old Time and Classic,
which was the last we saw of it until
Thursday. Gene Martine, who has run
these events for the last 8 or 9 years,
had everything set-up for Mike Keville,
who ran the events this year. Gene has
decided to step down, at least for a
while, to concentrate on his own flying.
Thanks for all you’ve done, Gene.
Two of us from District 5 flew in
Old Time. Roy Trantham finished
13th with his Jamison Special and I
somehow managed to repeat last year’s
win with the broken Humongous that
I borrowed back from Bob Shaw. Roy
and Jim Lynch flew in Classic and
finished 15th and 16th,respectively, out
of 26 flyers.
Advanced was loaded with flyers
from our area. Two other members
of the Puerto Rican Stunt Team,
Germanico Bercerril and Alberto Haber
finished 3rd and 7th,respectively. Louis
Rankin, in what I think was his first
NATs, finished 13th, Don Ogren, Jose
Turo and Marshall Busby were there,
and Marshall was doing very well until
he ran out of air space in the qualifying
rounds. Roy Trantham finished 10th
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and Adrian Dominguez was 15th, but
only because he had a two second overrun! Bummer.
On to Open. We had seven
members registered to fly, but Gene
Martine had a little accident, so only
six flew. The qualifying rounds were
flown in awful conditions, 10-15 mph
winds and intermittent rain. Come Top
20 day we had four District 5 members
involved, Randy Smith, flying his
Katana, finished 9th, Bill Rich, with his
SV-22, was 8th and Derek Barry and
Orestes Hernandez made the Top 5.
When everything was over, Orestes
was 4th and Derek was 3rd, 1.25 pts.
out of second! Once again, I think
District put in a pretty good showing
at the NATs. One of these years we’ll
take it all!
Here are some pictures from the
NATs. I took the first one and Allen
Brickhaus took the second, all the rest
are courtesy of Gene Martine. ‘Til next
time.
-Dale Barry

Bill Rich signaling for an official flight

Derek’s ice bath for first Top 5 finish

Derek Barry in flight

Dale launching Derek in Top 5 flyoff

Randy Smith on an inverted pass

Orestes Hernandez signals to the judges

Jose Turo
Bill Rich in flight

Josias Delgado launches Orestes

Top 5 Open with Junior and Senior winner
Dale Barry
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Adrian Dominguez in flight
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District 6 Report
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri

weekend. I put six models in the car
along with Steve Moore’s three more
and proceeded to Indiana from Illinois.
Yours truly was very tired flying eight
events with the six models. Can’t say I
wasn’t there to support the District VI
event.
-Allen Brickhaus

Lew Woolard is bundled up and ready for Profile
on Saturday at Polk City.

Allen Brickhaus

PO Box 206
Golconda, IL 62938
(618) 683-7611
abkb801@shawneelink.com

T

ook in three contests since last
issue. The Polk City, Iowa club
always has a great surface even though
flown over grass. I applaud them for
the wonderful preparation work on the
site. Last year saw some snow flurries
on Sunday but much warmer weather
pervaded the 2006 version of their
contest although held near the first of
May just north of Des Moines, Iowa.
Congratulations Bob Baldus and all
their club members.
Michael Schmitt ran the third
version of his Windy City Classic held at
Ned Brown Woods, in Schaumburg, IL
over the Memorial Day weekend. His
contest is traditional held on Saturday
and this allows all to enjoy the holiday
and get home early. Due to his senior
high school aged daughter graduating
on Saturday in 2007, the contest will
move to Sunday but return to Saturday
in 2008. Michael runs a fine contest
and follows the demise of the Lost
Cajun Nationals held previously on
this same weekend up till 2003. Good
job and congratulations to the Schmitt
family for all their hard work and to all
the judges, hurrah.
Byron Barker and the New Albany
Skyliners moved their contest from
August to this earlier June date. The
locals and visiting flyers applauded the
date and hoped that it will stay in late
June. Thanks to the Skyliners for a nice
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Crist Rigotti brought his new Phacade to the
Polk City contest and took third in Expert with
the profile bird based on his earlier designs.

Steve Smith of the Lafayette Esquadrille of St.
Louis took to the skies with his SIG Twister.
Steve has at least two more Twisters in the
works.

Bill Marvel of St. Louis and Steve Moore of
Dexter, Missouri took the time to caravan with
Gary Hajek and myself to the Polk City, Iowa
event.
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Michael Schmitt enjoys his rebuilt Jamison
Special and does well with the OTS model at
Polk City.
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Elaine Brookins tabulates at an incredible and
accurate rate at Polk City.
Ed Prohaska shows off his new Ed Southwick Skylark and it sure looks good on the ground and in
the air.

Steve Moore gets his first set of pattern points in his second contest ever and
places third in Beginner/Intermediate Profile on Saturday at Polk City.

Sina Goudarzi holds while Gary Hajek prepares for his Expert flight on Sunday
at Polk City.
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Kathy and Allen relax at the entrance to Pappadeaux’s Cajun
styled seafood restaurant at 83 and Ogden prior to the Windy
City Classic contest in Schaumburg. Thanks to Jim Renkar’s
idea to have dinner here and his photography skills.

Allen and Michael Schmitt hold Allen’s new Encore design,
which Michael built for the upcoming Flying Models article.
Michael has won Advanced at the Milwaukee contest and third
in Advanced at the SIG event.
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Mike Ternstrom of the Chicago area takes in the
Windy City Classic.

Jim DeYoung and Michael Schmitt talk about
the details of the new Encore. A Randy Smith
PA 61 powers the model.
Mark McKinney and friend discuss the game
plan at the Windy City Classic.

Russ Gifford launches for Larry Lindburg at the Ned Brown Woods.

Fred Krueger, of the Fermi Lab contest fame, is
adamant about his role at the Schmitt event.

Aaron Nottingham holds his SV-22 model designed by Randy Smith.

Dare I say “peanut gallery” here? Good friends
going over the day’s events in Schaumburg and
the Windy City Classic.
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District 7 Report
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin

Crist Rigotti

Michael Paris flies in Beginner with some help
from his dad. Brickhaus photo.

1629 Grizzly Trail
North Liberty, IA 52317
(319) 329-6232
crigotti@mchsi.com

Grace with her airplane. Brickhaus photo

A

s I write this the third week of July,
we are in a heat wave. The NATs
are over and I’m still working a lot of
overtime. At this part of the year I like
to really get into an “improvement”
mode. I take a realistic look at my
flying and try to identify 1 or 2 of my
weakest areas and then I work on
improving them. I usually go out and
fly an easy flight to get warmed up. On
the next 2 or 3 flights I work almost
exclusively on those weak areas. Then
I finish up on another easy flight. By
now the plane should be trimmed and
the flying is done only to improve the
flyer. The first week is the hardest. As
the weeks go by, I notice that those
weak areas are starting to get better
and my confidence goes up. Come
August the contests are almost every
week now and I’m ready. We should
always have a plan when we go flying.
Practice with a purpose!
The Minneapolis Piston Poppers
are enjoying their new field and
extend an invitation to all who might
be in the area. Contact Jeff Welliver at
763.537.7182.
The SIG contest is over and we all
had a good time. I’ll give a detailed
report on it in the next issue seeing that
this is the NATs issue.
Well, the NATs is over and here’s
how District VII faired.
Beginner was held Sunday and run
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Michael with his airplane. Brickhaus photo

by my good friend Allen Brickhaus.
Michael and Grace Paris participated
and judging by the pictures did well.
Grace placed 5th and Michael 6th.
Way to go!
Intermediate was run by Bob
Brookins also on Sunday. A big thanks
to these guys who put a large effort
into these events so that people can
fly at the NATs who are in the lower
classes.
Appearance judging and the pilots
meeting was held Sunday afternoon
and the 180 Building. The 180 Building
is the youth center of Allen Goff’s
church. The gym was large enough

to hold about 100 stunt planes, had a
very nice room for the pilots meeting
and best of all it had a snack bar, a
juice bar, and I think you could even
get ice cream cones too. I must admit I
had some nachos and then strawberry
shortcake! Kenny Stevens and Windy
Urtnowski had front row airplanes.
I had entered my Harbinger and it
garnered 15 points. Bob Brookins and
John Paris both flew in Old time Stunt,
while Bob Brookins also flew in Classic.
These events were held on Monday
which was a bit breezy. Russ Gifford
was a pit boss in OTS, while Randi
Gifford judged Classic.
Tuesday was the first round of
qualification and boy was it wet and
windy! I flew 5th on my circle in the
rain and wind. Tom Polk flew 4th in
some nasty weather. Bob Brookins,
Russ Gifford, and Curt Nixon also
flew in some trying conditions. Bob
McDonald flew in the worst of all.
It was a near driving rain and very
windy. When completing the clover,
Bob stepped back and slipped and fell
on the painted pilots circle then slipped
again when trying to get up. He did
a terrific job of keeping control of his
plane and landed to the applause of all
who were there. Unfortunately, Bob’s
controls stiffened up overnight and he
couldn’t fly anymore. We only flew 1
round on Tuesday.
Wednesday wasn’t much better for
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the 2nd round. I flew in almost as bad
weather as the day before. The 2nd
round was flown on the same circle and
judges as was flown on Tuesday. The
best score of rounds 1 and 2 were to be
used. We flew round 3 on another circle
and different judges. The weather had
improved but it was still very windy.
I flew the best of the three flights but
missed qualifying by 8 points. There’s
always next year. Russ Gifford ran
scores and again Randi Gifford judged.
Elaine Brookins helped tabulate scores
too. A big thanks to all who helped out
during this years NATs.

and I like the twin rudders.

BURAN’S ANTIQUES
COLLECTIBLES AND HOBBIES
Primitive Americana & Control
Line Our Specialty
Contact us for ALL your Control
Line needs.
WE STOCK
BRODAK, RSM, FOX, O.S.
KITS, MOTORS, SUPPLIES
Send .75 cents S.A.S.E. for catalog
Wayne and Donna Buran
5430 Treetop Circle
Medina, Ohio 44256
Phone: 330-722-4374
wburan@zoominternet.net

Russ Gifford caught between flights taking a
breather from running the scores to the trailer.

Elaine Brookins helps Shareen tabulate the
scores. Thanks so much Elaine.

Here we see from left to right, Curt Nixon, Randi Gifford and Bob McDonald on Finals day.

See you in the circle!
Randi Gifford judging a flight at the NATS.

Here is something interesting. Sam
Sciorrotta built this airplane with wood
and materials he had laying around
last winter. He named it “Iniquity”
and it is powered by a ST 51. Painted
using Brodak dope and is red with blue
trim and an airbrushed white outline.
Sam says it is a great way to use your
imagination. Nice looking plane Sam
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-Christ Rigotti
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Sam Sciorrotta’s “Iniquity”.
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District 8 Report

Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

receiving a Texas sized shock shortly
after takeoff Windy U wisely elected
to bail out of his flight and just fly the
plane to safety. We’re always glad to
have competitors from other districts
attend our contests here in District 8.

tested Geo – Bear now with a PA 75 for
power. Marvin Denny won Advanced
and John Ashford won top honors in
Intermediate. This is a big contest that
serves as a warm-up for many of those
that compete at the NATs. This contest

Steve Moon

9930 Edgecliff Cir.
Dallas, TX 75238
(214) 348-3962
stevemoon@cs.com

T

o say things have been heating up
lately in District 8 would be a
drastic understatement! Not only is
contest season in full swing, but the
heat loving high pressure dome is in
fully dominant form. It has gone from
windy and wet down here to windy
and HOT!! The recent week in Indiana
was a welcome reprieve from the heat.
The Texas State Control Line
Championships were held over
Memorial Day weekend in Houston.
As usual there was a fine turn out for
this contest, including some invaders
from up North. Windy Urtnowski,
Rich Giaccabone, and Les Demmet
came down from New Jersey to enjoy
a week of Texas hospitality, barbecue,
and stunt flying.
Both days of the contest were
quite breezy, but that didn’t stop
anybody from flying. An incredible
18 pilots took to the air in P-40 with
David Gresens the victor, and another
13 took to the air for Classic with Bill
Rutherford victorious. On Sunday a
total of 32 flyers signed up to fly. Ryan
Young took top honors in Beginner,
Dale McCord won Intermediate, Dale
Gleason once again flew his Impact
to victory in Advanced (…..uh, might
be time to move up thar Dale), and
Richard Oliver flew his Giles ARF to
victory in Expert. Storm clouds started
rolling in about lunchtime and after
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Dale McCord proudly displays his Nobler and the George Aldrich Memorial Award he received at
the 2006 VSC honoring the best rendition of an Aldrich Nobler. Congratulations Dale!

also has Racing and
Carrier events. An
excellent
contest
report can be seen
at:
www.dmaa1902.org, the official
website of the Dallas
Model
Aircraft
Association.
And this brings
us up to the NATs!!!!!!
The contest that so
many stunt flyers
gear their year to!!
Once again District 8
was incredibly well
represented at the
NATs; in both the
flying department
and
the
official
Darrell Harvin shows off his recently completed Nakke at the Houston department. First off
contest.
I would like to give
Next up on the contest calendar a big thanks to some of the hardest
was the Dallas Summer Heat contest working ladies in stunt. Every one of
in June. Doug Moon took home the these ladies put in long days working
bacon in Expert flying his tried and at the NATs this year; whether running
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Ahhh, Indiana in the summertime: Derek Barry
and John Grigsby relax outdoors with a couple
of cold ones during Appearance judging.

Rich GIaccabone’s Stuka looks good with Texas and USA flags proudly waving behind it.

Shelly Gordon, Edie Oliver, Merilee McMillan,
Karyn Urtnowski, Elaine Brookins and Linda
Gleason pose for a group shot at the 2006
NATs.

scores, tabulating scores, or conducting
pull tests. And, they always did it
with a smile on their faces!! We really
appreciate all the hard work. If you
haven’t already thanked them, DO SO
NOW. Pit Bosses Linda Gleason and
Edie Oliver did a great job of filling the
shoes of former Super Pit Boss Woody
Midgley.
District 8 also had two judges at
the NATs this year; Darrell Harvin and
John Grigsby. Both did a great job. This
was John’s first time to work as a NATs
Judge. He has attended several NATs in
the past, often pitting, launching, and
coaching me, Doug Moon, Mike Scott,
Phil Nickles, Tom Farmer, the Bear and
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the past year or two and the hard work
really paid off. Ryan used a Buccaneer
740 with an OS LA 46 for power. This
is a great combination. For any young
or up-and-coming flyers out there you
should seriously consider this plane/
engine combo. And, we’ll hear more
about Ryan later. Way to go Ryan and
Bill!
On Monday it was once again out
to the grass circles for the OTS and
Classic competitions. Bob Gieseke was
unable to fly in Open in this year’s
NATs due to recent back surgery. But,
Bob was not to be completely denied.
He brought his Double Star 54 powered
Humungous with him and got to work
on perfecting the OTS pattern. A little
back pain was not enough to prevent
Bob from putting in a solid showing.
Bob managed a 3rd place finish behind
Dale Barry and Charlie Reeves. That

many others. This has been a banner
year for John in the model airplane
hobby, as he just recently received his
AMA Turbine Waiver. At the RC field
he is known as Jet-John, but at the CL
field he is now known as Judge-John.
John did such a fine job of judging this
year that he was selected to judge both
the Top 5 flyoff and the Walker Cup
flyoff. Truly well deserved honors for
John. Looks like we’ll
be seeing more of John
holding a clipboard at
the NATs.
As far as the flying
goes; District 8 was
competitive at every
level. The competition
started on Sunday
with Beginner and
Intermediate
being
flown on the grass
circles. And District 8
member Ryan Young
immediately
put
one on the board by
winning the Beginner
trophy. Ryan is Bill
Rutherford’s grandson,
and Bill is justifiably
proud of him. Bill has Bill Rutherford proudly poses with his grandson Ryan Young after
been coaching Ryan for Ryan won the Beginner trophy at the 2006 Nats.
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makes it a 1st and a 3rd in the two OTS
contests Bob has flown. Not too bad!
David Gresens in 9th, Tom Farmer in
12th, and Dee Rice in 14th rounded
out the contest for District 8. David
and Dee were doing yeoman’s work
with their Ringmasters, going back
and forth between the OTS and Classic
circles with the same planes.
District 8 really shined in Classic. I
got my trusty Gieseke Nobler down off
the wall the night before leaving for the
NATs, cleaned it off, and loaded it up in
the truck. I figured about 4 or 5 practice
flights in the grass would be enough to
get back in the groove with that great
little plane. As Warren Tiahrt said to
me recently on the phone: “Well, you
don’t want to be over prepared”. I did
put in several practice flights on the Lpad with the G N before moving to the
grass. Due to the height of the grass I
quickly realized that my 2 inch wheels
weren’t going to do the trick. I made a
quick trip to MM&H (Muncie Model &
Hobby), or rather Heaven in my book,
and bought some lightweight indoor
RC 3 inch wheels. With my new rrrrims
in place the G N was ready to go.
We had a total of 27 entries in
Classic, so Mike Keville made the
command decision to run two circles to
move the contest along. Randi Gifford
and Derek Barry were quickly recruited
to join Mike Scott and Dick Kirk as
judges. The contest moved quickly and
the scores were being posted just as
quickly. The wind picked up steadily
as the day went on, but was never too
much to deal with. Bob Whitely, Don
McClave, Bill Rutherford, and Steve
Moon all put in good first flight scores
and the contest was shaping up to
be a real battle. Dee Rice and David
Gresens were close behind with their
OS 25 powered Ringmasters. As Derek
Barry told me: “Man, I’ve never seen
anybody fly Ringmasters like those
guys do”. Everyone was impressed
with the way those little planes flew.
Bill Rutherford and Bob Whitely flew
their second flights early in the round.
Bob had a great second flight of 572 to
move into the lead 3 points ahead of
Bill. Don McClave and I flew later in the
round. I managed a pretty good flight
in a bit of wind and managed to edge
out Bill for 2nd, falling just one point
short of equaling Bob’s score, with Don
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winding up in 4th. District 8 ended up McMillan and Richard Oliver just
with 4 flyers placing in the Top Ten: missed out on the Top 5 finishing 6th
Steve Moon- 2nd; Bill Rutherford- 3rd; and 7th respectively. Frank Williams
Dee Rice- 6th; and David Gresens- 8th. finished 14th, Steve Moon – 18th, and
Tuesday saw the beginning of Dee Rice – 19th (Oriental Plus; not a
the big show: Advanced and Open Ringmaster).
competition. With in excess of 20 flyers
As usual the always innovative
from Brazil entered there were nearly Frank Williams had an interesting
100 entrants this year. Tuesday also plane with him. He used Robart scale
saw the beginning of something else: hinges to create offset flap hinges.
rain, and lots of it. After a lengthy mid- When he gives the plane up input
day delay we were able to finish the the flaps actually hinge down away
first round after lunch; but the forecast from the trailing edge (much like on
called for more rain. E.D. Warren Tiahrt a jetliner) creating a gap between the
decided we would finish the second flap and the wing. Frank says this gives
round on Wednesday and then fly the the plane extra lift when doing inside
third round on Wednesday as well, maneuvers; especially at the top of the
weather permitting. The best single Overhead Eights.
flight of the first two would be added
On Friday it was back to the skies
to the third flight score to determine for Ryan Young. This time he was
the top 20. Many pilots had to fly in competing in Junior flying the full
very poor conditions on Tuesday: high pattern. And fly it he did! Ryan took
winds, rain, and dark skies. I think Allen home the Junior trophy with a top
Brickhaus and Bob McDonald had the score just over 500. Ryan really looked
worst of it. They were the last two to fly good flying the Buc 740 and flew in
and it was a virtual downpour during the Walker Cup flyoff against Brett
their flights. And, let’s not forget that Buck and Paul Ferrell. Unfortunately,
the judges were getting just as soaked earlier in the day Richard Oliver
as we were.
injured himself as he was getting
Wednesday had less rain, but the ready to warm up the judges. He got
winds were still up. Gusts to 20 mph the tip of his finger in the prop when
were seen several times during the he was taking the battery off his plane.
day, and I’m quite sure the winds were Fortunately, the Delaware County EMS
much stronger 50 – 70 feet overhead, were on the scene quickly. After having
especially on Circle One. Once again, a few broken bones set and getting 15
though, the District 8 competitors stitches Richard and Edie were on the
showed their true colors. In Advanced road to Houston. John and I passed
Phil Nickles, Mike Greb, and Dale them on the highway later in the day in
Gleason qualified for the Top 20. In Southern Missouri and Richard looked
Open Steve Moon, Richard Oliver, mostly alert (in the passenger seat of
Frank Williams, Frank McMillan, and course). We all wish Richard a speedy
Dee Rice all qualified for the Top 20. recovery and hope to see him out flying
That’s 8 of the 40 positions available again soon.
filled by District 8 members. Naturally,
Overall, it was a great NATs
Top 20 day turned out
to be the total opposite
of the previous two
weather wise. It was
humid
and
calm;
virtually dead air. Pilots
were seen backpedaling
all day to create line
tension and avoid the
turbulence. In the end
Phil Nickles finished 5th
in Advanced (move up
time Phil), Mike Greb –
11th, and Dale Gleason
– 17th. In Open Frank Offset flap hinges on Frank Williams’ Slot Machine.
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Ryan Young poses with his Junior National
Championship trophy.

Frank Williams’ Slot Machine

experience all around. John said he
had a great time judging. Ryan was
incredible all week. I flew as well as
I ever have, so I’m quite happy, and
the competitiveness of the District
8 flyers and the dedication of the
District 8 volunteers can’t be topped.
One last NATs note here; John Hill
was nominated to take over for me
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as District 8 Director at the PAMPA
meeting. I’m sure we all look forward
to hearing from John and seeing the
great pictures he takes. Until next time;
keep ‘em in the air.
-Steve Moon
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District 9 Report

Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming

Carl Shoup

3172 Glendarm Dr.
Grand Junction, CO 81504-6034
(970) 434-0906
shoupentstatorrepair@prodigy.net

I

have been a little busy to past two
mouths with work, but have got in a
little flying. Keith McMahan and his
son Alex and I went to Topclass contest
in Topeka KS. I left home Friday
evening after work and got to Keith’s
house in Denver at 11:00pm and we
talked until midnight. We started at
5:30am loading the van with Keith’s
airplanes and support equipment and
we hit the road by 6:30am. As we were
leaving Denver, on the interstate hwy,
a deer started to walk out in front of us.
Just as I saw the deer and swerved,
Keith yelled so loud that the deer
stopped and turned its head to look at
us. We missed the deer by a few inches.
It took a few miles to calm down. The
rest of the drive was not as exciting but
the wind was blowing all of the way to
Topeka. We went to the field to see if
we could get in a few flights. The racing
planes were having a hard time in the
wind. We stuck around for the picnic
that night. The picnic was headed up
by Gayle Taylor, Brenda Schuette and
Patty Chilton and they did a great job,
thanks. It was nice to get talk to the
other fliers. Sunday we got up early
and the wind was still blowing. We got
to the field before the rest of the fliers
and checked the wind. It was at least
25mph with gusts to 35mph. We waited
until 30 min before the contest was to
start to put up a flight. It was very
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rough and the judges used it as the will be over by the time SN arrives. I
warmup. The flight order was Basic hope I saw all of you out there flying.
Flight, Beginner and Old Time on the The Rocky Mountain Aeromodelers
grass circle and Intermediate, Advanced annual contest will be Labor Day
and Expert on the paved circle. This weekend which is Sept. 2 and 3 in Front
was Keith’s first out of state contest Range Airport in Watkins, Colorado.
and at over 4000’ lower elevation than You can call Chris Jacobsen at 303-420he had ever flown. We used 5% nitro 3346. The Front Range Airport has
fuel instead of the 15% we use in CO. very smooth air, no buildings or trees
The guys from Kansas must like the close by. So make sure you bring your
wind as they seemed to not have any tent for shade and plenty of sunscreen
problems. The only crash was in Basic and water.
Flight and that was Aaron Veselic. I
Here are some photos from the Top
was very glad to see the young fliers at Class contest in Topeka, Ks.
this event, Aarron Veselic, Ian Veselic,
and Emerald Dennison, keep up the
-Carl Shoup
good work. Everyone had a great time.
Thank you to the Topeka Control Line
Association for a great contest. (Maybe
next time you could have a little less
wind and cooler temperatures) The
results
were
posted in the
last
Stunt
News.
I ordered
a piston and
cylinder ABC
set for an OS 35
s from Richard
Suddreth from
BRI’s STUNT
ENGINES
in
Australia.
It
only took about
a week to arrive
and I was very
impressed with
the quality and
workmanship. John Bender and his ARF Nobler Double Star Placing first in intermediate.
It came with a
new rod and
wrist pin and
the total cost
was $88.78. So
if you need
parts for your
old engines, I
would suggest
giving BRI’s a
call, or and email. His phone
number 02 4261
5776, and his email address
is: bgardner@
hatch.com.au
T
h
e
Wichita contest Bud Burroghs flying his No Name OS 40 FP
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Lampione a run for their money in the
“Concourse de Bodega”.
In other breaking news from New
England, you can now be the very first
guy on the block to have a balsa fuel tank,
courtesy of Boris Yampolski. Boris and his
twin Brother Steve have been working
for months, and have developed a
proprietary method of fabricating a balsa
wood box and coating it with a fuel proof
resin resulting in a tank that, according
to Steve “Can be assembled by anyone
who has absolutely no idea how to use a
soldering iron”

Lew Woolard and his Windy Lew with an OS 46 LA.

Keith McMahan flying his humongous in Old Time.

The Second issue of Rick Campbell’s on
line NEST newsletter is out, and all I can
The youngsters; on the left,
his Flying
Clown in Rick
the
say Aaron
is it isVeselic
greatwith
work!
This month,
middle Emeral Dennison with her Flite Streak ARF, and on the right, Ian
describes
Veselic and his Flite Streak
Trainer how to make realistic Banner
wheels out of the bottom of an aluminum
soda can (That’s pop for you guys in the
mid-west). I have heard that Dick Woolsey
is promising Victoria Secret models for
the cover shots of the next five issues, so
if you want to get your plane on the cover
of “The Handle” give him a call to find
out where the next exotic cover shoot is
being held.
In other news, there is once again
activity in Maine…..Yep…..Maine.
It
seems like there might be life North of the
Portsmouth Traffic Circle after all. Look
for things like composite planes, and
hopefully the resurgence of the Pine Tree
Aeromodelers summer contest this year.

The girls giving Carl quote “the business”

-Dave Midlgey

Bil
year—
to fly
perfo

Doc Holliday flying his Dragon with a Fox 35.
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District 10 Report

Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Utah

David Fitzgerald

2063 Monticello Rd.
Napa, CA 94558-2001
(707) 259-0626
DavidLFitzgerald@sbcglobal.net

N

ow pinch hitting for Dave
Fitzgerald, flying right handed
(except
for
that
one
time),
counterclockwise (except for that one
time): Jim Aron.
Before I get started, congratulations
to our District 10 National Champions:
Brett Buck, 2006 Open and Walker
Cup Winner.
Paul Ferrell, Senior Champion
Bob Whitely, Classic Stunt
…and this just in:
David Fitzgerald, F2B, 2nd Place,
World Championships 06, Valladolid,
Spain.
Yes, it’s that time again. District
10’s intrepid world traveler, David
Fitzgerald (son of Bill and Shirley,
husband to Kathy, father to Eric,
Michael and Rachael, and when not
annoying us, “hero” to us all) is off
to do stunt battle on the world stage.
Believe me, these are trying times for
us all.
For example: Randy, send me
14 venturis, a gross of head shims, a
redesigned liner, a titanium carbon
radium infused semi-hemispherical
head with left handed glo-plug
threads…..TOMORROW!
Brett, can you make me a spare
back-up to my back-up tank? What
do you mean you’re building a new
airplane? Where are your priorities?
Heard at last year’s Golden State
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Championships: Jim, your official flight
isn’t for a few minutes. Put a practice
flight on the Star Geezer II for me. The
new Belchfire 75 is misbehaving and
I don’t want to mess-up MY timing
before MY official. (no really, this
happened)
Ted, can you drive up to Napa at
7:00am and coach me for what will
seem an eternity? I’m young and can fly
flight after flight after mind numbing
flight. What’s a little rush hour traffic
amongst friends? And by the way, Mr.
Tichy is putting in too many flights
up here, so I’m sending him down to
fly with you on week-ends...I’ve got a
schedule after all.
Hey Jim, do you have any of
those cool 13 inch blue Eather props
that I could borrow? I only have 14
of them and one can’t have enough
back-ups. And when you bring them
up, could you take Eric to his Tae
Kwon Do class? I have to attend my
pattern visualization yoga transference
session. Oh and Jim, write the District
10 report……TOMORROW.
OK, OK, I’ll do it! Just don’t make
me spar with Eric again.
So as you read this column, we
will have learned how Dave and the
rest of our team did in Spain. If Dave’s
routine is any indication, lack of glory
will not be due to lack of effort. These
guys work hard. Win or lose, you’ve
got my respect, for what it’s worth.
Jim Tichy, designer of the classic
ship, Colossus, and one of the
finest builders of all time has been
experiencing a devilish problem with
his piped engine runs. Any of his
engines in any of his airplanes have
had the nasty habit of going dead, pipe
melting, lean after a few maneuvers.
EVERY TIME!
PA’s, Ro-Jetts, no
matter. As mentioned earlier, Jim
and Dave fly together at the Napa site
and have been battling this thing for
the better part of three years with no
results. Jim was beginning to mumble
things like: brushless motors…sounds
interesting.
The short version, to avoid pulling
a Dirty Dan (a tree somewhere will
thank me), was that Dave finally gave
up and sent Jim off for an encounter
with our community medicine man,
Dr. Buck. Within minutes, hands were
layed upon the model, the spray bar

was cleaned up with a magic bottle
brush, a few incantations muttered
about the evils of ketchup plungers,
and voila, pas de probleme!
Jim’s smiling, Dave’s scratching,
the rest of us are laughing, and the
motto? You’ve got to Buckify (Bump
City, Tower of Power, Warner Brothers,
1972)
To date we have had two contests
and a couple of fun-fly events in
Northern California. The contest results
should be in the back of this issue so I
won’t blather on about them other than
the observation that we are gratified to
see a minor population explosion in
the Beginner and Intermediate ranks,
including some juniors. Maybe it’s too
early to call it a trend, but it sure is a
positive sign.
I had the pleasure of attending the
Alameda Aero-nuts 4th of July Fun-Fly
and BBQ held, as you might guess, on
the 4th of July. While I did not bring
an airplane, I did bring a camera. No
one told me that we were supposed
to be having FUN flying these things.
What with tweaking and trimming
and fussing and rubbing and fretting
and changing and whining, it never
crossed my mind. But as fate will have
it, I have seen the light, brother. These
folks have fun! And there are lots of
them. All having FUN! Moms, dads,
kids, grandpas, degenerate singles,
even my dog, Chumley, had fun. Some
flew their toy airplanes, some did not,
everyone ate and talked and threw
Chumley their leftovers.
Don’t get me wrong. If the truth be
known, I love the fussing and whining
that goes along with the competition
thing. I’m a stunt flyer after all. But
there is something to be said for just
going to the field and smelling the
castor oil. Ahhhhhhh. Although it
seems fundamentally wrong, I’m going
to try this FUN stuff once in a while.
Roving reporter, Brett Buck has
kindly provided me with his 2006
Nationals report. So here’s Brett!
Not-So-Quickie NATs report
Brett Buck
Jim, having exhibited dereliction of
duty by not attending the NATs, asked
me to write up a short blurb on how it
turned out. Then I went and screwed
up my objectivity by winning. Sorry,
won’t happen again.
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District 10 was only lightly
represented. Ted, Shareen, and I went,
of course, but a lot of the regulars did
not, either having been away (David
and Keith at the W/C) and several
others just not making it for whatever
reason. Former champ Bob Whitely and
VSC star Michael Duffy drove out from
Tucson, as did first-time NATs judge
Mike Keville. The Heyworths made it
out as well, but other than that it was
pretty thin from out this way.
Last-minute entrant Paul Ferrell
and his dad Kevin also flew out, with
Ted hauling his stuff. Paul was out to
give it a go in Senior with his modified
profile Cardinal from the Brodak kit,
but suffered a last-minute problem
when the prop spun off on the last
practice flight and went through the
wing. Typical NATs story. We retired
to Ted’s “garage” and had it pretty
well buttoned up in a few hours.
We had sort of expected a low
turnout after the amazing success of
the last few years, but even the regulars
turned out in good numbers. And then
there were the Brazilians - 26 entries, all
Mustangs designed by Brazilian champ
Bene Rodriquez and powered by large
4-strokes of varying manufacture.
When we pulled up to the pagoda they
were all lined up in front, and it was an
impressive site. The entire cost of the
trip, and the airplanes, was borne by
Thomas Case, American ex-patriot and
now Brazilian citizen. They had a big
Ryder truck to haul them all around.
Weather was OK for Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday. Paul flew
intermediate on Sunday and was
doing pretty well, having finished
second overall in the qualifying. They
opted for a one-round flyoff and things
were looking relatively good until the
engine burped in the 4-leaf and he
wisely bailed out to save the airplane
for later in the week. He eventually
ended up ninth, which is not too bad
considering. The Brazilian air force was
also somewhat diminished in beginner
and intermediate, with at least 5
crashes in the somewhat challenging
conditions. I was impressed with Tom
Case Jr. just holding on to his big old
Mustang in the wind. I probably could
have managed it but I’m 3x his size.
Two hands were the order of the day.
Appearance judging went OK
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with my airplane winding up in the
third row with a 17. Thanks again to
Ted, Phil, and Uncle Jimby for all the
advice, pointing, laughing, etc, during
the finishing process.
Ted’s old airplane and my new
airplane were both flying pretty good
on the two days we had to practice and
we bailed out pretty early to reserve
our resources for the rest of the week.
Turns out to be a good thing we did
because the weather turned relatively
ugly for qualifying on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Tuesday it blew and
rained heavily. Ted and I were on
adjacent circles 1 and 2 and helped
each other. Ted flew a stunningly
good flight on the dreaded circle 1 in
pretty ugly air that I still think was the
best flight I saw all week, conditions
notwithstanding. The only blemish was
a second takeoff after a perfect landing
and more than half a lap rollout. Tells
you how the air was on that circle. I did
some OK but not so stunning flights
on the other circle. We only ended up
with 3 rounds, with one of the first two
a throwaway and the third a “counter”
no matter how bad you did. This was
also in a howling wind in Wednesday,
and I was more than a little nervous,
to put it mildly. Fortunately the new
airplane flies just fine in bad air which was lucky because this was the
first time I had done it. Ted ended up
first on his circle, ahead of Windy and
“Alphadog” Whitely (with his new
ST60-powered Hawker Hunter), and
I wound up first on mine with some
good flying by Derek Berry, Oliver,
Orestes Hernandez, and Dan Banjock.
I said it before and I’ll say it again qualifying at the NATs is no cakewalk.
Paul Ferrell had also chosen to
enter Advanced after his relative
success in intermediate. He had one
good score that would have been very
impressive and put him in contention
to qualify had he only done 3 outside
loops instead of 4. Given that, it would
have taken a miracle score on the third
round to make it, and considering that
even the hot-shots were bailing out
right and left in the bad air, he wisely
chose to limit his heroics and save the
airplane for Senior.
Top 20 day was almost dead calm,
hot, and very muggy. This had a big
effect on the results because if you got a
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breath of air and the judges happened
to be in the right place, you were set.
Unfortunately a lot of the potential
contenders had the opposite. Oliver’s
second flight, for example, was dead
upwind for almost the whole flight. I
did one OK flight and one real barnburner and ended up in first for most
of the time, and making it was never
seriously in doubt. Ted jumped up and
beat me by 1/3 point on the last score
posted. Derek was a few points back,
and was in turn a few points ahead
of Orestes, followed by a real cluster
of guys within a few points. Of this
latter group, Windy ended up on top,
narrowly edging out Frank McMillan,
Oliver, Bill Rich, Randy, Matt Neumann
and a host of other notables.
The flyoff went pretty well, with
decent conditions throughout. Ted
forgot his hourglass in the first flight so
he was way back, but the rest of us got in
good patterns. I had a decent lead after
the first round, but didn’t start counting
the chickens just yet. In the second
round Ted got in a very good flight. I
buzzed down my prop on takeoff, but
it felt OK and the lap time was close,
so I did the flight anyway. Could have
been a big mistake, but it was OK and
I ended up with the high score for the
round, tied with Ted. After all, it was
just a little nick on the end of the prop,
right? I just used the same prop again,
no big deal, and I flew my 3rd flight.
Scored pretty well, so I was cautiously
optimistic. But, I had the #1 draw so I
had to wait it out for a while. I couldn’t
decide whether to stay over by the
circles or hang around the scoreboard.
Eventually I couldn’t stand it anymore
and started watching the scores. When
Ted’s score got posted and I was still
ahead, I felt a little bit better, but Derek
was still in striking distance with a
really good flight. As it turned out, he
had the best flight of the 3rd round, but
it wasn’t quite enough and it ended up
with me first, then Ted, Derek, Orestes,
and Windy for Open.
Over in Junior/Senior, Paul was
unopposed for Senior, but flew nicely
enough to win most years. Junior was
a hard-fought deal with Ryan Young,
Tom Case Jr., and Mike Duffy all giving
each other a run for the money. Ryan
came out on top with a very nice 500
pointer.
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The Walker flyoff was somewhat
as expected, although after watching
Ryan’s first flight I was surprised that
I was that far ahead. I thought he flew
some very nice stuff. I was (personally)
pretty much running out of gas on my
second flight, and actually almost fell
down during my overheads (which
had almost happened a few time
during the week), so I passed the third
round. At any rate, I ended up winning,
Ryan was second, and Paul was third.
Champagne sprayed, pictures taken,
goofy-looking guy with big trophy and
big smile, etc.
By the way, after the fact, I went
back and actually measured how much
of my prop was gone. It was more than
a little nick - it was over 1/2”!
Obviously my overall impression
of the event was positive - what else
could it be? The weather was all over
the place, but the turnout was very
good and I think most people had a
good time and at least a decent chance
to show their stuff. And, District 10 did
pretty good even though there were
just a few of us competing.
I will also take this opportunity
to thank my flying buddy / mentor
/ surrogate father (although he’s
not really old enough) Ted Fancher
for *everything* he has done for me
over the 25-ish years we have known
each other. I know a lot of words, but
words completely fail in expressing
my undying gratitude. I quite literally
couldn’t and/or wouldn’t have done it
without him.

2nd Dynasty
-Jim Aron (UncleJimby@aol.com)

Tied with Granderson? Even with a Ruffy I
thought I………..

Brett Buck, Paul Ferrell and that Fancher guy
(2nd Place) – Fancher photo

Paul and Brett get ready for Walker Fly-off.
Well, Brett’s getting ready.

Jim Goss and his Stealth Jamison. Note the
venting for the controller. 4/23/06

-Brett Buck
I just heard the F2B results from
Spain which I am sure will be covered
elsewhere in this issue, but relative to
District 10:
David Fitzgerald, 2nd Place, F2B
Aerobatics. Well done dude. I’ll let
Dave tell us all about it in the next issue
or elsewhere in this issue if he starts
tapping on the keyboard in time.
In closing I, of course, must
apologize for this column and almost
everything else I do. But have no fear
stuntniks. Dave will be back next issue
to right the ship.
Remember: Stunt is not life or
death. It’s much more important than
that. From the Wize-izms of Perry,
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Darn right I’m happy, I just tied Ted Fancher. WAM Fund Day 4/23/06
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1st place at WAM Fund Day with the ol’ trusty
Imitation XL, Brett Buck

Heman Lee prepares for 2nd Flight.
Fund Day 4/23/06

WAM

Eric Fitzgerald, 2nd Place Beginner, receives kit
from Allana. NW Regionals. (Daddy Fitz only
got a 3rd Place).

Annual tearful good-by Monday morning, NW
Regionals. Left to Right: Paulette Erickson, Jim
Aron, Alice Cotton-Royer, Dave Royer, Jack
Pitcher, Marilyn Pitcher, Bruce Perry. Allana
Perry holding the camera.

I forgot what Bob Duncan’s airplane is other
than gorgeous. 4/23/06

Allana Perry, 1st Place
Regionals 5/28/06

Intermediate, NW

Why isn’t it making noise? Mike Scholtes’
Topflight Score and able assistant Kim
Mortimore at Aero-nuts 4th of July Fun-Fly in
Alameda, CA

Cliff Denchfield with his nice flying Pattern
Master 4/23/06
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Richard Walbridge, 2nd Place Intermediate,
NW Regionals 5/28/06. Not bad considering
the judges hugged Allana (1st Place) after every
flight.
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Casey Persson puts in a flight at the Fun Fly.
What a photographer!
Edmonton’s Bruce and Allana Perry five minutes
after learning they were going to be parents.

Larry Wong’s new, absolutely stunning Imitation
Plus. Alameda Fun Fly 7/4/06

When not flying, Casey delivers root beer floats.
This one to Mike Scholtes.

Ten minutes after…….

Howard Yamagata. OUCH! FunFLY, Howard,
not FunCRASH!

Momma Perry and another new child, Aviatrix
– Perry Photo 7/24/06

Cool P38 by Duane Roach. Alameda Fun Fly

George Ellison’s Waco. Alameda Fun Fly
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District 11 Report

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington

Bruce Hunt

2237 Joseph St S
Salem, OR 97302
(503) 361-7491
bhunt@swbell.net

T

he contest year is well underway.
And the best way to keep track of
our contest schedule in the Northwest
is to follow along with the Northwest’s
premiere publication, Flying Lines. As
of this last month, Flying Lines has
gone totally electronic. For many
publications this could be a bad thing,
but for Flying Lines it has really
improved the timeliness of the
information. Now you can have instant
information on all the contests, the
latest rants from Dirty Dan, and much
better contest summaries than can be
had here. This comes with pictures, a
calendar of events, links to all the
Northwest club sites and yearly
Northwest pilots’ rankings. So if you
want to know what’s what in the
Northwest just click on http://
flyinglines.org/ and you’ll be in
business.
Since my last report two contests
have taken place.
First was the
Northwest Regional Championship
held this year in Eugene, Oregon. The
site in Eugene is in a large fenced-in
parking lot across from the Eugene
Airport with room for three paved
and four grass circles, parking, and
concessions. As usual all the top pilots
show up for this contest and as a result
we all have a chance to see how we
fly against four National Champions.
This year though we had rain, cold,
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and wind that cut the flying short after enthusiasts got to have their models
we watched Ted Fancher fly some signed. Between Mike Haverly’s full
kind of a low bottomed trapezoid bodied Oriental, profile Oriental and
looking maneuver in a gusty drizzle. Oriental Plus, Keith Varley’s Oriental
Brett Buck’s model was also doing its and Oriental Plus and Michael
“imitation” of the wicked witch of the Fitzgerald’s Oriental, Dee thought
west when its paint started to dissolve he had landed at a local Oriental
in the rain. One of the highlights of convention.
the contest was watching Allana Perry,
AKA “stunt chick with child”, fly a
very controlled pattern in Intermediate
just edging out former local favorite
Richard Wallbridge for First Place.
In Beginner, Eric Fitzgerald, Dave
Fitzgerald’s son, came in second and
was overheard letting dad know his
trophy was bigger than the one dad
got. As is usually the case, when it was
time to hand out the awards the sun
came out.
The next contest was the Northwest
Skyraiders’
Stuntathon
held
at Mike Haverly has moved to the top of the
Advanced ranks with his Oriental Plus.
Thun Field in Payallup,
Washington. This is the third
year for this site and every
year it gets better. A really
nice feature to the site is the
restaurant just adjacent to
the flying circle and pit and
shop that carries Randolf
paint and other building
supplies.
This year the
Skyraiders have upgraded
their contest capability with
their “Contest in a Trailer.”
I kid you not. This trailer
arrives with everything
anyone could need to run a
contest, including a portable
carrier deck, cones and rope Canadian, Hube Start, at the Northwest Regionals.
supports for area
control, awning,
chairs and tables,
score board and
prizes. After the
rain and wind
that plagued the
earlier
contests,
Stuntathon
was
stunt heaven. A
highlight of this
year’s contest was
the
attendance
of Dee Rice. Pat
Johnston provided
Dee with several
capable
models
to fly and all Alan Resinger with his YELLOW Firecracker. After a close inspection of
the design of this model it was decided that it shouldn’t fly as well as it did.
the
Oriental A unique feature is its turbulence creating slots in the tips of the flaps.
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Bruce and Allana Perry, AKA Stunt Chick with
Child, get Allana’s Nobler ready for her win in
Intermediate at the Northwest Regionals.
Paul Walker’s latest Impact with ROJett .65 took top honors at the Northwest Regionals and is ready
for the World Championships in Spain.

Dave Fitzgerald and his father provide pit
support for Eric, Dave’s son, who flew to second
in beginner garnering a bigger trophy than his
dad.

Paul Walker focused on his overhead maneuvers
turned in a 579 flight to best Brett Buck’s 570
to take the Expert crown at the Northwest
Regionals.

Brett Buck dusted off an old model to give Paul Walker a challenge for first
place at the Northwest Regionals.
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Ted Fancher moves into the circle during a
steady drizzle. The wind and rain that followed
took him out of contention and resulted in second
round passes for most of the expert field.

The rain during the second round of flights at the Northwest Regionals
put a “damper” on much of the contest.
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A close up of Randy Powell’s latest, dubbed
Dangerous, is looking fully capable of living up
to its name.

Pat Johnston presented Matthew Eichten with
his P-40. Matthew flew to third in Beginner.

Eric Fitzgerald takes home a second place
trophy and a new model kit for his second place
win in Beginner.

Pat Johnston’s Rabe Barecat shows the attention
to detail that Pat’s models are noted for.

Pat Johnston pull tests his model, QED, for a
flight in Profile 40.

Of course when the flying was over the sun came out for the presentation of trophies and prizes.

Dave Miller was given an Oriental built by the
NW Fireballs Club for his first place win in
Beginner.
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Contest in a trailer is how the Seattle Skyraiders
put on a contest. Shown here at the Stuntathon,
held at Thun Field, the trailer holds a carrier
deck, chairs, tables, awning and score board.
Along with excellent support the Stuntathon
gets better every year.
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Dirty Dan, AKA Dan Rutherford, lives up to his
name again with the help of Joan Cox as they
judge Advanced at the Stuntathon.
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John Thompson working on his pattern at
the Stuntathon. Perfect weather makes for a
relaxing and enjoyable contest for a change.

Keith Varley, is back in action this year. This is a close up from Old Time competition just before
Keith rekitted his Humongous.

Dave Gardner shines up his model, recently acquired from
Gerald Schamp. Now if I can just get my wife to polish my
plane maybe Gerald will give me one too.

Rod Claus flew into Thun Field from Kent Washington with his Smoothie.

Pete Peterson gets into the spirit of the moment
with his Sultan, a second row finish from last
year’s NATS appearance judging.
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Mike Haverly with his fleet of Orientals at the
stuntathon.

Dee Rice didn’t expect the crowd of Oriental
enthusiasts when he showed up as Pat Johnston’s
guest at the Stuntathon. Here he is signing the
wing of Keith Varley’s version of the Oriental
Plus (Even though it is PINK)
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PAMPA NEWS

T

he PAMPA Executive Council met
in executive session on July 11, 2006
beginning at 6:11 PM in AMA
headquarters building.
Vice-President
Ted
Fancher
presided, as president Paul Walker was
unable to attend due to his participation
in the World Championships. Ted
opened the meeting with comments
about the good behavior we as members
have exhibited during the last year.
Ted commented positively about the
electronic EC meetings begun by John
Brodak. Ted feels they are very viable
and is pleased to see them continue.
Ted wanted to guide our EC into
determining that we would limit our
business at the meeting to discussions
only with any votes taking place at
the next electronic EC meeting. Safety
issues could be an exception to this
policy. By having the votes at the next
electronic EC meeting this would allow
the members to have communication
with their district directors so that the
directors’ votes could be guided by the
members of their district.
At 6:15 discussion was held
regarding allowing observance of
regular members in our annual NATs
EC meeting. Ted entertained a motion
to that effect from Crist Rigotti,
seconded by Steve Moon. The motion
was tabled until the next electronic EC
meeting.
At 6:22 Tom McClain raised the
issue of possible ads in Model Aviation.
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His discussion with AMA has yielded a PAMPA. A possible name change for
quote of $92.23 per issue for one eighth the Membership Secretary’s position
page. That price is half of the listed price might be “Public Relations Director.”
for advertisers. The current thinking
At 6:46 we began to discuss the
is to place ads in Model Aviation General Membership meeting format
quarterly for a total expenditure of and how it would be conducted.
approximately $375 per year. An idea
The meeting was adjourned at 7:00
was brought forth to perhaps place PM.
the ad at the end of Phil Granderson’s
Respectfully submitted,
column each time it appears in Model
Allen Brickhaus,
Aviation. Both Windy Urtnowski and
Acting Secretary
Steve Moon said they would be happy
District 6 Director
to put PAMPA in their respective
The
2006
PAMPA
General
websites. It was also suggested to Membership meeting was held on July
continue trying to offer new people 11, beginning at 7:05 PM in the AMA
back issues or free copies at the cost of headquarters building.
mailing. Some question was raised as to
Vice-President
Ted
Fancher
how to determine which ad triggered presided, as president Paul Walker was
a request for Stunt News copies. The unable to attend due to his participation
idea was proposed that we use a letter in the World Championships. Ted’s
at the end of our mailing address to opening comments were a reiteration
differentiate each publication in which and a slight rephrasing of the minutes
we advertise. Tom McClain mentioned of the EC to include the good relations
that Curt Nixon still has back issues. It between PAMPA members during the
was pointed out that we have had as last year. Ted pledged to encourage all
many as 500 copies extra per issue for to keep it that way.
2005.
At 7:19 Randi Gifford asked for
At 6:43 Ted Fancher made the EC clarification of the motion for allowing
aware
that
every
time
Shareen
has
made a call to
����������������������������
AMA for lists
�
�
�
�
or items or
SPECIALIZING IN CONTROL LINE
�
�
�
�
members she
�
�
MODEL SUPPLIES
has
always
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
had a very
FEATURED
ITEMS
positive return
from AMA to
� Highest Quality Contest Balsa Available
her requests.
� Brodak Kits, Engines, Dope, Props and Accessories
Therefore,
� Bulk Control Line Hardware and Accessories
Ted feels that
� RSM and Walter Umland Kits and Products
AMA is very
� Sig Kits and Accessories
supportive
of
PAMPA
� AME, O/S, Magnum, Cox, Norvel and Fox Engines
and continues
� GRW Tanks and Much More
to
support
PAMPA
in
Telephone Orders: 800-687-5555
a
mutually
Information: 972-218-9663
beneficial
relationship.
E-Mail: Sales@Lonestar-Models.com
At 6:45 it
Web Site: www.Lonestar-Models.com
was suggested
that
we
PLEASE COME BY AND VISIT WHEN YOU ARE
encourage the
Membership
IN THE DALLAS AREA!
Secretary
to
Address: 115 Industrial Street, Lancaster, TX 75134
stay
more
involved with
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members to attend EC meetings and
for the current status of the motion.
At 7:21 the only district report was
made by Windy Urtnowski, District 2,
congratulating Rich Giacobone and his
hard work in being able to add three
paved circles to the district, those circles
being available nine months out of the
year, one new paved circle, which can
be used all year long, and the start of
three new paved circles which will
become the new home for many of the
flyers in District 2.
At 7:23 it was mentioned that we
were sorry that Tom Morris was not
at the NATs this year. The PAMPA
Executive Committee wanted to award
him a plaque in honor of his years of
service to PAMPA as Editor of Stunt
News. That plaque will be mentioned
and shown at the banquet. Randy Smith
has made provisions to present the
plaque to Tom Morris at an appropriate
meeting in his district. Appreciation
cards to Tom were handed out at the
meeting, to be signed by attendees and
sent to Tom.
At 7:27 nominations for officers
were opened and although the floor was
open to anyone being nominated there
are no contested seats. Nominations
are as follows:
Vice President – Brett Buck
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Membership Secretary – Russ
Gifford
District 2 – Windy Urtnowski
District 4 – Bill Little
District 6 – Allen Brickhaus
District 8 – John Hill
District 10 – David Fitzgerald.
Nominations closed at 7:31 PM.
At 7:32 Old Business was opened,
none was raised, and it was closed.
New Business also opened at 7:32
with Bob Storick asking that we look
into a method of providing an exit box
for each circle during Nats competition.
Warren Tiahrt said he would do that.
At 7:45 Ted brought up the fact that
Wes Eakin had asked him about the
condition of the grass circles. Ted noted
that the circles have been in good shape
in previous years but not so this year. It
was noted that changes in the ground
crew have affected preparation of the
site. Discussion of noseovers and tipups
were noted. Page 70 of the rule book
was brought to everyone’s attention by
Head Judge Mark Overmeier.
At 8:01 Tom McClain discussed the
problems of late delivery of Stunt News
to PAMPA members. He pointed out
the change in packaging suggested by
Bob Storick and said he had hoped that
would solve the problem. Complaints
by several members indicate that it

has not. The only
suggestion
to
improve was for
members to pay for
first class mailing.
At
8:03
a
round of applause
was given to Tom
McClain
and
Robert Storick for
their work with
Stunt News. Tom
mentioned
that
he would try to
improve the color
in Stunt News.
At 8:06 Warren
Tiahrt
discussed
how rounds would
be flown at the Nats
on
Wednesday.
Some
discussion
ensued.
The
meeting
was adjourned at
8:13 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
-Allen Brickhaus
Acting Secretary
District 6 Director
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CONTEST CALENDAR

Stunt News Contest Calendar
Listings are what we had at the Stunt News deadline. For up-to-date listings
and additional information, see the PAMPA Web site: http://www.control-line.
org/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=24 and the AMA Web site: http://modelaircraft.
org/comp/ContestCalendar/Webcalendar/Flying%20Events/calendar.htm
.
Be sure to confirm with the CD before going to a contest. Submit new listings
to Howard Rush, hmrush@comcast.net , or Jim Snelson, jandjhobbies@msn.com
. See http://www.controllinecentral.com/Calendar.asp for links to contests
outside North America. Submit contest ads to Floyd Layton, roadworrier@mchsi.
com .

Howard Rush

14321 SE 63rd St.
Belleveu WA 98006
(425) 746-5997
hmrush@comcast.net

Events marked with an asterisk use nonstandard rules. Contact CD for
details.
2006 Contests:

Jim Snelson

7200 Montgomery Blvd NE #287
Albuquerque NM 87109
(505) 296-2884
janjhobbies@msn.com

September 2-3
22nd Annual Rocky Mountain Control Line Championships, Front Range
Airport, Watkins, CO
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CD: Larry Fuehrer, 573 Salem Ct., Aurora, Colorado 80011, (303) 340-2735,
dean1947@earthlink.net
Contact: Chris Jacobsen, 9961 W 86th Pl, Arvada, CO 80005-1210, (303) 4203346, CJRJFLYER@MSN.COM
September 2-3
Dallas Model Aircraft Association Charles Ash Memorial Greater
Southwestern Championships, E. Northwest Highway and Garland Rd, Dallas,
TX
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CD: Mike Scott, 1111 Park Dr., Hillsboro, TX 76645, (214) 388-7025, miksct@
cs.com
Contact: Dale Gleason, 6003 E Lone Oak Rd, Valley View, TX 76272-9479,
(940) 637-2169, N42222@nortexinfo.net
September 2-3
Northwest Skyraiders’ Stevenson Memorial Contest, Sand Point NAS/
Magnuson Park, Seattle, WA
Saturday: Old Time, Classic, P-40*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CD: Chris Gomez, PO Box 7838, Covington, WA 98042, (206) 369-5603,
gomez580l@comcast.net
Contact: Steve Helmick, 2104 Aberdeen Pl SE, Renton, WA 98055-4529, (425)
255-1887, sbasser@yahoo.com
http://www.nwskyraiders.com/
September 3
Treetown Modelaires’ Midwest Regional Championships, Aurora Municipal
Airport, Route 30, Sugar Grove, IL,
Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert), P-40* or
ARF*
CD: Bill Calkins, 317 Snow St., Sugar Grove, IL 60554, (630) 466-1531, clflyer@
mchsi.com
http://www.clflyer.com
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September 9
Michigan Control Line State Championships, Rouge
Park, Detroit, MI
Old Time, Classic, P-40*, 1/2A Demo*, Precision
Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CD: Ron Colombo, 14907 Garden, Livonia, MI 48154,
(734) 522-5399
Contact: Paul Smith, (586) 939-1076, crickballs01@aol.
com
September 10
ERMAC Fall CL Aerobatics Contest, Middlesex
Modelers’ Field, Mountain View Park, Van Ness Dr. north
of state highway 28, Middlesex, NJ
Precision
Aerobatics
(Beginner,
Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert), Old Time* (GSCB rules)
CD: William Lindemann, 44 High St, Metuchen, NJ
08840-2339, (732) 494-0993
September 10
Peoria Wyreflyers’ Heart of Illinois Stunt Championships,
Detweiller Park, Peoria, IL
Precision
Aerobatics
(Beginner,
Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Floyd Layton, 1841 E 32nd St., Davenport, IA 52807,
(563) 386-2487, roadworrier@mchsi.com
September 14-15
SAM Champs, AMA, E. Memorial Drive, Muncie, IN
Thursday: Old Time, Classic appearance judging
Friday: Classic flying
CD: Bob Laybourne, 3034 Willow Run Circle, Enon, OH
45323, (937) 864-2624, bobsam832@aol.com
Stunt ED: Allen Goff, jangof@aol.com
http://www.antiquemodeler.org/
September 15-17
Memphis Stunt Classic, Millington Barnstormers’ Club,
Millington, TN, approximately 13 miles north of Memphis
at 4256 Sykes Road
Friday: practice
Saturday: Classic*,Old Time, Profile*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics* (Beginner, Intermediate,
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Advanced, Expert)
CD: Louis Rankin, 1262 Mathis Rd, Atoka, TN 380047902, (901) 837-1511, lwr_@msn.com
September 16-17
Bergen County Controline Flyers’ Stunt Contest to
benefit the Aviation Hall of Fame, Palisades Park swimming
pool parking lot, 275 Broad Ave, Palisades Park, NJ
Saturday: ARF*, Profile*, Classic* (Beginner,
Intermediate; Advanced and Expert combined with
handicap for Advanced)
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics* (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Rich Peabody, 393 Ferny St., Twp of Washington,
NJ 07676, (201) 664-1929, rpeabody@verizon.net
September 16-17
Cleveland Area Stunt Champs, Cuyahoga County
Fairgrounds, W of I-71 on Bagley Rd., Berea, OH
Saturday: Classic, Old Time, ARF/ARC*, Profile*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Wayne Buran, 5433 Treety Circle, Medina, OH
44256, (330) 722-4374, wburan@zoominternet.net
September 17
Niagara Falls Max Brigade Control Line Stunt Contest,
Niagara Falls Control Line site, Shisler & Montrose Rd.,
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Profile*, MAAC Stunt
Contact: Dave Kelly, (905) 358-6104
September 23-24
Cholla Choppers’ Karl Marschinke Memorial,
Christopher Columbus Park, 4600 N. Silverbell Rd, Tucson,
AZ
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Lou Crane, 2163 Sonoita Dr., Sierra Vista, AZ 85635,
(520) 459-0546, loucrane@cox.net
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September 23-24
Lafayette Esquadrille Broken Arrow 19 Stunt and Scale,
Buder Park, exit 272 N from I-44, Valley Park, MO
Saturday: Old Time, Classic, P-40*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Robert Arata, 561 Goldwood Dr, Ballwin MO
63021-6315, (636) 391-0272
September 23-24
Meet ‘n’ Meat, Mavis Henson Field, County Road 102,
2.5 mi south of I-5 exit 536, Woodland, CA
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Jim Aron (510) 654-2200 work, (510) 527-5377
home, UncleJimby@aol.com

Old Time, Classic, P-40*, 1/2A Demo*, Precision
Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
Contact: Paul Smith, (586) 939-1076, crickballs01@aol.
com
October 7-8
Hi Johnson Memorial, Sepulveda Basin, Van Nuys, CA
Turn south off Victory Blvd across the tracks and past the
first access road on the right. Continue on to a road that
goes off at a Y on the right.
Saturday: Old Time, Classic, 1cc*, Beginner Precision
Aerobatics
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Intermediate*, Advanced,
Expert)
CD: Scott Dinger, 1367 Patricia Ave, Simi Valley, CA
93065-2812, (805) 526-9074, hyflo@dslextreme.com

September 23-24
N.E.S.T. Mitch Lily Memorial Mass Cup Championship,
Wrentham State School, Wrentham, MA
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Frederick Clark, 55 Free St., Hingham, MA 02043,
(781) 424-9843, rchobby34@aol.com

October 7-8
Fall Stunt Clinic and Contest, E. Northwest Highway
and Garland Rd, Dallas, TX
Saturday: Stunt Clinic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Phillip Nickles, 6640 Champion Rd, Midlothian,
TX 76065-5200, (972) 723-2311, debbienickles@aol.com
www.dmaa-1902.org

September 23-24
Capital City Championships, Cooper Stadium, I-70 exit
98, Columbus, OH
Saturday: Old Time, Classic, Profile*, ARF*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Keith Bryant, (740) 756-4468, kbryant@greenapple.
com

October 7-8
West Ohio CL Stunt Contest, Wegerzyn Garden Center,
1301 E. Siebenthaler Ave., Dayton, OH
Saturday: Classic, Profile*, ARF*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: John Jordan, 2332 S Dixie Dr., Kettering, OH 45409
(937) 294-7971, balsadust1956@woh.rr.com

September 30-October 1
Tulsa Glue Dobbers’ Stunt Contest, 13376 South Peoria
Ave, Glenpool, Oklahoma
Saturday: Old Time* (GSCB Rules), Classic*, P-40*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner Jr., Beginner
Sr.-Open, Intermediate*, Advanced, Expert)
CD: De Hill, 5811 S. Utica, Tulsa, OK 74105, (918) 7434912, dfhill@juno.com
Tulsa Glue Dobbers’ Web site: http://www.tulsacl.
com

October 7-8 (tentative)
Napa Valley Vintage Stunt Regional, Kennedy Park,
Napa, CA
Saturday: Old Time
Sunday: Classic
CDs: Jim Aron (510) 654-2200 work, (510) 527-5377
home, UncleJimby@aol.com
Jim Goss (408) 531-9374

October 1
New York Stuntmasters’ 3rd Annual Joe Ortiz Memorial
Stunt Bash, Flushing Meadows Corona Park, Queens, New
York, NY
ARF*, Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Bob Lampione, 153 - 19 41st Ave., Flushing, NY
11354, (718) 463-1755, rlampione@nyc.rr.com
October 7
Royal Oak Cloudbusters’ CL Fun Fly and Stunt Contest,
Stanley Broome Park, Flint, MI
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October 7-8
Fall Follies, Bill Riegel Field, Salem Airport, Salem, OR
Saturday: P-40*, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
Contact: Mike Hazel, PO Box 126, Mehama, OR 97384,
(503) 859-2905, zzclspeed@aol.com
October 8
G.S.C.B. Fall Air Show Part I, George L. Gaydos Field,
Two Bridges Rd., Lincoln Park, NJ
Old Time*, OTS II*, Classic* (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert), Precision Aerobatics (Beginner)
Mike Cooper, CD: (973) 770-0263 or (201) 704-7081 day
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of event, mcooper@asco.com
October 15
G.S.C.B. Fall Air Show Part II, George L. Gaydos Field,
Two Bridges Rd., Lincoln Park, NJ
Precision Aerobatics* (Intermediate, Advanced,
Expert)
CD: Mike Ostella, (973) 364-1105, or (201) 704-7081 day
of event, mike.ostella@verizon.net
October 15
Old Time Contest, Buder Park, exit 272 N from I-44,
Valley Park, MO
Old Time
CD: John Moll, 7315 Elm Grove Ct, Hazelwood, MO
63042 (314) 831-4001

November 10
Central Arizona Control Line Club Navy Carrier Plus
IX, Friendship Park, McDowell Rd. between Avondale
Blvd. and Dysart Rd., Avondale AZ. Take the Avondale
Blvd. exit north from I-10, 1/2 mile and turn west (left) on
McDowell (first street north of I-10).
Saturday: Profile* (Beginner and Intermediate
combined with handicap for Beginner, Advanced and
Expert combined with handicap for Advanced)
CD: Ted Kraver, 225 West Orchid Lane, Phoenix, AZ
85021, (602) 944-8557, tkraver@qwest.net
November 19
G.S.C.B. Stunt Forum, Wayne PAL
Contact: Mike Ostella, (973) 364-1105, or (201) 704-7081
day of event, mike.ostella@verizon.net

October 21-22
Valley Circle Burners’ and Woodland-Davis
Aeromodelers’ 28th Annual Golden State Stunt
Championships, Buchanan Educational Center, North
Minnewawa Avenue, Clovis, CA
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: Jerry Silver, 2011 N Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, CA
90210, (310) 275-6359, jsilverflyer@adelphia.net
Alternate CD: Jim Goss, (408) 531-9374, wvc505@yahoo.
com

LA

October 21-22
Lee Lorio Memorial, Independence Park, Baton Rouge,

Saturday: P-40*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics* (Beginner Jr., Beginner
Sr.-Open, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CD: Gil Causey, 3229 Meadowood Dr., Slaughter, LA
70777, (225) 658-6139
October 21-22
Carolina Criterium, Waymer flying field, Huntersville,
NC. Take exit 23 E from I-77 to Hwy 115, go S on Hwy 115
to Holbrooks Rd. Field is 1.3 mi. E of 115 on
Holbrooks Rd.
Basic Flight*, Profile*, Old Time, Classic,
Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
CD: William Francis, contact Watt Moore,
981 Meadowlark Dr., Rock Hill, SC, (803) 3669430, medplans@cetlink.net
November 4
Royal Oak Cloudbusters’ CL Fun Fly and
Stunt Contest, Stanley Broome Park, Flint, MI
Old Time, Classic, P-40*, 1/2A Demo*,
Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate,
Advanced, Expert)
Contact: Paul Smith, (586) 939-1076,
crickballs01@aol.com
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Western Kentucky/Southern Illinois Stunt Champs
McCracken County Model Air Park
Paducah, Kentucky: Sat. & Sun., August 19 and 20, 2006

Located just off of I-24 at either Exit 3 or Exit 4 just south of the Ohio River between
Metropolis, Illinois and Paducah, Kentucky. Sanction #06-0133.
(See Part 2 for maps.)
This traditional date contest will begin registration at 8:30 a.m. Saturday (19th) morning.
Pilot’s meeting for OTS, Classic, Profile, Basic Flight, and Beginner will happen at 9:00a.m
with first flights at 9:30 a.m. Sunday (20th) will host Intermediate, Advanced, and Expert
classes with registration at 8:00a.m. Pilot’s meeting will be at 8:30a.m. with first flights at
9:00a.m. All events are JSO.
BOM will not be in affect; no appearance points will be awarded. Each event member will vote
for Pilot awards for Best of ‘52, Best of ‘69 and Best of PAMPA. OTS pilots only will vote for
OTS, Classic pilots for Classic and PAMPA pilots for PAMPA. Flyer must have built and
finished his/her model to be eligible for any Concours award. ARF models are not eligible for
any Concours awards. One B.A.R.F. award will be given to the highest scoring ARF
model/pilot in PAMPA.
Entry fees: $10.00 for the first event, $5.00 for each additional event. All Juniors and Seniors
will fly FREE.
Contest Directors: Allen W. Brickhaus, P.O. Box 206, Golconda, IL 62938
Email at abkb801@shawneelink.com
Phone: 618-683-7611 (Home) 618-841-0089 (Cell)
Charles Reeves, 8310 Moore Road, Paducah, KY 42001
Email at chasreeves@vci.net
Phone: 270-554-9920
Awards will be available for first, second and third place in each class. There is also an award
for the Highest Scoring PAMPA Junior & Highest Scoring PAMPA Senior. A B.A.R.F. award
will be given for the highest scoring (B)est A.R.F. PAMPA flight.
Your proper AMA or similar association numbers or letters MUST be permanently affixed to
the upper right wing, fuselage side, or rudder area of each model. ID numbers must be a
minimum of 1” in height. SAFETY THONGS MUST BE USED PER AMA RULES.
Maps to the Paducah area and known hotel telephone numbers are listed on the next page of
this flyer.
SEPT/OCT 2006
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CONTEST REPORTS

2006 Windy City Classic

Basic Flight
1st:
2nd:
3rd:
3rd:

Caleb Fowler
Don Kirmess
Nick Manchen
Bob Roggeveen

185
170
155
155

Beginner

James Mills

1206 S 15th Street
Ozark, MO 65721
(417) 581-3929
mllscal@quixnet.net

1st:
2nd:

Charles Fowler
Arthur Johnson

267.5
103

Intermediate
1st:
2nd:

Mike Ternstrom
Jordan Miller

492.5
452.5

Advanced
1st:
2nd:
3rd:

Buzz Paricka
Gene Scheiderer
Larry Lindburg
Peter Mick
Jim DeYoung
William Smith
Aaron Nottingham
Gerry Ruschke

522.5
451
446
436
434
382
363
284

Allen Brickhaus
Mark McKinney
Fred Krueger
Jim Renkar

568.5
542.5
516
482

Expert
1st:
2nd:
3rd:
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Fermi Stunt 2006 results:
Beginner:
Nathen Batey
James Gifford
Charles Molleur

231.5
213.0
114.5

This was Nathan's 1st contest (he must have been practicing). Charles Molleur joined the AMA on Sunday and
flew his 1st contest also!
Intermediate:
Mike Ternstrum

507 (move up, Mike)

Advanced:
Larry Lindburg
Michael Schmitt
William Smith
Jay Rud
Alan Hahn
Marvin Babcock Sr.

480
477.5
473
466
368
DNF

Expert:
Chris Rud
Crist Rigotti
Jim Schuett
Fred Krueger
Mark McKinney
Russ Gifford
Dennis Vander Kuur

558.5
552
542
526.5
507
480
473

P-40:
Chris Rud
Crist Rigotti
Jim Schuett
Dennis VanderKuur
Michael Schmitt
Russ Gifford
Jay Rud
Larry Lindburg
William Smith
Marvin Babcock Sr.

520
510
509.5
475.5
454
440
437.5
436
404
DNF

Judges:
Beg/Int
Adv
Exp
P40

Chris Rud, Larry Lindburg
Jim Schuett, Bill Calkins
Bill Calkins, Floyd Layton
Rich Tupper, Fred Krueger

Tabulators:
Marlene Hahn and father Alan Hahn. During the 2nd round, Alan was so busy tabulating that he passed on his
flight. He really appreciated having someone else tabulate!
Many thanks to all who braved the weather forecast to attend the event. The forecast was not good (scattered tstorms with 10-15 mph winds). We actually got sprinkles about once/hr, and winds of 0-5 for the majority of the
contest. The flying conditions were excellent, just a bit humid.
Fred Krueger
Too many airplanes - too little time.
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Flint City Contest report by John Paris:
Only made one round due to rain and time. Better
organization will be the key for next year. First Saturday in
June ... be there. Up to 16 participants from 12 last year
and lots of pretty airplanes to be seen as well as some
good flying. Results as follows:
OTS:
1)
John Paris
2)
Wes Dick
3)
Paul Smith

Viking
Stuka
Chief

Classic:
1)
Bob McDonald
2)
John Paris-Profile
3)
Wes Dick

Ares
Oriental
Ares

Beginner:
1)
Leroy Heikes
2)
Michael Paris

ARF Nobler
Super Clown

Intermediate:
1)
Brad LaPointe
2)
Bob Branch
3)
Clyde Richey

Forerunner
ARF Vector 40
Fancherized Twister

Advanced:
1)
Curt "The Boot" Nixon
2)
Jim Harris
3)
Lou Scavone

SV22
Chief
Saturn

Expert:
1)
John Paris-Profile
2)
Wes "needs bigger car" Dick

Oriental
Ares

Brodak ARF Super Clown Donation Recipients:
Dan Miles
Michael Paris
Carlisle Song and Dance ARF Vector 40 Recipient:
John Paris

24th Annual SIG CONTROL-LINE CONTEST
Report by Mike Gretz: June 24-25, 2006
SIG Field, Montezuma, Iowa
OLD TIME STUNT:
Judges: Bob Baldus, Scott Christensen
1st
Jim Lee
315.5
2nd
Crist Rigotti
297.0
3rd
John Paris
294.0
CLASSIC STUNT:
Judges: Randi Gifford, Paul McIllrath
1st
John Paris
539.5
2nd
Keith Sandberg
538.5
3rd
Jim Lee
527.5
P40 STUNT:
Judges: Russ Gifford, Glen Peterson
1st
Chris Rud
542.5
2nd
Dan McEntee
541.0
3rd
Dennis VanderKuur 525.5
Best Junior: Alex Scott
Best Senior: Chris Rud

241.5
542.5

PAMPA BEGINNER:
Judges: Bob Arata, Keith Sandberg
1st
Alex Scott
259.0
2nd
James Gifford
228.5
3rd
Steve Scott
216.5
Juniors:
1st
Alex Scott
2nd
Ryan Heath
3rd
Joshua Miller

259.0
117.5
38.0

PAMPA INTERMEDIATE:
Judges: Russ Gifford, Jeff Welliver
1st
Dave Courtney
487.5
2nd
Jared Hays
484.0
3rd
Ivers Greizins
475.0
PAMPA ADVANCED:
Judges: Jim Schuett, Bill Calkins
1st
Russ Gifford
519.0
2nd
Sean McEntee
508.5
3rd
Michael Schmitt
502.5
PAMPA EXPERT:
Judges: Randi Gifford, Paul McIllrath
1st
Jim Lee
563.5
2nd
Jim Schuett
556.5
3rd
Chris Rud
550.0
GLEN SIG "FIREBALL" AWARD:
Bill Calkins
HAZEL SIG SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD:
Russ Gifford
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24TH ANNUAL SIG CONTROLLINE CHAMPIONSHIPS by Jeff
Welliver

M

ontezuma is a typical Iowa farm
town, with about a 3-block Main
Street, a couple of gas stations, and a
root beer stand. What makes it unusual
is that over a city block of it is covered
by the assortment of buildings that
make up Sig Manufacturing. From its
start in the Sigafoose basement to its
continued growth today under owner
Chris
LeHeron’s
leadership,
Montezuma’s
leading
employer
continues its tradition as one of
aeromodelling’s industry leaders.

Just a mile or so south of town
is the driveway with the lions at the
entrance. Up the hill to the right is
Hazel & Maxey’s home and to the
left, in their extended back yard, is
Sig Field-their private airport and the
site of the contest. For this weekend
the grass runway is home to happy
modelers from all over the Midwest,
plus a few from much farther. With its
real airport setting and rolling scenery,
this is one of the most pleasant venues
on the contest circuit.
By Friday evening the circles
were crowded with flyers practicing
and learning the fine art of “terrainfollowing”. While the runway is scenic,
it is not exactly level toward the edges,
and takes a bit of getting used to.
Adding to those variables was a rather
possessive rodent who clearly took
offense at the noisy models flying in
his living room and spent much of the
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weekend playing chicken in the expert
circle.

Saturday dawned sunny and with
very light winds, with Classic, Old
Time, and P-40 scheduled. One of the
first surprises was the appearance of
Sean McEntee, who had arrived at 3
am, home on leave from duty in Iraq,
and still in uniform. More on Sean
later, but would you care to take a wild
guess who received the “FARTHEST
TRAVELER AWARD”? With Carrier,
Combat, and Skyray Sport Racing also
being flown, all 5 circles were beehives
of activity.

Classic had 18 entrants putting
in 33 official flights for judges Randi
Gifford and Paul McIllrath. When the
dust had settled, John Paris came in 1st
with his Sig Chipmunk and 539.5 pts,
followed closely by Keith Sandberg’s
Thunderbird with 538.5 pts and Jim
Lee’s Mustang with 527.5. Maybe it’s
just that these are the birds I grew up
with, but personally, I find Classic the
most enjoyable of the stunt events to
watch. Speaking of watching, keep an
eye on John Paris. He just keeps getting
better!

In Old Time, Bob Baldus and
Scott Christensen judged 26 official
flights from 15 entrants. After much
interesting and noisy flying, Jim Lee
won with 315.5 pts, followed by Crist
Rigotti with 297 pts and John Paris with
294 pts (where have I heard that name
before?). Given the nice conditions,
these old birds were really able to
show their stuff. I am referring to the
airplanes!

The all day Marathon of the
contest turned out to be P-40, as Russ
Gifford and Glen Peterson judged 50
official flights from 27 contestants,
with the last few after the evening
picnic and thunderstorm break! Keep
in mind that while these guys judged
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seemingly endless flights, most of the
day was hot, humid and sunny. P-40
has become one of the most popular
events with lots of fine flying and an
interesting variety of planes including
the new Sig Primary Force ARF and
the Tutor II ARF, both of which were
impressive with a Tutor finishing 4th,
just a half point out of 3rd. World team
member Chris Rud finished 1st with
542.5 pts, Dan McEntee was 2nd with
541 pts, and Dennis VanderKuur was
3rd with 525.5 pts. It took 500 pts to get
in the top 10, and these judges were not
giving points away for the asking.

As I mentioned, the hot and humid
Iowa weather turned into a summer
thunderstorm just as the Saturday
picnic began. Catered by the local 4H
club, this is always great eating and is
included in the very modest entry fee.
These 4H’ers also handle the concession
stand for breakfast and lunch, serving
great food at modest prices, and lots
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of wonderful smiles for free. Thanks
again for a great job, 4H’ers!
The evening became flyable quickly
and while P-40 finished, practice began.
The real highlight of my evening came
from a bit closer to home. Many of you
know fellow Piston Poppers Kelvin
Heath and his son Ryan from past
contests. Sadly, since last year Kelvin
has lost almost all of his vision. Not
about to let a little thing like that stop
him, he and Keith Sandberg took a
Skyray out and with Keith’s guidance
put it in the air. After a few laps Kelvin
was flying solo by “matching the noise
with the vague gray area moving
in front of me”. Level flight, several
wingovers, and a good landing were
the result. Way to go, Kelvin!
Sunday dawned sunny and warm
after overnight rains, so off we went
again. Sean McEntee was given the
honor of the first flight in advanced, in
recognition of his service to all of us.
With his girl friend Diana launching and
dad Dan supervising, Sean proceeded
to the handle only to find a couple of
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dozen “close personal friends” joining
him in the circle, to advise, shake
hands and expressing their thanks for
his continuing service to our country.
Don’t worry, the pit crew knew not to
launch, and this did NOT count as an
attempt

Beginner had 7 contestants
completing 12 flights for judges Bob
Arata and Keith Sandberg. They ran
both “all ages combined” with Alex
Scott winning 1st with 259 pts, James
Gifford (where have I heard that last
name before?), winning 2nd with 228.5
pts, and Steve Scott 3rd with 216.5- and
yes, Steve is Alex’s dad. Prizes were
also awarded for the juniors as a standalone event using the same flights, so
in that Alex was first, Ryan Heath was
2nd and Joshua Miller was 3rd.
Intermediate had 8 contestants
and 15 official flights for judges Russ
Gifford and Jeff Welliver. 1st place
went to Dave Courtney with 487.5, 2nd
to Jared Hays with 484 pts, and 3rd to
Ivars Greizins with 475. By the end we
were stopping for thunderstorms, with
Jay Rud giving a fine demonstration of
how to fly low. With an average high
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flight of 432 pts, there’s a lot of talent
in this class about to invade advanced.
Judging alongside Russ was a lot of fun
for me.
Advanced had 16 entrants with
28 official flights in front of judges Jim
Schuett and Bill Calkins. Even though
a number of flyers have moved up to
Expert, it still took 519 pts for Russ
Gifford to win 1st, 508.5 pts for Sean
(clearly not shaken by the recent crowd
in the circle) to win 2nd, and 502.5 pts
for rising star Mike Schmitt to win 3rd.
Lots of good flying with an average

high flight of 464 pts.
Expert was a first-rate shoot out
with 18 contestants and 33 official
flights before judges Randi Gifford
and Paul McIllrath. After much great
flying, one flight during a downpour,
and several stops for thunderstorms,
the hard earned victory went to Jim
Lee with 563.5 pts, 2nd to Jim Schuett
with 556.5 pts, and 3rd to Chris Rud
with 550 pts. The average high flight
here was 507 pts.
Carrier, under Brenda Schuette’s
able direction had these winners: Pete

Mazur (3-1sts), Paul Kegel (3-2nds),
Art Johnson (3-3rds & a 2nd) and Skip
Spoula (1-3rd). Skyray racing, directed
by Skip Spoula, had Gary Frost 1st,
Skip Spoula 2nd, Jim Schuett 3rd and
Curt Netcott 1st in novice. Combat,
directed by Mike Fawley and Mike
Anderson had Tom Siegler (1-1st & 13rd), Mike Polermo and Dave Edwards
each with a 2nd, and Jeff Johnson with
a 3rd. Congratulations to all!
There are several special awards
presented each year at Sig. This years
GLEN SIG “FIREBALL” AWARD
for contributions to the hobby went
to a very deserving Bill Calkins. Nice
going, Bill!
THE
HAZEL
SIG
SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD went to
Russ Gifford. Richly deserved, Russ!
BOB FURR also presented Hazel
with a beautiful album of photos and
memorabilia, showing the many years
of Sig contests. Truly a labor of love!
THE MINNEAPOLIS PISTON
POPPERS presented Hazel Sig with an
award featuring a red headed cat and
engraved: TO HAZEL-THE COOLEST
CAT IN IOWA-THANKS FOR ALL
YOU DO!
Thanks to Sig Mfg owner Chris
LeHeron for his sponsorship and
support, and to Hazel & Maxey for
the use of their “backyard” and for
their support. Thanks to all of the
Sig employees who volunteer their
time to keep us in supplies and make
this whole thing happen, to CD Mike
Gretz for putting it all together each
year, and to Jacque Johnston for her
tireless efforts at the headquarters
tent. Finally, there is no “home” club
to provide the base for this contest, so
let me add a very, very special thanks
to all the contestants, wives, and other
volunteers who pitch in each year to
make the contest happen! SEE YOU
NEXT YEAR.
-Jeff Welliver
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WAM Fund Day / Stunt Results

Fund in the Sund....Boy Howdy!

April 23, 2006 / Mavis Henson Field, Woodland, CA
CD: Paul Isenhower

Stunt Director: Jim Aron

BEGINNER
Carter Fickes
Bob Cherny
Howard Yamagata
Brian Moore
Tyler Moore
Walt Ghio
Cory Persson
Kevin Kemp

Judge: Paul Pomposo
260
257
229
208
173
134
106
94

INTERMEDIATE
Gerald Arana
Dan Gomez
Doug Barton
Larry Wong
Jim Goss
Randy Bush
Richard Myers
ADVANCED
David Shirley, Jr.
Cleon Lingwood, Jr.
Pete Cunha
Cliff Denchfield
Lanny Shorts
Heman Lee
Lewis Lingwood
Bob Duncan
Ken Ribardo
EXPERT
Brett Buck
Phil Granderson
Ted Fancher
Jim Aron
Paul Pomposo

Judge: Brett Buck
445
437
428
424
419
410
400
Judge: Ted Fancher
492
490
488
484
482
481
474
471
451
Judge: Jim Goss
563
558
558
543
509

½ A STUNT
David Shirley, Jr.
Heman Lee
Paul Isenhower

Judge: Pete Cunha
406
331
183

A STUNT
Paul Pomposo.
Heman Lee

Judge: Pete Cunha
480
431

OLDE TYME
Jim Goss
Bob Duncan
Gerald Arana
Bob Cherny
Heman Lee
Paul Isenhower

Judge: Doug Barton
272
270
265
249
244
237
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Building season has officially ended folks, let the flying begin.
Praaaaaaaaaaaise the loooooooord of your choice, NO RAIN!
Beginner saw a couple of new faces; Carter Fickes and Kevin
Kemp. Carter actually won the event while Kevin had to settle for
just having fun. Bob Cherny and Howard Yamagata took 2nd and
3rd respectively with some nice scores.
All the PAMPA classes were tightly contested; check out the
scores: Intermediate, 21 points between 1st and 4th, Advanced, 11
points between 1st and 6th and Expert, 4 points between 1st and
3rd. That guy in 4th sucks.
Gerald Arana, Dan Gomez and Doug Barton all put in solid
Intermediate flights. I believe also that this was Dan’s first
contest in this class. Good show. Larry Wong moved up to
Intermediate with a pretty new ship and put in a respectable flight.
Randy Bush, one of our very successful racing pilots, returned to
Stunt and Richard Myers, also a new face, showed he is no
stranger to the handle.
Dave Shirley….watch out for Dave Shirley…won a tough battle
with Cleon Lingwood and Pete Cunha in Advanced. Just a 4
point spread with a judge who’s no slouch. Lanny would have
been in the mix as well if he had put another level lap between the
hourglass and the overhead. First flight in how many years,
Lanny? Ken Ribardo back with us after a long hiatus did nothing
to embarrass and I trust had a good time at his first contest in
ages.
OK, Brett won Expert; hardly a shocker, but what’s this? Ted
Fancher tied for 2nd with Phil (I like lots of bright colors)
Granderson????? The universe, as we know it, has been
veritably torn asunder. The rest of us suck.
In 1/2A, Dave Shirley…watch out for Dave Shirley….won the
event with easily the most annoying airplane on the field. A sound
only a mother could love. Where can I get one of those motors?
A Stunt, for crying out loud, went to Mr. Pomposo with a perky
little 480. A Stunt????
Jim Goss narrowly avoided the upstart Bob Duncan to win the first
place certificate in Olde Tyme with Jerry Arana just back a bit in
3rd.
Thanks Doug, Paul Isenhower and all the judges for a great day.
Talk amongst yourselves.
-Jim Aron
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Spring Tune-Up / Stunt Results
April 23, 2006 / Mavis Henson Field, Woodland,
CA
CD: Don Chandler

Stunt Director: Jim Aron

JUNIOR
Tyler Moore
Kevin Kemp
Cory Persson

Judge: Paul Pomposo
199
134
103

BEGINNER
Bob Cherny
Jack Reynolds
Tyler Moore
Brian Moore
Howard Yamagata
Kevin Kemp
Walt Ghio
Cory Persson
CeCe Kelley

Judge: Paul Pomposo
241
216
199
185
159
134
135
103
40

INTERMEDIATE
Dan Gomez
Larry Wong
Gerald Arana
Jeff Martin
David Shirley, Sr.
Doug Barton
Randy Bush
Paul Ferrell
Richard Myers
Carter Fickes
ADVANCED
David Shirley, Jr.
Cleon Lingwood, Jr.
Cliff Denchfield
Pete Cunha
Bob Duncan
Lewis Lingwood
Heman Lee
Ken Ribardo

Judge: Pete Cunha
475
450
444
429
427
415
407
385
378
313
Judge: Jim Goss
478
473
471
470
465
464
458
441

EXPERT
Jim Aron
Paul Pomposo
Scott Urabe

Judge: Arlie Preszler
523
484
431

OLDE TYME
Jim Goss
Jim Aron
Bob Duncan
Heman Lee
Bob Cherny
Dan Gomez
Jerry Arana
Larry Wong
Kim Mortimore

Judge: Doug Barton
289
281
277
265
261
245
239
234
224

OK, We’re all tuned up! Now what?
Don Chandler put on another nice little contest. I’m not sure
how many entries there were at the carrier deck, but Stunt
was well attended.
It was great to see Arlie Preszler, our new inductee to the
PAMPA Hall of Fame. Arlie was feeling well enough to
judge all three experts and judge he did.
In general, we are beginning to see more and more
Beginners and Intermediates at our local contests. This is
a very good thing.
Beginner once again had a nice mix of young and oldish with
the oldish winning 2 out of the 3 trophies. Tyler is probably
not going to stand for that much longer. Brian Moore, Tyler’s
dad, nearly was awarded a Junior trophy. I’m sorry Brian, but
it wasn’t because you look so young. CeCe stole the show,
however, with her flying (crashing) by the seat of her pants
routine. Always a good sport, no ifs, ands or butts.

Intermediate saw Mr. Gomez dominate in just his second
contest in this class, hmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. Larry
Wong showed that his recent ascent was certainly warranted
and Jerry Arana once again found himself in the money. Is
Randy Bush getting bored with racing?
Very, very close in Advanced again. Check out the scores.
Expert: No Ted, no Brett, no Dave, not even Phil. I think they
switched to slot car racing. Thanks so much…..no really.
Right Paul?
Old Time has again witnessed the effects of Jim “The Quiet
Storm” Goss and the grief that his silent little act is creating
for the rest of us. Where’s the noise? Where’s the smell?
So what if the pattern is superb? Where’s the clean-up? It
ain’t right. Revolution is in the air (with oil, stink and the rest)!
Thanks Judges, thanks Doug, thanks Don.
-Jim Aron
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Dallas Aero Summer Heat
DMAA
June 17 & 18, 2006
Flying started at 8:45. We had two Jr. Beginners, Alexis Gresens and Juan Vargas, that handled the wind
like pros. The first round went smoothly with only a couple of reshuffles. When the judges called break
time, lunch was served. The second round started with the wind swinging around 180 degrees and the
temperature climbing fast. The weather Sunday was a big improvement over Saturday, but a bit breezy at
the start. Rachel Wilson had done all the work on score sheets the night before. Dale had the pull tester
going on anything that moved, (The toilets weren't moving this year). The results are posted below. I'd say
it was a successful contest. Thank you to everyone who participated.
Andrew Raney-ED
CONTEST DIRECTOR -TERRY KIRBY
ASSISTANT CD - DALE GLEASON
Place Contestant

Plane/Eng

AMA#

1st Flt

2nd Flt

OLD TIME STUNT - June 17
1st
Joe Gilbert
2nd
Marvin Denny
3rd
David Gresens
4th
Tom Farmer
5th
Bob Lipscomb
6th
Ken Boone
7th
Stan Haugarth
8th
Dave Ek
9th
Bryan Norton

Ringmaster/McCoy 35
Guided Whistle/KO 35
Ringmaster/OS 25FP
Madman/OS 35S
Barnstormer/OS 35S
Viking/Torpedo 29
Nobler/RoJet 40
Jamison Spl/Testor 29
Ringmaster/LA 25

771377
499
72617
6150
17556
711726
221248
17358
774551

298
313*
297
297.5
296*
100.5
251.5
263*
130.5

321*
312
312.5*
310.5*
294
286.5*
263.5*
160.5
257*

CLASSIC STUNT - June 17
1st
Bill Wilson
2nd
Joe Bowman
3rd
David Gresens
4th
Joe Gilbert
5th
Marvin Denny
6th
Jose Vargas
7th
Norm Faith
John Ashford
Stan Haugarth

Tucker Spl/OS 40LA
JD Falcon/Brodak 40
Ringmaster/OS 25FP
T6/Magnum 36
Novi 4/Fox 35
Oriental/OS 40LA
Oriental/ 40LA
Oriental/Brodak 40
Nobler/RoJet 40

500612
464907
72617
771377
499
819328
9376
993
221248

539
516.5
476
502
486.5
471*
418
PASS
PASS

557.5*
543*
523*
521*
503*
418.5
436.5*
PASS
PASS

PRECISION STUNT - June 18
Junior Beginner:
1st
Juan Vargas
Flite Streak/OS 25FP
2nd
Alexis Gresens
Wingjammer/OS 25FP

838823

64
58

104.5*
77*

Beginner:
1st
Richard Staight
2nd
Bryan Norton

Nobler/OS 40
Cardinal/OS 40LA

21638
774551

244.5
214.5

248*
239.5*

Intermediate:
1st
John Ashford
2nd
Stephen Jeansonne
3rd
Jose Vargas
4th
Norm Faith
5th
John Gunn

QueEsEso/Brodak 40
Profile Chipmunk/OS 40LA
Oriental/OS 40LA
Twister/Brodak 40
Profile Cardinal/ST 46

993
721083
819328
9376
308004

417*
412.7*
396*
384*
PASS

415
386.3
378.3
381.3
201.7*
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Advanced:
1st
Marvin Denny
2nd
Dale Gleason
3rd
Louis Rankin
4th
Mike Finnigan
5th
Zuriel Armstrong
6th
Mike Greb
7th
Joe Gilbert
8th
Dave Ek
9th
Stan Haugarth
10th Roger Olson

Novi 4/Fox 35S
Impact/RoJet 76
Bear Profile/ST G51
Saturn/RoJet 61w/pipe
TutorII/LA 46
Impact/RoJet 65
Nobler/Fox 35
Nobler/Fox 35
Nobler/RoJet 40
Legacy 40/Aerotiger 36

499
12938
10859
78962
20932
1326
771377
17358
221248
788990

490.5
496.5
495.5*
488.5*
474.5
485.5
474
450
383
PASS

511.5*
502*
494.5
478
488.5*
488*
486*
458*
412.5*
115*

Expert:
1st
Doug Moon
2nd
Bill Wilson
3rd
Phillip Nickels
4th
David Gresens
5th
Joe Bowman

Big Bear/PA 75
Hunter 8/ST 51
‘97 Bear/PA 65
Ringmaster/OS 25FP
JD Falcon/Brodak 40

496454
500612
114160
72617
464907

513.3
509.3*
472.7
150.7
422.7

518.3*
496.3
484*
459.7*
457.3*

CLASSIC CONCOURS AWARD: Joe Bowman - JD Falcon
PILOT’S CHOICE AWARD: Doug Moon - Big Bear
VOLUNTEERS
June 17:
Old Time Stunt & Classic Stunt Event Director: JOHN COX
Tabulator/Enrollment:
NAN BEAVERS/RACHELWILSON
Old Time Stunt Judges:
DON HUTCHINSON/BILL WILSON
Pull Testers:
JOHN ASHFORD
Classic Stunt Judges:
TOM FARMER
Runners:
JOHN COX/JIM THOMERSON/NORM FAITH/ZURIEL ARMSTRONG
June 18:
Precision Aerobatics Event Director: ANDREW RANEY
Raffle: OLLEEN GILBERT/LE ANN GILBERT
Beginner & Advanced Judges: TOM FARMER/LINDA GLEASON/DON HUTCHINSON
Lunch:
LINDA GLEASON
Intermediate & Expert Judges: BILL LEE/GEORGE HAMBY/JOHN GRIGSBY/SANDRA LEE/DARRELL
GORNTO
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Contest Report by Bob Storick: Cloudbusters' Stunt Contest, Saturday 22 April 2006
We had a great day and turnout for our Second Annual Cloudbusters' Stunt Contest. We were the only activity in
this large park and we had around 20 vehicles in our parking area. 9 people flew official flights and at another 7
stunt flyer were in attendance, but they didn't "go official.” John Paris abstained from flying (winning?) and judged
all events. I judged Expert and Curt Nixon judged everything else… Richard Sawicki judged Best of Show.
Compared to last year's opening day, people had their things sorted out a lot better. The wind was "just nice" at
the beginning and end of the day, but vicious for about 2 hours in the middle. NO JUSTICE for those who flew in
it, one airplane was lost.
Control Line Precision Aerobatics, aka PAMPA Stunt, aka AMA Stunt, aka Modern Stunt, aka CLPA
Expert:
1st
Curt Nixon
2nd
Dennis Van Der Kuur
Frank Carlisle
3rd

Impatient
Cardinal
lectric Smoothie

498
481.5
438

Advanced:
1st
Jay Williams
2nd
Paul Smith
3rd
Dave Keats

Cardinal
Giant Stunt Master
Oriental

451
415.5
363

Intermediate:
1st
Bob Branch
Pathfinder
161
2nd
Rich Malik
withdrew
note: this group took the brunt of the short wind storm.
Beginner:
1st
Dwight Fletcher

Shoestring

Best of Show:
1st
Curt Nixon
2nd
Paul Smith
3rd
Jay Williams
4th
Dennis Van Der Kuur
5th
Dwight Flectcher

Impatient
Chief
Cardinal
Banshee
Shoestring

Classic Stunt:
1st
Jay Williams
2nd
Paul Smith
3rd
Dave Keats

Super Clown
Chief
Oriental

461
425.5
363

Profile 40:
1st
Curt Nixon
2nd
Dennis Van Der Kuur
3rd
Jay Williams
4th
Paul Smith

Impatient
Banshee
Cardinal
Giant Stunt Master

498
487
440
403.5

Old time Stunt:
1st
Jay Williams
2nd
Paul Smith

Super Clown
Chief

257
243.5

97

Next Meeting:
Saturday, May 20, 2007
Rouge Park, Detroit, Michigan
Same events, same time, same rules, same people, different place
Note: this is an AMA-sanctioned contest, bring AMA, or MAAC Card, green card, CTU ID, or military ID from the
FWMAF.
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2006 Stunt-a-Thon contest report by Steve Helmick: June 17 & 18, 2006. Thun Field ramp,
Puyallup, WA
Weather was very close to "stunt heaven", with overcast most of both days, about 10 minutes of rain on
Saturday, not a big deal.
OTS:
1)
Pete Peterson
2)
Bob Smiley
3)
Bob Emmett
4)
Rich Mconnell

297.5
287.5
280.25
237.5

Jamison
Ringmaster
Barnstormer
Barnstormer

Zoot Fox .35
.25FP
Fox .35
OS.40FP

CLASSIC:
1)
Pat Johnston
2)
Randy Powell
3)
Bruce Hunt
4)
Mike Haverly
5)
Dan Rutherford
6)
Keith Varley
7)
Bob Smiley
8)
Rich McConnell
9)
Rod Claus

552.5
538
528.5
513.5
505
495
488.5
466.5
438

Rabe Bearcat
Wooley Cobra
Shark 45
Profile Oriental
Flite Streak
Orienta
Profile Oriental
Veco Tomahawk
Smoothie

SSW Magnum.53
PA .40_Merlin
T&L ST .60bb
OS .40LA
you have to ask?
Magnum XLS .36_blocked boost port.
Brodak .40
Fox .15bb
OS .35FP_blocked boost port.

P.40 Expert (all inclusive) NW Rules:
1)
Bob Smiley
526
Profile Oriental
Brodak .40
2)
Pat Johnston
523.5
Original, GeeBee QED_OS 35FP
3)
Bruce Hunt
521
Profile Cardinal
ST .46
4)
Mike Haverly
510.5
Profile Oriental
OS .40LA
5)
Dan Rutherford
504.5
Flite Streak ARF Power Source Unknown
6)
John Thompson
488
P-40 ARF
OS .40FP
7)
Rich McConnell
384
Modified Prowler, TT GP.40
8)
Dee Rice
521
Dee "proxy flew" Pat Johnston's 2nd round flight with the QED, without
any practice with the model. However, he did a few squares before the RWO to get a feel for it. This feller can
FLY!
BEGINNER:
1)
Mike Fitzgerald
2)
Dave Miller

220
158

Oriental
Tooter Too

unknown
OS .46LA

INTERMEDIATE:
1)
Rod Claus

425.5

Smoothie

OS .35FP

ADVANCED:
1)
Mike Haverly
2)
John Thompson
3)
Rich McConnell
4)
Dave Gardner

514.5
494.5
490.5
463.5

Oriental Plus
RO-Jett .40 BSRE/pipe
Vector
OS .40FP
Modified Prowler TT .40GP
Re Run...TP with mods, 2Star .60Lite RE/muffler

EXPERT:
1)
Howard Rush
2)
Chris Cox
3)
Pat Johnston
4)
Pete Peterson
5)
Bruce Hunt
6)
Dee Rice(!)
7)
Dan Rutherford
8)
Randy Powell
9)
Keith Varley

573
570
553.5
551
549
548
540
520
491

Impact
Saturn
MustangX
Sultan
Shark 45
MustangX
Impact
Cobra
Oriental Plus
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OS .40VF & pipe
OS .40VF & pipe
Stalker .61RE/muffler
RO-Jett .65 BSRE/pipe
T&L ST .60bb
SSW Magnum .53
Pond Scum .56
PA .40 Merlin/muffler
RO-Jett .40/pipe
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on her own PA plane. Her husband,
Bruce Perry, Canadian World Team
champion, totally supports Alana’s
interest in model airplanes. It seems
she is a natural stunt pilot.

PAMPA RULES

And below, squinting under that
huge umbrella that is righteously
protecting her from the northwest’s
unwavering rainfall, is the “Dragon
Lady”, Joan Cox, from Vancouver B.C.,
Canada. She judged all day after, if you
can believe it, a major surgery some
weeks before the contest. I looked all
over but I just could not find any bon
bons!

Now these three women above not
only fly, but they place as well. They
drove in from Montana with husband
and dad, Greg Beers, who flew .21 Sport
Speed. From left to right we have Laura
Beers (mom - who got third place in ½
A Proto Speed) and her two daughters,
Jenessa (she placed second in Mouse
Race I Junior and fourth place in ½ A
Proto Speed) and Danilla (she won a
first place for .21 Proto Speed).
Side note: I used to fly with Laura
Beers many years ago when I first
started flying stunt. She was flying then
as she does now, with her husband,
Greg. Greg used to tease me about
building my own plane (which I had
never attempted up to that point). So
I built a Sig Akromaster which began
a six year run of heavy stunt building

Cox’s husband, Chris Cox, is an
Expert Precision Aerobatic stunt pilot.
At the Regionals, he placed second
after Howard Rush.

and flying for me. Danilla and Jenessa
were toddlers then, but not any more!
By the way, do you see any bon bons
hidden up their sleeves? I’m sure that’s

Alice Cotton-Royer

2435 NE 84th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97220
(503) 254-3173
alice@artemisillustration.com

Women In The C/L Hobby

F

or those who have asked about the
women are in our hobby and are
wondering who they are and what it is
that they do, this article is for you. I
know
you
are
sitting
there
contemplating the number of bon bons
they must consume while waiting for
their husbands to finish “playing” with
their toy airplanes. So I did a little
poking around and discovered some
women who are solid Pampa judges,
Stunt News contributors, contest
contestants, pilots, CDs, Pampa
administrators, and then there are
those who run scores at a maddening
pace at contests.
So, let’s start with this year’s
Northwest Regionals contest. This is a
contest that attracts control-line pilots
from Canada and from all around,
south of and a few states east of the
Pacific Northwest region. My husband
and I were there and so was Alana
Perry. I call her “The Snow Queen”
for she comes from way up north in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. She flew
Beginner Precision Aerobatics last year
and won first place in Intermediate
this year while, if you can believe it,
pregnant with her first child! She
wasn’t eating any bon bons as far
as I could tell, but she was flying an
Arp Nobler and says she is working
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where they are!

Above is Bobbie Smith judging
(and pointing) with Eric Rule. She is
a member of the Cholla Choppers in
Phoenix, Arizona. She says she usually
judges two or three local contests a
year and has judged at VSC (once
during a two-day marathon of flights).
Smith prides herself in being fair by
only watching the maneuvers and not
the person who is flying at the time.
“And frankly ,“ she says, ” I don’t care
who is flying, so on occasion some egos
are bruised.” That’s my girl. There is
nothing tentative about Bobbie Smith.
She is solid and well-trained in her role
as a C/L stunt judge. Her husband,
Mark Smith, who is a stunt pilot, is
hidden behind Eric in this picture and
is enthusiastically pointing along with
the judges. What are they pointing
at? Maybe they just realized that the
airplane they just judged is not a model
airplane at all, but is in fact a flying bon
bon! I knew their had to be a bon bon
somewhere.
In case you don’t know it, the
Secretary/Treasurer of Pampa is
a woman. Shareen Fancher is her
name and she handles membership,
financial issues, tabulates scores,
and has effectively deflected some
misappropriate
comments
and
behaviors regarding Pampa over the
years. She is highly intelligent and will
not, for any reason, accept bon bons as
a bribe. Her husband, Ted Fancher, is a
World Precision Aerobatic Champion
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and was the 2005 (and current) Vice
President of
Pampa. He’s
been a CD, an
Expert P.A.
competitor,
a coach and
he used to
fly full scale
commercial
airplanes.
M a r y
Gebhart was
a
Pampa
judge when
I flew at
my
first
Nationals
c o n t e s t
in 1995. I
imagine she
has judged at
many other contests and I believe she
was involved with Pampa Products at
one time. Hey, Mary, drop me a line
and let me know what you are up to.
I
was
lucky enough
to
receive
an
email
from Pampa
m e m b e r ,
Dawn Kaler,
who has done
quite a bit of
photography
for us. Kaler’s
pictures
have
been
published in
Stunt News
featuring
photographs
from
VSC,
B r o d a k
contests and
the
Team
Trials.
R a n d i
Gifford, also a
Pampa judge,
has been of
great
help
in gathering
names for this
article.
She
was a judge
at VSC 2005. I
wanted to go

and meet her, but alas, I had to work.
She loves airplanes and found herself
married to a stunt pilot of all things.
She has tried some control line flying
and says , “I’m not sure you could call
what I do flying, but I can take off,
fly around in circles, do climbs and
dives, and land (sort of) if all the stars
are aligned perfectly.” She built a Sig
Akromaster (hey, me too) but didn’t
like the profile fuselage. She tried to
construct a built-up fuselage, so she
shaped one out of a 4” square length
of balsa. Gifford says it looked like a
Louisville Slugger but (her husband)
Russ, “who is a wonderful builder,”
made sure it would fly by having her
add four inches to the wingspan and
lengthened the fuselage by about two
inches.
Gifford claims that judging is
what she loves most about the hobby.
She pitted for Russ (her husband) for
several years and then one day at a
Peoria contest Russ said, “Go sit by
Bill Zimmer and have him teach you to
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judge.” She did and before she realized
what happened she was asked to judge
a local contest. So,in order to be more
professional at judging, she went to
Cleveland where Big Art Adamisin
was holding a judging clinic. “I soaked
up as much wisdom from Art as I
could,” she says. Then she was asked
if she would be interested in being a
NATs judge. Her answer? “You betcha!
And that was, I think, eight years ago
and I’ve only missed one NATs since
then.”
And then there’s Linda “LindaBob” Gleason from Texas who is very
much involved in her local club from
what I hear and she was the pit boss
at VSC.
Brenda Schuette is a Pampa
member who I’ve heard has been very
active with AMA. She is the “Control
Line Contest Coordinator” at the NATs.
Is that correct Brenda? Let me know
what’s going on with that – sounds
interesting.
Rickii Pyatt is a Pampa member
who runs the score sheets at the NATs.
JoAnn Keville is a Pampa CD.
Karyn Urtknowski is a tabulator
on the east coast.
Alice Williams did some flying at
a VSC some years ago. Hey Alice, are
you still flying in California?
There are a handful of other women
who are involved in Pampa in a variety
of supportive ways such as Joyce Hager
(the AMA Executive Director), Elaine
Heyworth, Grace Kirk, Janice Stokey,
Sheryl McClain, and Jennifer Stokey.
Are there more? Write me and let
me know about your secret life with
bon bons.

The funniest thing I discovered
during my quest to find Pampa women
via the Pampa member list was when
I contacted the following three people
via email. I totally believed they were
women and were happily gorging
themselves with bon bons, but women
they were not!
Marion Davis, said he’s been
building and flying in SW Illinois
during summers and in Arizona during
winters. He said he’s been flying since
he was 14 years old.
Kimberly Elmore told me that
despite his name he IS a guy, married
with a daughter, age 7, and a boy, aged
5 ½ . Elmore said he flew lots of C/L
models until he was a teen and then
started flying full-scale aircraft. He is
a light plane pilot as is his wife. They
own a 1946 Cessna 140. Elmore says,
”I find that working with models is
one of the best, if not THE best way to
learn what makes airplanes work on a
practical level.” He lives in Norman,
OK and is a member of the Tulsa Glue
Dobbers as there are no C/L clubs in
Oklahoma. It turns out that Kimberly
is also a research meteorologist and a
ham radio operator. Elmore says he
likes C/L because “I like the tactile
connection between me and the thing
that flies.” Right on Kim, many of us
can relate to that!
Kim said he’d read that the
masculine use of his name can be traced
to the Boer War, when English soldiers
were fighting in the South African
town of Kimberley. Still, the name has
generated no end of amusement: “I
used to get all manner of free samples
in the mail, many of which I had no

place for. I had to go to the girl’s gym in
high school to get my report card, and
on and on. Without a sense of humor,
I’d not have survived this long. I still
get things addressed to Ms. Kimberly
Elmore and that’s a dead give-away
that whoever sent it doesn’t know me,
and so a reliable way to filter junk mail
masquerading as legitimate.”
Hilary Kahn says his name does get
confusing for people, but he is totally
male and started in control-line 35
years ago at the age of five! His parents
owned the model airplane company
PDQ in Millville, NJ in the 1960s. He
and his brothers flew PDQ aircraft in
a horse pasture behind his house and
Hilary has been flying ever since. He
races, stunts, flies speed events and
sport flies. He was a CD at one time. He
says he is trying to revive the PDQ line
of models through offering plans as
they were originally designed. He has
a two year old daughter and he hopes
she will be flying C/L. “Stunt News is
the best control-line publication that I
have ever seen,” says Hilary.
Thanks!
And last , but not least, is myself.
I am an Expert Level P.A. pilot, well, I
WAS for I have changed events due to
vision problems that have developed
over the last few years making it difficult
for me to focus on my airplanes. I am
now sport flying, AMA team member
flying, competing in Old Time Stunt,
and I just started eating bon bons for
the heck of it. I have built all my own
airplanes except for the last one, a Fire
Cat, built by Pete Peterson. Pete is a
quality Expert PA pilot and builder so I
could not ask for a better model to fly!
Keep those emails and letters
coming. I need information on women,
kids, and men who are NOT in the top
stunt positions. If you think you should
not be featured in Stunt News, then I
definitely want to hear from you. Write
to: alicot@earthlink.com.
Keep your glue fresh and stay cool
during the summer months.
-Alice Cotton-Royer
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PAMPA PRODUCTS

Curt Nixon

8836 Utah
Livonia, MI 48150
(734) 261-8134
Captcurt @ flash.net

W

ell the NATs is over for another
season. And just when I was
getting the hang of this thing!
Congratulations to all of the winners
but especially to Brett Buck and Mike
McHenry. I had watched each of these
guys fly early in the week and thought
they would be very strong—nice job!
The juniors and seniors also put on a
great show all week and across every
event. It was encouraging to see the
young folks out in numbers. The 2006
event will also be remembered as one
of the foundation years for the Brazilian
Catho Stunt Team—what a show these
folks put on! Unless one has had the
opportunity to pack up a plane with all
its gear, travel several thousand miles
by air, and compete in a foreign land, it
would be hard to imagine what
challenges these pilots had to deal with.
Through it all, they let it be seen that
they were having a great time. When
the conditions became challenging,
when their equipment began failing,
when
they
had
difficulties
communicating with officials, they
persevered—flying in as many events
as the rules would allow. They were
often the first on the circles—and the
last to leave. I dare say they all
improved—some improved a lot. After
all the flying was done, their entire
program was put into perspective very
eloquently at the banquet by their team
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sponsor and ramrod, Thomas Case Sr.
I look forward to seeing them all again
soon. Why can we not find a company
to sponsor a couple dozen of us to go to
Brazil for a week or so to compete with
the Catho Team on their home circles?
OK all you independent CEO’s out
there—now’s your chance to step up to
the challenge.
I spent a fair amount of time on
the circles on the lookout for new and
unique stuff. Here are a couple of things
that caught my eye—and a couple that
have been around for a while.
All week we were all treated to
watching Bob Whitely’s new Hawker
Hunter. This is a semi-scale ship that
I think was powered by an ST 60. It
is a beautiful, and unique plane—and
it flies really well. I heard the rumor
on the circles that it was going to be
kitted by RSM, so when I got home, I
fired off an inquiry to Eric Rule. Turns
out it already is available (has been
since VSC). If you want to build a
neat looking, jet-style, semi-scale ship,
RSM has a reputation for outstanding
laser-cut packages. This one is a real
beauty.

I was also really impressed with
the finish on Brett Buck’s new Infinity.
Brett used the Klass-Kote epoxy system
and it is darn near perfect—although
Brett calls it a quicky job! I’m still
looking forward to trying Klass-Kote
out and doing a full review of it here.
Brett indicated that it went on very
easily with no surprises.
One of the neat things about our
event, and control line in general, is
the variety of “cottage suppliers” we
have available to us. I have always
tried to pay particular attention to
these suppliers because they invariably
have created some unique solutions to
problems we all have, or have filled a
particular void in the supply chain not
addressed by the larger companies.
Two of these suppliers were at the
NATs again this year.
First, from Auburn, Kansas, MBS
Model Supply.
These guys serve
Stunt as well as Combat and Racing by
providing many of those minor bits and
pieces we need but can’t seem to find
at the local hobby shop. For Example:
solid and stranded flying lines—cut or
bulk, line clips, fuel tubing, syringes,

Bob Whitely showing off his new Hawker Hunter-- available now as a laser-cut kit from RSM
Distribution.
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bladder tubing, horns, props, mixing
cups, and lots more. Generally, what
they offer is the stuff that is being used
on the circles. Their prices are quite
reasonable, unlike many that break up
bulk parts to “individually package.”
They’re good folks and they know what
works. I have gotten into the habit of
stocking up on this stuff at the NATs
so I don’t find myself short during the
season.
Another guy that knows his stuff
is Jim Lee of Lee Machine Shop, in
Topeka, Kansas. I think Jim has been
making special tools and gizmo’s for
this sport for ages but formalized his
efforts a few years ago. I found some
interesting tools in Jim’s offering. He
has a re-issue of a wire-wrapping tool
that makes it painless to properly wrap
line ends. It carries the spool of serving
wire and will lay down a perfect wrap
nicely. I say this is a re-issue because
the basic serving tool or serving mallet
as it is referred to, has been used by
ship riggers for a few hundred years
for putting wraps on rigging and
stays. I learned how to do it as a kid
on the family “ship”. This one’s been
downsized a little tho—some of the
stuff on board a big ship might be as big
as a man’s forearm. Jim also showed
me a neat small tool for cutting circles
from balsa or covering, and a prop
blade length-checking tool with various
sized shafts. This adjustable tool aids
in getting each blade the same length
when clipping. There is a full line of
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finger drills—a twist drill permanently
mounted into a knurled aluminum
handle for use by hand. Same handles
for various ball-end hex drivers.
Jim also sells two sizes of deluxe
fueling syringes. I couldn’t live another
season without the smaller one—two
ounces. One of the challenges of
competition is in fuel management.
You simply must keep track of accurate
fuel quantities in the tank to prevent
overruns. I personally prefer the method
whereby I fill the tank to overflow (into
the catch tank—thank you Howard!))
every time—then a measured draw out
to the flight quantity. Jim’s syringes
are well made for our special needs.
They use what looks like a Delrin
plunger with a replaceable O-ring. The
plunger handle is all aluminum, and
the assembly is fitted with a positive
stop to prevent those pesky fuel baths
I enjoy so much just before an official
flight.
So give both these suppliers a
try….I’m sure you will find them
to be friendly, knowledgeable, and
helpful. Small enterprise helped build
America.
As always, if you have used an
interesting product, or would like to
send a review suggestion, or just want
to say hi, give me a call or drop me an
email.
Until next time, fly safe, have
fun, and don’t, don’t, don’t run with
scissors!
-Curt Nixon
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Hawker Hunter
RSM Distribution
Eric Rule
951-678-1406
www . rsmdistribution.com
Klass Kote Epoxy Paint
Diversified Solutions, LLC
5932 Chicago Avenue, South
Minneapolis, MN 55417
612-243-1234
www . klasskote.com
MBS Model Supply
PO Box 282
Auburn, KS 66402-0282
785-221-7042
http://members.cox.net/
mbschuette
Jim Lee
Lee Machine Shop
827 SE 43rd Street
Topeka, KS 66609
785-266-7714
email: Jlee9 @ cox.net
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HISTORIAN

Wynn Paul

332 Carriage Lane
Lexington KY 40517-3804
(859) 271-3394
winnie3435@insightbb.com
Paul Fewell 1939-2006

P

aul Fewell, Park Hills (Covington),
Kentucky, died May 19 after a long
battle with stomach cancer. A life time
model airplane enthusiast, growing up
in Madison, Indiana, he was a long
time member of the Queen City Control
Line Club in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was
also a member of the Skyliners Club in
New Albany, Indiana. Paul flew stunt
as his choice of events for many years.
He was an early member of P.A.M.P.A.
Although he most enjoyed the
building phase of model airplanes,
he was also a competitor, winning
the Advanced Division precision
aerobatics of the King Orange
Internationals in 1980, and winning
the Advanced Division at some of the
Mid-West Contests such as Dayton
and Indianapolis in the late 1970’s and
early 1980’s.
He built everything from .60 size
stunt planes to Barnstormers and HalfA planes. One of his favorite stunt
planes was Les McDonald’s “Stiletto”.
Paul was building a .40 powered Stiletto
in early 2005 but had to stop when he
became too ill to build. He also enjoyed
working on engines with his long time
friend Fran Abt.
Paul was also a fine coach and
worked with me from our first meeting
in 1974 until just recently. He also
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worked with several of
the Queen City flyers,
including Randy Scott
who placed 3rd in the
Nationals as a Junior
in 1976.
Jack Sheeks often
tells of the trip that
he and Paul made to
the 1977 Nationals in
Riverside, California
when
Jack
was
recovering from a
heart attack and Paul
acted as a caretaker
during the entire time.
Paul Fewell served
as one of the judges at
the 1987 F.A.I. Team
Trials at Ft. Comfort,
Indiana, and was also
a fine judge for all
PAMPA categories as
well as Old Time Stunt
and Classic Stunt.
He
judged
many
times at Cincinnati,
Indianapolis,
New
Albany,
Lexington,
and Columbus.
Among
his
other interests were
Western movies with
Shane and all John
Wayne pictures as his
favorites. He also was a
baseball card collector
for many years. He
is survived by life
long friend JoAnne
Fewell and two sons,
Paul, Junior and Jeff, a
Sergeant-Major in the
United States Army.
-Wynn Paul
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BALL DIAMOND FLYER

Jim Harris

136 South Main St.
Marion, OH 43302
(740) 389-2985
harrisebertlaw@marion.net

T

his is one really good airplane. Still
competitive. The Top Flight Kit
was also good, at least as far as kits are
concerned. I only had one, it was about
the best kit airplane I ever had.
Redesigned by Bob Gieseke, who won
several
Nationals
and
World
Championship with it. I think a good
weight would be around 42 oz. About
550sqs. Fox 35 used by Bob.

Japanese flyer Masuro Hiki, VSC 18
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Steve Moon’s Gieseke Nobler, NATs 2006

First, a couple of thoughts about
Bob. Don’t get the wrong idea. I have
met Bob a couple of times, that’s all.
However, I think I know something
about him. Around 1970 my wife and
I went to Chicago to visit a classmate.
The NATs were there. One day we
went to watch Bill Werwage, Jack
Sheeks, Bob Gieseke and many others.
I did not enter, but I did meet Bob. My
wife and I parked the car as close to the
circle as we could. I promptly jumped
out of the car and locked the
keys in it. What to do? Bob
was walking by and I asked
for help. Bob went over to the
trash can and found a piece of
wire. We got the door open.
Not everyone would have done
that. My other encounter was at
Dayton for the FA1 contest. My
friend Roy Philip and I went to
watch. We did take our planes
and flew down at the other end
of the runway. When we took
a break, Bob was nearby and
we asked a few questions. He
was flying the Gieseke Nobler
with a Fox .35. We talked about
several things, but the thing
I remember most was Bob
said he never quit trimming
his planes. In fact it looked
like he had taken a # 11 blade
to the plane that day. He is a
gentleman and accessible.
I bought the first Gieseke
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kit I could find. I thought the wood was
pretty good. I didn’t have to replace any
wood. I used it all. This was the best
flying true kit model I had ever flown.
Even so, if I were to build another I
would do the following: 1st make a
removable tank. I didn’t have trouble
with mine but I have had with other
designs; 2nd shorten the nose a little
(maybe a % of an inch) if you are going
to use something other than a Fox .35.
I used a S.T. .46 which required some
tail weight; with a shorter nose I might
have saved one or possibly two ounces.
After many years mine is still in good
shape. It is covered with MonoKote.
I am using colored silkspan today so
I would use that method now. This
would be a great choice for Classic. If
you can build light, try the Fox. If not,
try a Double Star or one of the L.A.s.
Try Tom Dixon for plans.
-Jim Harris
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BEGINNING

ANOTHER

“Ron Solo of Vancouver, B.C. doesn’t let illness
nor a wheelchair stop his learning stunt. What a
contrast to other ‘less-motivated’ learners.”

Doug Dahlke

1393 E. Black Wolf Ave
Oshkosh, WI 54902-9118
(920) 699-3203

“ELDERLY

“You can stop edge cracking via proper cutting
technique.”

HANDLE:” Anyone ever used on these
1960 KeilKraft handles? Spacing: Note
the interesting thumb contour.
FROM THOSE THAT THINK

E

ditor’s note: It seems that Doug
has been sending his columns to
the wrong address. The Beginning
columns that he mailed to me were
mistakenly sent to my old address and
never received. I published his articles
and pictures provided to me by Will
Hubin that Doug had sent to Will for
editing and scanning and were intended
for use in the Historian and Design/
Finish columns. Doug now has my
correct address and I am publishing the
articles that he wrote for this column.
READER INPUT: Vancouver,
B.C. Canada. Ron Solo of the V.G.M.
Club recently suffered severe physical
problems which confined him to a
wheelchair and ended his ukie speed
flying days. Undeterred, Ron is shown
learning to fly stunt alone from his chair.
Keith Varley and other club members
helped Ron during his transition to
stunt. Sadly, additionally physical
problems caused him to pass away. I
never knew him personally, but much
admire his fine example of modeling
under adversity. Tail winds all the
way Ron. Thanks to Harold Youds for
sharing this story and picture with us.
Harold Youds, also of B.B. Canada,
sends pictures of his latest project; a
Ruskie YAK 25. Despite urging to “go
.40”, present inclinations are towards
.35 moxie.
KIDVENTURE ‘06: Why not
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Harold Youd’s YAK 25 spans 49” with a 2” root
rib. I estimate 420 sq. in. – about TF “Tutor”
size. Stab span is 2”.”

volunteer to work with the kids at
Kidventure this year and see the
scheduled Pitcairn Gyro flight? Contact
Jim Krueger (see membership list) of
Milwaukee Circlemasters for details.
WHAT’S A “SPORT FLYER?”
Anyone know? We use the term, but
what is one? Does Sport Flyer mean
one who no longer competes? If so,
then Al Rabe is a Sport Flyer?? Is the
guy who flies OTS in a contest once
every 5 years (or less) a competitor?
John Ashford, who does “Sport Flyer”
column has asked the same question
and offers a prize for a workable
definition. But please, let’s not get
weird (like they do when they call 25’
span drones “models”) and come up
with something rational, OK?
BUILDING TIP: If you find yourself
cracking the edges of sheet balsa when
you cut it, maybe a sharper blade
would help! However, the cutting used
can also reduce cracking. I also make
many light cuts, 8-10 from alternating
sides. Using a razor saw also reduces
cracking.

”Anyone know anything about this KeilKraft
handle from 1960?”

DIFFERENTLY: Stunt folks have long
known that cylinder head fins are
not really needed on glow motors.
This was proven by weight reduction
programs applied to the might ST .60s
by Greenaway, et.al. “OK Doug, but
what about the cylinder fins?” you ask.
“How much do they help cooling?”
Well, jumping to conclusions, I’d say
F.R. Fisher of Coventry believes they
are highly important on his .1 cu. in.
glow, behold!
TOOL TIP: Did you ever need a
small simple vise? I mean something
about one step above pliers. You go
to your local vendor, trying to buy
local, and you’re told something like
this: “Our ‘new and improved’ small
vises have a built in sensor that keeps
track of how many turns you have
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“If some finning is good, then surely, more must
be better!”

applied to the handle which it shares
with Albanian computer geeks. The
REQUIRED battery of .0013 metric volts
comes with its very own charger! They
come in sealed 6 packs for ‘customer
convenience,’ and are on sale for well
under $100 ($99.99).” Well, here’s a
simple device that may work enough
for what you need, check it out.

care to admit have a hankering to loop
a canard. Here’s a simple design by
Paul Schaaf Jr. that you could use to
get you flying with a canard. Do the
obvious and build it as a profile. You
could even build the wing solid if
you have some light wood. Naturally,
you’ll use a symmetrical ‘foil. Send me
a picture of your build of this in flight
- win a prize!
FICTION ‘N FACT, FROM
DOUG’S ALMANAC:
“JIM’S CRASH WAS SO BAD, IT
DIVIDED HIS STUNTER INTO MORE
PIECES THAN THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT.” (d.d.)
CARTOON:
Lambert
Harold
Youd’s ‘toon may jog at least some
memories of Jim Walker’s never
duplicated stunt maneuvers at the 1951
NATs.
- Doug Dahlke

“Just the ticket for holding sheet metal or wire
during soldering operations.”

ANOTHER TOOL TIP: Small dope
bottles and similar containers with a
screw off cap can be opened this way.
Naturally, heating the bottle helps too.

“Despite the leather-lunged ballyhooing of
‘virtual computer simulation,’ Wannabee
Willier’s attempt to copy Jim Walker’s 1951
stunts in 3 dimensions proved disastrously more
difficult than his non-flying techie-head friends
had lead him to believe.”

M.O.M.: More of our readers than
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CLUBS

Scott Richlen

5133 Bradfield Dr.
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 425-1689
drichlen@erols.com

A Public Survey on Control Line
Model Aviation

W

hy a Survey / Questionnaire?
Call it a survey or call it a
questionnaire, by either title it can be an
important tool in helping you and your
club better understand your “market”.
And by “market” I mean the potential
future membership of your club. Our
club, Northern Virginia Control Line
(NVCL) participates in a number of
significant public events every year at
which we expose control line model
aviation to hundreds of people. We
usually do “flight training” at these
events in which we give young people
a chance to fly a control line airplane
– usually for the first time. Why do we
have such an active outreach? Flying
sites are hard to find and even harder to
retain in our area of the country. Private
land in this area is very expensive and
not likely to be a candidate for our use.
Therefore, public land is likely our only
option. But we have learned that our
success in finding and keeping a flying
site is quite dependent on how we are
perceived by the public. Even more
important is the Federal and County
bureaucrats’ understanding of how
the public perceives us. To compete
for public land we need a healthy and
growing club that provides some kind
of community service.
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Active Outrach - Mark of a Healthy Club

ask, “Well, who
would
have
checked “no”
then?” or “What
planet do they
live on?” So I
went back and
reviewed the
responses
to
see who had
checked “no”.
One was a four
year old… well,
that sort of
makes
sense.
The other was
a 14 year old …
okay, a teenager …. Well, I guess that
sort of makes sense, too.
I suppose the one conclusion that
you can draw from the answers to this
question is that most people you meet
will have some concept of what you are
speaking about when you use the term
“model airplane”.
2. Have you ever seen a control
line model airplane fly? Yes 19 No
22
This response, if we extend it to the

I thought that taking a survey of
the people we meet at these public
events might help us better understand
our “market”. It might also help us
identify or better define the situations
we face and provide guidance for
improving our outreach and club
growth activities.
The Questionnaire
To conduct the survey, I created a
questionnaire form of eleven questions.
Since this was to be used at one of the
major public events in
which we participate, I
decided to hand it out to
the people who signed up
to fly our trainers. As a
result of this decision, our
questionnaire was filled
out mostly by children (see
bar chart). By the end of
the event (the Dulles Plane
Pull for Special Olympics)
41 questionnaires had been
filled out and returned.
Discussions of Results
1. Have you ever seen
a model airplane before?
Yes 39
No 2
In retrospect, this
shouldn’t be a surprise
and the question should
have been “tighter”. I
suppose a little kid might
even have thought “gee, I
just saw them fly a model
airplane earlier today.”
Also, we didn’t exclude
plastic airplanes, so seeing
any non-flying model
could trigger a “yes”. I
guess at this point you’d The Questionnaire Distributed to Each of Our Flight Trainees.
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general public, indicates that about half
of the people you meet would have at
least seen a control line airplane fly.
But again, the question should have
been posed more specifically. Many of
the people who answered, “yes” to this
question may not have distinguished
“control line model airplane” from a
model airplane in general - meaning
that a sizeable number of our “yes”
respondees may have seen an RC model
airplane and simply not distinguished
it from control line. However, looking
at it from the other side of the coin,
more than half of the respondents
had never seen a control line model
airplane fly. Now consider what this
response would have been, say 50
years ago. As a child, I remember
seeing people flying control line very
often. At that time there would have
been few “no” responses, if any. Do
not think that exposure is unimportant.
If we as PAMPA are going to preserve
and promote Precision Aerobatics, we
are going to have to first ensure that
people are exposed to control line flying
in general and Precision Aerobatics
in particular. Ask yourself, “While I
have enjoyed this hobby by building
and flying my stunt ship, have I done
anything to help exhibit it to the public?
Is there something I could do?”
3. Do you (or your parents) own a
model airplane?
Yes 7 No 34
Well, here is one market that is
definitely not saturated. In fact, if I
were a hobby shop owner seeing this
statistic, I would be thinking “Hot
dog! Virgin territory! Sell! Sell! Sell!”
Unfortunately, there are not as many
hobby shops as there once were. And
the remaining ones are more likely to
be concentrating on trains, RC cars, or
plastic models than model airplanes.
Additionally, the new franchised
hobby shops that are appearing are
more a glorified Toys B Us than the
type of hobby shop able to cater to the
beginner or the control liner.
I would like to bring up another
issue – the hobby shop paradigm
(don’t you hate that word? However
it is the correct word for this current
discussion) is based on selling to a
ready-made market. In other words,
the main (and incorrect) assumption
of the hobby shop business model is
that the market already exists and that
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the hobby shop need neither initiate flying experience be a good one. If it
or “grow” that market. They assume is stressful or disappointing, their first
that they just need to have their shelves experience will likely also be their last.
stacked for when all those people beat
6. Have you ever built a plastic
a path to their door. But, what if you model? Yes 18 No 23
are selling equipment for a hobby that
My first interest in airplanes
very few know about or participate was evident at an early age as I was
in? I think that this is the reason for so building plastic airplanes in 2nd or 3rd
few hobby shops and why they don’t grade. My interest in building plastic
cater to us: control line aerobatics. airplanes soon expanded to also flying
For the most part, we have developed them (the plastics didn’t, even when
cottage industries and small mail order I taped a string to their wing tip and
businesses that take care of our specific spun them around!) I was soon back
needs. This is the kind of thing you at the hobby shop buying a Scientific
would expect to service a “cottage- Stuntmaster and a Cox .049.
size” market. There’s a lot more to my
From the answers to this question,
thoughts on changing the hobby shop it is evident that there are still kids
paradigm and defining a new business building plastics with the potential
model, but I will save it for a future interest in also seeing them fly.
article.
4.
Do
you (or your
parents) own
a
control
line
model
airplane? Yes
1 No 40
Not really
a
surprise.
I guess we
could look on
the good side
of this – at
one time there
would
have
been
more
“yes” answers,
but the control
line airplanes
they
would A wide variety of ages filled out the questionaire.
have owned
would have been one of the plastic
7. Does a parent build plastic
Cox/Testers/Wen-Mac POCs that models? Yes 11 No 27
probably did more to kill the hobby
Again, assuming there may be an
than any other single factor. So at least evolutionary pathway from building
the present generation has not had that plastics to building (and flying) balsa,
negative experience. So, how do we there are still a significant number of
get them to own a control line model adults building, or who have built,
airplane that genuinely flies?
plastics. Perhaps a hobby shop that
5. Have you ever flown a model only sells plastics should be a marketing
airplane before? Yes 10 No 30
target for your club’s announcements.
We could consider this a pretty
8. Do you know where a hobby
fertile field when 3 out of 4 have never shop is located where you could
flown a model airplane before, buddy- purchase a kit of a control line model
box RC or otherwise. By offering a airplane? Yes 22 No 18
training program, or even a “first flight”
This is a heartening statistic.
program, your club could be working However, I don’t believe it (considering
a pretty open field. What is probably that there is only one hobby shop in a
critical though, is that a person’s first 50 mile radius from my house that sells
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control line model kits in our area.) I
think that the 22 people who answered
“yes” were answering yes to just the
first half of the question “Do you know
where a hobby shop is located?”
9. Would you be interested in
taking a class on how to construct a
model airplane?
Yes 26 No 13
Now, this is a very attractive
statistic! But, offering and conducting a
building class that is successful is not an
easy thing to do. It must be interesting
for the students, well structured and
not overwhelming, and easy to attend.
It is a big jump from the typical hour
and a half session of building a Delta
Dart to a multi-session class for
building a control line model airplane!
However, this seems an avenue worth
exploring. Most of us probably realize
that there is little in today’s “gotta have
it now” culture that would commend
the time-consuming effort of actually
constructing a model airplane. And
yet, those of us who do know that it
pays out in big dividends.
10. Do you know where a control
line flying site is located?
Yes 4 No 37
No surprise here as we (and our
flying sites) are practically invisible.
We have let the complainers and the
killjoys hound us practically out of
existence. We need to be much more
aggressive in demanding our rights.
For those of us who have a flying site,
we need to make sure that new future
members can find it. Some things to
seriously think about:
-If I moved to your town, how
would I find your flying field, know
when your club meetings are scheduled,
know who to call to join your club?
-What things, as a club, are you
doing to make it easy to find you?
Have you ever had a discussion where
you put yourself in the position of a
newcomer and brainstormed how your
club could be “found”?
-Have you ever thought of
establishing “metrics”, that is, targeted
quantitative goals, for your club? If
you have a website, do you know how
many “hits” it receives in any given
week or month? Does your club have
goals for number of visitors at your
field’s “Open House” day? How about
goals for the number of young people
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that fly your trainers?
11. Would you like information
on joining Northern Virginia Control
Line?
Yes 19 No 17
Over half of our “trainees” wanted
information on joining NVCL. Granted,
this isn’t the number that would
ultimately join, but it does show that
there is interest generated by public
model flying demonstrations where
kids get to fly your club trainers.
A question to ask at this point is
“What next?” What’s your follow
through? Obviously, have a stack of
membership applications to hand out
to these interested 19 young people!
But then what? If your club is like
ours, it’s made up of mostly older men.
And for the most part, older men are
not into “nurturing”. I suppose I’m not
being politically correct in saying that –
but it’s the truth! Here’s something to
ponder: If model airplane building and
flying were done mostly by women,
would we have a “junior problem”?
(Why do all these little kids play soccer?
Yep! Soccer Moms!)
Clearly, we have a challenge! There
is a lot more to be said on this subject.
And this is sort of a good news/bad
news situation. Good news – there
is some interest out there. Maybe
shallow, maybe fleeting, but interest
just the same. Bad news – we may not
be equipped (by process, by hardware,
or by nature) to deal with it.
So, something for your club to
think about: how can you meet the
challenge? Have you established a
“process” that carries a young person
forward from that initial interest onto
a growth curve that arrives at flying
precision aerobatics?
For our club, the bad news is that
we don’t have an answer for these
questions. The good news is: we’re
working on it!
Lessons Learned
Although this was a good first step,
our next survey will be different. The
next survey may repeat some of the
questions of this survey, but as I noted
in the Discussion of Results above, they
will be more focused. I would drop the
“confirmation” type of questions asked
in this one, for instance the “do you (or
your parents) own a control line model
airplane?” or “Do you know where

a control line flying site is located?”
These pretty much confirmed what we
thought we knew, so there is no reason
to repeat them. I would also drop the
“general information” type of questions.
For instance, there is no reason to ask
the questions about whether they or
their parents built plastic models.
We pretty much have the answer on
that from this survey. I would also
rephrase some of the questions. I need
to consider how a question might be
misunderstood. For instance, I cannot
be assured that a person filling out the
questionnaire knows the difference
between control line and radio control.
Perhaps some questions could be
posed that would help our club design
its outreach better, such as “Would you
prefer a building class to be held on a
week night or a Saturday morning?”
or “When would be the best time to
hold a building session?” Here we are
going beyond the simple “yes” or “no”
answer format.
Another change I would make is to
have the parent fill out the questionnaire
or have certain questions answered by
the parent. Certainly, they are the ones
best suited to answer questions asking
about best times for building classes,
since it is their chariot and availability
that will dictate the choice of time.
Finally, if you do a survey make
sure you have your follow-ups
prepared. When we asked “Would
you like information on joining
NVCL?” we had an NVCL information
sheet, but we did not have an NVCL
Membership Application Form to
hand out. Additionally, we really
didn’t have an answer to many of the
moms’ questions such as “Do you
have a special program for the kids?”
Unfortunately, we still don’t. But, we
are working on it!
Healthy clubs are an important
ingredient in promoting and sustaining
CLPA.
For many of us, as club
members, keeping our clubs healthy
is a significant challenge and we know
that club health can be very dependent
upon club growth. So a survey may be
a helpful tool for your use in defining
and understanding the issues your
club faces.
-Scott Richlen
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Classic era stunt ships that deserve
to be built, flown, and compete again.

CLASSIC PLANS

-Tom McClain

Tom McClain

6801 N. 28th Street
Arlington, VA 22213
(703) 241-8642
george.mcclain@verizon.net
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Bernard Ash’s Airon Stunter, American Modeler 1963 July/August
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Bill Suarez’s F-4 Phantom, American Aircraft Modeler June 1971
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SAFETY THERMONUCLEAR
PROTECTION

Ron King

4220 Lawnvale Dr.
Gainsville, VA 20155
(703) 754-1608
rak@mitre.org

S

ummer is here in the Northern
Hemisphere and most of us are out
flying as much as possible. That means
prolonged exposure to the earth’s
prime energy source, the sun. When I
was growing up in Oklahoma, it
seemed like I could stay outside all day
and never get burned. Older now, and
maybe wiser, I know I cannot do that
and stay healthy.
A golden tan is still considered
healthy and looks great on the twentysomething coeds at the beach. But
too much of a good thing can lead to
bad things, such as wrinkled skin and
melanoma. Melanoma is the most
serious form of skin cancer and there
are over 51,000 new cases reported
each year. Even so, if diagnosed and
removed while it is still limited to the
outermost skin layer, it is almost 100%
curable. For more info, please go to
www.skincancer.org and check out
their section on melanoma.
I flew at the contest in Huntersville,
NC in early June. The weather was
very nice (except for the tricky winds)
and I had a great time. I always seem
to learn things at every contest I attend.
Some of these lessons are nice; some
are painful.
I thought I was protected from
the sun in North Carolina. I applied
SPF 30 liberally to my exposed areas
and thought that would be enough. It
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wasn’t. I woke up Sunday morning and
was in pain from sunburn on my ears
and the back of my neck. I stepped it
up a notch and slathered SPF 40 on the
affected areas before the flying started
on Sunday. That seemed to do the trick
and I was able to compete and (more
importantly) drive home later. I now
have a big tube of SPF 50 in the truck
and plan to use it diligently.
I also picked up a great tip from
Steve Fitton at Huntersville that can
also help us avoid sunburn. I like to
wear a baseball cap while I’m flying.
This shades my eyes, is lightweight,
and doesn’t affect my range of motion.
Unfortunately, the baseball cap does a
lousy job of shading your ears and the
back of your neck, which is where I got
the bad sunburn.
Then I noticed that Steve carries
two hats. He uses a regular baseball
cap during his flights, but switches to
a fedora style full brimmed hat while
watching and walking around. I think
this is a very smart idea and worth
imitating. Thanks, Steve.
That’s enough for outdoors this
time. The next topic takes us back
inside our shops. Here’s more good
safety information from Ken Gulliford:
I Hate Gloves -- Ken Gulliford
For years we have built planes,
cleaned engines, degreased engine
bays, and applied glues, paints, and
fiberglass without gloves, or breathing
equipment. Heck, some of you even
smoked during and through the whole
process with no problem. That is the
problem. Unless it blows-up in your
face, or has a violent reaction on your
skin, a lot of us just don’t pay attention
to the chemicals we use. To that I say,
“Read the Label”, and, take one more
step: get on your computer (or have
your kids or grandkids do it) and check
the Material Data Safety Sheet (MSDS)
for the product you are using. Just
because it hasn’t exploded or made
you pass-out doesn’t mean that it will
not harm you.
Just for giggles, I looked up the
MSDS for Epoxy. This is a pretty
benign substance that we all use on our
planes or engines. The usual epoxy has
a Part A and a Part B that are mixed
in the correct proportions just prior to
use. This causes a chemical reaction
that bonds one of anything to anything
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else (including fingers and glasses, etc.)
in as little as 5-minutes.
The initial MSDS information is
pretty docile: The “A” Part is usually
greater than 70% Diglycidyl Ether of
Bisphenol A (DGEBPA) (CAS 2506838-6) and less than 30% Alkylglycidyl
Ether (CAS 68081-84-5). I give you the
CAS number so that you can look them
up for yourself, and it has a Flash Point
of greater than 300°F.
Reading on, we find the EFFECTS
OF OVEREXPOSURE to be as follows:
For acute exposure: Slightly irritating
to skin, moderately irritating to eyes.
Odor may irritate nose, throat and
respiratory tract of some persons. For
chronic Exposure: May cause skin
sensitization from prolonged and
repeated contact. For Carcinogenicity:
Early studies with DGEBPA have been
negative. The IARC concluded in 1988
that DGEBPA was not classifiable as a
carcinogen. (Note: Carcinogens cause
Cancer). Hey, that looks like pretty
safe stuff!
The “B” Part is usually a
combination of: Modified Aliphatic
Amines at 50-70% (No CAS because
it is a secret. But, write to them if you
want to know) and Nonyl Phenol at
30-50% (CAS 25154-52-3) (the exact
mixture is trade secret), and it has a
Flash Point greater than 250F°. All of
the warnings for “A” Part are the same
for “B” Part except that Carcinogenicity
reads: Results of in vitro mutagenicity
tests on ethylene amines have been
negative. It is not expected that any of
the ingredients are carcinogenic.
Okay, that looks pretty safe too,
and if you use this specific formula
(parts A and B), from this specific
manufacturer, then you can put your
faith into a 1988 study that says that it
is not “expected” to cause Cancer. You
don’t need to wear gloves, or use eye
protection, or wear a mask. It’s your
choice.
However, (there always seems to
be one of these) further research finds
that each application, and style, and
cure-time of epoxy has its own secret
chemical ingredients. Some of them
contain Epichlorohydrin, and others
contain Polymers with Chloromethyl
called Oxirane or propylene oxide.
These things are not funny.
Let’s look at Epichlorohydrin
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first. The MSDS says under Stability:
Unstable. Flammable - noted wide
explosion limits and low flash point.
Vapors may flow along surfaces to
source of ignition. Contact with strong
oxidizers may lead to fire. Incompatible
with strong acids, strong bases, strong
oxidizing agents, metal salts, amines,
aluminum, chlorine and a variety of
chlorine compounds, most common
metals. Under Toxicology the MSDS
says: Poison. Harmful if inhaled - may
cause delayed lung damage. May be
fatal if swallowed. Reported as causing
cancer in laboratory animals. Causes
burns. May lead to central nervous
system (CNS) depression. Contact with
eyes may cause permanent damage.
Long-term exposure may lead to liver
or kidney damage.
If that isn’t scary enough, here is a
brief look at Oxirane (propylene oxide).
Under Stability: Stable. Incompatible
with acids, bases, oxidizing agents,
copper, copper alloys, brass, bronze,
iron, metal chlorides, peroxides and a
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wide variety of
other materials.
Reacts
with
compounds
containing
labile hydrogen.
Extremely
flammable
- noted low
boiling point,
low flash point
and very wide
explosion
limits. Moisture
sensitive.
Now,
under
Toxicology:
P r o b a b l e
h u m a n
carcinogen.
May
alter
g e n e t i c
material. May
cause impaired
fertility. Human
mutagenic
data: Harmful
by
ingestion,
inhalation and
through
skin
contact. Serious
irritant.
Very
destructive of
the mucous membranes.
Hey, don’t we use epoxy to glue
stuff like copper, copper alloys, brass,
bronze, iron, and other metals? Heck,
I know some guys that use epoxy on
their leadouts! Okay, so we have good
epoxy and bad epoxy and if we take the
correct precautions we can use either
one of them. The important thing is to
read the label and/or read the MSDS
for all the chemicals and agents you
use.
You don’t have time for that? Then
you must work in a well ventilated
area, wear gloves, and don’t forget the
eye protection. Yes, I hate gloves. That
doesn’t mean I don’t wear them, it just
means that I don’t like it!
Speed Tip: If you hate gloves as
much as I do, and you use your fingers
for an epoxy tool or a fillet maker, wrap
a small piece of Saran-Wrap, or any
other “Cling-Film”, around your finger
as a barrier. Then peel it off and toss it
away after you are done.
Thanks again to Ken Gulliford

for the help. Most of us are outdoors
flying right now, so please stay alert
while you are driving to the flying
field, while you are at the flying field,
and back home in your workshop.
Safe Flying is No Accident.
-Ron King
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CRASH REPAIRS

Windy Urtnowski
93 Elliot Place
Rutherford, NJ 07070
(201) 896-8740
windyu@aol.com

I

have to confess that I almost never
read “the instructions.”
Maybe
you’re like me: you open the box, plug
it in, and only as a last resort read the
instructions that come with that new
gizmo. Of course, because I do tech
support work for several manufacturers,
I get lots of calls from people who—just
like me—aren’t big on reading the
instructions.
I was advising a good friend who
shall remain anonymous as he was
repairing his latest “Oops!” when he
confided that his fillet material wasn’t
curing properly. I asked how he mixed
it and if he had read the instructions—
no, of course not! I asked him why, but

I already knew the answer, and if you
don’t read the instructions, you know
the answer, too. So, a demo was called
for and I suggested that we both should
read the instructions this time.
Every filler material from Bondo
to Aeropoxy Lite requires a slightly
different technique. With Bondo, a
polyester resin, drops of kicker are used
to cause the material to cure. Aeropoxy
Lite is an epoxy material, and these are
completely different—you measure
the ratio PBW (parts by weight) or PBV
(parts by volume). Use the ratio and
method called for in the instructions.
With polyester resin, extra
hardener can accelerate the cure—with
epoxy it can cause the product not to
cure at all! If your instructions say to
mix material by weight ratio but you
mix by volume, it can be a problem,
too. Mix accurately, either way.
All filler material needs complete
stirring before mixing. My good friend
finally admitted that he’d not mixed the
tubs at all. So, no instructions and no
stirring: a recipe for disappointment.
I like to use Aeropoxy Lite during
a repair when strength is required—a
wing to fuselage joint is one example,
or in a repaired nose to add integrity.
After reading the instructions, stirring
and mixing properly, and applying
the mixed material to the repair area,
I try to put it near a heating vent if it’s
winter or in a car parked in the sun.
Heat helps the cure.
Bondo is several times heavier than
Aeropoxy Lite, but it is less expensive,
and it cures quickly. When I was a
teenager I was always doing something

with Bondo—it’s easy to sand, but it’s
heavy relative to other modeling fillet
materials.
Years back lots of modelers would
have fillets “pop” or “bubble.” When
this happens, it’s usually the paint
letting go of the fillet material. This
gets worse if you sand fillets too
smooth before painting—you don’t get
a proper “tooth.” I suggest roughening
up the fillet material with 220 paper,
then spraying the fillet areas with
white Brodak primer. The idea is to
sand the primer until you see the rough
spots in the fillet material showing up
through the primer. Now you can put
on one additional coat of primer and
then paint.
All epoxy products cure with a
surface that must be scratched before
anything will stick to it well. Paint
usually will not bond to cured resin
without scuffing to get a proper tooth.
During any repair, two rough surfaces
will bond better than two smooth
surfaces, because they offer more
gluing surface. Picture gluing two
glass surfaces or two washboards—the
washboards offer much more bonding
surface and so a much stronger bond.
When any product seems not to be
working the way it should, try reading
the instructions. Even I have found
them a valuable source of information.
If all else fails, just call Dave Midgley
on how to mix Aeropoxy Lite—he even
has a video available.
-Windy Urtnowski

We now sell Tom Morris Products
For more information
visit us at: www.clcentral.com or
call us at: 505-332-8007
SEPT/OCT 2006
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DESIGNING /FINISHING

He recently sent me an article about
building light planes and it follows this
introduction. Pay attention because the
guy clearly knows his stuff.
BUILDING LIGHT
Pat Johnston
6-20-06

Brett Buck

972 Henderson Ave Apt 4
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
buckbw@pacbell.net
(408)246-8173

Randy Powell

1755 SW Cozy Ln
Port Orchard, WA 98367
(360) 876-3113
stunter2001@wavecable.com

I

’ve known Pat Johnston for some 20
years. He is a consummate builder
and expert flyer. One of the funny
things about Pat is, he’s utterly honest.
He will bring a new plane to a contest
and I’ll pick it up and notice that not
only is the finish flawless and beautiful,
but his stuff is consistently very, very
light. I swear he pumps in helium just
before a contest. I’ll ask what it weighs
and he will invariably say some number
that can’t possibly be right. “Oh, it’s
60oz” he’ll say when clearly the thing
couldn’t possibly be more than 52oz.
But take a trip to the scales and it is
usually within a 1/10 of an ounce or so
from what Pat said it was. Makes you
wonder what kind of scale other flyers
may use.
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Many people pick up my planes
and comment that they are very light.
Through the years I’ve developed the
technique of building light planes
through habits that determine the
overall outcome of a competitively
light stunt machine. My philosophy
of building super light planes has
moderated somewhat over the years
with the realization that an optimum
weight exists for most any plane. A
few years ago, I had a Shark 45 that
weighed almost 52 ounces. This is
a very competitive weight for a 680
square inch plane. As far as the flight
characteristics went, it was just fine, but
when the engine quit, the penetration
was almost nonexistent. Likewise, I
have observed other Shark 45’s that
are closer to 70 ounces fly just fine. It is
evident there is an envelope where our
designs will fly competitively. I would
like to enunciate my thoughts and a
few techniques to keep the weight
of the plane in this competitive flight
envelope. Following these steps will
result in a plane that is light enough for
serious competition with an allowance
for a finish that can be top drawer.
Before starting any project, there
are several major items that must be
considered, along with the appropriate
supplies needed to build a light
weight plane. Let’s start in on the
considerations first. Here is the list of
how I approach a new building project.
We will use Dee Rice’s wonderful
Oriental Plus (or OP), and Al Rabe’s
beautiful little classic Bearcat for
comparison purposes. Both are within
a couple of square inches of each other,
at just over 600 square inches, but the
two are radically different in overall
size and appearance. Also, both have
target weights in the 50 to 55 ounce
range. The following are the steps used
to start one’s thinking about a new
project.
1. Obviously, pick a plane. The
type of plane you are going to build

will determine just how much of an
effort it will demand to keep light.
Our two subjects can’t be further
apart. The OP is a slim plane setup for
a piped RO-Jett 40. Dee designed this
plane so svelte that the casual observer
doesn’t usually realize it is a piped
ship, with the common “pregnant”
look of many piped planes. Now, the
Bearcat is anything but slim. In fact,
this may be the first time that Bearcat
and “slim” have ever been used in the
same sentence. Of course, the Bearcat’s
portliness is a good portion of its charm.
A real effort is needed to keep this kitty
light. Step 1 establishes your mind set
for the complete approach to the model
in all of the following steps.
2. Next, pick an engine. Consider
the engine that was used on the plane
originally and the target weight of the
designer. The OP is designed around
a light weight 40 Rear Exhaust (RE)
engine with a pipe. Dee uses the ROJett 40RE, so an engine of similar
weight should be considered. If a nonpiped engine such as the Magnum 53
or Super Tigre 51 were used, tail weight
may need to be installed to retain the
CG in the design parameters. Likewise,
the lighter FP35/40 or LA40/46 could
be used with the nose length left intact.
Remember, if the decision is made to
use a “Stunt-Blaster 65” or the like, then
the additional weight of the engine plus
any lead in the tail will be the result.
This may produce good power, but the
nimble maneuvering qualities of any
design may suffer.
The Bearcat traditionally was
powered with a Super Tigre 46. I
decided to use my Magnum 53 for my
Bearcat. This adds about 1 ½ ounces to
the weight budget, but my plan was
to make it with removable wing and
a removable rudder assembly, both
adding a little weight behind the CG.
Obviously this decision will increase
the overall weight by a couple ounces.
3. Select hardware that is light.
Some items are wheels, bellcrank, tail
wheel assembly, pushrods, leadout
guides, and control horns. These all
cost weight, so try to pick hardware
that adds less weight. Every gram adds
up. Notice I said “Gram” not “ounce”.
We need to think in small incremental
amounts. Every part adds weight and
so must be considered. A good example
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is the tail wheel wire. If 3/32” wire is
used as opposed to 1/16” wire, then
it is 2.25 times as heavy. This may not
seem like much, but it is quite a ways
behind the CG. If a plane comes out tail
heavy, it demands twice the weight in
the nose to balance it for the amount of
weight it is tail heavy by. It is amazing
just how much the hardware can weigh
on a collective basis. Wheels can vary
quite a bit in weight. Both Dave Brown
and Dubro put out lines of very light
wheels. Consider these.
4. Wood selection is the big one.
Wood accounts for about half the
weight of the structure before the finish
is started. In our subjects, this is about
20 ounces. Some of the 20 ounces is
hardwood, and plywood, which are a
consistent density. Let’s assume that the
balsa weight budget is 18 ounces. This
presumes that all the wood is 6 pound
per cubic foot density. If light to average
hobby shop wood is used (averaging 8
pound density), then the balsa weight
budget grows to 24 ounces. We just
added 6 ounces to the whole, resulting
in over an 11% increase in overall
weight. Now the performance of our
competition machine is compromised.
When 10# stock is used, the weight
really soars, but the plane won’t. A
weight conscious modeler must make
it an obsession to inspect every sheet
of balsa to insure it has the qualities
needed for the application demanded.
5. The type and application of
finish will be a significant part of the
overall weight of the plane. Consider
the finish budget to be 12% to 18% of
the final weight. I usually apply a dope
finish. Lately my finishes have been a
lot closer to the 18% range. I suppose
“going for it” in the appearance point
category may cost some weight. The
finish area is one that I would love to
see articles written about in Stunt News.
My experience is mostly with dope, but
there are many products out there that
may be wonderful. One thing I would
like to know is if catalyzed clear coatings
(perhaps a urethane) could be applied
over Brodak Dope. My quest is to find
a compatible product that is more fuel
resistant. Along with applied finishes,
a modeler may choose film coverings
such as Monokote. These have the
quality of limiting the overall weight to
an established amount. We have many
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masters of this finishing technique such
as Dan “The Dirt” Rutherford. Dan has
well written articles on this subject.
I should think they are available if
Dan’s arm can be twisted. Be careful
not to twist too much, as Dan is kind
of a sensitive sort. The finish on most
planes of the size of the OP and Bearcat
will be close to the 9 to 12 ounce range.
The Bearcat does have quite a bit of
fuselage area to finish so there will be
a little more weight there.
Now, when all these points are
considered, we can start in on the
project. I’d like to add in some thoughts
and techniques that I employ.
First of all, consider it is rare that
we ever experience a catastrophic
structure failure in our designs. For the
most part, our structures are adequately
overbuilt to say the least. Think about
the nose section. Many times it is
built by laminating 1/16” plywood
doublers to 1/8” balsa sides. I have
been using 1/32” plywood doublers
with 3/32” balsa sides for a long time
with no failures. My 700 square inch
Bearcat used 1/64” plywood doublers.
Of course, the width of the fuselage
on the big Bearcat provided a huge
amount of inherent strength to the
whole. Also in the nose area, I use my
Dremel table saw to hollow out the
maple motor mounts to a 1/16” shell
behind the engine. These are filled with
3/8” balsa so the motor mounts can be
bridged with ½” balsa, making up the
crutch assembly. The former in front of
the wing is usually 1/8” plywood. This
is heavy and may be replaced with a
former made of four layers of 1/16”
balsa that is biased to each other at 45
degrees. Faced with 1/64th plywood
this assembly is half the weight, just
as strong as needed, and has twice the
glue area to the doublers. Grams, think
grams.
Then there are the little things. I use
a 1” square plate of 1/64th plywood for
the top and bottom bellcrank anchor.
This provides the glue area to the center
section sheeting. Then a 3/8” round
button of 1/16th plywood is installed
over the 1/64th plywood, providing
an increased sheer area for the 1/8”
mounting wire. This saves another
few grams. The bonus here is that the
1/64” plywood is easy to attach to the
curvature of the wing airfoil, using CA
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glue. Plywood is heavy and needs to
be considered when we use it in any
application. If a lighter part can be
used, then do it.
I also build up my landing gear
mounting blocks from 1/16th plywood
and 1/8” strips of hardwood flanking
the wire. Those solid 3/8” X ¾” maple
blocks are really heavy. Make each
structure adequate to support the
loads, but no more.
Notice that we did not beef up the
structure. At least in modern designs,
the structure is provided to perform
well and have enough strength to last
for many flights. The tendency for
people to add structure to an existing
design just to make it stronger is
almost always counterproductive. The
supposed extra strength was probably
not needed in the first place and all
that is gained is the extra weight. Until
something is proven to be too lightly
built, then please don’t overbuild it. As
a matter of fact, by making the whole
model lighter, less strength is needed
to support the flight loads, reducing the
weight even further. How far can we
go? Many years ago, Model Aviation
published Scott Bair’s Stuntfire 60,
which was built up similar to a stick
and stringer free flight model. It used a
ST60 for power, had a 670 square inch
wing and weighed 51 ounces. This is a
very cool plane and definitely explores
the outer limits on building light.
Balsa selection is likely the most
important factor of keeping the plane
light. I usually obtain wood from Lone
Star Balsa in Texas. I find it handy to
order the 4-6 pound stock in quantities
of 50 sheets so the stack can be sorted
out and the prime pieces can be
separated for special uses like the tail
sections where weight is so critical.
Wherever you get your wood from,
make sure it is in the 6# range and give
the heavier wood to your buddies that
are building Sunday flyers and are
not so weight conscious. I can’t stress
enough to get in a good supply of light
balsa. You may find that your own
supply is larger by far than most hobby
shops these days. So little building is
done that hobby shops simply do not
carry much of a balsa selection.
Carbon Fiber (CF) is cool stuff,
but have you noticed that I have not
mentioned using any of this material?
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Personally, I don’t like to work with
this stuff for health reasons and find
that balsa and 1/64” plywood is my
own personal miracle material. I’ve
seen models that have CF as part of
their components, but fail to see the
advantage over standard light weight
construction techniques and materials.
One example is sandwiching spars
together with CF tow in between two
layers of balsa. My preference is to just
cut the spars out of 10 pound balsa and
install that. Little weight differences
exist between the two methods and the
all balsa spar is much simpler to make.
The virtues of CF should be discussed
by someone more knowledgeable than
me.
The top secret technique to a light
finish is sandpaper. Big secret that…
There are usually 15 to 20 various coats
of dope in any good finish. I prefer to
use SGM silkspan. This is the heaviest
silkspan commonly available. Between
every coat of dope, it is sanded. At
the very least, it needs to be sanded
every other coat. Remember that
the clear dope in the substrate adds
very little weight. The reason I prefer
SGM silkspan is that it acts as both a
covering and filler at the same time.
The SGM weight of silkspan is not
much heavier than lighter grades of
silkspan and allows for more fill of the
balsa grain. After four to six coats, the
sanded silkspan starts getting glassy
smooth. Enough paper and dope has
been removed to both make a smooth
finish and reduce the weight. Normally
I will start sanding with 220 grit wetor-dry paper and by the time the
plane is sanded a few times, the 220
grit starts acting more like 320 grit.
Find what works for you and then use
that technique. Whatever nuances are
used, the important thing is to remove
unwanted material. For complete
finishing instructions consult Windy
Urtnowski and his tapes on finishing
techniques. The final goal is to produce
a quality light finish.
One area that will make or break
a plane for staying light is the weight
of the tail components. Simply put, if
the tail is too heavy by a half an ounce,
it will take an ounce in the nose to
rebalance it. Now we have gained a
collective 1 ½ ounces. Conversely, if
the tail is ½ ounce too light, all it takes
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is ½ ounce of lead to re-set the Center of
Gravity (CG). As long as the structural
integrity of the tail is maintained, my
goal is to pick the lightest wood that has
even, strong grain and use that in the
tail. This is why I build up stabilizers
on my planes using a rear trailing edge
strip of 1/8” X ½” that tapers towards
the tips. With light 1/16” sheeting
installed, the center of the stab is 5/8”
thick. The thickness gives the strength,
with the overall structure remaining
light. Along with this technique, the
elevators can be built up with ribs,
which not only is light, but also provides
a realistic appearance. Exceptions
to building light tail assemblies are
some classic designs. One that comes
to mind is Steve Wooley’s Cobra.
The Cobra used a Fox 35 with a shaft
extension up front which made the
nose very long. Remember this was
the time when mufflers were not used,
either. The engine package was very
light and when installing modern stunt
motors into this design, the builder
must keep in mind that many modern
stunt motors with their corresponding
mufflers are distinctly heavier. Along
with this, the Cobra’s fuselage is very
slender and the tail isn’t nearly as large
as most modern stunters. If the tail is
built using light weight methods, the
final result is likely to be that weight
will be needed in the tail anyway. As a
final thought on the Cobra, the stab is
very slender and can suffer from being
too weak. A fracture can result in the
stabilizer center section, so very firm
wood selection is a good idea, especially
since the tail will probably need the
weight, anyway. I have to admit that
there is a fine line between “Black Art”
and Engineering when it comes to
sorting out just how light to build the
tail and juggling that with the engine
weight and nose length. As a rule, if the
nose is short, that means that the tail
can be built light, or perhaps better put,
must be built light. My personal view
is that planes with short noses usually
are inherently lighter than long nosed
planes. That is, as long as the tail is kept
light. This is a rule of thumb and lots of
factors go into the complete package,
such as engine weight, tail volume, and
tail moments.
I would like to mention something
when it comes to comparing nose

moments and tail moments. The
common orthodoxy is to use the figure
for the nose moment as the distance
from the leading edge of the wing to the
back of the spinner. Like-wise the tail
moment is commonly measured from
the flap hinge line to the elevator hinge
line. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE! Do
not use this as any reasonable means for
assessing nose and tail length. The only
meaningful figure to use for either is
their reference to the CG. Every change
in weight for engine components and
different tail construction techniques
must be considered with its relationship
of the distance to the CG. Besides, with
the orthodox method of describing tail
moments, what kind of figure does a
non-flapped plane like the Ringmaster
get? All planes have a CG and noses
and tails can always be measured to
that point. There is no charge for my
little sidelight on this subject.
The one item I have not mentioned
yet is the use of scales. This is the last
item, and distinctly the most important.
Please pay attention to this section. I
really mean it. Otherwise I’ll have to
send the boys out to talk to you. Enough
threats… Scales are the one tool that a
weight conscious builder simply must
have. I consider them as my most
important tools. My most used scale
is a 16 ounce scale that has about a 3”
dial face. Parts can be measured on this
with accuracy to well less than a 1/10th
of an ounce. For the most part this is
used for making comparisons between
components, sorting and measuring
balsa for density, and simply weighing
anything less than a pound. A scale
similar to this is currently available at
Wal-Mart for less than $15. This is a
bargain price for the best investment of
tools in the shop. The next scale that is
useful is a larger dial face scale that is
capable to measuring up to either 5 or
10 pounds. My preference would be a 5
pound scale, but mine is the 10 pound
unit that was purchased in a yard scale
for $2 over 30 years ago. Obviously one
of the best $2 I ever spent. This scale
is great for weighing the whole weight
of the plane. Peluose Scale Company
makes these for postal package
weighing purposes. Stationary stores
carry them, but you must be prepared
to spend towards $30 for one. The
ultimate scale is a triple beam scale. My
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flying buddy Jim Welch has one and
this scale has a range and accuracy that
is spooky. I understand that a scale like
this is really expensive, so pay attention
at yard sales and the like. If you see
one, check it out, buy it, and send it to
me. Fast. In this modern age, we can
get really good electronic digital scales.
These are very handy with their large
range and good accuracy. I suspect a
modeler can do with this sort of scale
just fine as a one scale operation. Since
I have had my old scales for so long,
I am not acquainted very well with
digital scales. I think that a discount
tool store like Harbor Freight will have
a selection of digital scales that would
fill the bill. When weighing extremely
light components, a powder scale for
reloading ammunition (gun nut here)
will yield very accurate measurements
with dead on consistency. Now, one
simple scale that can be kept in your
shirt pocket while going to the hobby
shop to buy wood is a swinging balance
letter scale. This little device has a clamp
for letters and a counter weight swings
a pointer on a scale to measure letters.
The range is zero to three ounces or the
equivalent in grams on the back side.
Once again, some stationary stores do
handle this and they are usually less
than $2. Great little tool at a bargain
price. We use these for weighing
indoor free flight planes for the winter
activities.
I hope this provides an insight into
my approach to building light weight
stunt planes. I would encourage the
writers out there to do “how to” articles
on further subjects such as finishes,
use of CF, and any developments
of hardware for our use. Feel free
to contact me for any questions or
comments.

then do the same for the leading edge of
the stab, take away bits of superfluous
wood from ribs, etc., after awhile you
look and you’ve lifted an ounce off
the plane. If you are hollowing out a
wingtip, make sure that you get it as
thin as possible without compromising
structural integrity. When doing top
and bottom blocks on a fuselage, either
use molded balsa units of the thinnest
material you can get away with or again,
be conscientious in hollowing and
thinning such items. When I do blocks,
I usually do the external shaping then
weigh the block and mark it. I then start
hollowing. I have a ballpark figure,
based on the un-hollowed weight, that
I think I should be able to get the block
to. I keep going until I either determine
that more hollowing will compromise
the block or I hit that target weight and
perhaps a little more.
There are many places within the
structure that weight can be removed.
You just have to watch out for them
and as Pat says, use a scale.
Until next time, build light.
-Randy Powell

Access Hatch

R

ecently, a friend asked about the
hatch system I use for control
adjustment. I suppose there are many
ways to do this. Some use a plate, screw
and blind nut, other a sliding door sort
of system. (A few years ago I came up
with this) It’s a round, screw in hatch
door. It has the benefit of needing no
tools to access and stays pretty secure.
Below, I’ve outlined the steps to
building one. Not too tough, I did this
in about an hour.
First, decide how you want to
cut the hole. Fitting it can be a bit
of a challenge. The easiest way I’ve
found is to find a chunk of thin walled
pipe. I have used a piece of 1.75”
diameter aluminum tube that the end
is sharpened to make a cutter. This can
work pretty slick. But unfortunately for
this plane, I can’t make the hatch 1.50”
in diameter to fit the fuselage side and
couldn’t fine a piece of tube around the
correct size. So had to do it the hard
way and cut it out with a knife. Easiest
is to draw your line (I used a compass)
and cut the thing out a bit smaller than
the hole and sand to the line then cut
another piece of wood and again sand
down to the line.

Pat Johnston
pjohnston@idahopower.com
Back to me. A couple of minor tricks
that I will add to Pat’s compendium.
Air weighs less than wood so anywhere
that wood can be removed without
substantially weakening the structure,
do it. Pay attention to the details.
Removing wood from the back side
of a wing leading edge, for instance,
doesn’t seem like much gain for the
effort involved, but if you remove it
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Next, glue some 1/64” plywood
to the back cross grained to stabilize
the hatch door. Once that’s done, sand
it to shape and fit it to the hole in the
fuselage. This is a good time to take
the surface down so it is flush with the
fuselage side.
Once that’s fitted, cut out the
backing piece that is glued to the inside
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of the fuselage side. I cut this out of
1/64” plywood and combine it with
the double to support the stabilizer.

sand a bit and work the area to give you
clearance so that the locking bar can be
inserted through the ear cutout.
Try the fit. You should be able to
insert the locking bar through and
rotate it 90 degrees. Once you can do
that, take a pen and put dots on each

keeps the hatch from rotating when
your flying. Always a good thing.
Last is to cut a slot in the top of the
hatch to insert a plate that you’ll use
to rotate the hatch on and off from the
outside. Here is the thing completed.
So, that’s it. It really is pretty easy
once you try it a couple of times. You
get a slick hatch that is pretty easy to
operate and give you enough room to
actually adjust the controls without
dinging up the finish.
As always, if you have any
question, feel free to ask.
-Randy Powell

The hole in the backing piece, that
is the seat for the hatch, is pretty easy
to set up. Just draw the 1.5” circle as
shown and come in about 1/8”-3/16”
and draw another circle, then clip out
the “ears” that allows the locking bar to
insert through the backing plate.
Put the hatch in and draw the
location for the locking bar. For the
bar, I use a piece of 1/32” plywood as a
spacer that is glued to the hatch then a
piece of 1/16” plywood as the locking
bar. Just glue the spacer in first in the
center, then the locking bar over that.
Try fitting it through the ears cutouts
to see it if fits. If not, you may need to
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side with the bar in the vertical position.
Take the hatch back out and put a drop
of slow CA on each dot. This creates a
sort of lump that the locking bar has to
pass over when the hatch is close and
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ELECTRIC FLIGHT

Will Moore

36 State Street
Woonsocket, R.I. 02895
(508) 272-1060
wmflyelectric@verizon.net

W

att’s Up !
Hi everyone.
Well, Walt Brownell has done it
again. He has designed a stunning
twin-engine electric stunt ship. He is
still trimming the airplane, but tells me
it flies very well. He put a lot of thought
into this design, and it was a serious
exercise of gray matter to figure out
the proper power system power and
layout. There are so many options and
considerations with twin engine. Do
you use two of everything, including
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the ESC’s, the
timers, and the
batteries,
for
redundancy?
Do you splice
everything
in
and hook up
the motors in
parallel,
and
everything else
slaving to those
two
motors?
What are the
advantages of
each – what are
the
liabilities
of each. How
do
those
decisions effect Gemini – Twin electric stunt model by Walt Brownell
construction, battery placement, weight definitive answers ( if there are any)
Walt has both
distribution? Does one method offer to these questions.
weight and flight advantages over the props turning counter-clockwise for
other. Will one perform a little better now. No doubt, he will be doing some
than the other ? What do you think ? experimentation down the road and
help us with the answers.
Where would you start ?
So here is his report – enjoy!
Of course the implications of a twin
The “twin” bug bit me sometime
setup is intriguing, in consideration of
flight characteristics and trim. Would around Thanksgiving 2005. Both
counter-rotating props neutralize “Windy” and Bob Hunt had told me
gyroscopic progression and torque? that smaller electric motors were more
Does it really make that much difference? efficient and therefore a twin electric
Would it neutralize any bad habits we would be more efficient that a similar
do not know about? Will it introduce size model with a single motor. My
effects that would be undesirable ? Is homework using MOTOCALC had
electric different than glow in these also theoretically verified that premise.
regards? Is there a hidden variable ? For example: two motors turning 9
Should the inside motor produce just inch props have a combined thrust
a little more thrust than the outboard area of 127.2 sq. inches, while a 12
motor to ensure line tension? Or, inch diameter prop has a thrust area of
should they be exactly the same? If they 113.1 sq. inches – 11% less. This is not
are counter-rotating, in which direction a conclusive example as many other
should each motor turn?
Should factors must be considered. However, I
the outside motor turn clockwise or really wanted to find out for myself.
counterclockwise.
I have been told
that the full size P38 needed to have
it’s props turning
counter to each
other, both props
passing upwards
as it passed by the
fuselage.
Going
the other way
caused
serious
flight
problems
with the machine.
So, it would be
of interest to get
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My experience flying larger models
in the wind, convinced me to keep the
size and weight down to approx. a 60
oz. airplane. In addition, I wanted to
build a semi-scale twin. Since I was
not sure of the power train, a model
that was rugged and adaptable to
different motor/battery combinations
was desired. After much searching I
found a Squadron book [publication
# 189, French bombers of WW2]. The
Amiot 370 caught my eye. This aircraft
established 4 World speed records over
a 1243 mile course in 1938. It was not a
bomber, but was used for international
mail delivery. I decided to draw up the
plans for my twin based loosely on this
aircraft.

one timer would work. I decided on
the battery as the same one used in
my ARCANGEL model. This was a
Thunder Power TP4000mah 4S2P. It is
a 4 cell Li-po battery with 14.8 volts.
Now my next job was to find a motor.
After many days of searching I found
three serious candidates. MOTOCALC
was then used to compare each motor in
a theoretical twin airframe. I started by
choosing the lightest (3.66 oz) and best
performing motor using 18 amps as my
limiting parameter. The motor selected
is the Torque 2818T/900 and is made
by Extreme Flight. It is available from
Atlanta Hobbies for about $80.00. The
motor has a 388 peak watt rating with
a maximum of 35 amps. Continuous
amps at 25 with a
suggested 3 cell
Li-po battery. I
am going to use 18
amps and a 4 cell
battery (14.8volts).
That is 266 watts
or 532 watts for

The electric configuration would
involve two unknown small motors
with one Phoenix 35 ESC for each
motor, as well as one battery and
one timer mounted in the fuselage. I
had verified with Sergio Zigras that

the two twin motors.
NOTE: I have
found a rough rule
of thumb for sizing a
stunt model to be 120
watts input for each
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pound of model flying weight. This
means on a 64 oz model (4 lb.) you will
need about 480 watts to do the pattern
in normal winds.
Now that I had the power train
selected, I preceded to complete my
plans and begin construction.
GEMINI twin airframe design
specs.
58 in. wingspan, 640 sq. in. wind
area
Fuselage – 39.5 in long.
26 in. span for stab/elevator; 128
sq. in area.
Target weight – 62 oz.
(Actual
weight – 65 oz. including wing tip
weight )
My design uses molded fuselage
pieces, so a mold was made.
Symmetrical top and bottom shapes
helped with installation, keep this to a
one full length mold for all parts. Next,
I built a scale mock-up of the nacelles
and fuselage to verify the battery
harness and the ESC wiring harness
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size and installation through the wing.
Bulkheads were added to mount and
test run the motors to measure the watts
and amps with various props. I found
a 9 in dia CAM prop with 6” labeled
pitch was the right size for 18 amps.
Now I was able to size the landing gear
and finalize the nacelle shape and size.
The wing has normal built-up ribs,
spars, cap strips, L.E. & T. E. sheeting.
Also sheeted sections at center, nacelles
and tips. Medium silkspan and Brodak
dope were used to cover. Solid sheet
flaps were used. The vertical fin,
stab & elevator are built up with
.050 balsa sheeting on all surfaces.
Medium silkspan and dope were used
throughout. The nacelle cowls are steel;
gear is 1/8” wire with 2 ½ inch wheels.
The fuselage is carved balsa sides with
molded 1/16” top and bottom shells.
The lower removable battery access
fairing is carved balsa with a NASA
flush air scoop. As you can tell, this
is not a light electric construction, but
traditional PAMPA stunt building. It
is my plan to make this a flying test bed
to try out new products and find out
what really works.
A removable air exit fairing
on each nacelle bottom provides
access provisions for the ESC wiring
connections This also provides access to
the landing gear retainer. Small super
magnets hold the fairings in place.
The battery and timer are accessed by
removal of a lower fuselage shell ( one
4-40 bolt). This fairing also provides
cooling air flow with a flush scoop. The
air exit is built into the fuselage. The
round steel cowls provide access and
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cooling air to the motors and ESC’s.
The photos do not show any spinners
but I plan to try them during my flight
testing
The C.G. came out at the aft limit
with no ballast. I added 1 ½ oz. tip
weight and carefully flew my first flight
with the timer set for 2 ½ minutes. To
my surprise, Gemini was very stable
with no “hunting” tendencies. I used
.018 dia. Stranded lines 67 feet eye to
eye. My props were Graupner CAM
gr/ep 9X6 (9.2 dia, 4.5“ pitch actual).
The lap time was 4.6 seconds which
is too fast for me. Using my Prather
pitch gage and hot water I depitched
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the props to 4.1”. With these props and
a 6 minute timer run, Gemini flew the
full pattern in a light but gusty wind
on the 3rd flight July 6, 2006. I have
just received a JMP-2 timer and plan
to start using it next week. Will Moore
has convinced me of the advantages of
using this timer.
This is an exciting time period for
electric stunt. There are many new
developments happening as this article
is being written. On the horizon is a
smart timer and lighter batteries. It
will not be long before there are enough
modelers flying electric stunt, that a
power train with a smart timer will
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be nearly a standard set-up (that will
change and improve with age ). I often
wonder, what will our NATs look like
in 5 years ?!
Thank you again, Walt !
By the time you read this, Spain’s
event will be history, and model
aviation will have entered into another
historic event. Electric aircraft for the
first time was flown there, namely Bob
Hunt’s ship and possibly others.
Technology in electric flight is
moving rapidly. There is another
modified JMP-2 timer that I have just
finished testing in prototype. It has
a gradual speed increase that you
program to compensate for the slight
voltage drop. That now has officially
been addressed and need not be of
concern to us any longer. This timer will
keep the power constant throughout
the pattern. It will even gradually
increase if you wish it to – your choice.
Jean-Marie is also designing a timer/
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control which
will try to keep
the
airplane
at
constant
speed through
maneuvers.
– not constant
RPM,
but
constant speed
of the aircraft
in relation to
mother earth.
It will also
offer a slight
“kick” during
the maneuver,
simulating
a
two/four glow
engine
break
And the pulse
of
increased
power will be
proportional to
how abrupt the
maneuver is.
If you do a
loop, the power
increase will be
gentle to keep
up
airspeed.
If you bang a
square corner,
the power will
pulse stronger
and
respond
quicker. These parameters will be
controllable and programmable by
the end user. Do not ask me how he
is doing this, but if he pulls this off, it
will have dramatic repercussions for
electric flight, and serious advancement
in precision stunt. I dare say the
advantages of such a set up would
allow precise maneuvers executed
smoothly and gracefully (and quietly)
– and will represent a serious challenge
to any glow or gas ship out there now.
That is the ultimate goal of precision
aerobatics, is it not ? The only lag right
now is battery weight, and it is not an
overly serious penalty.
An electric
power set up compared to a glow set
up , in a 500 to 650 sq. in. airplane has
a weight penalty of approximately 6
to 10 oz. maybe a little less if a glow
engine was running a piped system.
It is getting close. The next serious
battery technology will make electric
equal or lighter in weight than glow.

When that happens, electric will have
an overwhelming advantage in flight
characteristics and serious competitors
will have to think carefully about what
to do next.
Walt Brownell offers an intriguing
question about the NATS in five
years. It will be interesting to see what
happens as it all unfolds for us all.
Talk to you later. Get those creative
juices flowing and build an electric
stunt ship for yourself. Get to know
first hand what we are talking about.
If you have borrowed this magazine,
and do not have a subscription, shame
on you. Get involved and support
PAMPA, and this magazine. It is one
of the best combinations of material
and organization on this planet
-Will Moore
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FLY ON THE WALL

Hoyt Hawkins

34 Arledge Dr.
Attalla, Al 35954
(256) 538-0110
hoythawkins@bellsouth.net

My Love Affair with the P40
Warhawk

I

was five years old in 1940 when my
father took me to an Army Air Corp
base to watch take-offs and landings of
the military airplanes. That day I saw
a Curtiss P-40 for the first time. A” love
affair” began that has never waned
and will not go away. When
I was in 4th grade my teacher
taught the class to recognize
US Army airplanes versus
enemy planes, from the air.
She used two view silhouettes
and allowed us to look at
pictures of war planes from
all countries in magazines. I
got to look at a P-40 every
day of school that year.
By age ten I built my
first model airplane, a solid
balsa model, purchased at
McClellan’s 5 and Dime
store. I remember the brand
was “Hawk” which was
nickname for my father. It
was a Curtiss P-40, and the
picture on the box showed
the tiger’s mouth of the
American Volunteer Group.
That really set me on fire. For
the next ten years I built many
rubber band powered models
of anything I could find. I
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built three or four P-40s and one had
Chinese stars on the wings. I thought
they were fantastically different and
beautiful.
During World War Two balsa
wood became scarce. Many rubber
powered kits had formers made of 1/16
in. think hard cardboard. They did
have one-sixteenth inch square balsa
strips. These were used for stringers
on the fuselage, spars in the wing, and
ribs in the tail feathers. I never bought
a kit that had die-cut parts. Parts were
printed on sheets of balsa and had to be
cut out by hand. I carry a few scars on
my fingers from cuts by the single edge
razor blades I used to cut those parts.
In 1952 I saw Bob Elliot and Harris
Grimes fly Bob’s Flying Tiger at a
contest in Atlanta. At that time in my
life I considered it be most beautiful
model airplane I had ever seen. It was
not scale, but to me it was an excellent
replica of a P-40 Warhawk. Bob and
“Cooty” Grimes flew it so well, it was
easy for me to dream that day, that I
was flying in a real one, chasing a Zeros
across the sky.
By 1953 I was a high school senior,
doodling with drawings of P-40s
instead of studying. Several times I
was admonished and had to stay after
school in Study Hall. That didn’t stop
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my day dreaming about P-40s and
doodling sketches of them. By the
time I finished high school, I had built
and flown three of Bob Elliott’s P-40
designs. Two were from the awful
Berkley kit with the two-piece metal
cowl, and hard, heavy balsa. That year
I met Bob Elliott and Harris Grimes
and visited him at his home in College
Park, Georgia.
Joe Ed Jones, my friend since grade
school, taught me all about building
light models using contest grade balsa.
I met Joe in 1948. To this day he is the
best model builder I have ever met.
And I have met a lot of modelers in
the past 60 years. Joe flew free flight,
speed, and Stunt back in the early
fifties and sixties. He was the only kid
in our town of 52,000 that could fly
mono-line speed. When Joe graduated
from high school in 1952 he got a job
in Atlanta at Walthour and Hood
Distributing Company. That was the
number one distributor for anything
to do with model airplanes and related
accessories. I would visit him later.
On May 2, 1953 I won my first
trophy flying Senior Stunt at a contest
in Alexander City, Alabama. Bob Elliot
was first in Open, Harris Grimes was
first in Senior, I was second in Senior,
and Walt Pyron was first in Junior. We
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all were flying Bob’s P-40. I did not
get to meet either one of them and I
made myself a promise that someday
I would. I also made myself a promise
that someday I would design a control
line Stunt model that would be very
close to scale and it would do the
pattern as well as any model could.
That same year, after graduating
from High School, I caught a Trailway
bus to Atlanta to visit Joe Jones. I held
my latest Elliott P-40 in my lap the last
120 miles. The bus stopped at every
pig trail and the trip took just about all
day.
Joe had been flying speed with
Bob and Walt Pyron, and he had
competed as a Senior at the Nationals,
in 1951 and 1952. Joe and I visited with
Bob and Harris Grimes. I was quite
excited. Harris, or “Cootie” as he was
nicknamed, was my age and we got
along well. Bob’s models had superb
finishes as did Walt’s and Harris’s. He
really knew how to put a finish on a
model airplane. Bob had a room full of
trophies for all classes of model flying,
but mostly for Stunt. He flew all classes
of speed. After a week with Joe and
the Atlanta Conspiracy, or Veco Stunt
Team, as they were one time known, I
was inspired. I returned to Gadsden,
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Alabama determined to
build a contest winning
Bob Elliot P-40, and
daydreamed of becoming
the World’s greatest Stunt
Pilot. Little did I know
what lay in store for the
Hawk.
In 1954, I finished
a fourth Elliott P-40,
except for the final paint.
I flunked ROTC and lost
my deferment. About to
be drafted, I enlisted in
the Air Force. I hung the
model on my bedroom
wall and headed for San
Antonio, Texas. It would
be three more years before
I would finish this one.
In 1956, I was assigned
to Osan AB, Korea.
Fortunately the hostilities
were over and Air Force
life was pretty much
routine. We had drills,
about every month had
a simulated attack. We
dropped whatever we were doing and
raced to the armory for our carbine rifle
with no ammunition. We would then
be positioned in bunkers around the
base. There was a Service Club, a Movie
Theater, a Hobby Shop, a Library, and
Non-Commissioned Officer’s Club.
I always managed to end up in the
bunker near the Base Library and after
the drill alert I would visit for a while.
It became my favorite place. That’s
where I discovered a book entitled
Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft. It had
pictures of hundreds of airplanes,
many I had never seen nor heard of. I
turned to the P-40 Warhawk first. The
Curtiss P-40N caught my eye. As far
as I knew, no one had designed a Stunt
version using the lines and features of
this airplane. A semi-scale model of this
airplane would surely garner 10 points
for originality, and I could be liberal
with the details for 10 more. With a
Bob Elliott finish I could nail down
another 10 points. And 10 points for
workmanship would be a snap. Yep!
This was going to be a 40 pointer.
I did not know the first thing about
drafting. But one of my buddies did.
He offered to teach me how use the
drafting tools he had access to. I caught

on rather fast and within a month had
my set of three-views to a scale. Now I
had to get my ideas for the Stunt model
on paper in the shape of three view
construction drawings. I had already
determined that it would have a 57 inch
wing and would be about the same size
of Bob Palmer’s Thunderbird.
In June 1957 I was picked to attend
a Model Airplane Contest at Kimpo,
Korea. I built a Kenhi Bobcat, a Proto
Speed model, two “Quicker” combat
ships and a Hand-Launch glider. If I
made that team I would be sent TDY to
Japan for the Far East Air Force Model
Airplane Championships. If I were to
make the FEAF Team I would go to the
USAF Model Airplane Championships
in the States, held at Shaw Air Force
Base, South Carolina.
At the Kimpo AB contest I flew the
Bobcat in Stunt, C Speed, and B speed.
I won first in Stunt and first in C Speed.
I put an Enya 29 in it and won second
in B Speed. I flew the Riley Wooten
Quickers to first in Combat. I was
second in Proto Speed. I lost the hand
launch glider in a thermal while test
flying it, but I squeaked out enough
points to make the Korea Team. I was
on my way to Japan.
The Kimpo contest trophies were
hand made, spun brass pots, with lids
and saucers. Each was engraved with
a floral design. They were highly
polished. They were beautiful, and I
was very proud of my five. When I got
back to my barracks I unpacked them
and set them on my bunk. I was quick
to show them to the Korean houseboy
in my hut. He doubled over with
laughter. “You crazy GI, that Mamma
San’s bed pan. She catchie pee pee in
it.”
I built a Veco Chief and modified
the fuselage to look like Bob Elliott’s
Flying Tiger for the Far East Air Force
Championship. I built a big box
about the size of refrigerator and very
carefully packed the airplanes in it. The
C-124 took 8 hours to reach Tachikawa
AB, Japan and it was hot the day we
landed. I discovered that I had little
time to practice or test fly anything.
(To be continued)Making the
Air Force Team and meeting Johnny
Brodbeck and Jim Shaftig.
-Hoyt Hawkins
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FLYING THE
MANEUVERS

Owen Richards

4532 12th St. Ct. E.
Ellenton, FL 34222
941-723-6571
richplane@aol.com

I

t’s time to come up with another
article and I haven’t flown 5 flights
since I wrote the last one. However, the
reason for that is (I mentioned it at the
end of the last article) I now have a new
a new aorta installed and working well
so far. I did have a gastro problem that
really put me out of commission. I
dropped 25 pounds but now everything
seems to be coming back to normal.
I am always very active, but for the
last 6 to 8 weeks, I’ve just been sitting
around the house. Doing “nuttin”
gets old in a hurry. I watched TV
until I couldn’t stand it, read airplane
magazines until I couldn’t see anymore;
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even read Model Aviation magazines
that were 15 to 20 years old.
At the end of my last article, I
said that next time we’ll talk about
trimming your airplane. Well lo and
behold; the next issue of Stunt News
had 2 or 3 articles about trimming out
your airplane. There was anything and
everything you would want to know
about it! So there is nothing I can add
to the subject.
Why is it that I fly control line
airplanes? In the 70s I tried RC Pattern.
I flew this for 3 to 5 years. I didn’t do
badly, but I never got very good at it. Of
course, I was working at the time and
that left very little time for practice. In
the 80s, along came Giant Scale. I dove
right into this and had a good time for
quite a while; but things began to get a
little stale.
Well, I really like to compete and
IMAC was getting a pretty good hold,
so we’ll try some IMAC. I learned the
Sportsman pattern and competed in
that for 3 years. Didn’t do too badly, but
to get any better, I had to have better
equipment. The minimum outlay to be
competitive would have been close to
$5,000. I was getting close to retirement
and planes and equipment of this type
were not in my future.
I was flying one day at Fermi Lab
where I was a member, and noticed a
grass circle near the edge of the field.
After a while, a couple of guys came
out and started to fly control line. I
didn’t even know they flew U Control
anymore. I had flown U Control from
about 1944 to about 1962; had to give it
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up to raise a family. I was looking over
the planes these guys were flying, and
I got to thinking, “I bet I could still do
that.”
When I got back home, I rummaged
around my “stuff” and came up with a
SIG Fazor kit and an old Super Tigre .60
and I thought, “this will do”. So I built it
up and got it ready to fly. I talked to the
guys some more at Fermi lab and they
said they would help me get started.
Well one Saturday morning came and
my wife Lou and I went to the field
where they were supposed to meet me
at 10:00 a.m. I got everything ready to
fly and they didn’t show up on time. So
at 10:30 a.m. I told my wife, Lou, just
what to do. Started up the engine and
away we go. Took off, a little shaky but
under control and flew it for 59 laps. I
managed to land the plane and fell flat
on my face! So now the guys show up
and sorry that they were late but not
to worry. The plane was in one piece,
I was over my dizziness and the U
Control bug had sunk his teeth into me
very hard and fast. I thought, “boy, this
can be a lot of fun and yet, it didn’t cost
a fortune”. By the way, the SIG Fazor is
a profile RC model but it turned into a
very nice U Control plane.
I was already looking for the next
plane to build and I have never stopped.
I did retire and moved to Florida and
have a nice shop to work in. In the last
8 or 9 years I have built over 40 control
line planes. I’m not the best builder or
finisher, but they don’t look all that
bad and some of them really fly well. I
belong to the “Tampa Bay Line Flyers”
control line club here in Florida and
they are a great bunch of guys. In fact,
this article wouldn’t get to Stunt News
if it weren’t for Paul Sequira. I don’t
type so I give Paul my hand printed
copy and he types it into his computer
and sends it in for me. Thank you so
much Paul. I do practice a lot; but then
I have to. I’m in my mid 70s and stuff
doesn’t come as easily as it used to.
I like to build my planes; have only
built a few kits. I like to build from
plans best. I keep a pretty good supply
of balsa and plywood on hand. As of
yet, I haven’t bought an ARF but I’m
really not against it, just haven’t done
it yet.
I started competing in Beginner,
went to Intermediate in 2 years, then
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Advanced for 2 years. Now I have one
year in Expert and getting a slow start
on my second year. I like to attend all
the contests I can and I have to say
most all control line people are good
people.
PAMPA does present a seminar
on how to judge precision aerobatics.
It takes place at the Nationals at the
Headquarters hotel. On Monday night
at the hotel, there is about a threehour session where they go over every
maneuver in detail and you learn what
to look for and where to look for it. On
Tuesday morning, all judges meet on
the “L Pad” for a live workout session.
There are 5 pilots who each put up a
flight to be judged. The judges score
each flight, then form a circle and
compare their scores.
If you can find the time, you should
attend one of these seminars. You will
see what your mistakes are and you
will learn what the judges are looking
for. I can almost guarantee your scores
will improve. If you have been judged
by a National trained judge, you have
been judged by the best.
Before I started competing, I
visited the NATs to watch the stunt
competition. I remember watching Bob
Gieseke fly the whole pattern and I’m
thinking, “Who in the world can beat
this guy?” If I remember correctly, he
finished in about 8th place. At that time
I couldn’t figure it out. I have been to
that judging seminar 3 times, and I now
find myself judging just about every
flight I see. Now I even see the top dogs
make mistakes; not as many or not as
flagrant as the majority, but they still
make them. The best way for you to
improve is to practice; know what to
practice and know how to practice. It
is best if you can have a flying buddy
to watch and critique your flying.
Then you will know what and how to
improve your pattern.
Now when you go out to practice
your pattern, there are some specific
things to work on. To start with is the
take off. Let the plane roll out 1/8th
or 1/4th lap and very gently lift off,
continue a shallow but steady climb so
that when you reach one lap, you will be
at 5’. Now continue on for 2 more laps
at 5’ and you have your first maneuver
in the bag. I’m watching you at contests
and a lot of points are dropped on this
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maneuver. If possible, it is good to start
your take-off fairly close to where the
judges are standing. You will be taking
off slightly downwind but it should be
much smoother.
You are going to do many
maneuvers where you must go straight
up or straight down (reverse wingover,
square loops or eights). Be sure you do
just that. Any degree off 90° is going to
be a deduction. In doing square loops;
it is defined as 4 equal sides, 2 are
vertical and 2 are horizontal. The top is
to be at 45° and the bottom at 5’. Many
of you don’t know where 45° is. Many
of the square loops are too tall and too
wide. This means you are over 45° at
the top and the sides are not equal in
length. All this holds true for inside
and outside square loops and also the
square eights. To make these mistakes
will cost you points; and I’m telling
you, the judges are looking for any of
these mistakes.
This will give you something to
practice on and hopefully you will see
your score improve.
In the last issue of Stunt News, I
wrote about the racks I have built which
hold 8 planes each. Also, pictures of my
bench with the glass top and markings
to build from. I don’t know why or
what happened but they didn’t appear
in Stunt News. Sorry.
Remember to practice.
-Owen Richards
Editors
Note:
Stunt
News
apologizes for the mistake of omitting
the pictures from the last issue and
publishes them now.
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qualification rounds, everything was
a positive and pleasant experience. I
encourage all Control Line fliers to
attend the NATs next year.
I had intended to put together
an assortment of pictures of all the
personalities at this years NATs;
however, after reviewing all the photos
that I had gathered, I decided to feature
the NATs Beginner event.
I was very delighted to find that
there are in fact youthful personalities
that are interested in Control Line
competition. While we all realize the
days of school yards filled with youth
flying Control Line is a by gone era, a
trip to the NATs reveals there are still
young men and women who enjoy the
tug of a control handle in their hands.
Even though the Beginner pattern is
basic and abbreviated, the competition
is fierce and serious. These young men
and women enter the circle with two
things on their minds, to have fun and
fly the best pattern they can.
Allen Brickhaus organizes an

PERSONALITIES

Louis Rankin

1262 Mathis Road
Atoka, TN 38004-7902
(901) 837-1511
lwr_@msn.com

F

eaturing:
NATs Beginner Youth

John Peters at a youthful 70 years old was the
most senior competitor in Beginner. (Brickhaus
photo)

John Paris and his son Mike. Mike, at seven
years old was the youngest competitor.
(Brickhaus photo)

Beginner Winners! From left to
right: Ryan Young, Thiago Leume, Alex
Royal, Michael Paris, Chris Stevens,
and Grace Paris. Thiago Leume came
all the way from Brazil to compete in
the Beginner event! (Brickhaus photo)
Just got back from my first NATSs
experience. Except for the weather
during the Advanced and Expert
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outstanding Beginner contest. There
were Lots-O-Prizes and many smiles
on all the competitor’s and organizer’s
faces. Out of all the C/L events at the
NATs, the Beginner event was the most
rewarding to watch. Thanks to Allen
and all those who helped in making the
Beginner event a success!
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I propose a challenge to all who
plan on attending the NATs next year.
Bring someone with you to compete
in the Beginner event. The experience
will be educational and beneficial. The
Beginner pattern is easy to learn and
the equipment is readily available and
inexpensive. So, purchase a suitable kit
or ARF for that young man or women
that you know and get them flying.
The joy you reap in watching them will
be more rewarding than winning the
Walker Cup.
-Louis Rankin
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Ryan Young, 12, from Houston, TX. (Brickhaus photo)
John’s daughter Grace Paris, 13, also competed in the beginner event.

Joann Lynch from Memphis, TN and Jane Barker from New Albany, IN volunteered to tabulate.
(Brickhaus photo)
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SPORT FLYING

John Ashford

830 SE 19th
Paris, TX 75460
(903) 739-2558
jcashford@cox.net

W

Proud Grandpa Bill with Ryan and the Tananger Ryan built.

ell, as I write this, the NATs are
going on and the USA team is in
Spain so all the big boys are out playing
in the majors. I wish them all well and
hope they have good weather and are
all “in the zone”
I reported last time on the demise of
the ECLECTIC and wouldn’t you know
the SKYLARK is now also history. I
was at Houston for their contest and
spent a couple of days as a guest of
Bill and Mary Rutherford prior to the
big doin’s over the weekend. We had
been flying everyday and I was getting
really comfortable with the Skylark
and feeling good about my flying. Bill
and I were joined on the field by Bill’s
grandson, Ryan Young and he really is
coming along. By the time you read this
Ryan will be up to Intermediate and I
think he will be a force to be reckoned
with in the not too distant future.
Saturday dawned with clouds,
wind and the threat of thunderstorms.
The storms didn’t happen but the wind
sure did. It was pretty steady at 15 +
with gusts to 25-26. I have actually been
practice flying in the wind (up to about
15) so although I don’t like that very
much, I decided to go ahead and enter
Classic. Well, I learned something else
about flying in the wind but that lesson
cost me the Skylark. Dale McCord and
I picked up pieces for 10 minutes and
still didn’t find it all. The engine was in
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4 major pieces.
We only learn some of this stuff by
doing and flying in the wind is one of
them. If you are going to fly at contests,
be prepared to fly in less than ideal
conditions most of the time. That means
you must practice in less than ideal
conditions. I don’t fly new airplanes
in bad conditions because you can’t
tell if it is the plane or the conditions
that is giving
you a problem.
The secret to
getting better
at
anything
is doing it. I
don’t care if
that’s building,
painting
or
flying. That old
saying about
practice
and
perfection
is
every bit as
true in this
discipline
as
any other so
“just do it”.
I have to
tell a story but
must preface
it with these
r e m a r k s .
Ryan is a very
courteous,
respectful and
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polite young man that anyone would be
proud to have as a son. I really enjoyed
spending some time with him in the
shop and at the field. So, Ryan, forgive
me for telling the world this story.
Ryan did not attend the contest
on Saturday so wasn’t there when the
Skylark went in. Bill beat me to the
house and told Ryan to “Be nice to
‘Uncle John’ he lost his new Skylark”.
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When I walked in the shop, Ryan was
working on the bench. He looked at
me with great concern and said: “Mr.
Ashford, I know just how you feel. I
crashed a few when I was learning”. Is
that priceless or not? I thought Bill was
going to choke to death when he heard
it. Made the whole Houston experience
worth the drive from Paris for this
moment alone.
Last time, we talked about flight
planning and I limited my remarks to
first flights on a new plane. Now let’s
talk about what’s next. I know the vast
majority of us are just trying to have
fun when we go to the field and maybe
aren’t trying to become a world-beater
pilot. If that is what you are trying to
do then power to you and go for it. But,
if you are irritated that your buddy
does better loops than you do or you
are trying to fly well enough to place
somewhere other than last in your local
contests, it helps to have a plan.
Where do you need to improve?
If your first response to that question
is “everywhere”, you are making it
harder than it really needs to be. We can
all improve “everywhere” but make
it easy on yourself and improve one
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maneuver at a
time. Do this 15
times and you
will be better
“everywhere”.
Obviously you
can’t practice
takeoff
and
landing more
than
once
each
flight.
Concentrate
on
these
maneuvers
every time and
try to do them
“by the book”.
Every
other
figure, you can
do
multiple
times during a
practice flight.
So practice that
maneuver.
I
don’t care how
badly you do
it, if you get
through it and
don’t crash, go
around enough laps to get your breath
back and try it again. I’ve seen Expert
level pilots do 20 reverse wingovers in
a row. One thing to bear in mind is line
twists. If you are practicing inside loops
you better do enough outside loops to
keep the twists down. 40 insides in a
row will not only not teach you much
but might cost you a plane. The secret
to getting better is to burn a lot of fuel,
have a plan and learn from each flight.
Another subject I was asked about
was what do I take to the field with
me when I go fly. Well, it depends on
if I am going to a contest or I am just
flying at the local field. I don’t believe
in working on planes, engines or tank
problems at the field. Before I go, I
know the batteries are charged, the
fuel system on the planes I am taking
are clean and the glow plugs are good.
So just for a day of flying, I take my
“flight box” which has spare props,
plugs and tools to change these items.
I also have hemostats to facilitate
checking a possible fuel line restriction
and (of course) the correct fuel for the
motors I’m running that day and my
tachometer. Lines, handles and paper
towels just about does it.

Contests are a different matter.
First off, I’m going to be away from
home and the shop so I take another
box (my ‘goody’ box) with me. This
has a lot of stuff in it that are really
just parts. Fuel tubing, fuel filters,
line connectors, spare mounting bolts,
plugs, spare lines and material for
making up a new set of lines if needed.
NVAs, needle valves, head gaskets etc,
etc, etc. It would take a couple of pages
for me to list everything in the goody
box because it has taken me 50 years to
collect most of it. I do this because you
would be amazed at how many times
at a contest someone has said: “Does
anyone have a?????” and I sometimes
do. I’m not the only one who does
this by any means. Marvin Denny,
Joe Bowman, Dale Gleason and others
too numerous to mention also take a
“goody box” and all of these guys have
come to my rescue more than once. I
don’t know if that answers the question
but it’s the best I can do.
On another subject. I have been
writing this column now for nearly
five years and frankly am getting
burned out. I have enjoyed it but it
now is getting to be a column about my
activities, sort of a diary, rather than
information that is of interest to the
general readership. It is time for me to
step aside and let someone with a fresh
perspective and that initial enthusiasm
take over. I will write the Nov/Dec
column and that will be my last.
Later,
-John Ashford
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THE TRAILING EDGE

Mike Keville

4225 N. First Ave. #1321
Tucson, AZ 85719
(520) 307-1523
vsc-guy@cox.net
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ATs OTS and Classic: These two
unofficial events were held
Monday, July 10, after the 8:00 AM
judges’ training session. Both were
flown on grass that could hardly be
described as a putting green, but we
made do. Although the venue seemed
to come as a surprise to some, it had
been publicized for several months.
Perennial ED Gene Martine wanted
time to practice for Open, thus I was
asked to run things. In all fairness to
Gene, I must add that he had already
done about 99 percent of the prep work.
All I had to do was recruit two pit
bosses since Woody Midgley wasn’t
attending this year. Two superb ones
were found in Russ Gifford (OTS) and
“Linda-Bob” Gleason (Classic). In
addition, one of the Classic entrants
withdrew from flying in order to run
pull test for that event. Thank you,
Darrell Harvin!
Monday’s weather was warm
and sunny, though a bit “breezy” at
times. We had 19 entries in Old Time
and 26 flew in Classic. CLPA Director
Warren Tiahrt did Classic appearance
judging. There was some concern
about the length of time we might need
for Classic since it was expected we’d
face a good number of attempts due to
the condition of the circles. Steve Moon
suggested two circles, so we accepted
the volunteer services of two additional
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judges, Randi Gifford and Derek Barry.
Things got underway promptly at 9:00
with a brief pilots’ meeting. Flying
began at 9:20 and we were done by
3:00. Complete results are found (I
hope) elsewhere in this issue.
Tuesday thru Friday I judged Open
and Advanced, where the weather was,
shall we say, “fascinating”. Tuesday’s
downpour resulted in only one round
of Qualifying, leaving us soaked and
cold. In that regard I’d like to thank
New Zealand’s Paul Lagan and Iowa’s
Russ Gifford for the extra layers of
clothing that helped prevent this desert
dweller from developing pneumonia.
I’d also like to thank the Old Time and
Classic sponsor, Randy Smith (Aero
Products). If not for his generosity,
the winners would probably have had
to settle for a high-five. We ordered
additional plaques from the AMA for
sixth and seventh places in each event.
Those were to be shipped here for me
to mail to the recipients.
I got to make new friends and
renew several acquaintances, some who
I’d thought I might never see again.
All too soon it was over, except for
the Friday night banquet, which was a
real hoot…especially if you happened
to speak Portuguese. Judging at the
NATs is quite an experience. I hope to
do it again. Having attended several
long-ago NATs as a Free Flighter,
I’m very grateful to Warren Tiahrt,
Gene Martine and Chief Judge Mark
Overmier for providing my first CL
exposure to (you guessed it) “the full
NATs experience”.

It’s not every day that the NATs CLPA Director
launches your lil’ ol’ Ringmaster, but that’s
exactly what part-time Tucson resident Warren
Tiahrt did for me at the club field last winter.

Mystery Flyer: Here we go again.
This time we’re showing a young lad
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standing next to a couple of rubberpowered models c.1940. The little
tyke actually built that Stinson on the
right. His brother built the endurance
model (Comet Gull?) on the left. Then
along came World War Two. Modeling
supplies became rather scarce but he
never lost the desire. After the dust
settled he got back into it, thanks to the
then-new fascination with Controline.
He flew Scale, Stunt and Speed—
eventually concentrating on the latter,
where he made quite a name for himself
demonstrating a “single” way to make
‘em go faster. That should pretty much
give it away, but if you haven’t figured
it out by now see the answer at the end
of this column.

This issue’s Mystery Flyer.
above for a hint.

See paragraph

As seen in the Jul-Aug issue, pp.
49-50, Alice Cotton-Royer updated
the Old Time rules, adding the 5-point
bonus for Diesel power (for anyone so
inclined) plus a few other clarifications.
Remember the lengthy thread on Stuka
Stunt addressing the accepted method
of flying the Horizontal Eights? As
usual, it was “ask ten people, get ten
different answers”. Short version? Fly
the forward (inside) loop first, with
vertical intersections, not the “lazy X”
illustrated in outdated diagrams. Yes,
you’ll be diving at the intersections
rather than climbing as with the P.A.
pattern. Some find that a bit dicey,
but that’s the way they’re flown. (Due
to space limitations—plus a desire to
avoid incoming fire—I’d rather not
discuss the many possible ways to fly
OTS Vertical Eights.)
There was another big hassle over
C-tube (sheeted LE) wings on OT
models not originally designed that
way. Although the subject is adequately
covered by the second sentence in
Section 3.2, let’s say, “opinions vary”.
Seems strange that the S-1A Ringmaster
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isn’t acceptable while certain other
designs are. But then I don’t make the
rules—contrary to what some have
suggested—thus will leave that one to
those who do.
And please…if you’re about to
judge Old Time and haven’t done
so before, read carefully the rules
concerning Pattern Points because they
are vastly different from CLPA. Note
also the Level Flight height of six-to-ten
feet—something that’s often ignored.
As mentioned once before, if you’d like
fewer points by all means feel free to
fly lower. Because certain discussions
among Stunt flyers often become, ah,
“lively”, we tend to forget that none
of this stuff will make any difference
in fifty years (or less, for most of us).
When John Miske, Jr. introduced the
Old Time event in 1970 his intent was
that it be low-key and fun. Let’s try to
keep it that way.

At the VSC-18 banquet Monica Iversen, who’s
more often seen on the arm of Burt (“What
Signal?”) Brokaw, chats with Keville about
the ‘Speak No Evil’ bookends awarded to Ted
Fancher.

people we flew with way back when.
Some are very special. We can pick up
exactly where we left off many years
ago without missing a beat. One such
friend is Dave Ek, Arlington, Texas.
We flew together in Northern Illinois,
1961-62, and attended the ’62 NATs.
I flew A/1
Towline and
Indoor Hand
Launched
Glider while
Dave, a high
school Senior
at the time,
placed tenth in
Sr. Stunt (and
was far from
last!)
with
an Ambroid
kit
Ares/
Johnson
.35
that weighed
almost
as
much as his
Chris McMillin finally finished the silkspan and dope on that large Pitts. In fact car.
Careers,
it’s so large that he can ride in it, doing loop-the-loops and other tricks without
families
and so
strings—preferably not immediately after lunch.
on then took us
Now that it’s cooling off here in in separate directions. Dave completed
Tucson (i.e., less than 100F) the Cholla a career with the US Marine Corps (Lt.
Choppers are preparing to host our Col., retired) and I’d pretty much lost
two-day Fall meet, the Karl Marschenke track of him until one night in 1999.
Annual. CD’d this year by Lou Crane, While registering as an exhibitor at an
the dates are September 23-24. In aviation art show in Dallas, I turned
addition to OTS, Classic, Profile and around and there he was. Despite a
PAMPA classes we’ll have Combat, lapse of 37 years it was like we’d never
Carrier, Racing (including ‘B’ Team left. A quiet, polite, reserved type (yes,
Race) plus Sport and Profile Scale. For opposites attract), he was then getting
more info see the Cholla Choppers web back into CL and still had that infectious
site, www.ccmaconline.org or e-mail grin and good nature. I just wanted put
Robin Sizemore at expstunt@cox.net.
his mug in the magazine, so here he is,
Among the various pleasures in this seen standing on the ‘grassy knoll’ at
hobby is renewing acquaintances with Tucson.
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Dave Ek, Arlington TX, is one of the Dallas
gang who help make any gathering an enjoyable
experience. Never seen without a huge grin and
kind word for everyone.

Those who knew or once flew with
Don Ogren may want to know he’s now
living Florida. He e-mailed a photo of
himself and a friend (now deceased)
holding identical Super Duper Zilches
c.1949. Unfortunately we were unable
to enlarge it while retaining sufficient
clarity. Don wrote, “At the time, I lived
in Clarksburg, WV and was very active
in all events, including Jet Speed, FF of
all types and CL Stunt. Now I’m retired,
flying RC as well as CLPA again.”
Those wishing to renew acquaintances
can find his address and phone number
in the PAMPA Membership Manual.
When e-mailing photos for this or
any other column in SN please ensure
that they’re at least 500kb. I haven’t a
clue what that means, but that’s what
the editor wants. Better yet, mail the
originals to me. I will scan them and
promptly return them safely to you.
Mystery Flyer: ‘Sir Monoline’
himself, the one-and-only Dale Kirn.
-Mike Keville
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WE HAVE THE
TECHNOLOGY

Noel Drindak

180 Lake Hill Rd
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
(518) 399-5939

N

ATs 2006 Technology Report –
This is the seventh annual
technology report detailing the
equipment used by the Open and
Advanced fliers at the Nationals. As
usual, we passed out questionnaires at
the pilot’s meeting, and almost
everyone responded. After returning
home, it took a week to tabulate the
responses. A few notes on the data:
1) The Open and Advanced classes
are combined and listed alphabetically.
If you want to look at the Open fliers,
the top 20, or some other grouping, the
information is there. Sorting it is left as
an exercise for the reader.
2) There was a space on my
questionnaire for fliers to list any
unusual or innovative features of
their models. Some commented at
considerable length, others left the
space blank. I tried to reproduce their
comments with as little editing as
possible. Mostly I fixed spelling (we
all spell better with a computer).
3) I did make a few editorial changes
to keep people from incriminating
themselves (like reporting that they
used 0.015-inch braided lines with a
61-size engine).
As before, I’m not going to analyze
the data for you. It’s more fun to do it
for yourself. I’ll confine myself to a few
comments:
If asked which designer was
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represented by the most models, you’d
probably go for a name like Randy
Smith, Windy Urtnowski, or Bob
Geiseke. You’d be wrong. The right
answer is Bene Rodrigues. This year
we were visited by a large group of
Brazilian fliers sponsored by a true
gentleman – Thomas Case. Virtually all
of the Brazilians (26 of 28 I believe) flew
the same design – the P-51D Mustang
by Bene Rodrigues. Bene produces a
kit of the plane, and most of the models
were built from his kit.
The Brazilian Mustangs were
all powered by four-stroke engines,
making this the biggest Nats ever for
four-strokes. Most of them flew rather
fast, 4.7-4.9-second laps. However,
because of their size and sound, they
didn’t seem that fast. We had some
windy flights during qualifying, and
the Mustangs seemed to do well in
heavy air. A few crashed, but more
than a few of the other planes crashed.
We all know that there’s an electric
revolution coming, but it’s not here yet
(at least not in our event). Mike Palko
flew the only electric model entered this
year. Mike is an outstanding flier who
keeps improving. He plans to build a
new, larger electric model next year.
One trend that I note with interest—
there are a number of fliers using rear
exhaust engines (PA’s and RO-Jetts)
with mufflers. I’ve been doing this
for eight years now. In 1999 I had the
only muffled rear exhaust engine at the
NATs. I’ve stayed with it because I get
plenty of power without a pipe, and
because of the broad power band and
friendly engine run. As larger engines
become available, muffled engines
become even more attractive (and the
new header mufflers make it easy to
do.
Have fun analyzing the data. I
hope it helps you decide what to build
next..
Good luck with your next plane.
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NATS 2006 Technology Survey
(Open and Advanced)
NAME

DESIGN

DESIGNER (S)

Banjock, Dan
Barry, Derek
Becerail, Alex

Vista 3
Staris
Gieseke Bear

Dan Banjock
Randy Smith
Bob Gieseke

Borrelli, Jim

Patternmaster

Brickhaus,
Allen
Brossi, Renato

Envoy VI

Big Jim
Greenaway
Allen Brickhaus

P-5D
Mustang
Shrike

P-5D
Mustang
P-5D
Mustang
Case, Thomas P-5D
Mustang
Case, Thomas P-5D
Mustang
Jr.
Celso, De Cillio P-5D
Mustang
Cltiodi, Clovii P-5D
Mustang
Condon, Scott Cobra
Silencer
D’Ottavio,
John
Delgado, Josias Shark

Busby,
Marshall
Camargo,
Fernando
Case, Thiago

EXHAUST

62 Saito 2
5 PA 40
63 PA 5RE

PROP
(Number of blades
in parenthesis)
13.5 x 5.5 Gator (3)
 x 3. Bolly (2)
3 x 4.25 UHP (2)

LINE
FUEL
LENGTH
DIA & TYPE
Muffler 66x.0 Braid Powermaster 5%
Pipe 65x.04 Solid SIG 7.5%
Pipe 62x.0 Braid SIG 5%

Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt

60

63 ST 46

.5 x 6 Rev-Up (2)

Muffler 63x.0 Braid Doc Fuel 0%

K&B

00

62 PA 6

2 x 4 Bolly (3)

Bene Rodrigues

645

62 Saito 0

4 x 6 JMF (2)

Randy Smith

640

5 PA 40

 x 4 Bolly (3)

Bene Rodrigues

645

5 Saito 2

2- APC (2)

Bene Rodrigues

645

ENGINE

Bene Rodrigues

645

Bene Rodrigues

645

Bene Rodrigues

645

Bene Rodrigues

645

Steve Wooley
John D’Ottavio

55
650

Andrei Yatsenko

60

Starfire

Randy Smith

Dominguez,
Adrian

Yuri-Adrian

Yuri-Adrian

Draughn,
Larry

FF Bearcat

Al Rabe

Drindak, Noel

Super Kestrel

Steve Buso

NAME

DESIGN

DESIGNER (S)
George Aldrich

Smith/Midgley
Eyskert, David Modified
SV-
Trivial Pursuit Ted Fancher
Fancher, Ted

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%
Pipe

65x.05 Braid SIG 7.5%

OS-F
OS-F

Muffler 66x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

Thunderbolt
Big Bore
OS-F

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

65 OS 0 Ultimate 4 x 6 JMF (2)

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

45 Brodak 40
5 RO-Jett 65

.6 x 5 Zinger
3 x 5 (2)

Muffler 62x.0 Braid SIG 5%
Muffler 66x.0 Braid RO-Jett 0%

Fox Gold
Thunderbolt

Polyspan and dope with automotive clear.
Same old stuff, built in .

60

4 x 6 Discovery

Muffler 64x.0 Braid FAI

Thunderbolt

Flies nice and reliable.

Thunderbolt

Foam wing and stab. Entire plane covered with 0.6ounce glass cloth and West System epoxy. Dope
finish with automotive urethane clear coat.
Take-apart plane with Ukranian style. Balsa molding
covered with fiberglass, painted with spray can and
finished with clear coat.
First attempt at semi-scale. A well engineered model
by Al Rabe. The model is excellent, check with Al
on details of his design.
Lost-foam geo wing with molded LE. Molded top
and bottom shell, fuse sides, formers, spar webs, T.E.
webs, center sheeting, and stab box spar webs all of
/6-inch balsa laminated with carbon-fiber mat.
Bidirectional carbon-fiber mat used for doublers, F, F-2, and crutch sandwich. Wing, stab, and molded
shells reinforced with carbon-fiber ribbon. Central
Hobbies carbon-fiber pushrods with titanium ends
and Rocket City ball links. Custom carbon-fiber
L.G. from Windy. SIG dope dyed with Higgins
Fadeproof Ink. RO-Jett header muffler.

Discovery
Retro 60
65 PA 6

2 X 4.25 Bolly (3)

Pipe

.0 Braid

3-5 Pro Zinger (2)

Muffler 6x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Thunderbolt

4 Saito 2

4 x 4 APC (2)

Muffler 66x.0 Braid SIG 10%

50 PA 65RE

2. x 4. Zinger (2) Muffler 65x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Glo Devil 300

660

60 Randy Smith
OSVF 46
6 RO-Jett 6
60 OS 52 FS

FUEL
LINE
LENGTH
DIA & TYPE
Muffler 5x.05 Braid Excalibur 0%

PROP
(Number of blades
in parenthesis)
0 x 5 Top Flight

EXHAUST

2.25 x 4.25 Bolly
(3)
2.5 x 3.5 Eather
(3)
2.5 x 5.5 Bolly (2)

Pipe

64x.0 Braid GMA10%

65x.0 Braid Powermaster
2..5 %
Muffler 64x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

SIG

Thunderbolt
Thunderbolt

Pipe

Thunderbolt
4-cycle
OS-F

Pipe

66x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Thunderbolt

645
00

6 RO-Jett 6

4 x 4 Gator (3)

Impact

Paul Walker

20

60 RO-Jett 6

4 x 5 Eather (2)

Goff, Allen

Petra 6

Allen Goff

00

64 PA 65

3 x 3. Bolly (3)

Greb, Mike

Impact

Paul Walker

00

65 RO-Jett 65

2 x 4 Gator (3)

Gresens, David
Haber, Alberto
Hemstrought,
Dave
Hernandez,
Ortestes
Hill, John
Hinton, Will

Shadow Cat
Yuri K-0
Roulette

40
60
63

6 Saito 2
55 PA 6
55 PA 40

4 x 5 Zinger (2)
3 x 6 Bolly (2)
 x3. Bolly (2)

Shark

Pat Johnston
Yuri Yatsenko
Dave
Hemstrought
Andrei Yatsenko

60

Caudron
Crosswind

Frank McMillian
Will Hinton

650
665

62 Discovery
Retro 60
5 Ro-Jett 65
63 RO-Jett 65

3.4 x 5. Discovery Muffler 64x.0 Braid Omega 0%
Universal (2)
2.5 x 4.5
Pipe 65x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% RO-Jett
3 x 4.25 Bolly
Pipe 66x.0 Braid Rich’s Brew 0% Thunderbolt

40
60

60 PA 6
6 PA 6

2 x 3. Bolly (3)
2.5 x 4.5 Bolly (3)

Pat Johnston

626

56 Stalker 5RE

Bene Rodrigues

645

Lagan, Paul

Lampione, Bob United V

Yatsenko
Bob Lampione
(Patternmaster
aerodynamics)

20

2.5 x 5 Handcarved Rev-Up
64 Saito 2
4 x 6 Top-Flite
Power Point (2)
55 Retro
3.4 x 6.2 Yatsenko
Discovery 60 (2)
3.5 Big Jim ST 60 3 x 6 Rev-Up

Lee, James
Leme, Thiago

Sunflyr
P-5D
Mustang

James Lee
Bene Rodrigues

66
645

56 OS 46 SF-S
65 Saito 2

2 x 4
4 x 6 Top-Flite
Power Point (2)

Martine, Gene

Staris

Randy Smith

640

5 PA 6

.63 x 3. Bolly (3)

Muffler 6x.04 Solid Powermaster 0% Thunderbolt

Pipe

65x.0 Braid SIG 5%

Pipe

66x.0 Braid Rich’s 0%

Muffler 63x.0 Braid Rich’s 20%
Muffler 64x.0 Braid SIG 5%
Pipe 63x.05 Braid SIG 7.5%

Pipe
Pipe

65x.0 Braid SIG 10%
64x.0 Braid Powermaster 5%

Muffler 63x.0 Braid Powermaster 5%

My model is built with old technology, but laser-cut
parts are used for alignment.
Brazilian Air Force T2F Tucano paint scheme.
Detailed cockpit added to kit.

GLOW
PLUG

Rich Giacobone

Kempen, Juan

The model is painted to copy an actual WWII Paint
scheme. Detachable canopy.
Original design based on 30’s air racers. Sixounce clunk tank with standard vents.

OS-F

Bene Rodrigues

P-5D
Mustang
P-5D
Mustang
Knight

Take-apart model., covered with Monocote. Painted
canopy and cowl.
Molded parts, carbon-fiber stuff.

OS-F

P-5D
Mustang
Stuka

Johnston, Pat

Windy pipe.
Ball-link controls, PA pipe system.
Carbon-fiber landing gear and wheel pants. Brodak
dope with urethane top coat.
I love the 2-4 break and slow, graceful maneuvers –
thus Big Jim engines and designs.

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

ENGINE
WING WT
AREA (oz)
(sq in)
520
3 OS Max S
60

64x.05 Braid Omega 0%

SPECIAL FEATURES

Muffler 66x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

PA 65

45

Pipe

GLOW
PLUG

Fontenelle,
Francisco
Giacobone,
Rich
Gleason, Dale

Ron O’Toole
Hughes, Mark MC-2
Irizarry, Rafael Brodak Legacy Allen Brickhaus
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WT
(oz)

65 OS 0 Ultimate 4 x 6 Top-Flite
Power Point (2)
65 OS 0 Ultimate 4.5 x  Handmade
(2)
65 OS 0 Ultimate 5 x  Top-Flite
Power Point (2)
60 OS 0 Ultimate 4 x 6 (2)

DeYoung, Jim

Duffy, Michael Nobler

WING
AREA
(sq in)
20
640
640

Thunderbolt
RO-Jett
OS-F
Rossi
Thunderbolt
RC
Thunderbolt

Thunderbolt
RC long
Fox RC Long

SPECIAL FEATURES
Green Box Nobler, built when I was 12. SIG dope
and silkspan.
Redesigned tail by Eyskert/Midgley. Brodak paint,
Randy pipe and motor.
The original Trivial Pursuit. Built in . Hobby
Poxy paint, automotive PPG DAU75 clear coat.
Built with removable wing and stab. Finished with
30g fiber glass and 30-min resin.
Carbon-fiber tank and cowl.
Slotted/articulated Fowler flaps (Rush), Hanes
“Goose Egg” panty hose filter/diffuser, Bill Wilson
“orange-peel” clear coat finish (do not attempt –
professionals only).
Winship vacuum-bagged foam wing, Tom Morris
controls. All Monocote.
Monocote wing and stab, epoxy on fuselage. UHP
kit.
All stock stuff!!
The best airplane I’ve ever flown.
Millennium wing (beefed up)4% longer PT-
Wing and stab.
Fuselage balsa molding, wing foan and fiber glass
molding, finish. Urethane automotive paint.
A modified Trivial Pursuit using molded balsa
techniques everywhere possible. Monocote covering
with painted fuse. My own carbon-fiber gear.
Take-apart stab and fin. Fuse-mounted carbon-fiber
LG with wheel pants. Sullivan R-6 tank.
All Balsa and plywood. Upcoming feature article in
Model Aviation.

Muffler 63x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

Muffler 65x.0 Braid SIG FAI 0%

Novarossi #5

Classic Ukranian suitcase model.

Muffler 66x.0 Braid Doc Moskel’s
Blend 5%

Thunderbolt

Muffler 66x.0 Braid SIG 10%
Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

SIG
OS-F

Used Big Jim Patternmaster technology with one-toone controls. Winship bellcrank and horns, braided
Sullivan leadouts. Paint was Randolph’s, Brodak,
and Certified clear over finished paint. Metal suction
tank with baffle. Took about 600-00 hours total
time.
Balsa, dope, and tissue.
Laser-cut parts from Bene’s kit (new) and Monocote
graphics (old).The fusion of old and new technology
help make the model lighter and achieve very nice
performance.
Balsa frame covered with carbon fiber. Brodak
finish. Built in May 2004, flew at 2004 Nats.

Pipe

66x.05 Braid SIG 7.5%

Thunderbolt
Big Bore
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NAME

DESIGN

DESIGNER (S)

Mc Henry,
Mike

A6M Zero

Mike McHenry

McDonald, Bob P-4 Superbolt Werwage/
III
McDonald
McMillian,
Frank
Moon, Steve

20

Super Caudron Frank McMillian
SW
Saturn
Bob Hunt

FUEL
LINE
LENGTH
DIA & TYPE
Muffler 66x.0 Braid SIG 7 %

GLOW
PLUG

PROP
(Number of blades
in parenthesis)
3 x 4 Eather (3)

EXHAUST

62 PA5

3.5 x 4.4 Own (3)

Pipe

66x.0 Braid SIG 7.5%

Merlin

Pipe

64x.0 Braid OWN 0%

Oliver/Merlin

ENGINE
WING WT
AREA (oz)
(sq in)
65
65 PA 65RE

40

56 PA 65

2. x 4.5 Eather(2)

650

60 OS 52 FS

.5 x 5 Eather (3)

Thunderbolt

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Powermaster 20% OS-F

Neumann, Matt Stuka

Matt Neumann

60

64 PA 5

4 x 4.5 Bolly (3)

Pipe

66x.0 Braid SIG 5%

Nickles, Phillip Texas Bear

Gieseke/Moon

20

60 PA 65

3 x 3.5 Eather (2)

Pipe

6x.0 Braid Powermaster % OS #

Nixon, Curt

SV-23 Katana

Evolution 40
/Cardinal
Oliver, Richard Maverick 6
Silencer
Palko, Mike
Ogren, Don

Perdomo,
Orestes
Pock, Thomas
Rankin, Louis
Reinaldo

Caribbean

SV-22
Bear Profile
P-5D
Mustang
Reynolds, Scott Cardinal
Evolution 40
Oriental Plus
Rice, Dee

66

66 PA 65

3 x 4.2 Bolly (3)

50

44 OS 40FP

 x 5 APC (2)

Richard Oliver
Mike Palko

30
50

Orestes Perdomo

60

6 RO-Jett 6
45 Plettenberg
Orbit 5-
5 PA 5

4 x 4. Eather (2)
Pipe 64x.06 Braid Powermaster 0% RO-Jett
10.38 x 4.75 Gator
NA 60x.05 Braid NA
NA
(3)
3 x 4 Zinger Pro (2) Muffler 64x.0 Braid Omega 0%
Thunderbolt

Randy Smith
Bene Rodrigues

60
620
645

64 PA 65
56 ST G-51
OS FL 0

3 x 4 Bolly(3)
2 x 5 Pro Zinger
4 x 6 (2)

Pipe 66x.0 Braid SIG 7.5%
Muffler 64x.0 Braid Lou’s Brew 0%
Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

Thunderbolt
SIG RC Long
OS-F

Balsa and Monocote.

Elliot Scott

600

53 ST 46

 x 6 BYO (2)

Muffler 64x.0 Braid Cooper 0%

Thunderbolt

Graphics are printed on silkspan and doped in place.

Dee Rice

60

4 RO-Jett

 x 4 Bill Lee(3)
3 x 4. Bolly (3)
3 x 4.25 Bolly(2)

Randy Smith
Crist Rigotti

65
625

62 PA 65
53 T&L ST 5

Rodrigues,
Bene
Rodrigues,
Mauro
Rush, Howard
Rutherford,
Bill
Sarti, Giovanni

P-5D
Mustang
P-5D
Mustang
Impact
Impact

Bene Rodrigues

645

Bene Rodrigues

645

Paul Walker
Paul Walker

00
00

P-5D
Mustang
Tempest II

Bene Rodrigues
Randy Smith

Genesis

Bob Hunt

00

DESIGN

DESIGNER (S)

NAME

Smith, Linheart Modified
Legacy
Smith, Randy Katana
Stevens, Ken

Sv-22

Storick, Robert Super Marine
S6B
Prussian
Suarez, Bill
Triplane
Sumner, Jim
(influenced by
pioneers)
Katana
Taylor, Eric
Trantham, Roy Dixie Drifter
Caribbean
Turo, Jose

Brickhaus/Smith

Pipe

62x.0 Braid Rich’s Brew 0% Thunderbolt

Pipe 65x.0 Braid SIG 7.5%
Muffler 63x.0 Braid SIG 25%

Merlin
Thunderbolt
RC long

62 OS 0 Ultimate 4 x 6 Top-Flite
Power Point (2)
65 OS 0 Ultimate 4 x 6 Top-Flite
Power Point (2)
66 OS 40VF
.3 x 4.4 Bolly
63 PA 65
2 x 4 Phelps (2)

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

OS-F

645

60 OS 0

4 x 6 (2)

Muffler 65x.0 Braid Cool Power 20%

60

6 PA 6

2 x 4 Bolly (3)

Pipe

65x.0 Braid SIG 10%

Thunderbolt

53 PA 6

3 x 3.5 Lee (2)

Pipe

66x.0 Braid SIG 10%

Thunder Tiger

ENGINE
WING WT
AREA (oz)
(sq in)
650
62 PA 6

PROP
(Number of blades
in parenthesis)
3 x 5 Bolly (2)

Pipe
Pipe

6x.05 Braid Homebrew
66x.0 Braid RO-Jett 0 %

FUEL
LINE
LENGTH
DIA & TYPE
Muffler 6x.0 Braid SIG 10%

EXHAUST

Thunderbolt
RO-Jett

GLOW
PLUG

Randy Smith

66

5 PA 5

2 x 4 Bolly (3)

Pipe

65x.0 Braid SIG 5%

60

62 PA6

2.5 X 3.6 Bolly(3)

Pipe

66x.04 Solid SIG 5%

Robert Storick

0

5 PA 6

3 x 4.5 Bolly (2)

Muffler 65x.0 Braid SIG 15%

Bill Suarez
Jim Sumner

4
20

6 ST 60
46 Double Star
60RE

3 x 5 Bolly (2)
2 x 6 APC (2)

Muffler 65x.0 Braid SIG 7.5%
Muffler 56x.0 Braid SIG FAI 0%

Randy Smith
Roy Trantham
Orestes Perdomo

66
630
20

64 PA 6
2.5 x 4.25 Bolly (3) Pipe 65x.0 Braid SIG 5%
Merlin
54 Double Star 54 2 x 4 (2)
Muffler 63x.0 Braid SIG
SIG
62 PA 6
2.5 x 5.5 Bolly (2) Muffler 62x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Thundebolt

Windy Urtnowski
Les Demmet/John
Cafaro

40
50

6 RO-Jett 65
62 RO-Jett 

3.5 x 4.5 (2)
4 x 5 Oliver (2)

Muffler 63x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Thunderbolt
Pipe 66x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% RO-Jett

Many carbon-fiber techniques used in construction.
CNC spinner.
Dyed silkspan (House of Kolor dye in clear). Lost
foam wing, Tom Morris controls.
Thunderbolt
Lost-foam wing, molded fuse, SIG dope over
polyspan, PPG urethane clear.
Fox or T-bolt Traditional look with innovated techniques.
Hanger  Sport Carbon-fiber wing struts and fuse booms.

Brodak
Gordon Delany
Pathfinder
Gieseke Nobler Bob Gieseke

4 OS LA40

 x 5Zinger

Muffler 63x.05 Braid SIG 10 %

Fox idle bar

50

45 OS 40FP

0.5 x 4.5 APC (2)

Muffler 63x.05 Braid Powermaster 5%

Enya #3

Whitely, Bob

Hawker Hunter Bob Whitely

60

60 T&L ST 60

2 x 4.5 Eather (3)

Muffler 6x.04 Solid Own mix 5%

Thunderbolt

Wildman,
Roger

Davis Special
#3

Roger Wildman

64 PA 65

3 x 3. 5 Eather (3)

Williams,
Frank
Young, Ryan

Slotmachine

Ted Fancher

0 PA 5

2 x 3.5 Eather (3)

52 OS LA46

 x 5 Zinger Pro
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SPECIAL FEATURES

Merlin

VanderKurr,
Dennis
Weston, Jack

660

Homemade carbon-fiber gear, balance tabs on flaps
As per Rabe plans.

Enya

Dago Red
Testarossa

55

Top secret stuff.
Removable control surfaces (Monocote). Fuse, fin,
and rudder carbon fiber and SIG dope. Molded turtle
deck. Carbon-fiber pushrods with ball links and
slider. Metal fuel tank.

4-cycle

Randy Smith

Buccaneer 40 Allen Brickhaus

Standard balsa and plywood construction.

OS-F

Tysor, Kent
Urtnowski,
Windy
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Ultra Hobby Products kit. Four-stroke engine with
Ultra Hobby manifold. It fly good!!
Good old fashioned balsa, silkspan, and dope, plus a
lot of elbow grease.
Dope, silkspan, and polyspan with automotive base
and clear coat.
Foam wing, carbon-fiber reinforcement. Paint is
automotive BC/CC PPG Omni and Harlequin.
Wheels mounted to wing (instead of fuse). Airfoiled,
sheeted, foam-core stab.
Nothing new.
Thunder Power 4S2P battery, Phoenix-45ESC
controller, Sergio Z-Tron timer.
Take-apart wings, two-piece fuse, two-piece stab
attached with carbon pipe.

Randy Smith

SV-22
Harbinger

Pipe 66x.0 Braid Powermaster
Thunderbolt
.5 %
RC long
Muffler 62x.05 Braid Powermaster 0% Thunderbolt

Modified Tempest II wing, built with lost-foam
method, covered with Polyspan. Plane covered with
0.2-oz carbon-fiber mat. Tom Morris controls,
plastic fuel tank.
Lost-foam Wing, molded fuse (top and bottom
shells). Dope base finish with Deltron automotive
colors and Stratoclear Urethane clear.
Ninth in series.

Windy Urtnowski

Rich, Bill
Rigotti, Crist

Schmitt,
Michael
Scott, Mike

Thunderbolt

SPECIAL FEATURES

Pipe

6x.0 Braid SIG 5%

Glo Devil 300

Pipe

6x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Glo Devil 300

Balsa covered with tissue and dope (nitrate,
automotive paint, and urethane clear).
Dave Midgley carbon-fiber wing, , Windy pipe and
carbon-fiber fuel tank, RO-Jett spinner. Plans drawn
by Les Demmet and inspired by John Cafaro.
Brodak dope finish.
Randy Holcroft tongue muffler, stock small venturi
and needle valve, uniflow tank by Dan Banjock.
Designed in 6, classic legal, now kitted by RSM
Models. Outstanding flight performance with .5 to
.65 power. Semi-scale appearance with trike gear,
jet-style looks. Discriminating modelers would use
this plane. A proven winner.
Vacuum-bagged foam wing by Dan Winship.
Molded top and bottom shells. Eight-ounce plastic
tank. Dan Winship carbon-fiber gear. Removable
cockpit for control adjustment. Brodak finish.
Slotted flaps, offset hinge line.

Muffler 54x.0 Braid Powermaster 0% Thunder Tiger
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WHY DO I FLY STUNT?

David Reyes

7680 Spring Oak Dr
La Plata, MD 20646
kingsreyes@aol.com
301-934-0392

I

was at work and received a call from Stunt
News Editor Tom McClain requesting me
to consider writing for the new column of
“Why Do I Fly Stunt”. My immediate thought
was okay, no big deal so I agreed to do it.
Then Tom asked if I’d read Ted Fancher’s
column on the same subject and I indicated
“no”. The newsletter had been received but
not read as yet. “Good”, Tom said, “Don’t
read it; it could change your mind”. So my
second thought was great, what did I get
myself into. That evening Ted’s article was
read and like all his other writings it was
elegant. I might add too, our President Paul
Walker’s report was just as good on the same
subject. The challenge was accepted. To
follow, whom I consider, two icons of our
event. Ah yes, the challenge, but I’ll get to that
further on.
Initially my exposure to stunt was via
reading Flying Models in early 1972-73. As
a young teen I remember seeing planes and
reading over and over the articles about Bob
Hunt and the Genesis, Jack Sheeks, and Dick
Mathis, etc. Simply awed by the beautiful
planes. At that point, I had already scratch
built my first plane and could appreciate
the skill and effort involved in crafting their
works of art. At that time I had no idea what
stunt entailed in terms of flying the pattern.
Like Ted Fancher indicated in his article,
it was the planes that attracted me initially.
Looking at photos, I loved how pristine
the planes looked. I live in the suburbs
of Washington DC and when the AMA
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headquarters was located in Reston, VA, I
had the chance to pay the museum a visit.
And wow, seeing Bob McDonald’s Stiletto in
person. Oh my, that plane had me star struck.
I wanted to build like that, never mind that I
didn’t know how, I just had to do it.
For Christmas 1999, my wife gave
me the 1998 Brodak videos from Windy’s
Videos. For the first time, I witnessed the
pattern and just couldn’t believe flyers were
putting their planes at risk like they did. The
video brought to life my desire to build and
ultimately fly after years of inactivity. As a
result, my son Jesse and I went to our first
Brodak contest as spectators in 1999. That
event just added fuel to my fire. Gorgeous
planes everywhere, they were reeling me in.
Windy’s Spitfire, Dan Banjock’s Stiletto, and
Gary Lutz’s Stuntress to mention but a few. I
wanted to build like that. What a time it was,
we’ve been back ever since.
The attraction of the planes married to
the desire to build a “masterpiece” is what
pegs my fun meter in this event we call
stunt. Admittedly, the desire to build drives
me more then the flying at this time. As I
get more proficient at flying, the flying will
certainly match the building desire.
There’s much satisfaction and pride
seeing a pile of wood and hardware created
into something appealing to the eye. There’s
that knowing…the same techniques I’m
using can result in the “masterpieces” the
great builders are achieving. Results are only
separated by the time and commitment I
choose to put forth. “I can do it too” really
drives me.
Ancillary to building come many benefits
and the main one for me is it’s nothing short
of being therapeutic, slap in a CD and just
have at it. Building provides much stress
relief from the day-to-day tasks of raising
four kids, being a husband and all that comes
with that. There’s nothing like being in the
“zone” after the kids are down and the honey
do list is done. I can face another day.
I believe there are many “life principles”
that are learned while building, e.g. striving
for excellence, perseverance and delayed
gratification to name a few.
And what would stunt be without the
people? The people in this event really sealed
my involvement. Some examples:
Several weeks after coming back from
Brodak 1999 all fired up, I received a call
from Al Reed, who saw my name in the
PAMPA directory. He was looking for
someone to fly with. Some things were just
meant to be. We spent the rest of the summer

flying every weekend we could. He took me
under his wings and freely gave his time and
extensive knowledge. And guess what? He
was an accomplished builder and flyer, with
a gorgeous Patternmaster. Al showed me
first hand what kinds of people are involved
in stunt.
On occasion I have to travel to Islip
Long Island where I can call on friends like
John and Linda Passalagua, whom I met at
Brodak. Knowing I don’t have to spend the
time in hotel room for an evening is very
comforting and there’s nothing like a great
home cooked meal away from home. John
and Linda many thanks for indulging me.
At the 2004 FCM meet at Muncie none
other than Bob Hunt spent time trimming
our planes. He flew, tweaked, etc. about 12
contestants’ planes. We’re talking hours of
his time doing something he didn’t have
to do. Unselfishness exemplified if you ask
me. I never forget having to follow him
in the lineup flying Classic that year, how
humbling.
Another bunch of great guys are those
in the Northern Virginia Control Line
(NVCL) club. To name a few: Ron King,
who has spurred me on in many ways by his
generosity and encouragement. Bill Smith
with his infectious excitement, Scott Richlen,
Dick Houser, Tom McClain, Henry Werner,
and John Lindberg, and all the others, all have
added value to my life in some way. There it
is…life is enriched by people who share the
same passion.
My hero in this event is Jack Sheeks. He
freely makes himself available to talk and
critique my efforts, which for the most part
have been his designs. What more can say?
I make it a point to have him autograph my
planes, which he freely does.
Thirdly, I would have to say it’s the
challenge that keeps me involved. To
constantly be a better builder and flyer. The
challenge to get all disciplines involved in
this event working together for that perfect
flight. Seems like the more I learn the more
there is to learn or the realization of a whole
new set of disciplines is required to master.
For me (in many cases) there are multi-layers
of knowledge, performance, and skill yet
to be tapped. This too is why I love and fly
stunt.
Flying stunt pegs my fun meter to the
max and hopefully I can help someone along
the journey with the same passion. I’ll do it as
long as I’m able.
-Dave Reyes
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Ten Most Common CLPA Errors

N

ever one to shrink from sticking
my neck out, I thought I’d post a
list of common errors. These might
help you pick up a few points at the
NATs. The errors I see most often are
the easiest to call. Admittedly other
judges may see it differently but here’s
what gets deducted for the most often
on my scoresheets:
1. Takeoff too abrupt. The lap (or
3/4 lap) which is supposed to be for
climb to flight level is frequently flown
at flight level. Errors on takeoff are easy
to spot and deduct
for.
2. Bottoms too
high. Tops higher
than
45°.
There
seems to be an
increasing tendency
to fly big, perhaps
because it sometimes
scores well in FAI. It
shouldn’t score well
in AMA.
3. Repeating an
error. I know you’re
supposed to fly one
maneuver on top
of the other. But
take round loops.
If the first one is
too big and you fly
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the next two on top of it you’re just
compounding the error. Fly all three
of them wrong but congruent and you
could be looking at an eighteen point
deduction, depending on just how big
they were. Fly the first one wrong and
you could lose six for that but if you
correct it you’ll probably lose only
another two for failure to place on top.
Do the math.
4. Soft corners. Yeah, I know
“smooth” is nice. But a “smooth square
eight” is a contradiction in terms. A
hard corner with a small bobble will
score better than a big, round corner.
A little bobble may cost you one or two
points. A big, round corner could lose
up to six. Moment of brutal honesty
here: I’m easier on the bobble because I
know you tried to make the corner.
5. Triangles! Wide, soft and usually
with a right angle somewhere. I rarely
see a triangle that’s too tall. A good
triangle is a rare thing. Fly one and you
should be handsomely rewarded.
6. Hourglass ditto. Also, at the top
of the hourglass I often see three turns
instead of two. I don’t know what
causes that but it sure stands out. There
go six points instantly.
7. Horizontal round eight. This
one contains the single most common
error I see and the easiest to fix...
flying back past the intersection at the
end of the last (second left side) loop.
I’ve seen beautiful round eights lose
serious points because of this error. It’s
particularly easy for me to spot because
you’ve already shown me where the
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intersection is four times up to that
point.
8.
Sagging
overheads.
Big
maneuvers seem to be all the rage and
nowhere do they show more blatantly
than on overheads. You’ve established
where “over head” is, making it
particularly easy for the judges to
determine halfway between there and
the ground (45°).
9. No + in the middle of the clover.
If the + isn’t there, if the horizontal and
vertical segments look like an S instead
of | or -, there is no way that clover
can be right. One other thing on the
clover...it now starts at 42°. You have
four more degrees than you used to
have. It should be easier to fly. If you
start at 42° there’s a good chance those
swoops in the horizontal section will
disappear.
10. Stairstep descent to landing.
Those steps are easy to count, and
they’ll cost anywhere from one to six
(rarely) points each, depending on
how visible they are. Overcontrolling
always shows.
Disclaimer: No two judges seem
to look at it exactly the same, though
it would be nice if they did and that’s
what the judges’ clinic attempts to
foster. These are the errors I see most
frequently and, coincidentally, the ones
stressed most often at those clinics.
Questions? Arguments?
-Randi Gifford
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The Shirley Shadow

O

ne of the things I enjoy about
modeling is creating my own designs.
Whether it be Free Flight planes, RC
Hydroplanes, RC airplanes or control line
stunt. I always enjoy trying to improve
existing designs or making my own.
I blame my dad for this latest
excursion. I had an ARF Cardinal that I
was flying in P-40 and he started giving
me grief for not building a “decent
profile”. Truth be told, I’m not a real fan
of the profile look, so I figured I would try
to build a profile that thinks it’s a built up
model. I would love to take credit for the
aerodynamics but Randy Smiths SV series
fly’s so well I borrowed the numbers from
his 40 size designs.
The construction of the wing is Steve
Wooley type of I-Beam Construction. I
added a laminated trailing edge, which

gives a shelf to attach the rear of the ribs.
It also allows a stiffer straighter trailing
edge assembly.
Another interesting construction
detail which I didn’t take a picture of is
the fuselage. In order to eliminate the
disadvantage that most profile airplanes
have with flimsy or springy tail sections,
I built up the fuselage using 1/16” balsa
sides with 3/8” x ½” bottom and top
stringers and 3/8” x 1/8” diagonal
braces, laminated between, making a ½”
thick section. 3/32” ply doublers and a
generous ½” Balsa cheek will stiffen up
the front end.
You also notice a black stripe of .007”
x ½” carbon fiber glued to the outside of
the fuselage sides from the wing trailing
edge to the end of the fuselage. This little
bit of carbon makes a huge difference in
the stiffness of the fuselage.
Once the wing fuselage and the
horizontal stabilizer were finished, I turned
my attention to the flaps and elevators. I
have wanted to try building a wing using
a carbon “D” box type of construction
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similar to FAI free flight wings and I felt
this was a good time to try and build the
flaps and elevators this way. The flaps
were built on a sheet of ¼” glass. It’s hard
to see in the pictures but the glass is sitting
on top of my bench surface.
You need to get some .040”x .166” x
48” protruded carbon rectangle bar stock
for the trailing edges. C.S.T. is a good
source for this material. Their website
is www.cstsales.com. A “Dremel” cut
off wheel is the best way to cut it. You
will also need some .005 carbon laminate
material. It is available in 1”,3” or 12”
widths and 36” long. 3”wide should be
enough for several airplanes.
Start by drawing the flap outline onto
the glass with a fine point felt pen and
then cut the leading edges out of 3/8” x
3/8” straight balsa and tack glue it to the
glass at the ends and the middle with thin
CA glue. Next, cut the ribs from 3/32” x
3/8” Balsa and slot the back edge for the
carbon trailing edge making sure the slots
are exactly centered. Add the 3/8” x 1”
root rib and 3/8” x ¼” tip ribs gluing to
the leading edge only.
Next, add the trailing edge and more
thin CA glue, tack the tip and root ribs to
the glass with a drop of glue. Next, sand

the ribs and leading edge to a taper all the
way to the carbon trailing edge. Bevel the
hinge area. Next add carbon strips to the
leading edge and ribs. Glue with thick
CA glue. The carbon sheet can be cut to

thin strips by taking long nosed pliers and
ripping along the grain. I have tried other
methods and this works the best.

The rib caps overlap the leading and
trailing edges and are sanded smooth.
Next pop the assembly off of the glass
with a razor blade and turn it over. It
will be necessary to shim the trailing edge
up with balsa shims to allow for the flap
taper. Tack the assembly back down to
the glass with CA. Sand the taper and
add carbon caps the same as the first side.
After sanding, pop the assembly loose
and you are done. The elevators are built
similarly adding balsa tips before finish
sanding.

One thing to be careful of! Make sure
you don’t build them with a twist. These
flaps are very warp resistant and you
will not be able to straighten a crooked
one. You can see the flap extension and
flap root fairings. They were made with
carbon trailing edge material to give the
same thin hard edge. There is nothing
earth shaking about any of this, just a
different way to build a profile.

The last photo shows the shadow next
to my Ro Jett 60 Piped PA Plane. Hard to
tell it’s a profile!
See you at the circle.
-Dave Shirley Jr.
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two months to complete, but one is
all Monocote and the other is 50%
Monocote.
I have observed these past ten
years of competition that there are
many fine modelers out there who are
eager to help if asked. I would like to
personally say thanks to, Bob Hunt,
Frank McMillan, Bob Gieseke, Bill Rich,
Randy Smith, Al Rabe, John Simpson,
and Roger Wildman. These guys are
all champions and will still find time
to advice and physically help. Thanks
guys.
Now we’ll see what the year 2006
has in store. Happy flying and see ya in
the circle. Blessings.

The Petra 6

-Allen Goff

T

he PETRA 6 was constructed in the
winter of 05-06. I was captured by
the design of Mike Pratts FROCE when
I was at the Sig contest in Iowa in 1995.
So I took the numbers of my PETRA
and the basic design of Mikes aircraft
and marred the two. It took me four
months to complete. I have twenty
flights to date and am encouraged. It
does look a little different in the air as I
am use to the profile of my other
airplanes.

went on the scales at 62 oz., is all Brodak
paint, with Bob Hunts’ lost foam wing
construction. All the control goodies are
Tom Morris’ and they work flawlessly.
Marshal Busby supplied the landing
gear and the wheels are lite flight. I did
want to paint this one simply to show
I can paint.(As
those of you
who know me,
know most of
my ships are

The engine of choice is Randys PA
75 running a 13 1/2 X3.8 Bolly. I have
been told to try a 14 but have not tried
that yet. The pipe is set at 18 inches and
am running Sig 5% with 50/50 + some
Randy’s oil. My lap times are 5.45 at
9400 rpms. It burns 7 1/2 ozs for the
entire pattern plus 15 extra laps on 65
ft. Morris lines. The fuel tank is an 8 oz.
plastic set up uniflow.
I was excited when this aircraft

Monocote or at
least in part.)
As of
now I plan on
using this as
my “NATs”
ship this year.
I did build two
other ships this
past
winter.
Both
took
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Adams’ Special

T

he history of the Adams’ Special is
derived from several conversations
and a letter from Bryon Barker of New
Albany, Indiana. I met Byron at one of
the first Western Kentucky/Southern
Illinois Stunt Championships, which
were held, at that time, on the
Metropolis, Illinois local airport.
Eventually Byron and I became good
friends and have spent much time in
his shop talking about and building
model planes. One model of interest to
me was a silver starred blue colored
model of ancient heritage. Asking
about the model was enlightenment
and a bug was introduced in my brain
to bring this older model back to life.
The model reminded me of a
Barnstormer with a somewhat longer
All American Senior fuselage but with
an inverted engine (Fox of course) and
a unique rudder. The rudder has the
reminiscence of a Scimitar sword with
the point headed toward the canopy
and spinner. Byron got around to
telling me some of the history of this
model but has subsequently sent me
a hand-written two page letter to help
document this early fifties control line
stunt model. Since the model never
had a real name, we christened the
plane, the Adams’ Special since it was
designed and built by Frank Adams.
Byron met Frank Adams about
1948 or 1949 while Byron was building
and flying mostly 1/2A control line
models. Byron often rode his bike
to one of the local park areas in New
Albany, Indiana and there met two or
three guys flying .35 sized models. This
crew called themselves the Model Mugs
and stepped up to help this young local
kid to improve his modeling and flying
skills. They encouraged him to upscale
his model size and engine cubic inches
so Byron chose to buy a Mohawk
.29 and began bolting that engine to
Ringmasters, Sterling Mustangs, Yaks
and other currently kitted profile
models. Byron thought he was in the
“big time” now.
At the start of the ’51 season, Frank
Adams handed him his last year’s
stunter for Byron to fly. Two reasons
involved this gift.
The connector
between the two sides of the elevators
had broken and short section of clothes
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hanger wire was bent in a top hat
shape and glued to the trailing edge of
both elevators. Thus the wire moved
up and down aft of the rudder area
and got the Special back in the air.
Plus Frank became enamored with the
new Veco Smoothie kit and wanted to
build one as soon as he could. Frank
has since passed away and Byron has
spent multiple phone calls to find
documentation from younger Adams
family members but no pictures can
be found nor anyone contacted who
can find any plans or notes on the
Adams’ Special. We only hope the
readership will accept our background
information.
Byron wanted to compete in the
1952 Nats at Glenview Naval Air
Station near Chicago in the summer of
that year. He desired to fly the Adams’
Special but the elevators were giving
him fits. He then built a Squaw for
the Chicago event and powered it by
a K&B .29. Frank and Hugh Darnell
took to shepherding Bryon to the
’52 Nats in Hugh’s ’50 Chrysler four
door sedan. They loaded everything
they needed and headed north to the
Midwest region Nationals. At that
time, the Nationals were sponsored
in part by the Navy and it traveled
between four sites. They included the
before mentioned Glenview IL, Willow
Grove PA, Los Alamitos CA and Dallas
TX. Those were the days.
Frank was also a combat flyer and
Byron was his pit-crew. Frank won
Combat at both the 1952 and 1953
NATs. Although Frank finished high
in the ranks in Stunt, Byron cannot
remember what the final placing was
for him. Byron’s chance to fly was
botched by a bellcrank, which pulled
out on the pull-test. Byron mentioned
that glues were not a good as today’s
products and you had to use a lot of it
to keep parts together.
Frank Adams was also a
horseracing jockey on weekends and
a Hobby Salesman during the week.
He also sold hot rod parts for the
Hobby Distributor. His company car
was a ’50 or ’51 Ford “woody” station
wagon. It served as a “demo” for the
hot rod parts he actually sold. Frank’s
particular car had finned aluminum
heads, with what then was known as
a “3/4 cam”, headers, “glass-packs”,

twin ’97 Stromberg carbs and an
overdrive transmission. This gives me
the chills of “flatheads forever”. Byron
felt that there was nothing like mixing
model airplanes and hot rod cars.
These comments remind me of when I
took my “Six Bits” 1955 Chevy model
150 to the 2004 FAI F2B World Champs
and the following AMA Nationals at
the site near Muncie, Indiana.
Byron remembers that the hot setup
for the “day” was the Barnstormer until
the Smoothie article and kit appeared in
the early fifties. Almost everyone in the
New Albany, Indiana and Louisville,
Kentucky area went to the Smoothie
kits or ones built from plans. Fox .35s
dominated as the power plant for stunt
although Johnson’s, K&B’s, McCoy’s
and Forster’s were also being used. As
a side note, Byron remembered Frank
being sponsored by K&B and received
engines for sponsorship while Top Flite
provided him with props.
I would like to thank Gary Hajek
for building and completing the first
Adams since 1951. His model was
taken to the King Orange International
in January of 2006 and was flown at
Halpatiokee Park for a few test flights.
Roy Trantham, Charlie Reeves and
Chuck Feldman helped at this location.
Gary and I took his Adams’ to the 2006
VSC, and what few trim sessions we
had with the model, convinced Gary
to go to his Barnstormer. I later took
the model to Polk City, Iowa early May
contest and put in two full patterns
as practice on Saturday morning and
then accumulated enough points with
the Adams’ first contest since 1951, to
place on top in Old Time Stunt.
The model is presently powered by
a Randy Smith Fox .35, which include
his special hardened crank and all his
mods. I am running an APC 10 1/2:”
X 4 ∏” prop with 10% nitro, 25% castor
and 3% synthetic oil. This is a mixture
introduced to me by Mark Smith of
Excalibur fuels of Phoenix, Arizona.
I am using 58-foot lines, measured
eyelet to eyelet and releasing at about
9900 to 10,000 rpm to realize a lap time
of around 5.1 seconds per revolution. 3
≤ ounces of fuel gives me a six-minute
run length.
The Old Time Stunt pattern takes
about 4 minutes and 45 seconds to fly,
so this gives you plenty of time after the
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maneuvers to bring it to a safe landing
under the eight-minute time limit. The
tank is a Sullivan four ounce slant front
tank and is installed inverted and will
hold 3 ≤ ounces of fuel. The fuel pickup and the uniflow inside the tank are
plumbed with separate clunks and the
over-flow is positioned in the uppermost inboard side of the tank. The
uniflow tubing runs to an external hard
tube which points directly into the air
stream.
The Adams’ Special will soon be
a full-blown kit by Eric Rule of RSM.
The construction of the Adams’ is quite
similar to any Old Time Stunt plane.
Modern model glues and finishes may
be used but most “Old Timers” like to
replicate the earlier planes, in keeping
with the spirit of the event. Good luck
with your own Adams’ Special.

Inboard side nose view of the Adams showing the actual configuration. There was a gap between
the front of the model and the back of the spinner. I just drew in a nice line to complete spinner to
nose joint.

-Allen Brickhaus
Byron Barker
linecontr@aol.com
812-948-9167 Work
812-944-8511 Home

The Adam’s is shown in Roy Trantham’s body
jig.

Allen Brickhaus
abkb801@shawneelink.net
Eric Rule of RSM Distribution
Phone Number
rsm1rule@rsmdistribution.com
Assembling the Adams’ Special at Roy
Trantham’s shop in Stuart, Florida. Charlie
Reeves helped me a bunch on alignment
problems suffered by yours truly.

The tail post is glued and clamped into place in
Roy’s jig.

Close up of the rudder and canopy lines. The canopy was not a good fit and the drawings were given
a cleaner line, although keeping the intent of Frank’s model.
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The Fox .35 is now nestled in place and embraced
by the clamps of Roy’s jig.
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My replica is depicted prior to covering.

Gary Hajek’s Adams is ready for flight.

Author and Byron Barker, who helped me,
document this model.

Author and builder of the first Adams since
1950 is Gary Hajek. This shot was taken at the
2006 VSC.
Lower cowl of my Adams is shown in close-up and inverted.

The tail wheel location is a replacement for the
plywood tail drag that was on the original. The
location keeps the same attitude as the plywood
tail drag. This keeps from wearing out the
wooden skid and makes for quieter landings on
macadam. Note that a stooge hook-up location
is provided for flying by you.
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Gary’s Adams showing engine, intake and exhaust holes, muffler exits and needle valve location.
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The Adams and author is at its first official
contest at Polk City, Iowa in early May of
2006.

The Adams Special in the wingover at Polk
City.
Allen and the Adams on the take-off launch of
its second contest flight.

Another inverted shot of the model continues to
show the stability of the plane.

Author is shown fueling the Adams near Polk
City, Iowa.

Working on level flight during the Adams
second contested flight.

The name is easy to read during the wingover.

John Bender is obliging and helps to launch the
Adams for its first contest flight at Polk City.
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The Adams coming into inverted flight during
the Old Time Stunt pattern. Only two laps to
go and we are heading towards the horizontal
eights.
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Copperhead
McMillin

T

V-10

By

Chris

he Copperhead V-10 is virtually a
copy of Windy Urtnowski’s 1990
NATs competition model Sidewinder
V-Max. His was a yellow and black
beauty that was striking in concept and
detail. I really liked the look of that
model. Quite possibly it was the
balance and symmetry of the design
coupled with it’s severely frenched tips
carried through to the abbreviated
integral vertical fin/rear fuse treatment
that made me want to build one. In my
mind, this model and Windy’s original
candy red and white built-up wing
Cardinal with wing mounted gear were
his best looking ships, bar none.
I used cores that Windy gave me
back in 1990 for my wing. I think they
were 55 inches with a deep 4 inch
sweep. I used larger flaps than Windy
did, and it is equipped with adjustable
control linkages. Dan Winship made
the bell crank and horns and Dan
McEntee made the clevis. I built the
model over a couple of years and
first flew it in 1994. It started out with
a T&L 6.5 on a 40 pipe, but that little
engine had its tongue hanging out.
This model seemed a little too large
for the 40, possibly because of its low
aspect ratio (though an Impact works
well with that engine, Mark Hughes of
St. Louis, MO flew his for years with
super reliability). I then went to the
O.S. VF46RE, the engine in which the
original model was powered. This was
good, but I then went to the Precision
Aero PA61RE. The PA 61 worked the
best with this model and I flew a few
Midwestern contests in 1996, with a
borrowed engine from Gary Hajek, in
this form.
I began flying it again in 2004 with
a new PA 61, and a 65 Aeropipe. I found
that I had some cooling problems and
discovered that the right angle of the
former just ahead of the wing was
probably producing some turbulence.
Along with this area being the smallest
part of the pipe tunnel I figured it could
be a significant factor. I Dremeled out a
rounded section deeper into the former
and about an inch behind it into the
tunnel floor to add area and smooth the
airflow. I originally had a large opening
in the cowling directly below the
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header which air escaped from before
being led down the tunnel, this being a
significant factor in the loss of cooling
efficiency across the forward part of the
pipe. I closed this with scrap and tape
to see its effects. They were dramatic
and later I made it a permanent fix.
It now has a closed cowling from the
intake to the pipe tunnel opening. I
probably could’ve made the length of
the opening shorter too, and a rounded,
deeper bottom block would increase
the clearance from the pipe and cross
section of the tunnel for better internal
aerodynamics. As it is now the cooling
is sufficient, and I am getting reliable
runs.
The basic idea behind my model
was to have a short nosed, quick
turning design with little roll moment.
My previous model had a long nose
and a much higher aspect ratio wing,
and a Super Tigre .60. It was nose
heavy, clean in aerodynamics, and the
60 didn’t afford the same propeller
selection/speed control of the pipe
set-up, so I figured this was the way
to go. It is, as the short nose makes the
CG easy to keep moderated, the low
aspect wing keeps the drag level pretty
high, and the power of the PA61 on
the Aero Pipe is adjustable through a
wide range with the propeller and pipe
adjustments. I haven’t made it work
to its full potential yet, but it does fly
well.
Here are some points to note about
the model so far:
The wing is a triple cored foam type
with 1/16th balsa sheeting bonded with
3M 77. There is no hardwood spar, and
the landing gear support is two ribs of
1/16th ply inserted into the foam back
to the landing gear block location in
each wing panel. The wing is epoxied
together in the middle and has a two
inch strip of .5 oz fiberglass down the
center. The whole wing is covered with
silkspan. The tips are from balsa block,
split horizontally and hollowed. The
cable leadouts were threaded through
brass tubing as a bushing on the bell
crank. It has an adjustable guide with
nylon blocks I bought from some
cottage provider. The flaps are sheet
and have plywood “clips” in which the
1/8th inch horns are received.
The fuselage is a typical sheet
sided box affair. The nose is built from

a crutch type motor mount assembly
with 1/8th sheet balsa sides with
1/32nd ply doublers. The top block
is a 1 inch block cut from a balsa
life preserver from the SS Admiral
riverboat in St. Louis. It incorporates
a hatch above the flap horn where the
pushrod clevis attaches. This clevis is
custom made and threads on a 4 40 rod.
The bottom is 1/4 sheet. The cowling is
a large box, anchored at all four corners
by 2 56 screws. The motor mount bolts
are 4 40.
The stab is flat section and built
up from sticks in geodetic fashion. It is
covered with 1/32nd balsa. The 1/8th
inch horn is a slider type received with
plywood “clips” in the elevator.
The Copperhead V-10 has a 9
inch nose and an 18 inch tail moment,
measured from nose to LE, and hinge
line to hinge line. I figured the aspect
ratio at 4.0 to 1.
Engine Room:

The motor mounts are 3/8x1/2 and
the fuselage is rather narrow and tall in
cross section. The spinner is an Aero
Products 1.75 needle nose. The header
has a 1 inch rise and the big .65 sized
Aero Pipe has plenty of room. The tank
is metal because I didn’t relieve the
wing leading edge to accept a plastic
tank larger than six oz. Definitely do
this if you have a short nosed model.
The whole of the interior of the nose
is just painted in black dope, I hope
I never split a tank as I should have
used epoxy or something more robust
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to fuel proof the wood. I would use
more rounded contours in the tunnel
and especially the transition from the
tank compartment to the tunnel itself.
A smooth rounded transition is shown
to help internal aerodynamics on big
airplanes and my utilization of these
lessons on the cooling problems I had
on this model proved to me they are
just as applicable. I would not have
any openings behind the intake until
the tunnel opening itself as mentioned
above, too.
Trimming and Flying:
I have the flaps moving slower
than the elevators. I don’t know the
ratio, but less than one to one. I made
the outboard flap bigger than the
inboard, and I had to cut it down. It
has less taper than the inboard flap,
and gets larger towards the tip. I cut
it off at a bias still. I may not be done
trimming the outboard flap area. The
wing area is about 770 squares and
the model weighs 64oz with all of the
tip weight. With my style of flying the
model exhibits super corners with flat
recoveries, and makes good rounds
without corrective faceting. I like how
it flies with the Gator 3 bladed 13x4.
It has very comfortable line tension,
and in the wind I am impressed with
its ability to “hang out there” so well.
I’ve tried ten props. Both two and three
blade, Bolly and Eather. The Gator is
the best for this model.
The engine is mounted level with
the motor mounts for now, but with a
little offset thrust. I use about 68 foot
braided lines (handle to center of the
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fuse). The Ted Fancher hard point
handle made it come alive. It seems to
fly well at the same lap speed as the
old Golden Falcon, about 5.3 level lap
times. I seem to have more time in the
maneuvers with this model.
Parts and Details:
The spinner and wheelpants are
from Randy Smith’s Aero Products.
I used Sig wheelpant mounts. The
canopy is a 9 inch Sig military. The
pilot is from Williams Bros.
Finish:
The finish is a build up of nitrate
then to butyrate, over silkspan. I then
used the old Smooth and Easy with
microballoons for the fillets. Over
that I used
spray cans
of lacquer
primer and
s a n d e d
that thing
forever. It is
painted with
the
then
available
D u p o n t
a c r y l i c
lacquer. It is
easy to use,
and light. I
have some
left and use
it to repair
the model.
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I might clear the nose with the fuel
proof KlassKote (very similar to K&B
SuperPoxy) so I can keep the paint on
it. I made all of the stencils for the trim
out of shelf paper with a knife. This is
easy to do, but takes a bit of patience.
The decals were mostly Tom Lay rubons, since extinct. White and black
ink in drafting pens was used for the
panel lines. I really like panel lines and
rivets, especially over different colors.
It reminds me of the Jim Kostecky style
that was so beautifully showcased on
his famous Formula S.
The Copperhead V-10 model is a
very good flying design. It is also very
striking in looks, and I named mine
after an exotic MOPAR concept car
engine. I remember the first version
Windy built had many innovations
that were downright experimental,
and that could have made the model a
little more short lived than it may have
been otherwise. I would try another
just like it with a few detail differences
as described above, and it could
weigh a little less with different wing
construction. I would also integrate
a fuselage gear mount along with the
wing mounted gear. With these and the
above outlined improvements I could
be happy with yet another Copperhead
V-10.
-Chris McMillin
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Brodak Fly-In 2006 by Allen
Brickhaus

T

he Tuesday through Saturday time
frame at the Brodak Fly In 2006
seem amicable with many of the pilots
who attended this year’s event. The
rain stayed away and the competition
circles were open for practice for the
next days events by early afternoon.
The more relaxed pace allowed more
social gathering and more time on the
practice circles to get ready for the next
stunt event on the schedule. Tom
Hampshire’s help was again a masterful
giving of a skilled CD and advice to the
inner workings of the contest. Thanks
Tom.
Sandy, Annie and Charlie, the
“Ladies”, worked their magic in getting
all scores posted in the greatest amount
of haste and with great accuracy. John
and Buzz were well received and
appreciated for their hosting of the 10th
Annual event. So many workers and so
much thanks from CD Allen Brickhaus
for the superb job of judging, working
as pit bosses, running of scores, cutting
the grass and all aspects that are needed
to accomplish the task of running a five
day event in the Brodak’s back yard.
Thanks to Bob Zambelli for his set up
work.
Enclosed are 30 shots taken at
random from my trusty little Kodak.
Look toward the week prior to Father’s
Day in June next year for the 2007
version of the Brodak Fly In.
-Allen Brickhaus

Mike Ostella stripped, assembled and glued
an ARF Smoothie together and refinished the
model in paint. Nice job Mike and the scheme
reminds me of his Humongous.
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Lew Woolard, the “Silver Foxx” readies his
model for a flight.

This simple flight box will get you on and off
the circle in a quick fashion. I think this item is
a Jerry Tarnofsky idea. Please forgive me if I
am wrong.

Dan Banjock’s Vista is certainly a pretty thing.

Tom Dixon brought Bob Howard’s Pegasus
classic legal model to light. It was powered by a
Double Star .40. This is the plain bearing copy
of the Fox 35. The engine ran well enough to
win Classic in the Expert division.

This depicts the other side of the simple carrier.

These runners keep the tabulators fires burning
with quickly sent score sheets from the four
contest circles.

Willis Swindell offers his rendition of the
Brodak ARF P-40.
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John Saunders was on the hunt and regained the
OTS Expert crown at the Fly In.

David Reyes brought a Jack Sheeks Knight to Carmichaels. Dave is a renowned Jack Sheeks expert.
Ask him how he did with my six important Jack Sheeks information questions. Ask him about the
“Bonus Round.”

Bob Lampione and Bob Brookins discuss
finishing techniques on site at the Fly In.

Jack Weston keeps cool with the best sunshade
in the area. Jack is a fun person and a good
friend.

Neal Beekman puts together a twin for the stunt wars at the 2006 Fly In.
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John Simpson took second in Classic with his
own Cavalier. So try to stump him with “is that
legal or not”.

Richard Antoszewski, “I can’t say it, but I can
spell it”, did well in Beginner and received the
official “Boot” to Intermediate.
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Windy Urtnowski unveils his Testarossa stunter
during the week of the Fly-In.

Bill Lumley brought a lot of models built by Don Gerber to the Fly In. Don passed away in June and
Bill help disseminate models to those who desired to assist Don’s wife Cheryl. Bill flew this George
Aldrich Gambler in multiple events.

Patrick Rowan brings a shine to the grass with
his Randy Smith Katana.

Joe Adamusko has a wonderful rendition of a
Supermarine Seafire powered by a Ro-Jett bigblock engine.
Due to a tent mishap in a late 2005 contest, Dave
Midgley lost two nice models. He got his new
Carnivore ready for the Brodak Fly In 2006.
Very pretty model, Dave. Stay off the links and
get in some more circle time.

Watt Moore greets Jim Correll of the New
Albany Skyliners.
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Matt Neumann doesn’t have it all with Rich Giacobone bringing his immaculate Stuka to
Pennsylvania.
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Jerry Tarnofsky’s Buccaneer 740 in Japanese
Seiran torpedo bomber colors.

Clayton Berry flies his patriotic colored Cardinal in multiple classes.

Buzz and John Brodak are proud to present Tom
Morris a plaque of appreciation during the Fly
In of 2006. The plaque was initiated by Fly In
competitors and presented to Tom before he
drove home to Anniston, AL.

Mike Palko continues to improve his electric
stunter and places third in Expert on C.L.P.A.
days.

Neal Beekman launches Bob Lampione’s fine
model on circle three at Carmichaels.

Tom Morris receives the “Spirit of the Sport”
Cup at the 2006 Fly In.
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Mike Danford helps a young pilot gets going
during a not-so-busy time on the circles.
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BRODAK 2006
June 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 2006
CD: Allen Brickhaus
Asst. CD: Tom Hampshire
PAMPA Events
APPEARANCE JUDGING
Woody Midgley - Pete Klepsic - Lynn Babic
PAMPA Beginner
Richard Antoszewski.................Cardinal............................278
Bill Lumley.................................Aireo.................................263
Tom Taylor ................................ARF Nobler ......................262
Dennis Moritz ............................Twister..............................260.5
Dave Evar .................................Smoothie ..........................248
Dalton Hammett ........................Simpler 61 ........................247
Sumner Forrest .........................Tanager............................231
Duane Hammett ........................Super Clown.....................230
Eliott Scott .................................Vector...............................162
Bill Smith ...................................Flite Streak .......................150
William Stewart .........................Nobler Jr...........................130
Tucker Blankenship...................Ringmaster Jr...................98.5
Judges: Tarnofsky - Heinritz
PAMPA Intermediate
Ken Cerny .................................Legacy..............................495.5
Dave Courtney ..........................Avanti ...............................479.5
Doug Benedetti .........................Nobler...............................474
Thomas Cappadona..................Vector 40..........................465.5
Joe Grash..................................Vector 40..........................453
Chris Burgess............................Pathfinder.........................450.5
Leonard Burgess.......................Oriental.............................450
William Brad Smith....................Legacy..............................442
John Gladfelter..........................Ole Yeller .........................438
David Reyes..............................Knight ...............................435
Dennis Truxal ............................ARF Nobler ......................434
Ted Heinritz...............................Gee Bee ...........................433
Mike Danford.............................Banshee ...........................429
Rick Blankenship.......................Ominum............................421
Dick Hodge................................Sukhoi ..............................416.5
John Cocking ............................Cardinal............................416.5
Jerry Tarnofsky .........................Aichi .................................410.5
Bill Mandakis .............................Smoothie ..........................400
Hank Womble............................Ghost Rider ......................391
Sam Laughery...........................Vector...............................373.5
Alan Buck ..................................Vector...............................354.5
Norman Liversidge ....................Cardinal............................92
Judges: Moore - Brookins
PAMPA Advanced
Patrick Rowan ...........................Destroyer..........................477
James Coll ................................Phoenician .......................469.5
Linheart Smith ...........................Legacy..............................467.5
Price Reese...............................Rounder Original ..............464
Willis Swindell ...........................P-40..................................462.5
Scott Reynolds ..........................Cardinal............................461
Joel Costantino .........................Magnum ...........................461
Phil Spillman .............................ARF Nobler ......................457.5
Michael Ostella..........................Bobcat ..............................457.5
Neal Beekman...........................Nobler...............................456
John Tate ..................................Hurricane..........................451
William Davis.............................Dancer..............................446
Lew Woolard .............................Windy Lew........................445
Mike Donovan ...........................Sig Mustang .....................443
Aaron Moskel ............................SV-II .................................443
Rich Peabody............................Fake Nobler......................438.5
Jack Weston..............................Gieske Nobler ..................435.5
John Jordan ..............................Musstant...........................429.5
Steven MacBride.......................Brodak Strega ..................428.5
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Bob Brookins.............................Strega...............................426.5
Reuben MacBride .....................Brodak Strega ..................421
Gil Reedy ..................................P-40..................................421
Dr. Pete Moskel.........................2-Pointer...........................418.5
Watt Moore................................Miss Olivia........................416
George Waters..........................Thunderbird II...................401
Richard Wolsey .........................SV-II .................................388
Lloyd Gregory............................Magnum ...........................341.5
Judges: Richlen - Houser
PAMPA Expert
Windy Urtnowski .......................Testarossa .......................589.5
Dan Banjock..............................Vista 39 ............................586
Mike Palko.................................Silencer ............................577
Kent Tysor.................................Strega...............................575.5
Tom Dixon.................................Pegasus ...........................575
Rich Giacobone.........................Stuka ................................574
John Simpson ...........................Cavalier ............................571
Wayne Smith.............................Tempest II ........................569
Jim Smith ..................................Tracer...............................568
Bob Dixon..................................Crystal ..............................565.5
Robert Lampione.......................United V ...........................562
David Midgley............................Carnivore..........................561.5
Joe Adamusko ..........................Sea Fire............................560
Steve Fitton ...............................Time Machine...................555.5
Bud Wieder ...............................Silencer ............................554.5
Clayton Berry ............................Cardinal............................552.5
Larry Robertson ........................P-51..................................551.5
Carl Lovins ................................Tucker Special .................542
Mike Cooper..............................Strega...............................540.5
Phil Cartier ................................Streak...............................538
Gary Lutz...................................Spitfire ..............................531
John D’Ottavio...........................Silencer ............................528.5
Scott Richlen .............................Silver Lancer ....................528
Dave Heinzman.........................Tempest II ........................525.5
Bob Zambelli .............................Cardinette.........................507
Judges: Kirk - Demmett
PROFILE PRECISION AEROBATICS
Profile Precision Aero. Beginner
Bernie Trent ..............................Brodak Cardinal ...............285.5
Richard Antoszewski.................Cardinal............................273
Bill Lumley.................................Aireo.................................266.5
Jim Moody.................................Cardinal............................261.5
Dennis Moritz ............................Twister..............................257
Dennis Hastings ........................Banchee ...........................254.5
Eliott Scott .................................Flite Streak .......................224
Bill Smith ...................................Flite Streak .......................222.5
Tucker Blankenship...................Shim .................................162
Dalton Hammett ........................Tomahawk........................122
Judges: Len & Chris Burgess
Profile Precision Aero. Intermediate
Ken Cerny .................................Cardinal............................431
Ted Heinritz...............................Banchee ...........................410.5
Doug Benedetti .........................ARF P-40 .........................409.5
Harry Clark ................................Super Clown.....................403
Joe Grash..................................ARF P-40 .........................399.5
William Brad Smith....................Brodak Cardinal ...............398
Sam Laughery...........................Cardinal............................395.5
Dennis Truxal ............................Ringmaster.......................394.5
Chris Burgess............................Pathfinder.........................389.5
Rick Blankenship.......................ARF Cardinal....................374.5
David Reyes..............................Excalibur ..........................372
John Gladfelter..........................Ole Yeller .........................370
Kenneth Dawson Sr. .................Profile Cardinal.................366
Norman Liversidge ....................Twister..............................354.5
Jerry Tarnofsky .........................ARF Cardinal....................352
Alan Buck ..................................Cardinal............................325.5
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Bill Mandakis .............................BJM Original Enterprise ...318
Judges: Weston - Palko
Profile Precision Aero. Advanced
Phil Spillman .............................Model Air ..........................495.5
Linheart Smith ...........................Cardinal............................495.5
Price Reese...............................Brodak Cardinal ...............491
Ron Lutz....................................Cardinal............................491
John Tate ..................................Hurricane..........................485.5
Patrick Rowan ...........................Stunter 131.......................485
James Coll ................................Oriental.............................484
Willis Swindell ...........................P-40 Warhawk..................483
Michael Ostella..........................Spacewalker.....................482.5
Jack Weston..............................Cardinal............................482
George Waters..........................King Cobra .......................472.5
Neal Beekman...........................Nobler...............................469
Richard Wolsey .........................Berserker..........................467
Lloyd Gregory............................Teosawki ..........................464
Gil Reedy ..................................Brodak P-40 .....................457.5
Bob Brookins.............................Primary Force...................450.5
Judges: Banjock - Cooper
Profile Precision Aero. Expert
Dan Banjock..............................P-40..................................540.5
Tom Dixon.................................ARC Cardinal ...................528
Mike Palko.................................Super Clown.....................524.5
Mike Alimov...............................Quickie II ..........................520.5
Clayton Berry ............................Cardinal............................511
Robert Lampione.......................Tutor II..............................506
Scott Richlen .............................Fixed Fazer ......................502.5
Bob Zambelli .............................Cardinal............................500.5
Mike Cooper..............................Tudor................................499
Phil Cartier ................................Giles .................................481
Lew Woolard .............................Primary Force...................472.5
John Saunders ..........................P-40..................................460.5
Judges: Beekman - Heinritz
CLASSIC STUNT
Classic Beginner
Bill Lumley.................................Gambler ...........................265.5
Richard Antoszewski.................Oriental.............................237
Dennis Hastings ........................Ringmaster.......................230
Dennis Moritz ............................Galaxy ..............................206
Jim Moody.................................Smoothie ..........................200.5
Henry Werner............................Cougar .............................188.5
Bill Smith ...................................Flite Streak .......................108
John McCollum .........................Ringmaster.......................37.5
Judges: Reese - Coll
Classic Intermediate
Ken Cerny .................................Olympic ............................540.5
Leonard Burgess.......................Oriental.............................521.5
Doug Benedetti .........................Nobler...............................519.5
William Brad Smith....................ARF Smoothie..................472.5
Joe Grash..................................59 Ares.............................463
John Gladfelter..........................Smoothie ..........................461
Sam Laughery...........................Oriental.............................445
Ted Heinritz...............................Nobler...............................439.5
Norman Liversidge ....................Smoothie ..........................418.5
David Reyes..............................Knight ...............................411
Dennis Truxal ............................Nobler...............................384.5
Bill Mandakis .............................Smoothie ..........................332.5

Gil Reedy ..................................Chief.................................463.5
Phil Spillman .............................ARF Nobler ......................462.5
Jack Weston..............................Gieske Nobler ..................461.5
Linheart Smith ...........................Stiletto ..............................461
James Coll ................................Phoenician .......................460.5
Price Reese...............................Brodak 52 Nobler .............454
Mike Ostella ..............................Brodak Smoothie..............452.5
Willis Swindell ...........................Oriental.............................446
John Tate ..................................Tomahawk........................436.5
George Waters..........................Thunderbird II...................434
Bob Brookins.............................Oriental.............................432
Dr. Pete Moskel.........................Nobler...............................430
Lloyd Gregory............................Smoothie ..........................395
Judges: Draughn - Midgley
Classic Expert
Tom Dixon.................................Pegasus ...........................570
John Simpson ...........................Cavalier ............................562.5
Bud Wieder ...............................Cavalier ............................552.5
Larry Draughn ...........................Jamison............................549
Larry Robertson ........................Shark 45...........................531.5
Carl Lovins ................................Tucker Special .................526
Lew Woolard .............................Humongous......................521
Mike Cooper..............................Oriental.............................511.5
Bob Zambelli .............................Argus................................507.5
Phil Cartier ................................Smoothie ..........................462.5
Judges: Kirk - Ostella
OLD TIME STUNT
Old Time Stunt Intermediate
Bill Mandakis .............................Viking ...............................271
Richard Antoszewski.................Barnstormer .....................237
John Cocking ............................Reinhart International.......228.5
William Brad Smith....................Super Zilch .......................227.5
Norman Liversidge ....................Smoothie ..........................217
Jim Moody.................................Smoothie ..........................161
Harry Clark ................................Super Clown.....................150.5
Dennis Hastings ........................Ringmaster.......................97
Judges: Hermans - Benedetti
Old Time Stunt Advanced
Patrick Rowan ...........................Brodak Viking ...................282.40
Richard Wolsey .........................Madman ...........................274.25
Gil Reedy ..................................Super Zilch .......................267.75
James Coll ................................Ringmaster.......................260.50
Jack Weston..............................Ringmaster.......................259.75
Neal Beekman...........................Ringmaster.......................254.25
Phil Spillman .............................Dragon .............................236
Bob Brookins.............................Humongous......................229.50
Lloyd Gregory............................Zilch..................................213.50
Watt Moore................................Jamison............................211.75
Judges: Tate – Swindell
Old Time Stunt Expert
John Saunders ..........................Humongous......................299.65
Lew Woolard .............................Humongous......................289.95
Larry Draughn ...........................Jamison............................288.95
Michael Ostella..........................Humongous......................273.45
Dan Banjock..............................Ringmaster.......................267.05
Bob Zambelli .............................Viking ...............................264.80
Mike Palko.................................Super Clown.....................254.55
Phil Cartier ................................Smoothie ..........................250.05
Richard Houser .........................Zilch..................................247.75

Judges: Rowan - Spillman
Judges: Sheeks - Scarinzi
Classic Advanced
Patrick Rowan ...........................Brodak Oriental ................472
Neal Beekman...........................Nobler...............................469.5
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Profile
Moran

Hardpoints

By

Derek

I

’m going to illustrate three different
kinds of hard points for profile
fuselages. The first is used in a
sandwich-type structure to mount fuel
tanks. The second is a surface inlay to
mount balance weight. The third, a
combination of the two, is a tail wheel
mount. Some of what I’ll show you is
unique, and what’s not unique I have
stolen from the best. You’ll rarely see
these things detailed on plans, but the
success and longevity of your plane
often relies on them.
The tank mount hard point is used
where a machine screw is required to
pass through face-grain balsa under
the plywood doublers. The challenge
here is to resist compression forces of
the fastener while securing a relatively
heavy object (a full fuel tank) in a high
vibration environment.
If we were to drill a through hole
and secure the tank with a screw and
hex nut, the balsa would crush as the
screw is tightened. We’d never be able
to get adequate preload to hold the tank
in position and prevent the screw and
nut from loosening. Sure, you could
use a nyloc (elastic stop nut) to retain
the screw, but the balsa would still get
squished and the screw would require
constant re-tightening.
The hard point replaces balsa with
a length of birch dowel. In this case I’m
using 3/8-inch diameter for 4-40 blind
nuts. The longitudinal grain of birch
resists compression force nicely.

Sharpened 3/8 OD brass tubing is used to cut through holes for the inserts.

Next, let’s look at a hardpoint for
external balance weight. I like to inlay
a disk of poplar plywood with a blind
nut on the inside. The poplar provides
a secure anchor for the blind nut and
a relatively hard surface to prevent the
weight from denting the finish.

Here we see the left (inboard) side of the
fuselage with the inserts epoxied in place. The
flange of the blind nut is set slightly below the
surface of the balsa to allow me to sand the entire
area flat prior to attaching the doublers. Notice
I have covered the threaded hole with a dot of
tape. The tape will prevent glue from filling the
threads when the doublers are installed yet can
be easily pierced as a screw is run through.

I use a 1-inch Forstner bit to create the inlay cavity.
Forstner bits are common in woodworking and
are used when relatively large diameter holes
with flat bottoms are required. When used on
balsa, they cut the sides of the hole beautifully
but leave a somewhat ragged bottom. I usually
re-sharpen the bottom cutting edges to minimize
the problem.

The first photograph shows two birch inserts
with blind nuts epoxied in place. It’s a good
idea to coat the hole with epoxy to prevent fuel
intrusion.
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This is the right (outboard) side of the fuselage.
Both the inboard and outboard doublers will
have clearance holes to allow the screw to pass.

Drill a hole in some balsa scrap
to establish the diameter of the inlay.
Yeah, the Forstner bit is advertised to
be 1-inch, but these tools are made to
looser tolerances than machine tools.
Besides, we want a perfect fit.
Drill several 1-inch holes in
scrap to establish the correct depth
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through. I use a 3/8-inch end mill to
counterbore for the blind nut. Use a
5/32 twist drill to clear the screw. Do
not drill through- stop about 3/32-inch
shy of the inboard side of the fuselage.

Cut a disk of plywood oversize and drill a
1/16-inch diameter hole in the center. Use that
hole as a pivot on a simple disk sander fixture.
Adjust the fixture and sand the plywood disk
until it slips perfectly into the inlay cavity. Drill
the disk and press in a blind nut. Epoxy the nut
in place and apply a dot of tape as before.

wire tailgear.
1/16-inch diameter
router bits are not usually available at
big box hardware outlets. I get these
from Southeast Tool http://www.
southeasttool.com. They will gladly
make custom diameters and profiles
too.

for the plywood disk. You want the
plywood to be perfectly flush or a few
thousandths below the surface. Now
go ahead and drill the 1-inch diameter
hole in your fuselage side. The fuselage
should be securely clamped on the drill
press table because we will be using
this setup for additional operations.
Trust but verify your depth setting by
sneaking up on the bottom of the hole.

Epoxy the plywood disk into place. Be sure to
coat the screw clearance hole with epoxy to fuel
proof it.

Two more features are required:
clearance for the blind nut flange
and clearance for the screw to pass
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Let’s bring these two techniques
together to make a tail wheel mount. I
usually fly alone in a little schoolyard
near my house, so I must rely on a
stooge to release my aircraft. Safety is
a primary concern and that means my
tail gear attachment to the stooge must
be absolutely reliable. An inlayed disk
provides so much surface area for glue
that it can’t come off without severing
the entire aft fuselage. Likewise, a
birch plug hardpoint is an excellent
anchor for the tailwheel wire.
Use a 1/16-inch straight bit to
route a 1/16 deep channel in 1/8-inch
aircraft (birch) plywood. Our tail gear
wire will lie in this channel. For models
with engine displacements of .35 and
above, I’d recommend 7/64 music
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Layout and drill the plywood for
a pivot, the anchor and a blind nut.
The hole for the blind nut is placed so
the barrel of the nut is tangent to the
slot and contacts the wire. Thus the
steel nut, not a wooden slot, takes the
bending load from the tailwheel wire.
Rough-cut the disk and sand to the
proper diameter using the same setup
on the disk sander as before.
Drill the inlay cavity with the
Forstner bit. Pay attention to the depth;
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aircraft ply and poplar ply are usually
different thicknesses. With sharpened
tubing, drill through ¼-inch diameter
for the birch dowel anchor.

Make the anchor from a length of
1/4 –inch diameter birch dowel with
a bit of 1/8-inch thick balsa CA’d to
the end. The balsa plug will be easy
to sand and help make the installation
invisible. Epoxy the anchor in place,
flush to the bottom of the inlay cavity.
Counterbore for the blind nut
flange and drill for screw clearance.
Epoxy the inlay mount in place being
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sure to coat the screw clearance with
epoxy for fuelproofing as before. When
the epoxy has cured, drill a 1/16-inch
diameter hole for the tail wheel anchor.
It’s a good idea to soak this hole with
epoxy and re-drill after it cures. Again,
we want to eliminate any possibility of
fuel intrusion weakening the structure
by soaking into the wood.

a 4-40 screw, lock washer and washer.
For larger models I’d recommend 2
screws: one on the forward side of the
wire near the anchor point and the
other as shown.
You may notice the tail wire
from the stooge loop to the anchor is
continuous; the wheel axle is soldered
to this. The tail wire is bent around
¼-inch diameter dowel pins to ensure
smooth, constant-radius bends. This
minimizes work hardening and stress
risers that could lead to failure.
The techniques I’ve shown are
certainly not the only way to do the
job. I’ve developed them over time
to suit my own tools and inclinations.
The results are rugged, long-term
reliable and clean. I hope you can take
some aspect of this and apply it to the
construction of your next plane.
-Derek Moran

Finally: the completed hard points.
The fuselage outline has been roughshaped. Mount the tail wheel gear with
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS - AUSTRALIA

Bruce Hoffman

10A Park Avenue
Woodford, NSW Australia 02778

A

fter two years of drought in
Sydney the Bureau of Meteorology
finally got the forecast right!
Over the weekend of the 10th and
11th of June the New South Wales
(Australia) State Championships were
held.
On Saturday flyers were met in the
morning with dark ominous clouds
overhead that emptied their cold wet
load periodically throughout the day
on those below on this, the 10th day of
winter. There was little or no wind, just
a slight drift from one side of the park
and as the
sun was well
hidden
the
competitors
couldn’t blame
any of their
misfortunes in
flying upon it!
O
u
r
competition is
flown to F.A.I.
rules but is
divided into
3 categories;
E x p e r t ,
Advanced
and
Novice.
There
were
a couple of
notable people
missing from
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the starting grid of Expert including
two that originally planned to travel
from interstate. One of these people
(from Victoria) unfortunately crashed
his model only a few days out of the
comp due to a control wire (up line)
unravelling and causing the model to
take a short but destructive dive into
terra-firma!
The ‘Devils Seat’ of Round 1 ‘Expert’
was occupied by Veteran pilot Reg
Towell who flew his ‘Walker’ designed
and Saito 72 powered P51 “Ole Yeller”
putting in a very respectable flight in
near perfect conditions. At the end
of the first round current Australian
Champion Brian Eather had established
a handy lead with his “Firecracker”
model in front of Paul Turner and Reg
although ideal conditions had the rest
of the field nipping at their ankles.
After a healthy lunch of BBQ’d
sausages on bread rolls – just the
thing for the cold weather – Round 2
commenced. Once again most flyers
put in very solid flights although the
conditions deteriorated at times with
steady and heavy rain taking away
some of the fun. Many flyers were now
finding whether or not their models
were equally watertight as well as fuel
proof and Judges had to sit through the
cold, damp weather attempting to have
their pens write on often wet paper
It was in this round one flyer (guess
who?) attempted to gain a few extra
points by impressing the female judge
and wearing a dinner suit throughout
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his flight; he learned later that she
didn’t realise that he was dressed
differently until some point about half
way through the pattern! (Maybe I’m
not untidy after all?) - Suffice to say
the desired outcome wasn’t met! After
looking at the photos later I realised the
number on the side of my model – “07”
– perhaps that was a Freudian slip?
Should it really be “007”?
Brian E again demonstrated why
he is currently our best flyer by scoring
over 20 points higher than his nearest
rival with another smooth and accurate
flight. Leaving the rest of us wondering
where we could find enough points to
overtake him in the final day of flying!
Sunday - Rounds 3 and 4. The Gale
force winds that had been predicted for
the afternoon arrived a little early but
fate was kind to some and those that
were lucky enough to fly before the
onslaught did manage to gain some
decent scores.
Not so for most of us though as the
wind became stronger throughout the
day with only a few short windows of
good weather to be had.
Round 3. Brian E’s normally
faultless ‘bottoms’ weren’t quite up to
his normal standard. He had a ‘near
miss’ in the outside leg of a square eight
- well at least the council won’t need
to mow that section of the grass for a
while! He again led the round, though
by only a few points ahead of Paul
Turner who was flying a ST46 powered
and well tested aeroplane – the latest in
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his ‘Wind’ Series of models.
Round 4. The wind was nothing
short of horrible now and most pilots
elected not to fly. Yours truly had
been the last flyer in the 3rd round
and then supposed to be 1st in the 4th
round. Flying the 3rd round had been
enough for me!! My “Miss Australia
II” ‘Walker’ P51 with a Saito 72 flew
through the wind with no lack of line
tension anywhere but it was just a ‘fly
to survive’ flight! A lasting memory I
have is watching the tail try to overtake
the nose in the wingover as the wind
pushed it along! I was well out of the
placing’s as it was and I couldn’t see
the need to put the model through
the added stresses of the wind just for
the sake of it. I believe most people
made the same decision for the same
reasons.
One who didn’t, however, was my
flying mate Reg. He decided to fly his
“Ole Yeller”in the hope that he might
gain a few extra points enabling him
to leap ahead of Paul T who was just
ahead in 2nd position. Brian E also
decided to fly – hoping to increase his
flight score of the 3rd round where he
mowed the ground. He was lucky to
fly immediately before Reg (he took
the flying spot I would have had if I
had flown!) and following his prayer to
the ‘wind gods’ was rewarded with a
window of reasonable air and another
good score.
Reg wasn’t nearly as lucky though.
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As soon as he
signalled for his
time to start the
wind
returned
with a fury. His
wingover looked
as bad as mine and
after the second
half he decided
to abort and fly
level for the rest
of the flight - if
you could call
it level – the
outboard
wing
of the model was
kicking up and
showing
‘plan’
form often as it
went round. As
soon as the motor
cut and he put
the model on the ground several pilots
who had positioned themselves around
the circle ran to his model to prevent it
from being blown over! He said later
that this was the first time that he could
recall having to abort a flight due to
wind conditions alone. Consequently
Brian E was the only one to gain a score
at all in this round as no one else was
brave (or foolhardy) enough to attempt
to fly.
The final result in Expert was a
well earned 1st to Brian Eather, 2nd to
Paul Turner and 3rd Reg Towell.
‘Advanced’ saw a number of new
pilots in the competition with some
quality flying – It won’t be long and
some of these flyers will be expected to
step up to the Expert level!
The first 2 rounds were on
Saturday between or after Expert was
flown and looked at by a different set
of Judges. As in the case of the Expert
competition, the weather was near
perfect apart from the inconsistent rain
that didn’t detract too much from the
flying abilities of the pilots.
At the end of the 2nd round Steve
Masterton – who won ‘Advanced’ at
the recent Australian Nationals - was
firmly in the lead and all flyers hoped
to increase their scores the next day.
This unfortunately was not to be, as
in Expert many had to contend with
ferocious winds in the 3rd round
whilst some were lucky enough to fly
early and ‘beat the breeze’. Most pilots

elected to stay on the ground on the 4th
round due to the wind – all except for
Paul Kenny and Bill Swan who were
brave (or silly) enough to attempt to
fly giving all who watched some very
entertaining and frightening moments.
At the end of the day the results
were as follows: Steve Masterton –
First, Paul Kenny – Second, Greg Frail –
Third with ‘Best Junior’ being awarded
to the very capable Michael Smith-Frail
who was following very closely behind
his fathers heels!
“Novice” was Judged by yours
truly and Paul Kenny and was run
concurrently with the other two events.
The new fliers in this competition
displayed quite a deal of determination
and skill in what at times were
unpleasant flying conditions.
It is hoped that they will continue
to progress and next year compete at
Advanced level – at least!
Final results were: 1st – Ross Boyd,
2nd – Michael Smith-Frail and 3rd
– Don Keyssecker.
All in all an excellent competition
was held at a perfect venue, and
considering the wind of the second
day it was good to see that no serious
damage was caused to any models.
-Bruce Hoffmann
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The Three Amigos
Over the past few years there has
been a growing interest and use of the
“Yatsenko” Ready-to-Fly models from
the Ukraine. Built from composite
materials and able to be taken apart
fitting neatly into a relatively small
carry box they certainly suit the
needs of those of us who intend to
travel overseas to compete and fly.
The models are light and strong and
powered by the ‘Retro’ engines which
seem to have ample power. I have
never flown one but as an onlooker
they appear to turn corners sharply
and just ‘sit’ out of the turns.
The price is the killer – to me
anyway! I can ill afford to spend around
$3000 (Australian) on something which
very possibly I might plow vertically
into the ground early in its flying life!
However, there are plenty of those
among us that are willing to take that
risk. A friend of mine (who now has 3
of these machines) said in a discussion
on the merits of the aeroplanes that he
“didn’t have the time to sit down and
build a model, then fly it numerous
times to get it sorted. Whereas he could
buy one of these models pre-built and
flown, so saving him many hours of
testing.” As time is ‘money’ to him
he felt he was in fact saving money by
flying one of these models.
The plans to some of these aircraft
are available from the internet. I’m not
sure ‘who’ downloaded the plans first,
however the ‘Classic 2’ design arrived
on the Sydney flying scene around mid
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2005.
T o n y
Bonello
was
the first person
in New South
Wales to build
and fly one and
called it ‘Enigma
III’. He changed
the plan to suit
his
building
methods
and
style and had
the
model
powered first
by a ‘Stalker 61’.
The
original
model
has
‘pivoting’ flaps
and elevators,
however, Tony decided to use the
normal method of ‘hinging’ which
may have altered the sectional shape
of the wing slightly. He also used fulllength flaps and changed the profile
shape of the fueselage to his taste. The
result for him is a very pretty looking
model weighing in at about 55oz at
first glance you would not think it was
a ‘Yatsenko’ copy at all although all the
basic measurements are the same. After
flying the model for months he tried
a ‘Retro’ motor without success. He
was having continuous trouble trying
to obtain an even engine run so has at
this stage reverted back to the Stalker
which runs well and consisently.
My model – Miss Redski - was next
to be completed. Apart from the shape
of the fuselage all other measurements/
moments and ‘pivoting’ flaps/
elevators are the same as the original.
A previous article in SN sets out the
building of it but suffice to say though
that my first impressions of it weren’t
totally favourable. I found that there
was a lot of wing rocking – even in light
breeze and that the model didn’t turn
snappily enough. I left it hanging on
the wall until after our major comps of
the year and have only recently begun
to play with it again. Originally I had a
Saito 56 in it and it weighed 60oz when
finished – I have now put a Saito 72
in and so it should weigh 63oz! I also
extended the chord of the elevators by
about ¾” and expected that I would
have to put tail weight in it to counter
the extra engine ounces but that hasn’t
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happened. So far I’m really impressed
with the improvements. I don’t know
why I didn’t need tail weight as it
balanced well with the 56 but now it
turns as I want it to and seems to be
much more stable during flight. It
still flies at roughly the same speed as
when the 56 was in it – even turns the
same prop (a Eather 14x5” u/c) but is
just behaving itself much more!
The last ‘Amigo’ to complete
his model was Reg Towell calling it
“Natasha” (we’re now waiting for
him to wear a full fur hat and call
himself Boris!) He basically used my
plan although he changed the shape of
his fin to something of his own liking
– he has a particular fondness of the
‘Caudron’ aeroplanes so designed
his fin upon that shape! Reg went
further than Tony and I thought. He
has made his model so that each wing
can be removed individually from
the fueselage. I can’t fully explain the
method he used although I know he
used thin carbon mat to re-enforce the
centre spars and wing connections. Two
4/40 bolts hold the centre of the wings
top and bottom to a main spar section
mounted inside the fuselage whilst a
3rd screw locates the trailing edge in
place. He did extremely well and kept
the weight down to about 59oz. When
you consider that he has a Saito 56 as
the power source this weight is really
quite good! He has, however, left some
room in the cowl to install a Saito 72 if
he wants a little more up front!
So far he has only had a few flights
with this model and appeared to be
suffering some fuel blockage problems
but once these are sorted I’m sure he
will have a good flying model.
Well they may not be ‘originals’ but
hopefully they will give us some of the
flight characteristics we were hoping to
copy from the real “Yatsenko” models
and at a fraction of the price. We all
enjoy building too and are lucky to
have the time to devote to that pursuit.
So at this stage whilst we have more
time than money we will no doubt
continue to build!
-Bruce Hoffmann
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS BRAZIL

The Brazilian Air Force marching band started
the contest.

The Catho team P51 Mustang’s ready to
compete at São José dos Campos. Also ready to
attack Muncie, Indiana.

Dr. Thomas Case

Al. Riberao 130 - cj 112
Sao Paulo, SP Brazil 01331-00

Brazilian P51 Mustang Squadron at
São José dos Campos competition

for the most part by OS .70 four stroke
engines. My plane “The Girl from
Ipanema” complete with nose art was
powered by a Saito .72 four cycle.
The contest was wonderful. The
Brazilian Air Force marching band
inaugurated the event with a rendering
of the Brazilian National anthem. The
RC air strip beside the control line

Thomas Case Sr’s “The Girl from Ipanema”
P51 powered by Saito .72 four cycle.

Five P51 stunters in São José dos Campos, the
airplane city of Brazil.

H

ere is a small sample of the
Brazilian P51 Squadron that will
attack the Muncie, Indiana NATs. Five
P51´s at the May 20 & 21 São José dos
Campos. F2B competition. Three of the
P51´s placed 2nd, 3rd and 4th. Paulo
Gomes was first with his well known
“Amazon” stunter by a slim 7 point
margin over Bene Rodrigues ´s P51.
The contest was in the Brazilian
airplane capital São José dos Campos
where the Embraer factory produces
jets for the world´s airlines. The contest
also celebrated the 100th anniversary of
the Brazilian father of aviation Santos
Dumont that flew his 14 Bis airplane
in Paris, France for the first witnessed
aviation flight. There is a big argument
as to who was the first to fly: the Wright
brothers or Santos Dumont.
The P51 mustangs were powered
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The Catho team – Bene Rodrigues, Amos Case, Thiago Case and Thomas Case with the
Embraer airplane factory in the background.

circle was busy and full of people. It
was a great social event. Here are some
pictures.
-Thomas A. Case

There were also RC P51’s at the contest.
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Brazilian P51 Mustang Squadron
to “attack” Muncie, Indiana
NATs.

2

6 stunt pilots from all over Brazil are
preparing to embark on July 6 for
the Muncie, Indiana NATs. It is a very
special group because everybody will
be flying Bene Rodrigues’s P51
Mustang.
The Catho Group, which is the
largest Human Resources Consulting
company in Brazil, is sponsoring the
group. The objective is to raise the
level of modeling in Brazil and to show
Brazilian excellence to the Yankees.
We are going for the gold. We expect
our planes to be in the front rows
in the appearance judging and we
will be aggressive competitors in the
intermediate, advanced, open, junior
and senior categories.
The plane is very special. Bene
Rodrigues has developed over the
years a wonderfully light and superb
flying P51 Mustang. The plane uses a
0.S.70 or SAITO. 72 four cycle engine. It
usually weighs about 64 ounces.
This plane is particularly good in
high winds which are typical of Muncie,
Indiana. Bene Rodrigues produced kits
with beautifully laser cut balsa for each
of the competitors to build. We finally
have enough engines to go around.

Attached are pictures of Bene
Rodrigues and Thomas Case Jr., with
their P51 Mustangs. Bene Rodrigues’s
P51 everybody saw last year at the
NATs. The “Flying Undertaker” will be
flown by my son Thomas Case Jr., who
was the Junior Champion last year at
the NATs.

This year there will be “samba”,
Brazilian flags, and good times by all.
Last year, the group gave me a star pin
with the word “Sheriff”. My job is to
keep order and to fly the “Girl from
Ipanema”, which has just been test
flown for the first time.
See you at the NATs
-Thomas A. Case
Founder of the Catho Group

Thomas Case Junior and Bene Rodrigues in our beautiful São Paulo flying field in the Ibirapuera
park with their P51 Mustangs. We have two circles and wonderful facilities for weekend flying. We
are waiting for American visitors to fly with us and try the Brazilian hospitality.
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS GERMANY

Gunter Wagner

Erlaer Strasse 10
08340 Schwarzenberg
Germany

J

une 6, 2006
Dear Tom,
Some fotos for the “Stunt News.”
Greetings,
- Gunter Wagner

Michael Binner with his “Hercules” with
PA65SE.

I and my friend Michael Binner with the
“Hercules.”

My new “Atlantik Traveler” with a PA61RE
with pipe, plan and design by Steve Buso.
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INTERNATIONAL
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team racer during the group photo.
-Mike Nelson

Mike Nelson

United Kingdom

T

he Stunt competition was part of
the BMFA Midland area “Festival
of flight” run on RAF Barkston Heath,
home of the British Nationals, on
Sunday the 11th of June. I think that
this is what would have been called the
“Midland Area Gala” when I was
young. The weather was close to
perfect with light winds. The F2B entry
was down on my expectations with just
7 entries. Barry Robinson ran a very
enjoyable, relaxed, 3 round competition
with the best 2 to count. The judge was
Peter Catlow. Robert Kitley flying his
SV12 won with Barry Robinson flying
his very pretty Dago Red second. Third
was Roy Cherry with his muchmodified Saturn. Brian Turner was
fourth flying his new, own design,
Skytoane in its first competition - the
name is an anagram of Yatsenko as the
model uses the Yatsenko wing section,
areas and moments. Powered by a
Stalker 61 LT LS, this model is looking
really good in the air. Malcolm Ross
was fifth flying a Vector 40 built from a
Brodak Kit. The model is powered by a
OS LA 45 with a modified combustion
chamber by Malcolm, a sweet running
motor. Mike Nelson was sixth flying
his new Mo-Best powered by an unmodified SuperTigre G51. Seventh
place was Dave Holmes whose model
wasn’t on the flight line when the photo
was taken and who was busy flying a
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Back Row: Malcolm Ross, Peter Catlow (judge) Brian Turner & Barry Robinson. Front Row:
Robert Kitley, Roy Cherry & Mike Nelson.

Brian’s Skytoane

Barry’s Dago Red
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Models from nearest: Robert’s SV12, Malcolm’s
Vector 40, Brian’s Skytoane, Mike’s Mo-Best,
Barry’s Dago Red, and Roy’s Saturn
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Precision
Aerobatics Model
Pilots’ Association
PAMPA, an AMA approved
Special Interest Group, founded
July 1973. Objectives include a
means of communications among
control line stunt flyers, voting on
issues affecting control line stunt,
and administration of the Control
Line Precision Aerobatics Event
at the Nationals and conduct of
the FAI Team Selection Trials.

Officers
President
Paul Walker
25900 127th Ave SE
Kent, WA 98031-7933
(253) 639-0448
pwimpact@earthlink.net

Vice President
Ted Fancher
158 Flying Cloud Isle
Foster City, CA 94404
(650) 345-0130
TED911@aol.com

Secretary/Treasurer
Shareen Fancher
158 Flying Cloud Isle
Foster City, CA 94404
(650) 345-0130 Voice
(650) 578-8454 Fax

Membership Secretary
Jim Renkar
6201 South Nashville Ave
Chicago, IL 60638-4111
(773) 229-9353

Directors
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
District
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01 - Dave Midgley
02 - Windy Urtnowski
03 - Phil Spillman
04 - Bill Little
05 - Dale Barry
06 - Allen Brickhaus
07 - Crist Rigotti
08 - Steve Moon
09 - Carl Shoup
10 - David Fitzgerald
11 - Bruce Hunt
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Articles printed in Stunt News from other
sources do not necessarily reflect the opinion
of PAMPA nor are these articles intended to
be endorsements of particular products by
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information contained herein is accurate, but
PAMPA is not responsible for errors or omissions.
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2006 NATs Junior, Senior, Open/Walker Cup Champions: Ryan
Young, Paul Ferrell, and Brett Buck. Photo by Howard Rush

John Hill’s Caudron. Photo by Tom McClain

Crist Rigotti and his Phacade. Photo by
Allen Brickhaus

Roger Wildman and his Davis Special. Photo by Allen Brickhaus
Kenny Stevens and his Concours SV-22. Photo by Linheart Smith

Bob Whitely’s Hawker Hunter. Photo by Tom McClain

Frank McMillan’s Caudron 9. Photo by Tom McClain

Bob McDonald’s Werwage P-47. Photo by Tom McClain

Aaron Nottingham and his Intrepid XL. Photo by Allen
Brickhaus

Richard Oliver’s Maverick 76. Photo by Tom McClain

Steve Moore and his SIG Chipmonk and Twister. Photo by
Allen Brickhaus

Brett Buck’s Infinity. Photo by Linheart Smith

Japan 2006 F2B
Shield. Provided
by Kaz Minato

$5.00
Sept/Oct 2006
www.control-line.org

Gunter Wagner’s Atlantik Traveler and
Michael Binner’s “Hercules.” Photo by
Gunter Wagner

2006 NATS CHAMPIONS

Catho Group Team Shark 45. Photo by Tom McClain
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Three Amigos (Bruce Hoffman, Tony Bonello, and Reg Towell)
and their Yatsenko Stunters. Photo by Bruce Hoffman

Catho Group Team and their Bene Rodriguez P-51D Mustangs. Photo by Tom McClain

Michael Binner and his “Hercules.” Photo by Gunter Wagner

Allen Brickhaus and Michael Schmitt with Allen’s Encore.
Photo by Allen Brickhaus

Gerry Ruschke and his Europa. Photo by Allen Brickhaus

Kenny Stevens receives the NATs 2006 Concours award.
Photo by Gene Martine

Warren Tiahrt receives his well earned award for 11 years of
outstanding service as NATs CLPA Event Director. Photo by
Gene Martine
John Simpson and his Cavalier. Photo by Allen Brickhaus

Mike McHenry receives his NATs 2006 1st place award for
Advanced CLPA. Photo by Gene Martine

Windy City Classic Group Photo. Photo by Allen Brickhaus
Willis Swindell and his Brodak P-40. Photo by Allen Brickhaus

David Reyes and his Sheeks Knight. Photo by Allen Brickhaus

Paul Ferrell receives his NATs 2006 1st place award for
Senior Champion. Photo by Gene Martine

Brett Buck receives the NATs 2006 Open
1st place award. Photo by Gene Martine

Thomas Case Sr. receives accolades from his sons, Amos, Thiago
andThomas Jr. for outstanding service. Photo by GeneMartine
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Photo by Allen Brickhaus
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